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CHAPI'ER FIVE

Anticlericalism and Satire in the Factitioos Religions of SF

In Oscar Wilde's novel, The Picture of o::>rian Gray (1891) the

capricious, arroral -

'poisonous' - Lord Henry Wotton characterizes

fin-de-siecle England as the product of 'Beer, the Bible and the
seven deadly virtues.' Charles Kin:Jsley, a oore earnest critic of
religion, might be surprised at the extent to which his famous
observation about contemporary religion has been

po~larizerl by

-

arrkXlC3 others - roodern science fiction authors. Kingsley wrote 'We

have used the Bible as if it were a CXXlStable' s haOObook - an opiumdose for keeping beasts of blrden patient while they are beirg
OIferloaded.' The nature and effects of religious influences upon us
is of real interest to the progressive secular humanist who firrls
suppression and fatalism

intolerable,

lackirg even the rerrotest

possibility of the religious justification a devout writer like Lewis
or Miller might discern in it. But for devout authors, as we have
seen,

a

~ly

scientific

or

technological orientation of

the

humanistic ethic is seen as dan;rerously superficial and inadequate.
Devoot authors present the ooral force of religion -

baserl en

revealEd truths - as an essential counter to the anmality of pure
scientific utilitarianism or the relativistic oorals and expedient
ethics of progressive scientific materialism.
'!his chapter presents evidence of a ex>rresp:niiDg impatience or
resentment

aroongst

sceptics

about

religion. r.tx>roock.'s M:nica tells
that

the

traditional

staIXiing of

Karl Glogauer in Behold the Man

'Science is basically opposed to religion... Who needs the

ritual of religion when we have the far superior ritual of science to
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replace it? Religion is a reasonable substitute for knowledge. But
there is no longer any need for substitutes ••• Science offers a far
sounder basis on which to formulate systems of thought and ethics.'
Clearly one irnp.llse to deride religion stans fran an unwillin;Jness to
ooncede that the right to decree an authentic, enIightenOO definition
of ethics should remain the prerogative of the religious. Religious
faith is thought by the sceptic to be a particularly naive response

to human existence within a universe al:xJut which nnre than ever is
known,

including sane quite uncanfortable iOOdern oonclusions abrut

the futility of trying to placate an utterly imifferent

COSrIDS.

'!he sceptical and brazenly impious associations between religion

en the one hand and de=eitful oppression on the other which feature
praninently in rrany factitious religions clearly are intended to
expose or incriminate actual religions. Orthodox religion is depicted

in many novels as a conservative institutian praooting a reactionary
nnral oonsensus, exploiting, distorting or oppressing the innate
spirituality of man.

errls,'

as

''l1le ClIUrch has appropriated God for its

am

Machiavelli bluntly oaoplained centuries ago, and so there

is clearly not:hiB.;J new in the canplaint itself. Yet the secular power
enjoyed by Olristian religions has declined and they no longer may
assert an exclusive proprietary right to divine (or absolute) nnral

urxIerstamin:J, exemplified by ideas such as papal infallibility and
Ollvinistic electian. Why then are they the target of so IlDlch IOOdern
sceptical satire? Religious aspiratian

am

rival claim to the same role - foster1n;J
individuals

am

humanistic aspiratian lay
ethical developnent in

society, and validating it.

Science fictian I s secular humanists are engaged no less than
religious thinkers by questians of personal growth, cxmnitment
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am

responsibility and the danger of re-crudescence, or m::>ral, intellectual or physical degeneration. Huxley, writing in 1937 on 'Religious
Practices' (.1) 'fran a humanistic point of view,' concedes that if
'Attachment to traditional cererconies and belief in the magical
efficacy of ritual' would help IOOSt who have 'neither the desire nor
the capacity for enlightenment to behave a little better than they
otherwise would have done', then the rational idealist 'may accord
them a certain qualified favour'. While Huxley (who attacks utilitarian ethics in Brave New Warld)

recognizes the noral force of

religious belief and practices, he sees their negative potential.
Indeed, the attitude he expresses in the same essay aba.lt the broad

effect of religions in general is still more clear-cut. Speaking of
the rituals of organized religions as 'impediments' which stand in
the path of enlightenment, he also attacks their pernicious ethical
teachings:

••• by no means all the doctrines and practices of the
existing religions are calculated to ameliorate character or heighten consciousness. en the contrary, a great
deal of what is done and taught in the name of even the
IOOSt highly evolved religions is definitely pernicious,
and a great deal m::>re is ethically neutral - not particularly bad, rut, on the other hand, not particularly
good. 'I'c:Mards this kiIXi of religion whose fruits are
nmal evil am a darkenin:J of the min::l the rational
idealist can only show an uncxxnpranisinJ hostility.
Such things as persecution and the suppression or distortion of the truth are intrinsically wroD3, and he
can have nothiB;J to do with religious organizations
which countenance such iniquities.

Brave New World, discussed in detail in the last chapter as an
example of humanist rather than religious unease ab::Jut scientific
materialism, could also justify a place in the present discussion for
its sybaritic religion (a profane, synthetic travesty of Christianity) as this chapter examines the themes, contentions and conclusions
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of a range of novels in which some of the acutest and most comprehensive hostility to all sorts of religions, real and imagined, is
apparent. A factitious religion like Huxley's is one of most common
vehicles for sceptical criticism.
Factitious religions are usually shallow analogues, designed
really to do no rnore than serve their author's polemical purposes and
lacking the force of religious conviction exhibited in the works
discussed in the last chapter. But there are exceptions, notably
Keith Robert's Pavane, and M:x>rcock' s Behold the Man. Examples which
are distinctly anti-clerical are used in the
introduce

the

rhetoric

general

and

follow~

features

of

discussion to

this

sceptical

satirical device. The discussion will move forward with a survey of
works which attack theocracy;
inimical

to hunan aspiration.

in them,

Whatever

religion is presented as
their

contentions,

they

present factitious religions and so are linked structurally and
thematically with those discussed below. Their litanies, creeds and
hierocracies

are

eclectic

satirical devices,

used

in

"radical"

exposes to underpin a stylized, determine::Uy modernistic iconoclasm.
Reversin; the current of exploitation,. these factitious religions may
also be used to praoote a

retI,

positivistic or utilitarian view of

religion as a potentially valuable means of achievirg the evolutionary transformation of hunan nature, rather as Wells does in Men Like
Q:x1s.

Ratiooalistic Scepticism: Religion
Men

~

Imnature Myt;h.opoesis.

Like Gods offers a revealing insight into the lOOSt cherishe1

social vision of one of the century's most imag1nativeand prolific
writers, H.G.Wells; stapledon's star Maker adopts its anticlerical
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gnosticism, and

~rcock's

Behold the Man (probably the roost provoca-

tive of the three) has been acclaimErl for

uncxmprani.si~

iconoclasm

which not so long ago would certainly have brought it vociferous
general corrlemnation. While recall~ Butler's earlier satire of
institutionalised religion in Erewhon, we may rrost usefully carry
forward the examination of anticlericalism in science fiction by
look~

first to Wells's

writi~s

as an influential popular source of

theme and discourse. Wells's qualified faith in science is well knCMn:
Fran his earliest publishei essay •••• until his death in
1946, Wells was deeply concerned with the pranise of
science to help man understand and improve his envirorunent.
In his first essay, ''!he RErliscovery of the unique' (1891 ) ,
he canpares science to a match. Man has struck it with the
hope and expectation that it will light up the dark rcx:xn in
which he stands, rut he finds that it throws only a flickerin:J and m::mentary glow on his hands and face, leav~ the
rest of the roan in al.nnst oanplete blackness. In rrore
florid pieces like A r.t:dern utopia (1905) and '!he Shape of
'Ihings to Cl:Jne(1933), science is not so much a flickeriI¥;J
match as a beacon. However, the attitooe towards science
that appears in Wells's pronouncements on it, taken in rulk,
is faith in it as a good tool, rut faith moderated by skepticism about man's ability to obtain a kn<:Mledge of final
reality with this tool or any other DOlI available to him.

1·

---

In Men Like Gods(1923) H.G.Wells projects his roost idealistic

(yet, also his bleakest) vision of the human future. The 'god-like'
utopians are indeed masters of the I;tlysical sciences, and thus have

caoplete control of their world. Yet they are later discovered to be
usiI¥J science to go beyorrl even their relatively exalted existence to
scmewhere Barnstaple,

their human 'guest I

fran this world, carmot

even conjecture. At the same time, Wells uses this novel as a vehicle
for probably his roost sustained attack on orthodox religious belief;
and there is plenty to suggest that it was the stimulus for the later

anti-scientific satire of Aldous Huxley and devout authors like
C.S.Iewis, as well as George Orwell's parody in Cl::!ning
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.!!e. for

Air(!).

For all that, it is also an oddly neglected

novel(~), perhaps

because

the flair, artistry and originality which distin3uished the earlier
r

Scientific Ranances r

didacticism(~).

in Men Like Gods by simple

is displaced

Indeed,

Wells's

many

didactic

concerns

may

be

examined here only insofar as they bear upon the present discussion
of the cultural nature of religion and what Wells clearly thought of

as the habitual conservatism of the religious perspective.
In many of his science fiction novels and stories, Wells pre-

sents a fundamentally pessimistic view of the nature of the universe
and the inferences which may be drawn about the ultimate destiny of

the race itself. In '!he Time Machine, the time traveller reports that
the mirrlless, IOOnstrouS crabs, having ootlasted even Mankirrl, are the
cnly

recognizable

creatures

in

~

disc:overed in the future.
ally apocalyptic vision as

the

terminal

landscape

he

has

feels that describing this sensation-

r anti-utopian'

is 5a'IIE!hcM inadequate, rut

Wells's fiction reaches this pitch of deep glocm about the future of
nan at least partly as a negative reaction to the utopias of Bellamy
and

~is

Industrial

with

their

Revolution

insistence
and

their

that
rocrlern

the

of

the

really

are

technologies

successors

pernicieus. Wells himself recognizes these problems - in The ~
M:lchine and elsewhere - but he does not accept that humanity might
dispense with the adieus machines and retum to wtDlesane, rustic
societies. To Wells, teclmology offers a sacred 00pe, that through it
-

assuming

mankind will

transcerrl the

not

instead degenerate

limitations of human nature,

-

ma.nkirrl

attainin:3 a

supernal ascendancy aver the world and ultimately the entire
Yet this is

00

way

Titanic,
(l::)sroc)S.

merely Vernean fantasy of Man the Inventor heroically

transformed by his mastery of awesane machines, but a millenarist
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vision born of a IOOre sophisticated yet qualified faith in scientific,
secular man.

Butler foresaw this debate,

lampooning in his idiosyncratic

style the aspirations of the rustic utopians in the shape of the mechanical museums of Erewhon and the injunctions against possessing
rrachinery which land Higgs

in j ail for owning a pocket watch. Fbwever,

where Butler is quizzical (2) in presenting his view of teclmology,
VEIls is definite. For Wells, the future of mankind is caught up with
technological progress, whatever the consequences - the genie, out of
the

bottle,

may not

be

returned

to

it without the attendant

disadvantage of a decline in social standards. In fact, the emergent
necessity he perceives is the challenge of creating a positive roodus
vivendi with the ambivalent potential of the mechanical progeny of

truman ingenuity,

an issue he addresses in Men Like GOOs. Yet, since

this novel is devoid of huge Vernean machines

(and even of the

awesare devices like the Martian fighting machines which feature in
SClOO

of his early fiction), Wells's interest unmistakeably lies in

the sensibility of the 'utopian' Titans he portrays in it; given the

ooncerns of the present study, a IOOSt happy contin;rency.
'!he oovel's initial prenises are straightforward enough.

In

order to expose the inadequacies and vices of contemporary society,
Wells invents another into which a range of rurrent opinions are
introduced for oontrast. Where Butler, and before him SWift, fO\.1Irl a

single adventurer sufficient, Wells throws an assorbnent of 'roodern'
characters through a d.imensiooal lacuna into what he calls simply
'utopia'. NcM an old hand at the game (the Time Traveller of '!be Time
M:lchine having preceded the collection of '1Wenties men and wanetl,
~ them

IIDrdant caricatures of Winstal <lrurch111 (' catskill' ) ,
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IDrd Ba.lfour (' Cecil Bur leigh') and the newspaper magnate Beaverbrook
- 'Barralonga' - dispatched this time), Wells creates tensions within
the 'IOOdern' perspectives which he is setting against those found in
utopia. However, it is important to recognize the notional distinction

between

the

earlier

novel,

with

its

glocm-ridden,

even

apocalyptic vision of the future of the human race, and the situation
which Wells contrives in this novel. Drawing his 'scientific patter'
from

the

most

speculative

theories

of

the brilliant

physicist

Einstein, Wells invents a world which is a possible future, rather
than the

'actual' future which he has already depicted pessimist-

ically. Such niceties are important, as George Hay explains:
'rhus may we leam sanething of oor OOW'ltry' S J;XJlitical ani
social past, by looking through a magic wiIrlQW' at an alternative future, created in the past. 'Alternative world' I
mean, oot future; this science-fictional device, roN so
well-used as to be alnost banal, was used here, early and
to excellent effect, to present a possible future, rather
than a straight prediction.
~.

still, the corresporrlences with

'!he Time Machine are too many to

ignore, and perhaps Wells intended readers familiar with his earlier
work to notice the many allusions, especially the omious one at the
end of r.Bl Like Gods.

-----

After his return,

Barnstaple treasures an

other-worldly flOW'er as a symbolic manento of his amazing adventure,
nuch as the Time Traveller produoe:1 a similarly exotic bloom as
evidence of the veracity of his account of his expeditions into the
future. It is tenpting to think that Wells's later novel represents
an attempt, however ill-conceived, to 1:uild upon in sane way his
earlier work. Indeed, r.Bl Like Gods is viewed generally as being a
sort of sequel to Wells's earlier work, A M:xiern utopia(1905):
Perhaps the IOOSt notable way in which the utopia of Men
Like Gods differs fran that of A M:ldern utopia, which was
only a little way ahead of us, is that all government has
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withered away. Instead of judges and legislators and rulers,
there are only experts doing their jobs scientifically and
rationally. Instead of our confusions and cx:mflict, there
are only people living together in order and peace because
they have been educated to do so •

..............

Indeed, Men Like Gods differs fran ~ M:Jdern Utopia in
being much rore of a dream vision, much less a detailed
blue-print. In part it is a kind of hymn to a world incredibly IOC>re lovely, orderly, healthy, energetic •••

9.
fbwever, to see Men Like Gods purely in the light of its utopian
predecessor may obscure three important new aspects of the idealized
vision of the human future which Wells conveys in the later novel.
'!he first important innovation which Wells includes in Men Like

Q:xis is his answer to the problem posed so tellingly in The Tine
Machine, namely,

that

over~ependence

upon science and technology

will stultify and stifle the very creativity with which human inventors establish new technologies and bring about the decline of the
race. Mr • catskill and Urthred (the utopians' spokesman) discuss the
problem of technological

over~ependence, and

catskill is pennitted

to open the exchange polemically in terms very reminiscent of Weston,
Lewis's later anti-hero:
For I take it, sir, that it is rJCM a proven thing that life
and all the energy and beauty of life are begotten by
struggle and canpetition and conflict; we were llDUlde:i and
wrought in hardship, and so, sir, were you. And yet you
dream here that you have eliminated conflict forever. Your
eoonanic state, I gather, is sane form of socialism; you
have abolished cx:xnpetition in all the blsiness of peace.
Yoor political state is one universal Wlity; you have
altogether cut out the bracm;r and ennobling threat and the
purging and terrifying experience of war. Everything is
ordered and provided for. Everything is secure, sir, except
for one thing •••
'I grieve to trouble yoor tranquillity, sir, but I must
breathe the name of that one forgotten thing - degeneration 1
What is there here to prevent degeneration? Are yoo preventing degeneration?
Men Like Gods, p.79.
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Urthred has Pranethean answers which Wells advances in his own ul ti-

mate argument against the merciless, unrestrained tx'sitivism in which
O:U:Win's theories about natural selection justify a particularly base,
grasping and shallow materialism. 'nle less scrupulous tx:>Sitivists
were still advancing this reading of 'The Origin of Species' as a
rationale to disguise a marcenary readiness to exploit the poor, the
unfortunate and the oppressed:
''Ihese Earthlings do not yet dare to see what our M::>ther
Nature is. At the back of their mirrls is still the desire
to abandon themselves to her. 'nley do not see that except
for eyes and wills, she is purp::>seless arrl blind. She is
not awful, she is horrible •••• She made us by accident; all
her children are bastards - undesired; she will cherish or
expose them, pet or starve or tennent them without rhyme or
reason. • •• 'lbere must be good in her because she made all
that is good in us - rut there is also endless evil. Ib not
your Farthlings see the dirt of her, the cruelty, the
insane indignity of 1lU1ch of her work?

...........after

'We have,

centuries of struggle, suppressed her
nastier fancies, arrl washed her and canbed her and taught
her to respect and heed the last child of her wantonings Man. With Man came IDgos, the Word and the Will into our
universe, to watch it and fear it, to learn it and cease to
fear it, to kn.ovI it and canprehend it and master it. So
that we of Utopia are no longer the beaten and starved
children of Nature, but her free and adolesccent sons •••
19l Like Gods, pp.82-83.
'!he single word

' adolescent' hints at the second main innovation

Wells made. '!he Utopians at first seem like go:is to the 'Farthlings,'
blt they quickly deny that they are. '!hey are, however, clearly very
different fran their visitors,

and

they aspire to even greater

achievements in shaping themselves physically and mentally to be
capable of becxming a

different species.

catskill is wrong in

assuming that the utopians are complacent and hence decadent. They
have set their sights oollectively upon a new challenge, sanething
the ancestors of the Eloi and M::>rlooks failed to do, for they aspire

literally to surpass themselves: "'We have taken
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CNer

the Old Ia.dy's

Estate. EVery day we learn a little better how to master this planet.
E.\rery day our thoughts go out mre surely to our inheritance, the

stars. And the deeps beyond and beneath the stars. "'(p.83) '!be third
irmovative element Wells intrcrluCErl was an anticlerical polemic. '!he
humane variety of positivism advanced as the daninant ideology of his

utopia is confronted with a dogmatic, reactionary counterpart.
Significantly, Wells seems at the same time to have beca:ne
sanewhat roore inclined towards a kirrl of mysticism. More precisely,
he rooved fran a position of exclusively experimental rationalism with

its emphasis upon the iamediate and the tangible - the 'real,' if you
will - to develop an outlook which, while being no less rationalistic,
is narkaily less single-rttiOOed aOOut evolution and the limits of
developnent. FUrthenoore, he expended considerable energy (and riskErl
oot a

little of his considerable reputation as a

free-thinking

radical) upon three ''mainstream'' works in which he appears to take a
less sceptical line tovIards conventional religion. God the Invisible
~(1917),

form a

'l11.e SOOl of a Bishop(1917) and '!be Undying Fire(1919)

'Manichaean trilogy' (.1Q) presenting his personal theological

ideas and speculations.

'1hese books, written during the First World War, delineate the
unorthodox religious views of their author and suggest that Wells's
CXXltemporary position on these questions

was not unlike Butler's, the

"devQlt sceptic." '!he fact that Wells was less than happy with this
rXrilosotXlical posi tion is borne out fully
dialectical novel which may
~ides

l'lCM

in Men Like Gods,

a

seem straightforward enough but which

striking evidence of its author's disillusionment with the

progressive capability of orthodox religions. It marks a watershed in
Wells's personal philosophy. The modified utopian themes of this, the
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only major work he produced in 1923, suggest that he was striving to
square the findings of his recent excursion into theological issues
with his contempt for ecclesiastical conservatism and his perennial
faith

in

science and reason.

Here Wells

snipes at

reactionary

religious ideas, rather than launching the all-out attack M::lorcock
does in Behold the Man.

Although Wells's materialism is as scientific as ever, it has
acquired a

nJi!!M

streak of idealism evident in his prcxootion of an

updated and refined Contist cult of Man. HcMever Wellsian humanism is
in fact theistic, not atheistic, for he simply endows man with what

are conventionally regarde:i as divine attrib.ltes. For Wells,

the

greatest of these is Reason. In Men Like Gods he sets out to illustrate, in an opt:i..iniZErl setting, his version of progressive scientific

humanism.
Wells's assorbnent of characters find themselves involuntarily
transportErl

into a

strange

landscape which is bafflingly unlike

anything they have ever seen before. '!he reader follCMS the mild,
middle-class protagonist Mr.Barnstaple into the

neM

world, and there

discovers quickly that he is not alone, for the fatal experiment
which has brought him through in his car without a scratch has also
brought through two other,

rather roore expensive vehicles,

their

wealthy passengers, and - naturally - their respective chauffeurs.
While their miOOs are still reeling fron the disconcerting experience
of crossing between two worlds while travelling along an otherwise
unremarkable

stretch

of

road

towards

Windsor,

the

loquacious

Mr • Burleigh provides a characteristically indefinite sketch of the

scientific and philosophical context of the incident:
'Einstein might make it clear to us. Or dear old Haldane
might urrlertake to fog it up with that adipose Hegelianism
324

of his. But I am neither Haldane nor Einstein. Here we are
in sane world which is, for all practical purposes, including the purposes of our week-end engagements, Nowhere. Or
if you prefer the Greek of it, we are in utopia. And as I
do not see that there is any manifest way out of it again,
I suppose the thing we have to do as rational creatures is
to make the best of it ••• '
~ Like Gods, p.30.
Wells's displays his gift for irony in setting out the central
theme of the novel when Burleigh continues in negligently damning
terms: " 'And watch our opportunities.'" In a nutshell, this is the
the flX)ral weakness Wells intends to expose. His twentieth-century
characters

(except

Barnstaple)

call

thenselves

'rational'

rut

regularly display a narrow opportunism. Hc7Never, in Utopia - a 'world
of subjugated nature', as Wells puts it - advanced rationalism has
dispensed with toth privileged individualism and
religious

revelation.

technological,

~

ba.~

upon

'!here man's overlordship of the world is

not Providential.

The

first of the travellers to

register (in no uncertain tenus) his disapproval of this world of
Reason rather than Revelation is the cleric.

Father

Amerton

is

one

of

the

fIOst

uncanpranising

and

unattractive of the clergymen in Wells's work. Wells's antipathy to
these

'men of God' found an early expression in

The

war of the

Worlds, written sane twenty-five years before. '!he hapless, pathetic
rurate wOO oonstrues the devastating Martian attack upon Weybridge as
a divine

~shment,

and the Martians themselves as angels of death

carrying out QJd' s work,

is contrasted IOOSt unfavourably with the

rational narrator, an amateur scientist whose resourcefulness and
determination helps h.im survive when the demented, raving curate
betrays

himself

to

the

ruthless,

dispassionate,

exterminating

Martians. Since the reader krlcMs why the Martians have cane to earth,
and the narrator himself has begun to grasp that ecological problems
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have pranptErl the Martians to launch their attack across space, the
futility and illogicality of the curate's behaviour and attitude is
rranifest. By contrast the vicar in '!be Focrl of the Gods (1904) really
is

Ii ttle rrore than a part of the landscape,

as Wells himself

explains:
Clleasing Eyebright had of course a vicar. There are vicars
and vicars, and of all sorts I love an innovating vicar, a
piebald progressive professional reactionary, the least. But
the Vicar of Clleasing Eyebright was one of the least innovating of vicars, a most worthy, plump, ripe, and conservativeminded little man. • •• He matched his village, and one may
figure them best together •••
'!be Food of the Gods, Bk.2, chap. 2

------

Shortly after Mr.Barnstaple and the occupants of the first of
the other vehicles cx:xne to their senses, the priest's vocational

intuitions cane to the fore. Father Amerton is struck by the !;Xlysical
beauty of the rrore or less naked utopians, rut is puzzled by the
absence of what he terms any 'sign of maternity' aIOOng them - "''!be

rrost beautiful and desirable young wanen,'" he remarks to Barnstaple,
'''rrost desirable; and not a Sign of maternity! "'(p.39)
As the story progresses, it becxnles quite clear that the world

which the 'Earthlings' have taken for 'utopia' is a rationalistic
paradise whose

inhabi tants are

in every way

superior

to their

visitors, except where the em:>tions are concerned (though since they
are telepathic, their outward calm and stoical acceptance of death
my hide

arr:t more personal em:>tions which they may be reluctant for

the 'Earthlings' to observe). '!beir !;Xlilosophy seems to be materialist,

am

t.haJ.gh they call themselves

'men',

they do seem to Bam-

staple and the others to be aloof and dispassionate to the point of
coldness. '!hey are ccmnensalist socialists whose ancestors discovered
'the need arrl nature of the limitations of private property' (p.S3);
arrl

incidentally,

one

is reminded at once of
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the beha.viourist

'paradise' Skinner would depict twenty-five years later in Walden
Two. As Burleigh observes to Urthred, their society is a marvel of

ha..rrrony, yet the individual may exercise a considerable degree of
autonany.
Dionysian

It all works because these are Apollonian rather than
'gods'

whose

society

is

kinetic

rather

static

-

an

important premise overlooked by virtually all of Wells's predecessors
and not a fEM of his successors, including Skirmer.

Amerton 's observation is the pretext for an account of Utopian
social developnent for their guests' benefit, for utopia is here 00rn
through social upheaval (especially during the 'Age of Cbnfusion',
which is duly recognised 1::T:f the Earthlings as being the closest
historical parallel to their

OlIn

epoch).

utopia has history, of

course, and in a rather old-fashioned way Wells exploits it to extend
the parallels with Farth which he has established: utopian socialism
after M:>rris (ID:>king BackwaJ:d) and Bellamy (~ fran Nowhere) is
propourrled at length, and at the expense of incident and character
developnent. IbWeVer, before long Wells's anticlerical ism ooincides
happily with his skill at catching the essence of human behaviour in
relieving the dry exposition of Utopian history

am

values with

hnerton's increasingly outragei interruptions.
'!be priest has already noticed an absence of the outward signs
of a thriving religion - there are neither spires nor churches in
utopia. Qlring aJrleigh' s discussion with Urthred Amerton suddenly
urrlerstams how the Utopians are able to manage their society so
effectively:
A gasp of horror came fran Father Amerton. He had been
dreading this realization for scme time. It struck at his
noral foundations. 'And you dare to regulate increasel You
CXXltrol it 1 Your wanen consent to bear children as they are
needed - or refrain! '
'Of course,' said Urthred. 'Why not?'
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'I feared as much,' said Father Amerton, and leaning forward he covered his face with his hands, murmurin:;J, 'I felt
this in the atroosphere! '!he human stud fann! Refusing to
create souls! '!he wickedness of it! Ch, my God! '
Men Like Gods, p.56.
Leaving

aside

the

prurience

of

Amerton' s

remarks,

a

catholic

theologian could not find much else to quibble with in his aghast
denunciation, for (as a recent Vatican announcement has re-affirmed)
the Catholic doctrine of the inseparability of the conjugal act fran
procreation is absolute: science may not intervene in any way, either
through effective contraception or, in the contrary case, in vitro
fertilization. Like the Lithians of Blish's A Case of Conscience, the
rationalistic

utopians

in

are,

Amerton' s

judgement,

at

best

unconsciously beastly, at worst consciously satanic.
Here Wells exploits the fundamental point where science cones
fOC)st acutely into conflict with religious conviction: permitting or
prohibiting human fertility is a divine prerogative, and if it is
hubristic to aspire to proscribed knowledge, it is profane to apply
it.

HaNever,

Wells

is far

fran finished with Christianity,

for

utopian history has a further sbxk in store for Amerton:
Propositions that had seenerl, in former ages, to be inspired
and exaltei idealism began IlC7tI to be recognised not simply

as

sober psychological truth rut as practical and urgently
necessary truth. In explaining this Urthred expressed himself
in a manner that recalled to Mr. Barnstaple 's mirrl certain very
familiar phrases; he seemerl to be saying that whosoever would
save his life should lose it, and that whosoever would give
his life should thereby gain the whole world.
Father Amerton's thoughts, it seenerl, were also responding
in the same manner. For he sudienly interrupted with: 'But

what you are saying is a quotation! '
Urthred admitted that he had a quotation in mind, a passage
fran the tea.chin3s of a man of great poetic pcMer who had
lived long ago in the days of spoken words.
He would have proceedej, rut Father Amerton was too excited
to let him do so. 'But who was this teacher?' he asked. 'Where
did he live? HaN was he born? Fi:M did he die?'
A picture was flashed upon Mr • Barnstaple 's consciousness of
a solitary-looking, pale-faced figure, beaten and bleeding,
sun:oonded by arm::>ured guards, in the midst of a thrustin;J,
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jostling, sun-hit crONd which filled a narrc::M, high-walled
street. Behind, sane huge, ugly implement was borne along
dipping and swaying with the swaying of the multitude ••••
~ Like Gods, pp.59-60
Wells contirrues in this hooologic marmer

(the whole passage is

presented as Appendix I), making deliberate correspondences between
the Utopians' ancient religion and the Gospels' account of the life
and death of Christ, until Amerton is told by Urthred that while the

prophet and teacher is respected for the virtue of his ideas, no-one
fII::M

has faith in him as a religious saviour or redeemer; nor have

they had for ages past. '!he priest is quite overwhelmed by this
realization that the utopians' martyr has cxme to be seen as less
significant than the ideals and values he once preached and that
these have becane so revered in a seemingly agnostic world - "'I
don't understand this ••• It is too terrible. I am at a loss. I do not
understarrl. '"
For

Amerton,

Wells

seems

to

imply,

C1rist ' s

testament

is

valuable because it carries with it the pranise of redemption and
because it is revealed knowledge. Without Christ's divine authority,
the message W'alld be rrerely worthy; sanctioned by C1rist, it has
absolute rroral force. What he carmot canprehend, as he repeate:lly

hints,

is that although utopia has had its parallel revelation,

whatever may be admirable ab:Jut its strange people - their beauty,

scientific

~,

am

supreme ratialalism - has been attained even

though the sacrifice upon the Wheel and the sacred message of its
messianic victim has been ignored or accorded the significance of
p..u:ely secular wisdan.
'nlere are of course further inp1icatians fran Amerton I s point of

view: if the revelation of this ancient prophet is true, then each
human world. may have its

0'tIIl

saviour. Of
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IOOre

iallls:liate significance,

however, is the matter of whether the utopians are right merely to
esteem, rather than worship their own redeemer. It is fair to say
that Wells does not allaN him any thoughts on this question, it being
a foregone conclusion in view of his calling. The priest, staggererl
by what he has learned of the history of religion in utopia, remains

silent until he has summoned the resolve to condemn the utilitarian
ways of the Utopians once again, to Mr • Burleigh 's evident alann:
'I wish you would not press this matter further just at
present, Father Amerton. Until we have learned a little roore.
Institutions are, manifestly, very different here. Even the
institution of marriage may be different. '
'!he preacher's face lowered. 'Mr • Burleigh, ' he said, ' I
rrust. If my suspicions are right, I want to strip this \«)rld
forthwith of its hectic pretence to a sort of health and
virtue. '
'Not much stripping requirerl,' said Mr.Burleigh's chauffeur,
in a very audible aside.
Men ~ Gods, p.G8
Amerton is unaware - or ignorant - of the ironic inoongruity of the

role he is ready to assume. Wells has indicated beforehand that the
'humans' are, in many respects, SOCially and ethically inferior to
the utopians. still, since Amerton believes his rooral authority is

gcd-given, he ploughs on. Staggererl by the Utopians' equanimity alnlt
birth control, Amerton feels oanpelled to denounce their 'universal
scientific state' and its evil, materialistic practices - and things
go fran bad to ~se,

as even the suave parliamentarian 9.lrleigh

suddenly realizes.
It was clear to Mr.Barnstaple that Father Amerton was not
in c:xmplete control of himself. He was frightena:3. by what he
was doing and yet impelled to do it. He was too excited to
think clearly or control his voice properly, so that he
shalted and boaned in the wildest way. He was 'lettiD;J himself go' and trusting to the habits of the pllpit of st.
Barnabas to bring him through.
'I perceive ncM how you stand. cnly too well do I percieve
l'rM you stand. Fran the outset I guessed heM things were with
you. I waited - I waited to be perfectly sure, before I bore
my test:iroony. lbt it speaks for itself - the shamelessness of
your costume, the licentious freedan of yoor mamers! Young
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and wcmen smiling, joining hands, near to caressing, when
averted eyes, averted eyes, are the least trihlte you could
pay to roodesty! And this vile talk - of lovers loving - withrut bonds or blessings, without rules or restraint. What does
it mean? Whither does it lead? r:o not imagine because I am a
priest, a man pure and virginal in spite of great temptations,
do not imagine that I do not understand! Have I no vision of
the secret places of the heart? Do not the woundErl sirmers,
the broken potsherds, creep to me with their pitiful
confessions? And I will tell you plainly whither you go and
heM you stand. This so-called freedan of yours is oothing but
licence. Your so-callErl utopia, I see plainly, is nothing but
a hell of unbridled indulgence. Unbridled indulgence!
Mr.Burleigh held up a restraining hand, but Father Amerton's eloquence soared over the obstruction.
He beat upon the back of the seat before him. 'I will bear
my witness,' he shouted. 'I will bear my witness. I will make
no l:x:nes about it. I refuse to mince matters, I tell you. You
are all living - in praniscuity 1 '!hat is the word for it. In
animal praniscui ty! In bestial praniscui ty! '
Mr.Burleigh had sprung to his feet. He was holding up his
two hands and IlOtioning to the IDndon Boanerges to sit down.
'No, no!' he cried. 'Yc:u must ~, Mr .Amerton. Really, yc:u
rust stop. You are being insulting. You do not understand.
Sit dCMl, please. I insist.'
-lEn Like Gods, pp.69-70.
.nell

Ironically, it is the priest's 'testim:>ny' which the IlOre eloquently
'speaks for itself', for Wells effectively allCMS Amerton to corrlemn
himself.

E.\terything Amerton asserts confirms

the

reader

in the

opinion that the priest is an ingrate; his reactions to what Wells
advances as a species of earthly paradise, based as they are upon the

priest's merely vicarious appreciation of the very things he affects

to oorrlemn, make him seem to be inconsiderate,

disrespectful,

bigoted, prurient, and reactionary. His notions about the vileness of
the utopians' praniscuity are WlCXlllVincing - even embarrassing, for

they serve only to urrlerline his CMl inadequacy. However, they are
not without genuine significance in the oontext in which Wells has
presented them, as he uses this to expose the latent authoritarianism
of the clergy. Qlite simply, Amerton holds that marriage sanctifies
sexuality - in other words, God sanctions certain kirrls of sexual
behaviour, arrl the clergy presume to 1mJw which.
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'lhis is yet another of those confrontations between reason and
materialism on the one hand, and orthodox religious belief on the
other which have becane a distinctive feature of roodern science
fiction. As in a host of novels and shorter fiction, the cleric
speaks

for

traditional rrorality and defends virtue against the

rationalistic onslaught of materialistic progress. But there is no
argument offered to counter Amerton' s denunciation, for Utopia also
speaks eloquently on its own behalf to the reader. It seems to be the
very embcrlirnent of humanistic
paradise canpletely adapted to
Wells's Utopians

aspiration for

a

secular earthly

the wants of reasonable beings.

therefore do not need to give an acoount of

themselves, or to advertise their virtues too strenuously. '1beirs is,
after all, a society which has surpassed its human parallel; Amerton
and his fellows are the primitives ocxne to IDndon, as it were.

Whatever

they may desperately wish

to believe,

they

are

less

sophisticate::t than their hosts.
Nonetheless the essential irony is that 'the Lorrlon Boanerges'
has sought to take upon hlmself the role of senior arbiter of the
rrores of both worlds, and advances his as the better. IOOeed, he
speaks with his own fonn of licence in expressing this arrogant
OOstility

~

his hosts and vilifying their ways, which they have

not sooght to have him adopt. Hence even the broad-minded Utopians
take exception to his tirade, and in the most dramatic instant of

this entire passage of discussion of the differences and correspondences of both human worlds, Amerton. is told:

'''Sit down and hold

your peace ... Or you will be taken away. If' Burleigh intercedes for

him, and the priest remains, though he is tmrepentant. His egotism
and proscriptiveness are not lost on the utopians, whan Wells allows
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to voice his

of

CMIl

"_~-4-~.... , S

rlILII:;:..L I...VU.

unclean,

ffl

attitude, apparent, in any case, fran the beginning

dogmatl.'C

states

the

s""'''''''''''''1''\
....... h ........

" 'Manifestly this

Utopian

spokesman

man's

Urthred.

imagination is evidently inflamOO and diseasej.

mind

" 'His

He is

J.' s

sexual

angry and

anxious to insult and wound. And his noises are terrific. 'lb-rtnrrow
he must be examined and dealt with f "

-

a pranise sanbre enough to

quell the priest's paSSionate flcx:::rl of invective against the flOral
values of the Utopians, and perhaps lose Wells the reader's sympathy.
utopian force is a convenient force maj eur which relieves Wells of
the tedious, even difficult obligation of advancing the utopian line

of reasoning.
After catskill has made his oontrihltion to the visitors'
criticism of utopian life and culture by suggesting that they have
sacrificed natural human vigour and creativity in attaining their
scientific paradise, Urthred answers him and Amerton indirectly,

rather as if he is conversing with his peers ab:>ut a lower species
which they have all, m::mentarily and regrettably, taken for their
~ls:

'Why does he say degenerate?
He has been told better
already. 'l1le indolent and inferior do not procreate here.
And why should he threaten us with fancies and irruptions
fran other, fiercer, mre barbaric worlds? It is we who can
open the doors into such other wrlverses or close them as we
choose. We can go to them - when we know enough we shall rut they cannot o::me to us. '!here is no way rut kncf..Iledge out
of the cages of life... What is the matter with the mind of

this man?
''1bese earthlings are only in the beginnings of science.
'Ihey are still for all practical errls in that phase of fear
and taboos that came also in the developnent of utopia before
confidence and understanding... 'Ihe minds of these Earthlings
are full of fears and prohibitions, and thalgh it has dawned
en them that they may possibly control their universe, the
thooght is too terrible for them to face. '!hey avert their
minds fran it.
r.i:m Like Gods, p.81
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Urthred's is a key statenent of Wells's own attitude tcMa.rds what he
always depicted as the two rrost persistent cognitive constraints upon
genuine progress: reluctance to face the truth about life and the
unthinking acceptance of 'ta.l::x:los' and 'prohibitions' such as those
advanca:i by rooral spokesmen like Arnerton. 'Ibis vision of human nature

struggling to throw off its inadequacies and shortcanings in trying

to attain the kncMledge necessary to escape fran 'the cages of life'
rray sound inspiring, and again confirms the argument being developed
here about the relationship between krk::Mledge and pcMer, but Wells is
astute ena.lgh to concede that sane of what the Utopians countenance
is of doobtful ethical propriety. '!he first assertion Urthred makes
alxwe - "''!he indolent and inferior do not procreate here '" - begs
all sorts of questions, and has an authoritarian ring which al.rIDst
eclipses

even

Amerton 's

wildest

proscription.

'Ihanas

M:>lnar' s

polemical study of utopian writing, utopia, 'the Perennial

HeresY,

deperrls upon this repressive aspect of utopian social proj ection:

••• the utopian ••• visualizes the globe as havin] becane one
{XJWeI'ful. dynanD fran the integration of all its natural and
human potentials and laUIlChe:l upon the ~t of other
globes, planets, solar systems - and God himself. • •• powe:f
CNer things and men - the will to be God - is the ultimate
objective of both. Observed H.G.Wells in A M:xiem utopia:
'lbe utopia of a mcrlern dreamer llUlSt ~ differ in one
~tal aspect fran the Nowheres and Utopias men
planned before Darwin quickened the thought of the
world. 'lb:lse were all perfect and static states, a balance of happiness won forever against the forces of unrest that inhere in things. IUt the r-tnern utopia must
not be static but kinetic, oust take shape not as a
permanent state rut as a hopeful stage, lea.diI¥3 to a
long ascent of stages.
'lb unders1:a.Irl, with the utopian, that htmtan freedan jeopardizes these prospects, these states of happiness and this
long ascent of stages injects incalculability into the march
of things and aooounts for the differences between one man
ani another, is also to understand why it is of relatively
little inpJrtanoe for the utopian to deprive manJd.ni of these
instruments of freedan. '!be transitioo perioo toward utopia
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is, then, the process of renoving am abolishin;J certain of
these instrwnents of free1an. Granted, in every age these
instruments change am the utopian, child of his age, concentrates on those which in his eyes are the roost obstruct!ve of
CXJII'[Dn happiness, yet, even though sane of these instruments
are pennanent, they are still denounced with pasSion or by
cold 109'ic throughout the pages of utopian literature •

.ll.
If,

however,

Wells

is

prepared

to hint that there is an

unattractive, inhumane side to the Utopian temperament, he does not
corrlone

Amerton's

position.

When

the

priest

seeks

to

enlist

Barnstaple's support the next day, he is given a less sympathetic
reception than he expects. Amerton begins on what he considers to be
the safe ground of irrefutable roc>ral logic: ''''!he

raws

of M:>rality

hold gocxi for every conceivable world.'" (p. 90) Barnstaple, we later
leam(p. 98), is not the friend to religion which 1\merton has assumerl.
fe is not willing to accept the priest's assertion that noral values

are absolute - the counterparts of scientific constants. He seeks to
expose the fallacy of Amerton' s position by advanciD3' a scientific
case which

suggests that noral values are relative rather than

absolute, asking "'But in a world in which people propagated by
fission and there was no sex?'" But the priest is adamant: "'Mrality
would be simpler rut it would be the same norality.'"

With what seems to be uncharacteristic bitterness, Barnstaple, a
genial middle-class everyman, privately wishes that Amerton ('a bore')

oould be discarded as readily as litter or a cigarette butt. When the

cleric, full of his mission to " 'recall then to the

cne 'Ihin3' that

letters ." describes utopia as '" this Hell of sensuous materialism''',
Barnstaple turns on him at last:
'I want you to tnierstand that I am entirely out of sympathy
with all this stuff of yours. Yoo seem to E!llIbcrly all that is
wrcn:J and ugly and impossible in Catholic teachin;'. I agree
with these utopians that there is sanethiD3' wrQD3' with yoor
mi.rxi aboot sex, in all probability a nasty twist given to it
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in early life, and that what you keep saying and hintirr:J
about sexual life here is horrible am outrageous. And I am
equally hostile to you and exasperate::l and repellErl by you
when you speak of religion proper. You make religion disgusting just as you make sex disgusting. You are a dirty priest.
~ Like Gods, p.92
IbNever, when Barnstaple extends his criticism of the priest to
include the creed he represents, Wells reveals a perhaps unexpecte::l
degree of circumspection, allowing Banlstaple to present a line of
reasoning which is anti-clerical certainly, rut not irreligious:

'What you call Christianity is a black and ugly superstition, a mare excuse for malignity and persecution. It is
an outrage upon Olrist. If you are a <l1ristian, then IOOSt
passionately I declare myself not a Christian. But there are
other meanings for Olristianity than those you put upon it,
and in another sense this Utopia here is Christian beyOIXi all
dreaming. utterly beyond your wrlerstarding. We have cane
into this glorious world, which, ~ to our world, is
like a bowl of crystal canpared to an old tin can, am you
have the insufferable l.npldence to say that we have been sent
here as missionaries to teach than - God krlows what! '
Idem.
'!he tenor of Bamstaple' s

seeming

oonventionally

reproach is righteous to the point of

devout,

and

there

also

is

an

implicit

ackncltllErlgement that religious faith may not be entirely valueless.
Albeit in the IOOSt general terms, Wells here intrcrluces the seem:in]ly
radical idea of a religicn of Man. His portrayal of a humanistic
creed, notwithstanding Barnstaple's ingenuous, ready approbaticn and
m:>re or less

inrnediate CXXlversicn, is not as inventive as it may

appear. In fact Wells is giving pride of place in utopian philosophy

to logical positivism with a spiritual orientaticn, for Urthred' s
IDgos, '" the Word and the Will'" - the unique product of the human

miM - is its central principle.

Barnstaple, then, is acting as a spokesman advancing the virtues
of positivist religion very much like that of the French rationalist
Auguste O::mte who, in the first half of the nineteenth century, had
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even establishe:1 a Olurch of Humanity with a Positive catechism O:rnte himself being High Priest of this ' sociological' cult he had

founde:1. Principally through the rre:iium of Wellsian fiction, Conte's
vision of an anthrO[X)CeIltric religion foundErl upon Western values has
remaine:1 influential, emerging in one guise or another even in recent

fiction, though Victor Frankenstein should certainly be counted as an
early prophet and martyr. Nevertheless, however ostensibly spiritual,
Wells depicts a religion which is no less utilitarian than anything
else about utopia and its people: like Ibtler's Erewhonians, his
utopians are IOOral pragmatists.

Having repudiated Amerton and his values so emphatically and
revealErl, ooincidentally, l'DI much he admires the Utopians, Barnstaple

anerges as the nearest the novel offers to a central

rOIl

character

of

a

Faustian

disposition.

He

has

gradually

becane

estrange:1 fran the other visitors, rut since the Utopians suddenly
firrl themselves with an epidemic on their harrls because, like the

M:irtians in '!he

war

of the Worlds, they have no resistance to the

sort of pathogens with which twentieth-century man is infected, he is
quarantined with the others in a ruined castle atop a renote crag
while the utopians are trying to contain the spread of the illnesses
which the

'Farthlings' have carried into their world. Q1e of the

P!rty, Lady stella, ex>nfides to Bamstaple that she has misgivings

alnlt lni they will

fOil

be treated, intrOOucing the main thane of the

secxxx1 part of the novel ('Book 'lWe, QJarantine crag'). Whereas in

the first of the oovel' s

three sectiCXlS the

visitors

indeed

is

weighed,

and

is

foorrl

'humanity'

wanting,

it

of the
is

the

'humanity' of the utopians themselves which will be apparent in how
they respaai to the 'inferior' visitors whose presence has proved to
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be problematical.
No sooner are the menbers of the Earth party installErl

ruinErl fortification in the secooo

'Book'

in the

than they start to react to

the happenstance humiliations with which they have had to cope virtually since their arrival in utopia. DisturbErl by the apprehension of
an

inferiority

they

are

loathe

to

acknowledge,

they

organize

themselves into a pathetic armed band, oonstituted along military
lines

am

with the vaguest of objectives. Burleigh and catskill take

charge of the others and Barnstaple, being not much in tune with

their ways, firrls himself dragooned into a menial role. He reflects
ruefully on the effect his various canpatriots have had since their
arrival, the weakness of his own vacillation, and the rootives behind
their present course of action:
a.It hoi miserably had he and his cx:mpanions failed to rise
to the great occasions of Utopia! No one had raisErl an effectual ham to restrain the {:Uerile imaginations of Mr.catskill
and the mere brutal aggressiveness of of his canpanions. HoYT
invincibly had Father .Amertal headed for the role of the
ranting, hating, persecuting priest. fbi pitifully weak and
dishonest Mr.Burleigh - and himself scarcely better! disapproviD;J always and always in ineffective oppositioo •••• Wanen,
he thalght, had not been well represented in this chance
expeditioo, just one waster and one ineffective. Was that a
fair sample of Earth's wanankirxi?
All the use these earthlings had had for tJtopia was to
tum it lEek as speedily as possible to the aggresSions,
subjugations, cruelties and disorders of the Age of Confusion
to which they belonged. Serpentine and Cedar, the man of
scientific power and the man of healing, they had sought to
make hostages to disorder, and failing that they had killed
or sought to kill than.
'!bey had tried to bring back utopia to the state of Earth,
am indeed but for the folly, malice and weakness of men
Earth was nt::M utq;>ia. Old Earth was Utopia fOtI, a garden aId
a glory, the Farthly Paradise, except that it was trampled to
dust and ruin by its Catskills, Hunkers, Barralongas, Ridleys,
Qlponts, and their kirrl. Aqainst their hasty trampling folly
nothing was pittErl, it sesned in the whole wide world at
present but the whinings of the Peeves, the aCXJUiescent disapproval of the Burleighs and such :inmeasurable ineffectiveness as his own protest. And a feM writers and teachers who
producai results at present untraceable.
Men ~ Gods, p.166.
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Barnstaple has already decidErl, however, that though this entire
enterprize is an

ill~nceivErl, mad

gesture of defiance, catskill and

the others are capable of injuring the unsuspecting Utopians. Asharnerl

at the barbarity of his fellCMs, he resolves to interfere at a
crucial IlDlleI1t. While he thus exhibits nore of a conscience than any
of the others (Amerton includErl), Banlstaple is not made of the stuff
of heroes, and his plan is only partly successful. The hack-turnedadventurer cannot escape iIlmediately fran the towering crag and
consequently has to endure the anger of his thwarted canpatriots, who
not surprisingly regard him as a traitor. He does have sufficient
aJUrage to attempt a risky escape, which nearly costs him his life;
rut he survives the vengeance of the others and,

I'lCM

separated fran

then, is left in utopia when the Earthlings' former hosts cast them

rut again into the dimensioos whence they came (along with the entire
top of the crag the Earth party had garrisoned so ineffectively.)
'Ihe Utopians have decided, without any consideration of the

consequence of their act upon the primitive people they are rejecting
so casually, that the 'Earthlings' are

rrM

too rruch of a nuisance to

be l:x>rne; in doing so, they dettDllStrate a marked lack of oc::lnp:lssion

or mercy, for they do not care what happens to these creatures. '!heir
merciless act shows them to be, by human stan3ards, am:>ral. H<:::Mever,
Wells for a time maintains the integrity of his vision - to face up

to the awful truth, as he might have seen it - for their action does
not

rE!<XIlJ1B)j

};W:'pOSe,

them to the reader. Here Wells is being true to his

for he interns to depict in an appropriately unsentimental

way the kind of supremely rational mirrl he anticipates, perhaps even

}x)pes, will evolve fran,

am

succeej,

1CXX1fuse:l' oont:emporary Man.

Wells's utopians are, in fact, the Martians of
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'!he ~ of the Worlds

in human guise; the fore-runners of

Stapl~on' s

01d John Wainwright

and his fellows (12), John Wyndham's 'chrysalids', Arthur C. Clarke's

CNerlords of Childhoo1 's End and the Star auld of 2001:A Space
Ctlyssey,

and

indeed the

legion of

science fiction Ubennenschen

illlconstrained by merely human ethics. Of course,

this aroorality

raises illlique problems of narrative and moral vision, aspects of
which are

address~

in the final chapter of this work.

Wells's

solution to the technical part of these new problems, which really
merits no rrore than passing attention, is advanced in the third book
of his novel,

wherein it is also revealErl that the apparently

annipotent Utopians have

retriev~

the Earthlings they cast out into

the void, restored them to life, and retumed them to their native
surroundings, though Barnstaple is allO'Ned to remain among them for

sane time.
Perhaps more notably than any other of his utopian, or, as he
preferr~

to say, ' sociological' novels,

Men Like Gcrls is open to the

charge of advancing a naive, idealistic attitude to the ethics of

Progress

am

the nt:>ral problems innate to this sort of fictive

pr0-

jection of a better society. Book 'Ihree of the novel, in which Bamstaple warners about in utopia, the sole representative of our kind
privilegej to observe the utopians engaging in quotidian life, is

indeed a sort of panegyriC of the world Wells clearly thrught might
be ours if the humans of 'Old Earth' could lose their aggressiveness,

spite,

wilfulness,

bigotry,

aId

sexual

inadequacy

arrl

anbrace

''reasonable'' oores aId behaviour. Yet a mre than superficial reading
brings

one

to

a

fuller

appreciati~

of

the

central,

daunting

inference alxut hunan nature Wells would draw even more explicitly in
his

last works.

Anthony

West

has
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made

a

c:x:nvincing

case

for

recognising a resurgence of the "cosmic pessimisn" of the celebrated
'Scientific Ranances' in these later works, with which he also linked
Man Like Gcx:ls:
---

For some years after his death I reacted angrily to the
criticisms of the quality of his thought which made so much
of the pessimism of his last writings and utterances. '!hese
were, and still are, being represented as an abandonment of a
superficial optimism in the face of those realities of which
his caning death was a part. '!he suggestion is made that they
were sane kind of final admission that he had been wrong
arout the nature of things for the greater part of his life •
•••• I cannot ncM agree that his final phase of scolding and
canplaining at human folly represented any essential change
in his views at all. What happened as his p::Mers declined
fran 1940 onwards was that he reverted to his original
profowrlly-felt beliefs aboot the realities of the human
situation. He was by nature a pessimist, and he was doing
violence to his intuitions and his rational perceptions alike
when he asserted in his middle pericrl that rna.nkin:i could make
a better world for itself by an effort of will.

11·
West subsequently confirms the significance of Man Like Gc:rls within
the canon of Wells's science fiction, and attests that it is more
than a facile day-dream:
••• the idea of a change in human nature is the sine ~ n9!!.
of his utopias, and in the end Wells COl'lCErled that such a
change was not within the realm of possibility. His muchparodied Men Like Gods is the point of concession, and it is
crld that those who have criticized the lxx:>k as representing
the unpracticality am unreality of his idealisn in its
extreme form have not noticed the fact. 'Ihe ideal beings
which inhabit its Utopia exist in a free zone which is not
within the realm of human reality.

.1!.
'!be difference can be drawn succinctly in caoparing this later novel
with its generic predecessor, A MJdern Utopia, for where that depicts

the

SOCiopolitical

transfonnation of a

world

'sanewhere

beyond

Sirius I (rut which is indubitably this one) Men Like GcXIs depicts a
SOCiety working far

its am evolutionary apotheosis,

a

species

striving for their ultiIrate spiritual fulfilment. li:Jwever valid his
observatiCllS about Wells's native pessimism, West's reading leads him
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to overlook the spec:ial hybrid quality of the novel under discussion
here.
In

this

novel Wells visualizes the possibility of human

self-transcendence through a collective, conscious effort of the will
presentErl as the camnmioo of a natural religioo of man. In so dOing,
he goes beyom the sterile impasse of the two llUltually-antagonistic

social forces

which is repeatedly presented in this genre.

'nle

Wellsian resolution is both visionary and synthetic: the Utopians
revere their own positive attril::utes and the fX)tential they fX)ssess;
they practise a humanistic pseudo-religion which exalts reason rather
than uncritical faith and fervour. Barnstaple feels dwarfErl by them:

'He went a little in awe of these people

am

felt himself a queer

creature when he met their eyes. For like the gods of Greece and Rane
theirs was a cleaned and perfectErl humanity, and it seem:rl to him
they were gods'(pp.187-188). Wells's Utopian Apollos, so admirErl by
Barnstaple, are in many ways the rationalistic counterparts of the
50ms

and eldila of

Iewis ' s

later Ransan trilogy.

'llle crucial

difference is that the quasi-divinity of the utopians is essentially

humane rather than supernal, self-sought rather than Providential.
Yet llc:Mever eager Barnstaple is to accept them as gods, they are
reluctant to be seen as such. 'llley see their enterprise as a continuing effort to praoote their

CMll

evolutiooary developnent to an

ern

they can perceive. Alas, novIhere is cne afforded the sort of insight
into Utopian perceptions which has becxJne one of the principle foci

of interest in IOOre recent science fiction of aspiration. Indeed,
Wells

neglects

the

teleological

implications

of

the

'Utopian '

sensibility, an aspect of the theme of human evolution which wculd

interest later writers of this specializErl kind of fiction.
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By this means, Wells avoids having to deal in any detail with

the rooral issues raised in the oourse of their prograrcme; Barnstaple
quite simply avers his general ignorance of their lcarian activities
which, given their atheism, carmot be called hubristic as there is no
divine order for them to challenge. Fblever, Wells does exploit the
ironic potential of the situation he has created. to emphasize his own
tragic view of human reality. '!his emerges in the novel in two ways,
in Barnstaple' s recognition that real Utopian existence will always

be beyond his reach, and in his poignant decision to return to his
0Im

world. While he could have remained am::ngst the Apollos of Utopia

whan he so much admires, he returns to
det:er.nination to oppose all the

mse

r Old

Earth r with a stronger

things which stifle even the

faintest stirrings of rationalistic progressive materialism, the key

to true human developnent.
Yet there is no convenient, transfonning formula for mundane
Mm. Wells does not allow Bamstaple his proxy, to return to tell how
the era of Hcm:> superior could be brought forward, and preach the

abjuration of religion, greErl, hypocrisy, aggression and the adoption
of Reason as a vital guiding principle. The central, ol:rlurate point
is paradoxical: human nature is usually incapable and at best only
just capable of coping with the demanis of this reasoning life, and
therefore cannot consciously will it to cane into being. Barnstaple
begins to understand this,

utopians I

if cnly dimly, when he sees how the

telepathy, a faculty cultivated eugenically for genera-

tions, facilitates their act of collective will. This, he knows, is
presently beyotrl the attainment of our race; and there, implicitly,
is the latent genu of walls r s pessimism, a realization that to bring

to fruition the ideal truman state, that divinity to which mankind
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aspires an::I which orthodox attitudes and religion preclude, demands
more-than-human qualities:
''!he miIrls of these Earthlings are full of fears and
prohibitions, and though it has dawne:i upon them that they
may possibly control their universe, the thought is to
terrible yet for them to face. '!hey avert their minds fran
it. 'lbey still want to go on thinking, as their fathers did
before then, that the universe is being !nanagej for then
better than they can control it for themselves. Because if
that is so, they are free to obey their CMIl violent little
individual rrotives. Leave things to God, they cry, or leave
them to Cbmpetition.'
'Evolution was our blessed word, I said Mr. Barnstaple,
deeply interested.
'It is all the same thing - Gc:xi, or Evolution, or what
you will - so long as you IOOal1 a PcMer beyond your own
which excuses you fran your duty. utopia says, "0:> not
leave things at all. Take hold." But these Earthlings lack
the habit of looking at reality - umraped.
M:m Like Gcrls, p.81

According to Urthre:i, there is a canpelling reality which exposes the
relative shallowness of all the other doctrines to which people have
been drawn in seeking truth, or at least reassurance. Naturally,

since Urthred is wells as he might like to be, and Barnstaple is
Wells as he disingenuously preterrls to be in order to maintain the
dialectic exposition, this exchange takes him to the heart of the
crisis of faith in the future of mankirrl.
In the final analysis, Wells IlUlSt have perceived that he would

not be able to maintain even his own ccmnitment to this lOOSt personal
visioo thrcughout the novel. Indeed, his confidence seems to falter,
perhaps because his utopian visioo has reache::l a point where it is in

danger of becan1ng lOOre fantastic than speculative. Two features of
the novel contr!OOte lOOSt to this failure to ranain canpelling: the
Utopians'

telepathic consensus;

and the very vagueness of their

goals. In effect, Wells relies upon the selflessness and resolute

nature of their aspiratioo to excite and sustain the reader's
interest. Yet however inspiring or noble their dEdication to hurrane
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progress, it all ultimately seems like wishfulness. 'Men Like Gods is
in reality an altogether pessimistic book,' argued West
depths

of

that

pessimism are

indeed

profound.

(li>,

Wells's

and the

abiding

intuition about the indifference of the universe to man, his dreams,
and his potential reasserted itself forcefully in his last days,

eclipsing the htmlaIlistic Weltanschauung he had cane close to fornrulating in 1923, arrl for which,

ironically, he would l..amp<x>ned by

Huxley, Noyes, Orwell, Leavis et aI, who would reject his quasignostic scientism.
Olaf stapledon was probably his I'IOst sympathetic fellCM author.
In star Maker(1937) he depicts a journey

to the central organising

oonsciousness of the universe arxl oonfronts the same problem Wells
could not resolve, namely, credibly treating the inscrutable will of
the eponynDlS higher life form. Stapledon 's star Maker is a metatour~e-force.

physical

The

roood

110Ves

fran

scepticism through

apocalyptic awe to angry apostasy. If 00d John was an ironic "trirute"

to Nietzsche I s ideas of the rej ection of conventional IOOres by the
UbennensCh, then ~ Maker illustrates the m:>re speculative areas of

Kant's philosophy. In its final tragic realization of the finitude of
human experience arxl the denial of the key teleological hope of the

scienoe

fiction of

Wells I s

pessimistic

aspiration,
premise.

Stapledon I S
Stapledon I S

novel

also develops

traveller

understaOOs

ultimately that like many other species, mankind is not ready - may
never be - to join the universal consciousness.
It would be easy to claim too llUlch for Olaf stapledon I s
oelebrate::l novel which abounds with oontentions about religion and
humanity,

rut at least it sl'nlld be recx:>gnised

apocalypse

am

that in it

aspiration canplement one another particularly well.
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'!here is a remarkable profuseness of ideas, many of which parallel,
indeed anticipate, arguments featured in the works by Otwell

anj

Vonnegut already discussed, as well as those by Arthur C. Clarke yet

to be discussed in OJapter Six. stapledon' s narrator earnestly oopes
to gain answers to ancient (' grave') teleological questions as his
journey,

enlarged thus

into a

quest

for

cosmic enlighterunent,

progresses :
indeed, as he sanetimes desired to be, the
in its terL'()OI'al
aspect at least? Or was he one of many million growinJ
points? Or was mankind of no mre importance in the
universal vifY than rats in a cathedral? And again, was
man's true function power, or wisdan, or love, or worship,
or all of these? Or was the idea of function, of purpose,
rooanin:Jless in relation to the c:x:>sIl¥)S? These grave
questions I wculd answer. Also I must learn to see a little
mre clearly and confront a little more rightly (so I put
it to myself) that which, when we glimpse it all, canpels
oor worship.
star Maker, Olapter 2.
vas man

growin;J point of the oosmical spiri t,

Cbllectively, these issues and questions have irnb.led ruch of the
science fiction of the twentieth century with sanethin;r awroachin:l a
consistent philosofbical preoccupation; they cane up again

am. again

in different situations. What should not overlooked is the fact that

to ask such manentous questions about Mmkind' s role in the grand

scheme of thinjs - are we a phenanenon of real significance to anyone
other than ourselves, or of much importance 'in the universal view' _
is to irrlicate a dissatisfaction with such answers as are offered in

scripture - 'I'aJ.lnt.D, Ik>ly Writ, the stone Tablets of the Cl:mna.ndments r
the Karan, even the Word of God personally camrunicated by His Son :.
revealed krlc::Mledge in its many manifestations. Yet balancing his
scepticism, there is also a willin;Jness, even a desire to revere
'that which, when we glimpse it at all, canpels our warship' evident
in this narrator's reflections; which perhaps is why this seems such
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a canpellir¥;J view of the human dilemna, echoirq the ages-<>ld plea of
the troubled spirit - "I believe, 0 Lord, help 'l1lou my unbelief." '!he
central question is, in what should we believe? Undoubtedly Stapledon
wrestled with this very question far decades, and his books are
deeply personal explorations of his own faith which, never orthodox

in

its

allegiance

Cllristian1ty of

to

any creed,

childhood,

was

scientific

variously

placed

materialism,

in the

Marxism,

and

finally a species of ecstatic, Q10stic Olristianity<1.2.).
When the narrator begins his fantastic journey, he has initially
little real conception of what is

ha~

to him, though he is

aware that his imagination has played sane vital part in precipitat-

ing his transcendental vision. Nor can he think of an explanation of
how it is

ha~:in;J,

still less where it will lead. Yet to his

astonisl'lllent he f:i.rrls himself embarked,
first beycni Earth

am

a~tly,

on a journey

then deep into space. His awrehension far his

family and, IlDre inmErliately, his own safety are at first very great,
rut he resolves 'not to be unduly alarrnErl by this mysterious chan:Je',
and is determined that his perceptions of this unique experience will

not be impaired needlessly: 'With scientific interest I would observe
all that ~ to me.' Leavin;J behind the Earth, this cosmic

Q.lUiver is affected by a novel, magnificent perception of his native
planet:
'!be spectacle before me was strangely IlDVin;J. Personal
anxiety was blotted out by wonder and admiration; for the
sheer beauty of our planet surprised me. It was a huge
pearl, set in sparr:Jled ebc:ny. It was nacrous, it was an
opal. No, it was far IlDre lovely than any jewel. Its
patterned colourin;J was IlDre subtle, mre ethereal. It
displayed the delicacy am brilliance, the intricacy and
ha.rm:>ny of a Iiva thiDJ. strange that in my rencteness I
seemed to feel, as never before, the vital presence of
Earth as a creature alive rut tranced and obscurely
yearni.rq to wake.
star Maker, Chapter 1.
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Ehthralled by this apocalyptic vision of his hane world (anticipating
Lewis, if only by a year) as

'a creature alive but tranced and

obscurely yearning to wake', his outlook has Wldergone the first in a
series of upheavals it will have to accarm:rlate as his cosmic journey
progresses, and when he next sees Earth his feelings for his fonner
life will be very different. Like Prendick and the Time Traveller,
what he alone of all

terrestrial rren will witness

witlnrawn fran his fellCMS,

leaves him

less ready to appreciate what before

seemerl fulfilling, important and wholesane, for in the light of his

discoveries about the nature of consciousness and al:x>ut the Cosroc>s
itself, the familiar blessings of hane and camnmity will be less

certain touchstones.
Peering, the mind could see nothing sure, nothing in all
human experience to be grasped as certain, except
uncertainty itself; nothing but obscurity gendered by a
thick haze of the::>ries. Man's science was a Illere mist of
numbers, his philosophy rut a fog of words. His very
perception of this rocky grain and all its wonders was but
a shifting and lying apparition. Even oneself, that seemingcentral fact, was a mere phantan, so deceptive, that the
l1X)st honest of men must question his own hooesty, so
insubstantial that he must even doubt his very existence.
Arrl our loyalties! so self-deceiving, so mis-informed am
mis-conceived. So savagely pursue:i and hatEKleformed! Our
very loves, and these in full and gen.erQlS intimacy, must
be oon::iemned as unseeing, self-regarding, and selfgratulatory •
star Maker, Epilogue: Back to Earth.

'1be narrator finds new, twentieth-century contentions to illustrate

thsoes as apocalyptic as anything in Ecclesiastes. However this
existentialist despair is redeemed by the thought of his marriage,

''!be one rock in all the welter of experience.' He realizes that roth
the essential, close-grained reality of his life and love, and the

inexorable equilibria of the stars

am

their Maker which he calls the

'hyperoosmical apparition,' have a canplementary integrity in which

inheres the true being of 'man' - whatever the species. Accordingly,
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he resolves to once again engage the dilemnas and trying if ephemeral
problems of his life rather than shun them as Prendick does.
After only this first

step on his great peregrination, his

nascent cosmic detachment is already working the subtle, cumulative
restructuring of his sensibility which will afflict him on his
return. As he leaves, his thoughts turn briefly to human nature,
pranpted

by

the

invisibility

of

'the

huge

industrial

regions,

blackening the air with sm:>ke' and ' teening masses' which he knoVIs
lie far belOVI him:

'No visiting angel,

or visitor fran another

planet, could have guessed that this bland orb teenerl with vermin,
with world-mastering, self-torturing, incipiently angelic beasts.'

'Vermin,' a strange choice of word with which to denote one's own
suggests that his narrative is retrospective, though it is

kind,

presented as a chronicle of his voyage of the spirit.
'!he first planetfall the narrator makes is in a distant galaxy,

on a world he calls ' the other Earth.' He spends many (apparent)
years arrong the other Men, a species not unlike ours in may ways, but
with sane few highly distinctive differences:
Perhaps the roost striking example of the extravagance of
the other Men was the part played by religion in their rrore
adva.nc:e:i societies. Religion was a much greater pcMeI' than
on my CMll planet; an::l the religious teachings of the prophets of old were able to kir:rlle even my alien and sluggish
heart with fervour. Yet religion, as it occurred around me
in oontemporary society, was far fran edifying.
star Maker, chapter 3.3

'!he narrator has little time for the religious beliefs of the other
Men,

whose sanctiIoonious predisposition he contrasts unfavourably

with that of Mankirxl, who seem to him to be canparatively better
integrated, better bal.ance:i, an::l possesSEd of a greater degree of
native

0Cl1IlDI1

sense. After an anthropological description of the

emergence of primitive tribal cults in which his own scepticism is
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revealed, he describes sane of the seemingly absurd grounds and
issues which have created the Wledifying religious factionalism of
oontenporary religion. The central difficulty subsists in the flavour
of God (the other Men have a highly developed gustatory sensibility,
b.lt despite this 'there seldan had been any widespread agreement as

to the taste of God.') Of course, Stapledon, like Swift before him,
is in good earnest. Despite his choice of sanethin;1 as absurd as

gustatory

appreciation

and

the

connotations

it

has

for

these

exquisitely discerning aliens, his only thinly-disguised satirical
targets are

the religious

tenets,

practices and ecclesiastical

history of Mankirrl:
ReligiOUS wars had been waged to decide whether he was in
the main sweet or salt, or whether his pre};XXlderant flavour
was one of the many gustatory characters which my CMIl race
cannot conceive. Sane teachers insisted that only the feet
oould taste him, others only the harrls or IlDUth, others
that he could be experienced only in the subtle canplex of
gustatory flavours known as the inmaculate Wlion, which was
a sensual, and mainly sexual, ecstasy induced by contenplation of intercourse with the deity.
star Maker, ibid.
When Stapledon further warms to his theme, his pretence of reportir:g
the quaint religiOUS notions of the people of the other Earth is virtually

~

and his anticlericalism emerges fully:

sane ten or fifteen centuries earlier, when religion, so
far as I could tell, was most vital, there were no churches
or priesthoods; rut every man's life was daninated by religious ideas to an extent which to me was al..nDst incredible.
Iater, churches and priesthoods had returned, to play an
important part in preservin;J what was l10W evidently a
declinin;J religious consciousness. Still later, a few
centuries before the Industrial Revolution, institutional
religion had gained such a hold on the most civilized
peoples that three-quarters of their total ina:Jne was spent
en the upkeep of religious institutions. The warkin1
classes, indeed, who slaved for the owners in return for a
mere pittance, gave much of their miserable earnir:gs to the
priests, and lived in rore abj act squalor than need have
been.
star Maker, ibid.
'1hi.s marmered polemic recalls the reportage of Butler's Hir:gs when he
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functions as Butler's llOlthpiece in Erewhon. In contenp:>rary times,
though,

Stapledon' s narrator finds himself and his other-worldly

<XITlpanion Bvalltu, (with whan he camnmicates telepathically) caught
up in a ragin1 eoonanic war which threatens

the other Earth,

to cast all the people of

regardless of nationality or religion,

into a

cyclic, ineluctable catastrophic fall from advanced Civilization into
atavism. His description reminds one of parallel ideas presented in
later novels like Player Piano and Childhood's Eh:l, and also involves
a

similar

ideology of social decadence and vitiation to

that

masterfully illustrated by '!be Time Machine(ll>:
Again and again the race would energe from savagery, and
p:iSS through barbarian culture into a phase of world-wide
brilliance and sensibility. Whole populations would conceive
simultaneously an ever-increasin;r capacity for generosity,
self-knowledge, self-discipline, for dispassionate and pene_
tratin;r thought and unoontaminated religious feeling.
O::>nsequently within a few centuries the whole world would
blossan with free and hawy societies. Average human bein;rs
would attain an unprecedented clarity of mind, and by massed
action do away with all grave social injustices and private
cruelties •••
Presently a general loosenin;r of fibre would set in. The
golden age would be followed by a silver age. Living on the
achievements of the past, the leaders of thought would lose
thenselves in a jungle of subtlety, or fall exhausted into
mere slovenliness. At the same time, mral sensibility would
decline. Men would bea:lne an the whole less sincere, less
self-searchin;r ••• SOcial machinery, which had worked well so
1OD!J as citizens attained a certain level of humanity, would
be dislocata:i by injustice and oorruption. Tyrants and
tyrannical oligarchies would set abrut destroying liberty.
Hate-mad subnerged classes would give them good excuse.
Little by little, though the material benefits of civilization would SIlDulder on far centuries, the flame of the
spirit would die down into a mere flicker in a few isolated
individuals. 'Iben would cane barbarism, folloWErl by a trough
of almost subhuman savagery.

1E!9..
'!his idealised vision of 'humanity' - other Men - in the Golden Age,

the supreme flowerin;r of human nature, is important. For here Stapledon reveals those faculties

IlDral

integrity,

am

innate qualities he lIDSt esteems:

spiritual magnanimity,
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intellective brilliance,

social responsibility and Im.1tual consideration - and, least secular
of any of these - 'unoontaminata:i religious feelin:J.' The only real
humane aspiration is both evolutionary and spiritual, a racial rather

than self-centred desire for transfonnation. Periodically the nemesis
of the hurran sensibility (which, being itself mutable, can f100
within itself no absolute, positive criteria) makes its mark, and the
nnral, material and spiritual perspectives of men bea:Jne clouded with
unwholesane, egocentric concerns. Cbnsequently, the daninant orientation of human nature swings fran humaneness towards primitivism.
Yet again the cause of this racial dissipation is over-dependence UlXXl machines, the IIk)st ubiquitous products of hl.ll1all creativity.
'Ibo much conplacent canfart enoourages a general decline in humaneness, which on an irrlividual basis is marka:i by a decline in IIk)ral
sensibility and the waning of the 'flame of the spirit '. stapledon
does not trouble to inclu:ie at this rx:>int the effects upon religious

faith and practices of this cyclical social 001 lapse , rut haviIX}
selected it for a fuller exposition, later deals with it at greater
length.
A tiny

minority concerned about the deteriorating ethics of the

times seek to praoote ancient principles for the cextm:>n goOO. While
the narrator applaOOs their ida:llism, they are scorned or corrlemned
roundly by everyone else, except those caught up in 'radio-bliss,' an
appallin:3 pseu:io-nirVana the broadcasters provide to those wishiIX} to
have 'recumbent,' wb:>lly vicariously lives. '!he eleventh hour plead-

in:J

of this group is swampEd by the wu:estrained self-irrlulgence am

bJrgeanin.;J violence afflictiD;J the nations of this Other Earth:

••• there was in each country a small and bewildered party
which asserta:i that the true goal of human activity was the
creation of a world-wide call11U1'lity of awakened and intelligent creative persons, related by mutual insight and
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respect, and by the a:moon task of fulfilling the
potentiality of the human spirit on earth. Much of this
doctrine was a re-statement of the teach:inJs of religious
seers of a time lon; past, rut it had also been deeply
influenced by conterrqx>rary science. This party, however ,
was misunderstood by the scientists, cursed by the clerics,
ridiculoo by the militarists, and ignored by the advocates
of radio-bliss.
Ibid.
As the narrator will realize during later stages of his travels, the
deridoo attitudes of this minority are the nearest apprehension to
cosmic principles and propriety the other Men - except Bvalltu - ever
will achieve.
satiric

The significance is plain,

figures

of

mankirrl.

question of what makes

Staplooon

for the other Men are
t9lliX)rizes

the minority groups

the

implicit

so distinctly IIDre

'awakened' than their orthodox fellows rut the clear inference is
that

their eclectic

sapientia

in which

fundamental

revelation,

spirituality, scientific awareness arrl mutuality achieve a harnonious
1::alance is enlightened

am

progressive. The climactic irony is that

the star Maker affords them neither providential succour nor even
recx>gnition; species achieve oosmic cx:mnunion unassistoo, or perish
in deran;enent.

h:xxJnpanioo by Bvalltu, one of the other Men who has provoo to
be literally a kiIrlred spirit, the narrator resumes his voyage, which

has

IlCM'

turned into a joint quest to disoover the nature of the

awareness which created the Cbsr'los itself, arrl all its creatures the star Maker. One recalls a similar quest by Olristian and Faithful
in Pilgrim's Progress;

while piety is their impulse, enquiry and

adoration sustain stapledon f S travellers.
'!he novel rroves into an entirely different phase, with staplErlon
a1ICMin;

free

rein

to his

imagination,

yet

always

tryin;

f

to

danesticate the impossible f so that the observations and inferences
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he draws in the philosophical vignettes of consciousness and environ-

rrent, however mystical, metaphysical or visionary they might be, seem
credible. Although the scientific context of the novel becanes more
and rcore speculative, Staplooon custanarily works outward fran what

is J<:na..m in ooherently presenting the recondite or fantastic aspects
of his vision. His novel is replete with interesting astronanical,
biological

am

anthropological ideas, for instance.

turing his quest for the

'worlds iIUll..lIOOrable'

am

star Maker, the narrator encounters

their inhabitants, many sapient, sane vege-

tative, and others who are

'mad', i.e., lost

in pernicious or obses-

sive collective pursuits which distract them fran, or obscure the
cnsmic enlightenment which would otherwise be within their reach, and
which vitiate any cosmic qualities they already possess. In this

discursive lengthy section of the novel, the rationalistic attack on
ecclesiastical and institutionalised religion remains a central aim,
rut having tacklErl it so a::xnprehensively in the third chapter in the
setting of the other Earth, Stapledon

l1CM

makes only the occasional

eKplicit reference to religion:
By means of chemical treatment in infancy the two kinds of
organism were more interdependent, and in partnership roore
hardy. By a special psycholo;ical ritual, a sort of mutual

hyplosis, all newly joined partners were henceforth brought
into imissoluble mental reciprocity. '!his interspecific
CXJlIlJUIlian••• became in time the basis of all culture and
religion. '!he symbiotic deity, which figured in all the
primitive mytholo;ies, was reinstated as a symbol of the
dual personality of the universe, a dualism, it was said,
of creativity am wisdan, unified as the divine spirit of
love.
star Maker, Olapter 7.
In

the

settings of yet other worlds

am

species,

variously associatOO with obsessional delusions -

f

religion is

the hunger far

true cxmnunity and true mental lucidity itself became obsessional and
perverse,

so that the behaviour of these exaltErl perverts might
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deteriorate into something very like tribalism and religious fanatic-

ism • •• Sc:xtetimes their zeal became so violent that they were actually
driven to wage ruthless religious wars on all who resisted them'
(pp.148-149); selfless stoicism(,Ul); or with haughty imperialism:
'!hey would be quite incapable of conceiving that the native
civilization, though less developed than our own, might be
rrore suited to the natives. Nor could they realize that
their own culture, formerly the expression of a gloriously
awakened warld, might have sunk, in spite of their mechanical pcMers and crazy religious fervour, below the simpler
culture of the natives in all the essentials of mental life.
Star Maker, Chapter 13.
'Ihese references

(which reveal that Stapledon was well acquainted

with many diverse expressions of religious feeling) confirm that he

views yeaming for spiritual cxmnunion and religious rnythopoesis as

:furrlamental aspects of human nature. Stapledon's view of

'human'

nature is not anthropocentric, encanpassing many fonns of sentience
and physical being. While he extols the advance of cosmical develop-

ment he includes many examples of recrudescence suggesting that the
growth of active CX)IlSciousness throughout the universe is subject to

rrany possible setbacks such as genocidal tragedies and cataclysms. In
all its cauplex nanifestations and differing stages of evolution and
oosmical developnent, this 'human nature' striving for 'lucidity' is
the Star Maker's vital active principle.
In describing the culmination of the narrator's quest -

'Supreme M:ment' -

the

stapledon offers his ultimate view of orthc:rlox

religiat:

And as I fell abject before the Star Maker, my mind was
flooded with a spate of images. 'Ihe fictitious deities of
all races in all worlds once roc>re crowded themselves upon
me, symbols of majesty am tenderness, of ruthless power,
of blind creativity, am of all-seeing wisdan. And though
these images were rut the fantasies of created minds, it
seemed to me that ale and all did anOOdy sane true
feature of the star M3ker' s impact upon the creatures.
~ Maker, Cllapter 13.
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In this rocment of theophany, the narrator experiences an anniscience

which is the product of the same revelation striking heme at once
into the minds of the unifiErl cosrros of which he is an aspect (J.2J •

'!he narrator,

DI:M

a part of (and at the same time, sc:xnehcM, all

of) a collective cosmical spirit inoorporating a host of such 'human'
attrih.ltes

and

intellectual

faculties,

is

oonsequently able

to

a::mprehend the enigmatic ultimate being, the star Maker, and the
three phases of the star Maker's creativity.

In the

first,

the

prradoxes of Immature Creating' (i.e. flawed creation) are described
in Frankensteinian terms and perhaps Q:ld John Wainwright can be

glimpsErl in the supernal experimenter dispassionately creating and
discarding worlds. In one series of attempts the 'twi-min:lerl'

star

M3ker invests his created worlds with his own Mmichaean sensibility
and observes how these quasi-Christian phenanena evolve; the result

horrifies the 'dreaming' narrator:
.Again and again he disscx:iated these two cooods of
himself, obj ectified them as independent spirits, and
petmitted them to strive within a cosnns for mastery.
Qle such 00Sl00S, which consistErl of three linkErl
universes, was sanewhat reminiscent of <llristian
ortl'x:rloxy. '!he first of these linked Wliverses was
inhabited by generations of creatures giftErl with
varying degrees of sensibility, intelligence, and rooral
integrity. Here the two spirits played for the souls of
the creatures. '!he 'good' spirit exhorted, helped,
rewarde:i,
punished;
the
'evil' spirit deceived,
tanpted, am roorally destroyed. At death the creatures
passed into one or other of the two sec:x:n:Ja.ry universes,
which constituted a timeless heaven and a timeless hell.
'!here they experienced an eternal nanent either of
ecstatic oanprehension and worship or of the extreme
torment of reroorse.
When my dream presented me with this crude, this
barbaric figment, I was first lOOVed with horror and
increduli ty • fbW oould the star Maker, even in his
iilmaturity, oondemn his creatures to agony for the
weakness that he himself had allotted to them? fb..I
cruld such a virxlictive deity ClCJIIllani worship?
~ Maker, p.243
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~idir¥;J

that 'this dread mystery lay far beyond my o.:mprehension'

the narrator 'salutes' the star Maker's cruelty because it proves
that the Creator is true to his

CJWIl

nature, just as o:H John's

biographer can accept supertu.unan ruthlessness in the Hem:> superior he
serves. Staplooon sardonically resumes his satire of organizErl religion in proceedin:;J to relate 'the stran;e evolution of this

COSIiOS':

Since its denizens had ll'OStly a very low degree of
intelligence and rroral integrity, the hell was soon
overcrowded., while the heaven rerrained al.rrost empty.
But the star Maker in his 'good' aspect lovoo and
pitied his creatures. The 'good' spirit therefore
entered into the mundane sphere to redeem the sinners
by his own sufferiIY;J. And so at last the heaven was
peopled, though the hell was not depop,llated.
star Maker, p.244
rest the identification of this with its real counterpart be too

direct, stapledon then affirms that the present is the product of the
second phase of creating -

''!be

which contains the readers

COSllDS

am

which he

!JDIII

created was that

the writer of this book.' (p.246)

FbllowiIY;J this phase of 'Mature Cr:eatiIY;J' the star Maker conceives
and

creates

'his

ultimate and rrost

subtle cosmos'.

The metem-

psychotic voyage of the narrator is nearly over, rut there remains a
final mcment of oanpassion ani irxlignation, a spontaneous gesture of
defiance,

am a bli.rrlin:J lucidity before the narrator is reclaimed by

the III.JIx3ane world whence he has journeyoo to this ultimate C01l1lunion

of creator and creation. The final chapter, ''lbe Maker and His

works',

is a triunph of apocalyptic visualization, for by confronting his

, ineffable' creation stapledon elooes the paradox which Wells in Men

Like Gc:rls famd intractable. What is even IOOre excitiIY;J is that
stapledon restores his narrator's dignity

am freedan with a defiant

gesture which praopts a Pranethean fall fran grace. '!he narrator
dares

to prefer his own kirrl to the

presence and 'crystal ecstasy' of
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the ultimate

bei~:

rut to me this mystical and renote perfection was
nothin;J. In pity of the ultimate tortured beings, in
human shame and rage, I scorned my birthright of
ecstasy in that inhurran perfection, and yearnErl back to
my lowly COSIOOS, to my own human and flounderi~ world,
there to stand shoulder to shoulder with my CMl1 half
animal kirrl against the powers of darkness; yes, and
against the indifferent, the ruthless, the invincible
tyrant whose mere thoughts are sentient and tortured
worlds.
'!hen, in the very act of this defiant gesture, as I
slammed and bolted the door of the little dark cell of
my separate self, my walls were all shattered and
crushed inwards by the pressure of irresistible light,
and my naked vision was once oore seared by lucidity
beyond endurance.
star Maker, p.235
Lastly we may interpret the religious satire of star M3ker. If
stapledon appears to qualify it in sane slight measure, the dismissiveness of 'fictitious deities' and 'fantasies of created minds'
is emphatic. What, however, is that 'impact upon the creatures' of
the star Maker the narrator perceives, and what causes his retrospective bitterness towards orthodox religion whenever it is mentioned in
the aCOO\.IDt of his quest?

Ironically stapledon asserts that cosmic rapture associated with
the 'hyperoosmical' consciousness is pernicious. Spirituality, the

key to infinite ccmnunion, is both a human st:reD:Jth, a power for good,
and a weakness, an invitation to pointless, self-absorbed contem-

platien. (p.256) 'nle religious impulse itself creates one of Wells's
'cages of life' far the answers to the narrator's 'grave' questions
are negative or absurd rather than exaltin;;J or even just canfort.inJ.
'!he star Maker is not concerned with the fate of its creations nor

with their redemption fran error; and this seewin.;J betrayal fires the
narrator's ~er and bitterness. As in Philip K. Dick's

.B2.

Androids

Dream of Electric Sheep? there is no salvation for those who must
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endure and perish. His enlightenment makes the narrator a determined,
apostate humanist.

This conceptualization of religion as self-absorbing is given a
literal

treatment

in

Michael

Moorcock's

Behold

the

Man(1969).

Moorcock contrives an aJ.roc>st definitively thorough association of
religion with

profanity -

difficult for

the

even to the point where it

sympathetic reader to distinguish between the

sacred and the profane; wi th no oonstructive focus,
~lse

is made

the satiric

generates invective. Consequently there is nothing uplifting

or inspiring about religion in this story of alienation, delusion and
perception.

fact,

In

Mooroock' s

novel offers a

searing view of

Cllristianity which ccmpletely lacks Butler's wry, even ocxnp:iSsionate
view of the human capacity for self-deceit. Glogauer encounters no
<XllIpa9sion or forgiveness in a ruthless, unsympathetic world where a
variety of roore or less self-seeking pcMers oontend for supremacy. By
wholly ascribing (sanewhat after Jung) the origins of the creed to
the mythopoeic

tendency of hurran nature,

<llristianity itself is

depicted as a

factitious

-

('syncretistic'

p.88)

creed in this

jaundiced, provocative, award-winning story (20 ):
'Christianity is dead.' M:mica sipped her tea. 'Religion
is dying. God was killed in 1945.'
''!here may yet be a resurrection. '
'I.et's hope not. Religion was the creation of fear. Knowledge destroys fear. Without fear, religion can't survive.'
Behold the Man, p.60.
r.t:nica also attacks Jung's proposition a.balt the innate spirituality
of the individual not simply because Karl fiIxis it so seductive, but
because it posits a spiritual humanism not unlike Stapledon' s which
her own scientific materialism excludes.
soeptically that

She goes on

to argue

Christianity's claims to an unique hegeroony are
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merely fraudulent: "'Olristianity is just a new name for a oonglomeration of old myths and philosophies.'" She scathingly counsels
Karl to take up theology - "'You should have been a theologian with
your bias - not tried to be a psychologist. '!he same thing goes for
your friend Jung. "'(p.63) The SWiss psychiatrist represents a post-

modern intellectual dissatisfaction with rationalism - and, one may
suppose, behaviourism (after Skinner, author of walden 'IWo) - as the
primary organising principle of humanism. We may take this further
for M:Jorcock explicates his reasons for drawing so openly on Jung;
the

humanistic

insistence

on

discourse
claiming

of

the

novel

ontological

is

rather

post-lOOdern
than

in

its

episterrological

understarrling for its troubled protagonist:
We Protestants must sooner or later face this question: Are
we to understand the 'imitation of Olrist' in the sense
that we should copy his life and, if I may use the expres-

sion, ape his stigmata: or in the deeper sense that we are
to live our own proper lives as truly as he lived his in
all its implications? It is no easy matter to live a life
that is roodelled on Christ's, rut it is unspeakably harder
to live one's own life as truly as Christ lived his. Anyone
who did this would... be misjudged, derided, tortured and
crucified ••• A neurosis is a dissociation of personality.
(JUNG, r.b:3ern Man in Search of a Soul)
Behold the Man, pp.72-73
While there is

an unmistakeably existentialist ring to his dilamlas

and confusion (the eighth chapter both begins and ooncludes with a
sequence of empirical existential questions -

'Where am I? Who am I?

What am I? Where am I?' p.64 & p.68 21, Karl Glogauer is at the mercy
of his own irresistible mysticism and his 'archetypal role'. Indeed,
M:Joroock's
'messiah'

reconciliation

of

the

personality

of

this

pathetic

with the scriptural story he inventively exploits and

adapts is a particularly interesting feature of his story, for Glogauer 'projects' himself as a messiah and, as Sartre asserted, 'Man
is nothing else rut that which he makes of h:imself.' Intruigingly,
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that here entails a

'certain kind of psychic circuit' in canplete

accord with Jung's idea of the

'collective unconscious' with its

spiritual and mystical archetypes

suppressed in too-

which are

rational Man.
If the Gospels provide

~rcock's

novel with a storyline

l:a.ckground detail, clearly he owes much to rcodern psychology

am
am

philosophy for his protagonist. Glogauer is a self-centred, neurotic
individual I'OC)rbidly obsessed with his amateur interest in psychology,
mysticism and religion, his own suicidal impulses, and his sexuality.
A

self~estructive

impulse is sustained by the pressure of these

fX)'Werful and often conflicting drives, but his agnostic religiosity
predaninates and hence is the I'OC)st paradoxical and distressin;J.
Mainly due to a loveless, dislocated upbrin;Jin;J (a factor introduced in the novel presumably to deepen the credibility of his

neurosis) Glogauer harbourS a potentially destructive cravin:J for an
all-consuming love he is certain will brin:J him a sublime fulfilment.
Leaving aside the thematic concerns it shares with the other works
discussed in this chapter, there is little in the genre to which
r.t:x>rcock's IlOIlel can be related inmediately. In generic terms, Behold
s~lar

the Man is

that rare thin;J,

a

contentions

of

scepticism

rationalistic

novel;
with

it presents the
unique

force

and

directness while questioning their validity no less than that of the
religion which drives Glogauer to an illusionary apothoosis. For all
M:x>rcock 's apparent care to establish the persala of this novel's
central character

in depth,

however,

his

sympathy

is

not much

externed to Glogauer, for the scope of M:x>rcock' s tragic vision is
historic rather than individual. Behold the

roe (or two) figures, Karl Glogauer/<llrist:
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~

is on one level aboot

In terms of the science fiction theme of a time-paradox,
Glogauer merely fulfills what will becane history when
he plays out the role of Jesus. It is psychiatrically
canplete, too, because he is by the time-paradox the
source of his ovm <llristian neurosis, rut he also beccmas its solution when he dies on the cross and satisfies his own masochism.
22.

fbwever, on another level it is about Man rather than

~

man, and the

nature and consequence of religious delusion. Given its psychological
nature and philosophical

~sis,

the rcost prcductive canparisons

and contrasts may be afforded by IOOdern novels like, perhaps roost

particulary Sartre' s Nausea (1938) •
M:x:>rcock's novel shares sane marked features of style, structure
and premise with the first novel of the French existentialist.

sar-

tre 's diarist, Antoine Roquentin, is depleted by daily living to the
point where he experiences 'ennui' - a profound feeling of futility.
Roquentin craves ' adventure' to give meaning to his life, to take him
out of the alienation characteristic of existentialist protagonists,
expressed here as a joyless introspective distraction upon the nature
and significance of one's existence.

So great is his

C7fIll

inward

distraction that while he can perceive the needs and difficulties of
others,

they

leave him at best u.ruooved,

at worst disgusted

-

'nauseated. '
'!he central problem confronting Roquentin even seems absurd to
the dilletante historian himself: 'I have some rro:ley like a gentleman

of leisure, no ross, no wife, no children; I exist, that's all. Am
that particular trooble is so vague, so metaphysical, that I am
ashamerl of it.' (Nausea, p.153 23) He ackr'lowledges that his interest

in de RolleJ:x:n, the eighteenth-century adventurer about whan he is
writing a scholarly book, has becane the single rootivating force in
his life, as essential and exclusive as Glogauer' s passiooate inter-
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est in the life and death of Jesus Christ. As he resolves in his
diary,

'r-tlst not make public the fact that r.bnsieur de Rollebon

represents the only justification for my existence. I (p.1 05)

ncM

When

Roquentin finishes his book, he is seized by a sense of panic and
dread. Paralyzed by a ocxnpellinJ perception, he is 1.U1able to ad] the
final full stop:
r.bnsieur de Rollebon was my partner: he needed me in
order to be and I needed him in order not to feel my
being. I furnished the raw material, that material of
which I had far too much, which I didn't know what to
do with: existence, ~ existence. His task was to perform. He stood in front of me and had taken possession
of my life in order to perfonn his life for me. I no
longer noticed that I existed, I no longer existerl in
myself, rut in him... I was only a means of ma.kin:3' him
live, he was my raison d I etre, he had freed me fran
myself. What am I goi.Dj to do ncM?
Nausea, pp.142-143.
r.tJorcock's Glogauer is similarly p:>Ssessed by an all-consumiD;J, selfannihilating obsession with historical figures. Before his obsession
with Cllrist fully takes hold, Karl has had others:
He had suffered migraines

since adolescence. He would
bea:lne dizzy, vaniti.Dj, cx:xnpletely inmersed in pain.
Often during the attacks he would begin to assume an
identity - a character in a book he was reading, sane
politician currently in the news, saneone in history if
he had recently read a biograIi'lY
'!he one thi.Dj that marked them all would be their
anxieties. Heyst in Victory had been obsessed with the
three men c:x:min3' to the island, worrying how to stop
them, how to kill them if possible (as Heyst, he had
beoane a sanewhat less subtle character than Conrad 's) •
After readiD} a history of the Russian Revolution, he
became convinced that his name was Zinoniev, Minister in
charge
of
Transport
and
TelegraIils,
with
the
responsibility of sortin;J out the chaos in 1918, knowing,
too, that he had to be careful, otherwise he would be
purged in a feM years I time.
BeOOld the Man, p.65
Glogauer's canpulsive search for another identity, and the ease with
which his ima9inati9n is able to b.lry his

CMIl

persona under another,

is emphasized in MJoroock t S IlOV'el version for the third paragraIi'l
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quoted above is additional material. Mooroock's protagonist truly is
'M:Xiem Man in Search of a Soul', which in Glogauer' s case, seems to
involve securing a meaning for his existence more profound than the
bare fact of that existence itself. Alienated, deeply sceptical, and

compulsive, Glogauer seems a symbol of the futility of modern living,
and

the

personification

of

the

distortions

pressures work upon the human consciousness:

which

contemporary

but the fact that

Glogauer's sense of personal identity is so exaggeratedly ephemeral
should not be overlooked - he is a special case.
Setting aside for a moment the classic time-traveller paradox
which further canpounds the

ironies of r.tx>raock' s story, Glogauer' s

dilemna is similar to Roquentin' s: should he allON' Olrist to exist by
giving up his own personality, or should he leave Christ to be
'merely the creation of a process of mythogenesis'? Sartre' s novel
carries

before

L.F.Celine:

it

this

"He is a

polemical

prefatory

note

quoted

from

fellow withalt any collective significance,

barely an irrlividual". Ironically, Glogauer's obsession with finding
his own identity will bring him a staggering bJrden of ' collective
significance.' As Sartre wrote elsewhere, existentialists argue that
the responsibility of 'engaged f existence - which gives rise to the
anguish attendant on being and acting -

is rocmentous:

'I am thus

respoosible for myself and for all men, and I am creating a certain
image of man as I

tl'1ould have him to be. In fashioning myself I

fashion man. ' (24)
It emerges as the story unfolds that Glogauer is a

time-

traveller who has rooved back through time and space to Judea in
A.D.2a, where he is to witness the Olristian Passion. Like the Time

Traveller of Wells's IXJVeI, Glogauer is fated to receive a disturbing
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revelation, though it is to be construed for us in contemporary tenus
which are at a vast reaove fran the generally restrained, marmered
tones of the Wellsian traveller. Indeed, one could speculate that
Noyes would have seen Glogauer as the very embodiment of the rocx1ern
tendencies he exooriate:1 in '!he Iast Man.
~rCX)Ck

uses time-travel to give a final tragic twist to the

sensibility of his disturberl protagonist, for Glogauer

ncM

has to

oonfront a world which appears vastly different fron that he left
when he stepped into the time machine. r.b:>rCX)Ck' s novel develops in
three stages and

throughout the first stage Glogauer' s expectations

are shaped by his scriptural kI'lcMledge, rut he is to discover that
even that is not reliable. Consequently he finds himself facirg a
textbook existentialist dilenma, without any pertinent aoral and
cultural bearings to help him orientate himself in his new situation.
He

therefore adopts a self-serving ethic, an egocentric norality

which

existentialists

like

Sartre

and

the

rocx1ern

school

of

phenanenology alike would criticize, as would Christians.
Heavily psychological, r.tx>rCX)Ck' s narrative is intended not just

to convey how Glogauer' s personality reflects his social background,
rut also to depict how he is drawn into adopting the literal role of
Christ even though in his personal past he has found orthcrlox
religion to be

~ty

of significance:

Father which art in Heaven •••
He had been brought up, like nnst of his schoolfellows,
paying a certain lip-service to the Christian religion.
Prayers in the roorn:Lrgs at school. He had taken to saying
two prayers at night. Qle was the Iord's Prayer and the
other went Gcrl bless Munmy, God bless Cad:iy, God bless my
sisters and brothers and all the dear people that surround
me. Amen. That had been taught to him by a wanan who looked
after him for a while when his mother was at work. He had
added to this a list of 'thank-yous' (''!bank you for a
lovely day, thank you far getting the history questions
QJr
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right ••• ') and 'Sorrys' (' Sorry I was rude to ~ll Y 'l\.1rner,
sorry I didn't own up to Mr • Matson ••• ' ). He had been seventeen years old before he had been able to get to sleep
without sayin:j his ritual prayers and even then it had been
his impatience to masturbate that had finally broken the
habit.
Q.lr Father which art in Heaven •••
Behold the Man, p.12

--

'!his seems all the ItDre nugatory when we are told soon after that,
like Tcmny in the rock opera, Karl' didn't have a daddy, didn't have

any brothers and sisters. '!be old wanan had explained that his dad:ly
was sanewhere and that everyone was a brother and a sister. He had
accepted it.'(p.12).
Every chapter contains similar passages of Glogauer' s renioi-

scences, together with distinctive authorial observations by MJorcock
construing for us Glogauer's present situation in jtrlea, and corweying his responses to the situation which is unfolding around him.

M::lorcock thus defines Glogauer's character quite explicitly, and the
authorial intentions and perspective also can thereby be apperceived
throughout what it is a deliberately disjointed narrative. '!he New

coherence,

Testament provides additional

for

sane chapters are

prefaced by excerpts fran the Gospels upon which the events of the
chapter are based. These strike up resonances with Glogauer's past,
for he is haunted by rather sordid experiences fran his twentiethcentury life which have always possessed religious connotations for
him despite his scepticism. '!he Fretrlian juxtaposition of the sexual

with the religious is calculatErl:
At the end of even~ choir practice, Mr. Younger asked
Karl to stay behind and Karl was torn between disgust and
desire.
Finally, he did stay 1:Jeh.iOO and let Mr. Younger stroke
his genitals under a poster which showed a plain wooden
cross with the slogan OOD IS LOVE underneath.
Karl began to laugh hysterically and ran away fran the
church and never went back again.
fie was fifteen.
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Silver crosses equal wanen.
Wooden crosses equal men.
He often thought of himself as a wocrlen cross. He would
have mild hallucinations between sleeping and waking where
he was a heavy wooden cross pursuing a delicate silver
cross through fields of darkness.
Behold the Man, pp.38 & 39
Glogauer has been inj ured by the impact with which his timetravel ends. He is cared for by John the Baptist's Essene community
who regard him as

a

magus.

This camnmity

is religiously and

politically estrangErl fran the rest of Judean society, and Glogauer
shares their ascetic lifestyle while he recovers. He has cane to

Judea to witness the Crucifixion, and as time passes he grows more
plzzlerl because no-one seems to have heard of Jesus of Nazareth.
M::>reover, John is convinced that Glogauer is a political messiah,

cane to lead the pa::>ple against the Ranan overlords. As an initial
nove to inspire his followers, John would have Glogauer baptize him.
lbwever, at the afPQinterl time Glogauer experiences a sudden, severe
migraine, and John consequently baptizes him instead. Fearin;J he has
failerl John, Glogauer runs off into the wilderness wherein he is
subject to such

extremes of hunger and fatigue that he

beccmes allrost

cx:xnpletely disoriented, rut he is driven - he must find his way to
Nazareth.
'!he seoond phase of the novel begins with Glogauer havin;J fled

the Essenes,

am

continues through his wanderings as a madman to

Nazareth, where he firrls Jesus, who turns out to be an illegitimate
cx>ngen1tal imbecile. Glogauer regards this unfortunate creature with
a bitter callousness reflecterl in the choice of pronotm:
'lhe figure was misshapen.
It had a pronoonced hunched back and a cast in its
left eye. The face was vacant and foolish. '!here was a

little spittle on the lips.

'Jesus?'
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It giggled as its name was repeated.
crooked, lurching step forward.
Behold the Man, p.98

It took a

M:x>rcoc:k's provocative, calculated disrespect towards Jesus

externs

to the rest of the ''fbly Family': Joseph is a cuckold and 'a man

who

never laughs': and Mary is a fat, sarcastic, prcmiscuous creature who
seduces Glogauer while her husband is at Nain, bringing the second

part of the novel to a close. Of course Glogauer's disillusionment is
naN

absolute. 'll1e situation he has foond underscores this, for he has

travelled back through time hoping to experience at first hand, and
hence, experimentally verify, the provenance of the Gospels. He has

found in mystical Judea only rm.mdane situations and people.

M:x>rcoc:k

takes pains to emphasize the ordinariness of everything and everyone
in Judea, and his harshly naturalistic style - "warts and all", as it

were - is clearly intended to strip away the traditional reverence
accorde:i to the Judean Olristians by devaluing or discrediting the
scriptural 'record' (25) •
The third part of the novel begins with Glogauer established in

the Nazareth synagogue as sanething of a holy man or prophet, rut

inwardly he is in a state of profound neurotic disorientation. QlestiooOO by the ralilis as to where he is fran, he replies in Aramaic:
"'Ha-Olam Hab-Bah: Ha Olam Haz-Zeh: '!he world to cane and the world

that is. "' 'Ihanks to the time machine, Glogauer can be said literally
to be both fran the world that is

am

the world to cane, rut the

statement neatly describes M:>orcoc:k' 5 naturalistic depiction of Judea
and its society. '!be world Glogauer has cane into has dark similari-

ties with the one he has left. QUy its institutions are different,
for the people are often as perverse as any in Glogauer' s twentiethcentury mem::>ries.
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In this final section of the novel, Glogauer adopts the role of

the Biblical Jesus and, as his rneaories of the world fran which he
has cane fade gradually,

his identification with the scriptural

M3ssiah becx:mes canplete. For all that, since r.t:x:>rcock is careful not
to undermine the characterisation by endOYling him with irrational or
extraordinary powers,

Glogauer remains a

perverse but notionally

'ordinary' man; and even his 'miracle' cures are given a rational
explanation:

'Many he could do nothing for, rut others, obviously

with easily remediable psychosanatic cx>nditions, he cx>uld help. They
believed in his power nore strongly than they believed in their
sickness. So he cured them.'(p.115)
For the first time in his life, Glogauer achieves the fulfilment
he has craved.

As he krlcMs

the Gospels and their story, he can

predict what will 'cane to pass' - that is, he can predict how the
reactions of those around him and in authority will praoote the
scriptural sequence of events. If the prospect of the death which
will consequently overwhelm him fills him with fear rather than
exalt- ation at his 'divine' role and the adulation which he enjoys,
he

is

certain

that

it

is

his

destiny and

cannot be escaped.

Significantly, he readily accepts the role of martyr:
'!here was sanething nore, sanething that he rerognized
instinctively rather than intellectually. He now had the
q:JpOrtunity to f100 at the same time both redsnption and
oonfinnation for his life up to the manent he had fled fran
John the Baptist in the desert.
aIt it was not his own life he wcnld be leading now. He
was bringing a myth to life, a generation before that myth
would be born. He was ccmpleting a certain kirrl of psychic
circuit. He told himself that he was not changing history;
he was merely giving' hiStory more substance.
Since he had never been able to bear to think that Jesus
had been nothing fIOre than a myth, it became a duty to
himself to make Jesus a ~ysical reality rather than the
creation of a process of mythogenesis. • ••••
Karl Glogauer had discoverai the reality he had been
seek.ID3.
Behold the Man, p.118
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Note the emphasis M:x>rcock places on 'myth' in referring to scripture, and upon Olrist as 'the creation of a process of mytho:renesis. '
'!hus Glogauer - whether, in his passionate desire to bring Christ to
life, he acknowledges it or not - is hLnself the myth-maker.
'nle turning-point for Glogauer carteS, of course, in the Garden
of Gethsemane. He realises that he must make a final coomitment to
his adopted destiny when Judas Iscariot brings the Temple Guards and
Ronan troops to arrest him. He has ti.ae for reflection, however, and

his mind returns to another decisive fOCIlIel1t fran his nOOern past.
Significantly, a familiar twentieth-century concern is presentErl as a
dichotany.

He

recalls a

oonversation with r.bn.ica

in which his

oonsuming interest in mysticism and religion is as apparent as her
contempt for religious conviction. Although he was once an agnostic,
Glogauer took to religion as the only meaningful alternative to
r.Dnica 's faith in science:
'Science is rasically opposed to religion,' M:>nica had once
said. 'No matter how many Jesuits get together and rationalize their views on science, the fact remains that religion
cannot accept the fundamental attitudes of science and it
is implicit in science to attack the fWldarnental principles
of religion •••• Who needs the ritual of religion when we
have the far superior ri tual of science to replace it?
Religion is a reasonable substitute for knowledge. But
there is no lo~er any need for substitutes, Karl. Science
offers a sounder basis on which to formulate systems of
thought and ethics. We don't nee1 the carrot of heaven and
the big stick of hell any rrore when science can show the
oonsequences of actions and men can judge easily for themselves whether those actions are right or wrong. '
'I canlt accept it.'
''!hat's because you are sick. I'm sick, too, rut at least
I can see the pranise of health. '
II can see only the threat of death ••• '
Behold the Man, pp.136-137
'!hus, his rejection of scientific materialism sets motion the train
of events which brings Glogauer to a self-willed betrayal in the
Garden. True to his own peculiar brand of integrity, Glogauer betrays
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himself to the arresting soldiers and the die is cast. The subsequent
narrative nnre or less follOW's scripture, with quotations fran the
Gospels

interposed

tortured thoughts.

throughout
His

the

last

chapter

last rrnnents are a

amid

Glogauer's

painful delirium and

mem::>ries cane and go in his agonised consciousness. At the very last,
he perceives what his author has already given us to understand. His

death, the canpletion of 'a certain kind of psychic circuit,' is
charged with dramatic irony, for while it has brought him fulfilment,
all he has been doing is acting out a role; and his last words
testify to his enlightenment: '" It's a lie - it's a lie - it's a
lie ••• '"
Although the crucifixion is the dramatic climax of the novel,
r.tx:>roock continues after Glogauer's death in order to make its manifest pointlessness quite plain. There is no triumphant Resurrection,
no unmistakea.ble virrlication of the sacrifice, no shinin:J message for
the faithful. M:x>roock draws his story to a close with a calculated
dismissiveness:
rater, after his body was stolen by the servants of
sane doctors who believed it might have special properties, there were rurrours that he might not have died. B.lt
the corpse was already rotting in the doctors' dissectinJ
roans am would soon be destroyed.
Behold the Man, p.143
Religious corwiction is clear ly given short shrift in r.t:loroock' s
novel, which is entirely given over to an unoanpranising attack upon
such faith. Glogauer, even in his messianic state, is a pathetic,
delude:} figure:

'It was st.raD;e. He was not a religious man in the

usual sense. He was an agnostic. It was not conviction that had Ie:}
him to deferrl religion against r.bnica' s cynical contempt far it; it
was rather a lack of conviction in the ideal in which she had set her
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own faith,

the ideal of science as a solver of all problems.'

(pp.135-136)

r-Dre

irnportantly,

perhaps,

his

perverse

drive

for

fulfillment which has emerge1 as a sort of 'martyr canplex' ordains,
in an authentically existentialist way, the future of thousands of

millions. Ironically, his sacrifice accanplishes nothing except his
own

death and the i..."11plied deception of unguessable millions of

Christian believers, and Glogauer /Christ 's delusions are, in these

tenus,

the well-spring

of

oontempt for Christianity

their

nt::M

oppression.

r.t>reover,

r.t>nica's

seems justified rather than simply

wilful. Olrist' s IIOrtal cry, " 'Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani?' ... My
QXi,

my GOO., why has 'lllou forsaken me?" (p. 142) acquires a new signi-

ficance in the special context creatErl by M::oroock,

that of the

anguish of the roodern sensibility which despairs of finding any
evidence of divine purpose - or even of divine existence - in an age
of scepticism.
fbNever, 1f r-t:nica and Glogauer are right in assuming that a
IIOdern dichotany exists and that the perspectives each asserts are
rrutually exclusive, then it is clear that, by virtue of his calculated blasphemy, Moorcock by no means advocates religiOUS faith here.
Glogauer achieves self-transcendence, rut seems to bea:xne aware at
the erD that it is illusory rather than endurio:J, and his death 1s
oonsequently all the I'OC)re pathetic and disturbin;J because he realises
that his faith has betrayed him. Glogauer is therefore ultimately a
victim of a special kiD:i of religious determinism.

'lbe profoond scepticism which pranpta1 M::x:>roock to create, shred
and finally destroy Karl Glogauer -

for whan even aspiration for

spiritual fulfilment is simply another futile delusion - might seem
to be the expression of a nihilistic vision of Man. If so, we could
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be tempted to assume r.t:x:>rcock is advancing Monica's attitude, even if
cnly by default: rationalism permits the universe to be canprehended,
so that pragmatic decisions - encanpassing both the quotidian and the
vi tal -

can be made.

However,

if r.t:x:>rcock oould dramatise this

dichotany between reason and faith so astutely, it can surely be
asswned he knew its limitations, and further, that his own attitude
is more canplex. One wonders if it is reflected in the pragmatic
Ranan officer's dry observations about the respect the sp:>ntaneously

spiritual Jews readily acoord mystics and aspirants:
'One of their prophets, perhaps,' said the officer,
wal.k.ing towards his horse. '!he country was full of them.
FNery other man you met claimed to be spreading the

message of their god. They didn f t make trouble and religion actually seemed to keep their minds off rebellion.
we should be grateful, thought the officer.
Behold the Man, pp.90-91.
'!his ties in with rblica's argument against religious faith, which
she sees as futile and

self~ptive

because it is a naive resp:>nse

to the spontaneous mysticism of the human mind.
Mx>rcock urges in his title that we 'behold the man', apparently
in the spirit of secular hunanism which Coleridge decried as "the

belief that Cllrist was only a human person"; rut this novel goes much
further, for the same scientific materialism is usai to introduce and
undermine the Scriptures with moral confusion, cynicism, nihilism and

alienation manifested as perversion, violence and neurosis. Nor is
there anywhere an errlorsement of positive human values. M:x>roock f s
surrogate Jesus Cllrist achieves nothing except his own self-willed

destruction: there is no real redemption, for Glogauer or for anyone
else. 'Jl1is novel is not merely polemical in the attitooe to Cllristianity it purveys, rut it indeed bespeaks an acute oostility towards the

creed in its bias 1:atIa.rds materialistic, scientific rationalism over
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religious belief. M:lnica speaks throughout the novel for reason and
scepticism,

and

the

impression

left

by

the

novel's

explict

repudiation not just of religious faith rut even of Karl's attempt to
'live his own proper life,' is that Christian faith is credulous and
redundant.
M:>nica returned to her attack on Cllristianity in a

letter

written to 'get her idea across' to Karl, putting her case against
the religion in historic terms:
You make the mistake of oonsidering Cllristianity as
sanething that developed over the oourse of a few years,
fran the death of Jesus to the time the Gospels were
written. But Christianty wasn't new. QUy the name was new.
Christianity was merely a stage in the meetin::r, crossfertilization, metaIoorphosis of Westem logic and Eastem
mysticism. Look how the religion itself changed over the
centuries, reinterpreting itself to meet changing times.
Christianity is just a new name for a conglaneration of old
myths and philosophies. All the Q)spels do is retell the
sun myth and garble sane of the ideas fran the Greeks and
Ranans.

Even in the seooIrl century, Jewish scholars were showing
it up for the rnish~h it was!
'Ihey pointed out the s'l:roD.:J similarities between the
various sun myths and the Christ myth. '!he miracles didn't
happen, they were inVented later, ~ fran here and
there. Remenber those old Victorian dons who used to argue
that Plato was really a Christian because he anticipated
Christian thought?
Christian thought 1
Christianity was a vehicle for ideas in circulation centuries before Christ. Was Marcus Aurelius a Christian? He
was heading in the direct tradition of Westem philosophy.
'!bat's why Christianity caught on in Europe and not in the
East!
Behold the Man, pp.62-63.

HJweVer Monica's attitude towards science is perplexin:J because it is

never made

explicit

antagonism of religion

except

am

when

she

is

expressin;J

the mutual

science as a dichotany.

In his 1976 Introduction to fob)rcock' s Book of Martyrs, Mooroock
speaks of his writiD3' as an attempt to encourage mutual tolerance

between 'those who are of an orthodox disposition and those who are
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not, for society ••• can make good use of both temperaments. '!he world
probably has need of saints and siIUlers - rut I look forward to the
day when it will no IOI'¥3'er need martyrs of any persuasion.

I

This is

all very hunane sounding, rut it is difficult to discern in Behold
the Man where the canpranise, the middle ground between antagonistic
dispositions,

lies.

While

it

is

asserted

that

kn.owledge

am

rationalism actually promote hostile criticism of religion, Moorcock
oowhere allows M::nica to affinn the positive value of science and
declare its virtues, real or imagined. As several of the

fictive

theocracies discussed in the remainder of this chapter will show,
MJorcock I s reserve about science is shared by others.

Orthodox Opiates: Theocracy, Aspiration and Sceptical Humanism
'!he praninent scepticism of religion evident in modern science

fiction is the contenp:>rary manifestation of a historic principle. In
the second half of the nineteenth century criticism of orthodox
religion became l1Dre pronouIlCErl and catIOOn. Nonetheless, the casual
disparagement of religious teachings which has

becx:me alm::>st a

conventional feature of sane farms of roodern POp,llar culture such as
science fiction was rare, for religion and respectability were linked
for JOOSt people.
Samuel BItler flayed the materialistic hypocrisy of contenporary
Anglicanism, which Matthew Arnold half-earnestly lampooned as

'an

institution devoted al:x:Jve all to the landed gentry, but also to the
propertied and satisfied classes generally; favouriI'¥3' :i.nm:>bility,
preachin;J sul:JDission, and

reserv~

transforrration in general far the

other side of the grave.' Another devout critic, <l1arles I<iI'¥3'sley,
writes of the Bible as 'an opium-dose' for 'beasts of
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ruroen.'

Karl

Marx, Kingsley's contemporary, came to much the same conclusion.
'Ihese rej ections of current religious values and orthodox ethics are

the signs and portents of science fiction's modern rationalistic and
materialistic religious scepticism. Marx provided the most sustained
and influential ideological impetus of the time tCMards the canplete

secularization of ethics.
'Religion ••• is the opium of the people' is the rrost farrous of
Marx's materialistic assertions about religious rrorality. One oould
call Marx a

'supra-atheist,' for he not only deplores contemporary

religion rut argues

that socialism is a

rrore direct,

positive

assertion of the existence of man than atheism, which first requires
denial of the existence of God to affirm the actual character of
human existence. However in recognizing that religion has a personal

element and is sanething to which people catmit their deepest trust,
he goes further than depicting it nerely as an external imposition:

Religion is the sigh of the oppressed creature, the
sentiment of a heartless world, and the soul of soulless conditions. It is the opium of the people.
26.
As one of

religion's roost influential critics understood, it is

manifestly both a social phenanenon and a deeply personal one. In
'0::Jver Beach' (1867), Arnold evokes the decline of religious faith and
the bleak growth of scepticism:

'!he Sea of Faith
Was once, too, at the full, and round earth's shore
Lay like the folds of a bright girdle furled.
But "!lOtI I only hear
Its melancholy, long, withdrawing roar,
Retreating, to the breath
Of the night-wind, dc7.m the vast edges drear
And naked shingles of the world.

If religion can be a sort of social narcotic, it is one which is not
always revilEd by those upon whan it is imposed. organized religions
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attract adherents because they offer an authoritative, reassurin;
perspective on a seemingly unpredictable,

inhospitable world, one

which:
Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light,
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;
And we are here as on a darklin:J plain
swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight,
Where ignorant annies clash by night.
Whatever the spiritual rewards and enriclunent they gain fran their
beliefs, the devout, who do believe in the absolute rectitude and
propriety of their faith, are also subj ect to other pressures to
remain so.
'nle

life-long

loyalty of

the

faithful

is

encouraged with

pranisErl redress for injustices and mundane sufferin;J in sane fann of
after-life or supernatural existence, or with threats of dire pmishrrents for transgressions. Indeed, sane sceptics contend as Marx did
that this largely explains its success and popllarity, though others
depict religion as a wholly oppressive social force, bein;J no

IIDre

than an instrument for reoonciling or inuriD;J people to their servi-

tude and tuttressin:J. the power of the cynical masters who exploit

them.
In characterising religion as

world,

am

I

the sentiment of a heartless

the soul of soulless con:litions I Marx clearly does see in

human nature an essentially spontanteous propensity far aspiration, a

fact which his less sympathetic critics often ignore. Crucially,
religion is far M:LrX both the manifestation and the product of
frustrated humane aspiration.

en the other harrl, as the

works discussed in Olapter 4 indicate,

religioos aspiration (for instance, to see the kingdan of God - C.S.
lewis I s IDgres, far example - re-established on earth) is no less
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potent, arrl cherished, than any secular aspiration. To the devout,
their own religious aspiration is rrore human than any 'humanistic'
aspiration. It follows that general attacks upon one's religion can
be construoo quite readily as attacks upon one's personal ethics and

view of the world,

particularly if the pre-eminently religious

impulse to divine veneration is coldly dismissed by materialists as
an ignoble readiness to propitiate, or an addiction to superstitious
ri tual, or, worst of all, a rreans of securing pelf. Ibwever, rrore
sophisticatoo criticisms have been raised against the continuing
importance of religion in rroral issues.

'!he central distinction, expressed in the science fiction of
aspiration with a sin;Jular clarity and forcefulness, is that while
the aspirations of the devout are directoo beyarxl man to God and are
subject

to divine approbation,

man is the focus of the secular

humanism that reason and science Wlderpin. Enlightenment, a rrore

sophisticatoo, contenporary version of Baconian kn.cMledge which lacks
the latter's materialistic connotations,

is a key feature of the

science fiction of aspiration, be it sceptical or idiosyncratically
religious in its orientation.
Generally spea.k.iDJ, conventional religious conviction is attacked by the materialist both for its social role and its limitation of
human aspiration by affirrninq that man is a lesser creature. Roger

Zelazny's IDrd of Light,

one of the roost impressive of these

'science fictions of aspiration',
evocatively in relating how

illustrates the arguments rrost

'great-souled

sam'

struggles against

hedonistic, :Lam:>rtal, technocratic 'gods' to enlighten and emancipate

his

QPt>ressed

fellows

an:i

restore

birthright.
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to them their technological

By

contrast,

the religious humanist recognizes Man as God's

creation; science is one of the means people may use to more fully
appreciate

divine

creativity,

rut

it

can

also

subordinate

or

canpletely subvert mankind's intrinsic faith in God. At the same time
the religious humanist considers man to have irmate weaknesses or
limitations imposed by an essentially benevolent Providence. tbwever,
since science fiction questions everything, James Gunn has argued,

and 'religion answers all the questions that science fiction wishes
to raise,' science fiction and religion are uniquely and diametrically opposed. Gunn asserts

that 'SCience fiction cannot be written

fran an attitude of religious belief' for 'science fiction written
within a religious framework •• turns into parable. ' (27) As an opening
argument to his brief survey of science fiction which in sane way
deals with religion, Gunn's statement has the usual limitations of
the fX)lemical generalisation; indea:'i, as is apparent fran the works

discussed in Olapter 4 (and is certainly the case with Keith Robert's
excellent book Pavane discussed below), exceptions exist. Fi:Mever, in
describing , science fiction's religion' as being 'skepticism about
faith,'

Qmn

astutely sums up a

daninant generic attitude with

epigraamatic force. '!he well-known misapprehensions of the devout
al::n1t the "benefits" of man-made,

technol~ical

change confinn that

the well-spring of this scepticism is scientific materialism and

'Progress'. '!his should not obscure the fact that sane sceptics, Kurt
Vonne:JUt for example, are no less wary.
Yet if the idea of materialistic

' Progress'

is very often

anathema to the religiOUS humanist, it is also unacceptable to the
secular or atheistic humanist for ancient, allegedly sham wisdan to
prevail over roodem necessity, especially when an effort is being
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made to realize sanething of that power which, as an idea projected
upon

their god,

so inspired the ancients.

Where devout wri ters

express their frustration by attacking the materialistic excesses of
scientific
religion,

positivism,

sceptics

generally

prefer

to

characterizing the devout as hypocritical,

castigate
a:xnplacent,

fatalistic or short-sighted. Often, they will also enphasize the
materialism and oorruption, or zealous inhumanity, of the ministers
of institutionalized religion. Just as often, these criticisms are
pointedly made in the depiction of a theocracy, organized religion in
its roost extreme fonn; in its own right, a fonn of statolatry reviled
by the genuine libertarian and humanist no less than the devout

writer sooms materialistic utopias and profane oligarchies.

Some Representative Fictive Thecx::ra.cies.

If r.En Like Gods suggests that H. G. Wells found his humanistic

----

vision to be untenable, he never took to oonventional spiritualism
and orthodox religion.

'!he novels discussed below offer further

evidence that his was an early rut by no means unique attenpt to
1::Blance

the

oonflictin:J

virtues

and

limitations

of

faith

and

rationalistic scepticism.
'JoIumie, the nice thing aboot citing God as an authority
is that you can prove anything you set out to prove. It's
just a matter of selectin;J the proper postulates, then
insistin;J that your postulates are "inspired". Then no one
can possibly prove that you are wrcm;r. '
'If '!his Goes On ••• '; Robert Heinlein

(Revolt in 2100, p.93)
As Heinlein's protagonist seems

to suggest in a distinctly cynical

aside, the strenqth of religious teachings is derived fran their
~rted

divine provenance. Yet the systenatic nature of religious

dogma seems to offer the rationalist an irresistible challenge. To
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judge by the popularity of science fiction with religious thenes,
religious ethics have given sceptical science fiction writers all
sorts of opportuni ties for exposing doctrinal inconsistencies and
illustrating devout folly. Most follow Wells rather than Butler, for
their criticisms go much further than his satirical demands for
reform, and many of then clearly would prefer to see the canplete
demise of the monolithic, institutionalized religions they depict.
This lxrly of literature presents intriguing, quite individual
perspectives on the nature of htunanism, aspiration, moral vision and
religious faith. '!he dissatisfaction of Vormegut and Zelazny with
contanporary orthodoxies is revealed by their adroit utilisation of
factitious religions like those discussed earlier. Anticlericalism,
iconoclasm and moral relativism (sanetimes depicterl as profanation or
depravity)

are used to expose orthodox religion at its worst -

theocracy. Accordingly, even if sansone like Keith Roberts seems to
approach wells's position of ultLrnate despair, a less whole-hearted
faith in rationalism (and the determinism which trapped Wells) frees
him fran the necessity, everywhere apparent in Wells's later fiction,

to adopt the inferences of his Visionary fiction. 'lberefore these
post~ernist

writers

can criticize dogma rationalistically while

bei.r¥J under no particular obligation to advance pure Reason as a
camter-creed. Yet though there is a recognisable pattern in their
fatulaticns, they retain their i.Ixiepen:ienoe as non-oonformists: fal
contemporary authors would be flattered to be discussed as 'Wellsian,'
not least because of the ~te into which a spuriOUS cult has
brought the Cbutist brand of positivistic scientific humanism which
walls extolled in Men Like Gcrls (28). Nonetheless, science is clearly
proninent as a possible alternative to dogma in all of the
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texts

discussOO belCM - and it is equally clear that sane of these authors
are as wary of the scientific state as they are of the theocratic
state.

Perhaps the most obvious place to begin

seekin:J an overview of

the many different ways in which authors have used the device of the
facti tious religion in attacking theocracy is with those novels in
which the humanistic spirit is at its most embattled. The authors of
Gather, Darkness and Pavane have roth chosen a quasi-Medieval setting
to allCM their depiction of a centralised, absolute religion the
widest possible scope and so .they present what oould be termed the
prrest depiction of

theocracy.

In

both

novels,

the

church

is

nnnolithic, all-pervasive and repressive - the oounterpart of the
unattractive societies ruled by Big Brother and his like. These two
books will be the central focus of a wider-ranging excursion into the
themes and oontentions of a variety of other works which deal with

theocracy.

Like many of the most fanous science fiction novels, Leiber's

initially appeared as a serialization (in the May-July 1943 editions
of AstaJrrling SCience Fiction). Its subsequent re-plblication clearly
reflects its suoc::ess as popllar fiction which has caught the roood of
the m:ment and perhaps of the times. An ingenious tale of techn0-

logical witchery

am

centralized oppression, it is in sane respects

quite like Robert Heinlein's earlier tale,

'If 'Ibis Goes Ch,' also

first [:Ublishs:i in an American pulp magazine in 1939. Heinlein I s
jingoistic,

muscular prose undoubtedly reflects the contemporary

p:ltriotic fervour and moral self-righteousness of America - belatedly,
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perhaps - at war, and it can be dealt with here in passing.
~inlein' s

story deals with the successful attempt to overthrow

a future theocracy in which Angels on the side of the Prophet strive
to extirpate the 'heretical' conspirators of the cabal. Militarism, a
favouri te topic of Heinlein's,

is imposed on the ecclesiastical

hierarchy fran the start: "'I was young then and not too bright - a
legate fresh out of West Point, and a guardsman in the Angels of the
IDrd, the Personal Guard of the Prophet Incarnate. '" Indeed everything is given an ecclesiastical flavour: "''!his on-the-spot cast by
the No-Sparrow-Shall-Fall News Service is oc:xninJ to you under the
sponsorship of

the

finest

Associated Merchants of the Kingdon,

dealers in the finest of household aids towards grace. Be the first
in yCAJr parish to possess a statuette of the Prophet that miraculously glCMS in the dark! Send one dollar ... "'(Revolt in 2100, p.63) Not
for the last time, we may note in passing, will this sort of science
fiction seem to have anticipated an ugly side of modern religion.
still, what ;nay be termerl the two species of authoritarianism of
this

story are distinguished by

little ItOre than unmistakeable

hypocrisy and cynicism on one side,

and a

generous measure of

emphatically right-wing Olristian values on the other.

Here John

Lyle is heir¥] evaluated to establish his role in the cabal:
It seemerl to me that, in this rusiness, saneone was
o::ntinually making me face up to facts, instead of letti1'¥] me
dodge unpleasant facts the way rrost people manage to do
throughout their lives. COUld I stanach such an assignment?
COUld I refuse it - since Master Peter had implied at least
that assassins were volunteers - refuse it and try to ignore
in my heart it that it was going an and I was coIXioning it?
Master Peter was right; the man who l:uys the meat is
brother to the b.1tcher. It was squeamislmess, not morals •••
like the man who favours capital punishment b.1t is himself
too 'good' to fit the noose or swin;1 the axe. Like the person
who regards war as inevitable and in sane circumstances
ItOral, l:ut who avoids military service because he doesn't
like the thought of killing.
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Erotional infants, ethical llK)rons - the left hand llUlst
krlorN what the right hand doeth, and the heart is responsible
for both. I answered aLmst at once, 'Master Peter, I am
ready to serve ••• that way or whatever the brethren decide I
can do best.'
'If '!his Q)es On ••• ' (Revolt in 2100, p.S3)
It seems verging on the impertinent to suggest in the face of
Heinlein's absurdly self-confident ccorality that it is actually no
less relativistic than any other 'pragmatic' creed. John's willingness to surrender his

CMl1.

roral vision for the brethren r s (as long as

they prove themselves worthy of it, naturally) is nore intuitive than
profound, especially since they cannot be any I'OC>re certain of the
propriety of their actions, ultimately, than can the Prophet's inquisitors. '!heir doctrines and organisation are in the end rorally right
because God, the Great Architect, has allOYTed them to triumph. '!he
vindication of their struggle is of 'the end justifies the means'
line, rather than being the inevi table consequence of their clear
ethical virtue.
In brief, Heinlein presents a sanitised form of revolution as a

righteous struggle to re-establish the dem::::>cratic principles abjured
by the corrupt hlerophants. 'Ihus it is no rrore than a mildly original

twist to an otheIwise conventional treabnent of Western values, delivered in the author's distinctively energetic and roblst style (29),
and full of mayhsn and esprit de corps.

(Significantly, Heinlein

returns to this storyline frequently; two further examples, '!he Iliy
after 'l'c:Joorrow, discussed belOYT, and stranger in ~ strange LarXl are

incltrled in this study).
~, thcugh Ieiber'S Gather D:irkness may be derivative, it

is clearly the iOOre sustained and sophisticated of these two versions
of the righteous struggle against theocracy. M:>reover, while Ieiber
places arcane science and technological 'necranancy' in the hands of
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the insurgents instead of Heinlein's military hardware, he is also
rcore explicit in justifying their actions in humanistic rather than
theistic tenns. What is principally wrong with Heinlein's Supreme
Prophet, of course,

is that he has broken faith with the Great

Architect, whereas the merry band of patriotic fundamentalists who
wish to expose the corrupt religious despot are acting fran selfless
l1'Otives and a desire to re-establish the veneration of a real

Qxl

of

a more palatable - irrleed, ecumenical - kirrl. Leiber takes the same
road as Heinlein,

rut goes further in advocating enlightenment,

everyone's birthright, against religious embargo, the yoke coom:>n to
all but a fliM elect 'techno-theocrats.'
Brother Jarles, like his predecessor John Lyle, has had enough
of the corrupt theocracy to which he belongs. Indeed Jarles also
betrays himself in a clearly treasonable act. He chooses a very
public forum for his denunciation:
"Ccttm:mers of Megatheopolis!"

'!bat check9:i the beginnings of a panicky flight. Eyes
turned to stare at him stupidly. '!hey had not yet begun to
canprehend what had ha~ed. &It when a priest spoke, one
listene:i.
''Yoo have been taught that ignorance is good. I tell you it
is evil!
''You have been taught that to think is evil. I tell you it
is good!
'~ou have been told that it is your destiny to toil night
and day, until your backs are breakir¥;} and your harrls blister
under the callouses. I tell you it is the destiny of all men
to look far easier ways!
'~oo have let the priests rule your lives. I tell you that
you must rule yourselves1
''Yoo believe that the priests have supernatural powers. I
tell yoo that they have no powers yoo could not wield
yourselves 1
'~oo believe that the priests are chosen to serve the Great
Qxl and transmit his camands. &It - if there is a goo anywhere - each one of ~, in his ignorant heart, knows more
than the mightiest archpriest.
''Yoo have been told that the Great God rules the universe earth and sky. I tell ~ the Great God is a fake!"
Gather, Darkness! p.11
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'!he difference between Lyle's and his IIOtivation is made clear at
once, for where Lyle's rage that a girl who has caught his eye is
being offered to pleasure the epicene Prophet is a peculiarly presumptive and self-serving pretext, Jarles' s indignation is provoked
aore by disgust with the gratuitous forcefulness of a brother priest
than by simple gallantry towards a young wanan caught in a similar

predicament. Above all, though, Jarles's denunciation is hubristic
and libertarian rather than merely macho. Fran the start, Leiber's

novel deals with ooncepts which are presented as inherently rather
than symbolically IIOral, whereas Heinlein sanctifies a relativistic

o:::rle (murder is sanetimes IIOral, 'skirmy-dipping' is not le'lrl nor is
brutality wrong in the service of God and Liberty, and so on) either
by wrapping IIOrals in the Flag, mystifying them in IOOge rituals or

culling them fran the Book. As there is no place for real hubris in
his theistic tale, Heinlein never goes beyorrl insisting that the
ultimate justification for flOral values is religious; rut Leiber
inmediately insists that '''ignorance is evil ••• to think is gcxxi •••
rule yourselvesl'"
'nlroughout Leiber's novel aspiration sustains and vindicates
rebelliousness, and oppression is its polar opposite. Rescued fran
the obvious oonsequences of his rashness, Jarles joins the undergrourrl. Unlike Heinlein's cabal, they do not have a creed for they

prosper by harnessing the powers of nature rather than by deferring

to a supernatural master. Ibwever, Leiber needs a thematic framework
to give coherence to the ethical structure inherent in the book and
avoid the charge of advocatiB3 rooral anarchy as a social principle.
In choosing

able

to advance a very scientific form of necranancy he is

to CXlllbine aspiration,

absolUtism,
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esoteric

technological

potency and the resurgent energy of a

secooo renaissance. '!he

New

Witchcraft, aided by 'familiars' (telepathic, genetically-engineered
haronculi)

am

possessing the technological secrets of the Q:>lden lqe

which consl..1lllE:rl itself and gave way to the Hierarchy, is pitched
against the forces of the symbolic Great God (the idol set up by the
prelates). Teclmology is also exploited by the theocrats to maintain
their hegerrony over a cowed people. The people hold the key: victory
for the underground roovement which struggles for their eaancipation
deperrls

upon

inspiring

the masses

by

exposin:J the priests as

charlatans. That in turn will depend upon which side can better use
its krlc:Mledge of behaviour, devices curl forces to vanquish the other.
surprise and military strategy are a formidable canbination, particularly when the scientific source of the terror produced is disguised
for rnaxinrum effect as the legendary, primeval foe of mankind:
••• nost of the archpriests could only stare helplessly at the
ever-nountirr:l chaos around reviewing stand. Ialg habit had
taught them to maintain inscrutable expressions, rut not{
their facial masks concealed nothing but empty stupefaction.
It was not physical fear that froze them. '!hey felt that the
whole materialistic world on which they based their security
was going to pieces before their eyes. Physical science,
which had been their obErlient servant, had suddenly bea::xne a
toy in the hands of a dark pa.tTer that could make or break
scientific laws at pleasure. Sane~ had scratched out the
first principle of their thinking: "'!here is only the cosm:>s
and the electronic entities that constitute it, without soul
or pn-pose - " am scri}i)led over it, in broad black strokes,
'''nle whim of Sathanas."
Gather Darkness, pp.148-9
Chce the germ of this breakda.m of faith in their a.m control of the

world through science is planted in the minds of the priests, it
flourishes curl their regime is swept aside by the New Witchcraft in a
symbolic victory for humanity.
Heinlein pJ,blished in 1949 a

seoooo version of his righteous-

religioos-conspiracy-against-oppression plot in which the pronounced
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jingoism of 'Revolt in 2100' has been oonverted expe1itiously into
sirllple xenophobia. Alas, the enemy of humanity is no incx:mprehensible
extraterrestrial rug-eyed slimy thing with a penchant for sadistic
lunicide, but the emperor IS 'rronkeys I, the 'slant-eyed I 'flat-faced I
Pan-Asians who have conquered the United states. Perhaps one may
discern in his depiction of the underground opposition a minor debt

to Leiber, for Heinlein begins with the last viable cadre of the
U.S.Army -

a mere handful of men -

and,

endowing them with a

scientific genius to do the backroom wizardry, depicts how they win
through by impressing their own citizenry and baffling and terrifying
the enemy with the technological miracles of a factitious religion.
'!his is how it is explained to an early recruit to the scheme:
'!he man hesitated, am ArdnDre added, 'O:unn it- we're white
men! can't you see that?'
'!he man answered, 'I see it, rut I don't like it.' Nevertheless he slowly approached.
Ardm:>re said, ''!his is a piece of razzle-dazzle for the
benefi t of our yellow brethren. Now that you're in it, you're
in it! Are you game?
'!he other members of the personnel of the citadel had gathered aroond by this time. The roountain guide glancErl around
at thir faces. 'It doesn't look as if I had nruch choice.'
'Maybe not, rut we would rather have a volunteer than a
prisoner. '
'!he roountaineer shifted tobacco fran left cheek to right,
glanced around the inmaculate pavement for a place to spit,
decided not to, and answered, 'What's the game?'
'It's a frame up on our Asiatic bosses. We plan to give
them the run-around - with the help of Gcxi am the great !ord
M:)ta.'
'!he Day After Tcm::>rrow, p.S7

Heinlein WQlld no doubt have resented the suggestion that the leader
of his six G.I. nrusketeers had read Leiber's novel for inspiration
rut it is all there in the trappings of the fledgling sect of 'M:)ta'
- "Atan" in plain Ehglish. I pause to condemn the militaristic cant
and blase, right-wing 'ethics' advanced in this novel, which leaves

ooe WOIrlering whether the self-righteous gi.rIaack heroes really are
nuch better,

in human terms,

than
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the despots

they ultimately

overthrOW' with the help of their all-American ingenuity and knOW'-hOW'.
Heinlein certainly was excitoo by the pranise and power of science,
rut, whatever his intentions, all he foanages

to suggest was hOW'

deh.Lunanizing these can be. By contrast, John Boyd gleefully achieves
the opposite in '!he Rakehells of Heaven (1969), by suggesting hOW'
pernicious religious fervour can be.
Boyd's is not a profound book, or even one in which he trioo
fran the outset to give a fonn to an idea he considered worth the
single-mindoo shaping behind any great work. In fact in his preface
to the 1978 Penguin ooition he recalls that he had set out to write a
Pranethean story, rut 'strange things happenErl on the way to the
denouement.' (30) '!he work as it stands is entertaining, irreverent,

am.

ribald

jocose

particularly

where

the

pseudo-religious

rrotivation of the two men fran earth is concerned - yet it is
interesting in its fal serious rocxnents, where the reader may gl~
behind the bJffoonery an argument a.OOut the religious cre:1ulity of
human nature and the social and psychological distortions which may

arise fran the unscrupulous exploitation of this human propensity to
worship and placate.
'1\«)

space scouts, Adams and O'Hara, discover the 'university'

planet Harlech and its studious, rational inhabitants. Their next
objective is to ascertain whether or not the humanoid H3.rlechians are
truly twman, for only if they fail to meet the strict criteria set by
the Terran administrators can their planet be colonise:i and exploited
by Earth. Since the two Earthmen are uncertain, they decide to stay
to investigate. '!he aarlechians' caneliness, native intelligence and

sexual

~s

are initially hard to cope with rut the two spacaoon

adjust, O'Hara roore readily than Adams. Rivalry grcMs bet-ween. them,
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as the exuberance of Catholic Celt O'Hara is initially IIUlch rrore
attractive to the Harlechians than the sober reserve of Adams, a
Southern Matho:Ust. Soon roth men are trying to outdo one another in

their respective efforts to build up a following among the students
of this

cai"OpUS

planet. While O'Hara is intent on popularising himself

aided Qy his near-indefatigable libido and a gift for the theatrical,
Adams, fired with missionary zeal, strives to bring the Harlechians

to his GOO.

'nle young folk of Harlech are highly impressionable, and take to
Red

0' Hara ' s

populist,

shcMbiz

Catholicism wi th alacri ty •

M:>ral

controversies arise for the first ti.rna in aeons on Harlech, and there
is even a murder as the students are deliberately irnhled with alien,
Terran values Qy their new mentors. A police force is established,
and the revealing garb custanary on Harlech is replace::1 with' decent r

clothing. '!he crErlulous, gullible Harlechians are corrupted by the
two rivals; each builds up factions in an effort to ensure that his

religion,
Fbwever,

opinions
in a

and values

eclipse

those

of

his

colleague.

satirical denouement reminiscent both of Fanner's

rPrcxootheus r and Harrison r s

r An Alien Aqony r, 0 r Hara ends up being

crucified (or so Adams concludes, though the novel finishes with
doubt being cast upon this assumption) in the rrost religious media
event the literal-minded Harlechians are ever likely to witness.
Ironically, 0 r Hara r s roguish influence is sanctified Qy his martyrdan, and his is the creed which endures:
••• I heard the sibilance of prayer arising fran the chapel,
and when I opened the door the area was filled with worshipers. My Good Friday senron had been taken CNer by a lay
preacher, Bardo the Iawyer, who was finishing a prayer for
the dead. Standing behiIrl the kneeling worshipers, I hear him
finish: "Arrl we ask this blessing in the name of Rei. 'n1ere
is no IDrd rut the Lord of MJses and Red was his prophet."
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''Wait, Bardo, II I cried. ''Red was not a prophet. Jesus
<l1rist was the Prophet."
"By law, Bardo answered, "we cannot accept hearsay evidence,
and we all kncM that Red died on the cross and he spoke only
of l\b;eS. So we are of the Hebrew faith •••
My brain spinning. I entered my office. There was IlDre to
be done on Harlech ncM than kill a Judas. Slick lawyers were
using the rules of evidence on my Scriptures, and jurisprudence was converting my Christianity to Judaism. I had to
get the Word straight before I left Harlech, and my time was
short. It was one H::>ly mess!
In my heart I knew what had to be done, but heM? I was
willing to grant O'Hara sainthood, but I could not grant him
co-equa.lity with the Fbly Trinity, particularly n(1..t1 that
these pagans had pared the Trio to a Olo.
'!he Rakehalls of Heaven, pp.175-6
Ma.ms 's last effort to save the Harlechians fran themselves and

O'Hara brings him back to Earth after enduring a return voyage at
enonrous velocity, rut his efforts to tum the clock back by creating
an Einsteinian time paradox fail. Ultimately, the only clear message
which emerges fran a welter of off-beat hUIOOUr, knavery and intrigue
is that men make very p::x>r divines, as Wells would surely have agreed.
Keith Robert's Pavane (1968) opens with an 'historical' Prologue

in which the reader is offered an explanation of heM a novel set in
the twentieth century is without so mmy of the technological wonders
which,

in

Veme' s

Frankville,

Wells's

future

history,

Huxley's

Sanatic london, Vonnegut' s Ilium and countless other less well-kno.m
corners of science fiction's multifarious space-time-reality fivedimensional territory, have be<:::aoo synonyrrous with the IOOdem world
as it is and the world to which it will give birth. In Robert's
narvellous novel the assassination of Elizabeth the First in July
1588 and the Spanish irwasion of a realm divided along religious

sectarian lines not only halts the English Renaissance and precludes
the .Age of Reason, but gives Rate the opportunity to re-establish

their leiieval hegataly throughout the Old World and the New, and
consolidate their spiritual and temporal interests:
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To the victor, the spoils. With the authority of the
catholic Church assurErl, the rising nation of Great Britain
deployed her forces in the service of the Popes, smashing the
Protestants of the Netherlands, destroying the pcMer of the
German city-states in the long-drawn Lutheran Wars. '!he Newworlders of the North A1erican continent rema.inerl urrler the
rule of Spain; Cook plantErl in Australasia the cobalt flag of
the throne of Peter.
In Ehgland herself, across a land half ancient and half
m::xiern, split as in primitive tiItes by barriers of language,
class and race, the castles of mediaevalism still glowerErl;
mile on lnile of unfellErl woodland harboured creatures of
another age. To sane the years that passed were years of
fulfilment, of the final flowering of God's Design; to others
they were a neM Dark Age, haunted by things dead and others
best forgotten; bears and catarrounts, dire-wolves and Fairies.
OVer all, the long arm of the Popes reached out to punish
and reward; the <llurch Militant remained supreme. But by the
middle of the twentieth century widespread mutterings were
making themselves heard. Rebellion was once mre in the air.
Pavane, Prologue, pp.9-10.

'!hose 'mutterings' symbolize the resurgent, irrepressible and characteristic spirit of Man; and as Roberts's story unfolds, his version
is revealed. Note, however, that Pavane appears at first to present
the converse of the situation portrayed by Miller in A canticle for

IeibcMitz - especially in Fiat

~

- where the Church (i.e. the rronks

of the Albertian Order of Ieibc.J..litz)

struggles to advance,

and

failing that, just to sustain a spiritual perspective in a materialistic, secular world.
Pavane consists of a number of introductory chapters which are
really cameos of the main characters,

whose

lives later

~

interwoven, and each chapter also establishes a strarrl of the novel's

main theme, likewise spun into a final coherence in the last chapter,
and in a final epistolary

'a:rla.'

'nlus in the first chapter, ''!be Iady

Margaret,' Roberts deftly intertwines narrative, characterisation and
l:a.ckground allusion in describing the indepeIXient-m1ndErl, resourceful

haulier Jesse strange making the year's last trip through the West

Country at the wheel of his best

steam~iven
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traction engine:

••• rut what else could you expect, Jesse askErl himself sourly,
when half the tax levied in the country went to buy gold

plate for its churches? Maybe though this was just the start
of a ne'tI trade recession like the one engineered a couple of
centuries back by Gisevius. The l11E!tOOry of that still rankled
in the west at least. The econany of England was stable rIOII,
for the first time in years; stability meant wealth, gold
reserves. And gold, stackErl anywhere rut in the halflegerrliry coffers of the Vatican, meant danger •••
Jesse had all the hauliers' ingrained contempt for internal canb.lstion, though he'd follOiied the arguments for it and
against it keenly enough. Maybe one day petrol propulsion
might am::>UIlt to sanething and there was that other system,
what did they call it, dieseL •• But the hand of the Church
would have to be lifted first. The Bull of 1910, Petroleum
Veto, had limited the capacity of Ie engines to 150cc's, and
since then the hauliers had had no real ccmpetition.
Pavane, p.14 & p.15.
The hauliers are the middle-class businessmen of this age of steam

locx:m:>tion and Petroleum Veto, hard-working, relatively prosperous
and independent-minded; rut the Church's f innness is an effective
brake upon their ambition and the grC7flth of their

CMIl pcMer.

They are

tolerated mainly because they are useful - indeed, indispensable rut they are acutely aware of their limited freedan:
He valved water through the prehea.ter, stokErl, valved
again. One day they'd swap these solid-l:urners for oilfuelled machines. The units had been available for years rIOII;
rut oil firing was still a theory in limbo, awaiting the
Papal verdict. Might be a decision next year, or the year
after; or maybe not at all. The ways of r.Dther Church were
devious, not to be questiorurl by the herd.
Old Eli would have fitted oil blrners and damned the
priests black to their faces, rut his drivers and steersmen
would have balked at the exccmnunication which would certainly have follCMed. strange and Sans had bc:Med the knee
there, not for the first time and not for the last.
Pavane, pp.25-26.

The only other irrlependent force in this England of 1968 wherein

cement is available only throogh the Church and at enoD'OC>US expense it being too useful for the rapid construction of strongholds - is
the Qrlld of Signallers, the subject of the secarrl chapter:
Qrlldsmen paid no tithes to local demesnes, obeyed none rut
their own hierarchy; and tOOugh in theory they were answerable under Cl:Ilm:n Law, in practice they were irmIune. They
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governed according to their CMll high code; and it was a brave
man, or a fool, who squared with the richest GJ.ild in England.
'!here had been deadly accuracy in what the Serjeant said;
when kings waited on their messages as eagerly as c::am:oners
they had little need to fear. The Popes might cavil, jealous
of their independence, rut Raoo herself leaned too heavily on
the continent-wide network of the semaphore tc:::Mers to do nnre
than adjure and canplain. In so far as such a thing was
p:::>ssible in a hemisphere daninated by the Church Militant,
the GJ.ildsman were free.
Pavane, p.55.
'!he GJ.ildsmen and artisans are not the only pragmatists in this
parallel world, of course. In the third chapter, wherein Roberts
relates Brother John's story, we encounter the least canpassionate,
the most devious, and the rcost pcMerful of the three - the Court of
Spiritual Welfare. If the assassination of the Faery Q,leen has sent
this world spinning down a divergent path fran that which brought
ours into being, then a special kind of ecclesiastical viciousness
would flourish as the need became apparent to the Holy See that its

secular

pc:M&

could

only

be

maintained

at

the

expense

of

a

('relatively') little blood. So reasons Roberts, and consequently he
clouds the skies above his alternate world with the awful

ShadCM

of

the rcost damnable of all the Catholic <lUIrch f S most misanthropic
institutions

the

Inquisition.

Roberts

reviles

its

sadistic

practices by throw'ing the gentle, gifted, obstinate Brother John into
the very midst of its madness. Unlike Leiber, Roberts is not content
nerely to hint at the extreme behaviour of the zealot, as he does
here:
'!he roan in which he fOlll'Xi himself was long and wide,
devoid of wi.ndcMs except where to one side a line of grilles
set close urrler the roof admitted livid fans of light. At the
far end of the chamber an oil lamp l:x.J.rnErl; beneath it clustered a group of figures. John saw dark-dressed, burly men with
the 1nsignium of the Coort, the hand wielding the hacrmer and
the lightning flash, blazoned on their chests; a chaplain was
nunbling over trays of spiky instruments whose purpose he did
not reaJgnize. '!here were spikerl rollers, crldly shapei irons,
tourniquets of metal beads; other devices, ranged in rOilS, he
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identified with a cold shock. '!he little frames with their
small crank handles, toothed jaws; these were gresillons.
'!humb-screws. SUch things then really existed. Nearer at harrl
a species of rough table, fitted at each end with leveroperated wcxxien rollers, declared its use more plainly. The
roof of the place was studded with pulleys, sane with their
ropes already reeved and dangling; a brazier b.lrnerl redly,
and near it were piled what looked to be huge lead weights.
Pavane, p.S7.
Imagine Wells's Dx:tor M:>reau pacing this grim chamber, and the
provenance of one's rewlsion in rejecting his superficially humane
effort to surgically transfonn animals into "people" is evident. Yet
here one confronts perhaps the deepest, nost hideously perverted
species of Reason; ironically, though, religious zeal is in the dock,
not scientific expediency. For all that, the rationale propounded to
Jolm on his arrival at the Cburt has all the vile logic and canposure

of a Nazi doctor's testimony:
'!he priest at Brother Jolm' s el.bc:M continued in a lOW' voice
the explanation which he'd felt impelled to embark on while
crossing the town fran their lOOgiI'lgs. 'We may take it then,'
he said, 'that as the crimes of witchcraft am heresy, the
raising of devils, receiving of incubi and succubi and like
abaninations, the trafficking with the Ulrd of the Flies
himself, are crimes of the spirit rather than the bcx:ly,
crimen excepta, they carmot be judged, am evidence may
neither be given nor accepted under norma.l legal jurisdiction. 'n1e admission of spectral evidence and its acceptance
as partial proof of guilt subject to confession during Qlestioning is therefore of vital importance to the functioning
of our Cblrt. Under this head to belOn::Js our explanation of
the use of torture and its justification; the death of the
guilty one disrupts Satan's attack on the Plan of God, as
revealed to l<t>ther Omrch through His Vicar on Earth, our own
J:Ope John; while dying penitent the heretic is saved fran the
greater relapse into the sin of suJ:J!.Tersion, to firrl eventually his place in the Divine KiD3dan.'
Brother John, his face screwed up as if in anticipation of
pain, ventured a query. 'But are not your prisoners given. the
cpportunity to confess? Were they to confess without the
()lestioning-- '
''!here can be no confession,' interrupted the other, 'withcut ocmpulsion. As there can be no answerirg the challenges
of spectral evidence, the use of which by definition
invalidates the innocenCe of the accused.' He aliCMed his
eyes to travel to one of the tulleys and its dangling rope.
'Q:nfession,' he said, 'must be sincere. It must cxne fran
the heart. False confession, made to avoid the pain of
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Q.1estioning, is useless to Clrurch and God alike. o..tr aim is
salvation; the salvation of the souls of these poor wretches
is our charge, if necessary by the breaking of bodies. Set
against this, all else is straw in the wind.'
Ibid.
EVen if Roberts at first merely suggests rather than illustrates the
~rst

of this codex of cold-blooded procErlure, he will not eschew the

truth - rut there is nothing in what follCMS which seems gratuitously
Gothic.

'!he reader is shown the savagery through the medium of

Brother John's demented menories. John has been forced not merely to
witness

the

cruelties

of

the

Inquisition,

rut

to

record

them

graphically - for his calling is to art, not to religion. Ironically
he has found himself being used as a result of havIDJ enjoyed the

security of his Order to practise his vocation:
'lhrough the deep charmels of his brain noises still echoed. A
susurration, rising ani falling like a shrill and hellish
sea; the shrieks of the damned, and the dy:Ln:1, and the dead.
And the sizzling of braziers, thud of whips splitting flesh,
creakiD; of leather and Wood, squeak and groan of sinews as
machines tested to destruction the handiwork of God. John had
seen it all; the wh!tehot pincers round the breasts, branding
irons ~hed SIOOking into lOOUths, calf-length boots topped up
with roiling lead, the heated chairs, the spiked seats on
which they bounced their victims then stacked the lead slabs
00 their thighs ••• '!be Territio, the Q,lestions Preparatoire,
Ordinaire, Extraordinaire; sqassation and the strappado, the
rack and the chokir¥:J pear; the Q.lestioners stripped and
sweating while the great mad judge upstairs extracted fran
the foamings of epileptics the stuff of conviction after
ocnvictioo. _ Pencil and brush recorded faithfully, flying at
the paper with returning skill while Brother Sebastian stood
aI¥i f:rownei, p..llling at his lip and s~ his head. It
seemed John·' s harrls worked of their CMIl, tearing the pages
aside, gratbing for inks and washes while the drawings grew
in depth and vividness. '!he brilliant side-lighting; filmiI¥.;J
of sweat 00 bodies that distended and heaved in ecstasies of
pain; arms disjointEd by the weights and pulleys, stanachs
explcxied by the rack, bright tree shapes of new blood running
to the floor. It sesned the limner tried to force the stench,
the squalor, even at last the noise dCMIl onto paper; Brother
Sebastian, impressm in spite of himself, had finally dragged
John away by force, rut he c:culdn't stop him workin:J. He drew
a wizard in the outer bailey, ~led apart by four Suffolk
Punches; the doaned men and wanen sitting on their tar kegs
waiting for the torch; the stark things that were left when
the flames had died away_ ''Ibou shalt not suffer a witch to
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live,' Sebastian had said at his parting. 'Remember that,
Brother. 'nlou shalt not suffer a witch to live .. ' JOhri's lips
l1XJV'ed, repeating the words in silence.
Night overtook him a bare half dozen miles fran D.lbris. He
disrrnmted in the dark, awkwardly, tethered the horse while
he fetched water fran a stream. In the stream he dropped the
satchel of brushes and paints. He stocrl a long time staring,
though in the blackness he couldn't see it float away.
Pavane, pp.89-90.
The Church is profaned here, deliberately and thoroughly; yet while
one recoils at the scope of Roberts's depiction, the basic principle
of the factitious or fictive religion - that however outlandish, it
is in sane way a counterpart of an actual religion - is forcefully
apparent. Here we rtUlSt

~ize

the grim truth of the catholic

Church at the height of its temporal influence; and the essential
inhumani ty of those agents of ecclesiastical hegenony who oould

routinely preside over the destructicn of their fellows and claim to
be acting fran the highest moral principles has diminishe1 not at all

in the retelling.

IkMeVer, Robert's harrowing acoount has a wider significance,
for it serves to illustrate that there has always been a distinctive
kind of religious IOOral expediency which parallels the scientific

utilitarianism against which the devout writers (discussed in Cllapter
Fbur)

declaim in tones of the highest IOOral outrage. Furthernore,

history furnishes ample proof, were it wanted,

to indicate that

inhumane practices have often gone hand-in-hand with the rituals and.

rules of orthcrlox religicns,

a

throoiback to the long-forgotten

practices of ancient cults whose creeds preach sympathetic rragic, or
vicarious expiaticn of guilt. The very antiquity of such abaninable
ooticns and. their persistence even in allegedly civilized times - as
FllXley never failed to argue, be it in the fonn of the Savage's
rrasochi.stic religious fervour, or in the infanticide at the altar in
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and Essence - is undoubtedly one of the roost telling indications

that human perfectibility can be no less chimerical than the quest
for the philosopher's stone, and that the hUIIan sensibility, devoid
of rroral restraint, might be just as likely to deteriorate as to
develop. This, too, is part of Roberts's theme: '" I said I knew I was
damned because I'd damned myself,'" rages the Lady Eleanor later in

the novel, "'I didn't have to wait for any god to do it for me.'" She
continues:
''!bat was the worst of all of course; I only said it to
hurt him rut I realized afterwards I meant it anyhow, I

just wasn't a O1ristian any rrore. I said if necessary I'd
raise up a few old gods, 'nlunor and ~Tan perhaps or
Balder instead of O1rist; for he told me himself many
years ago •••• that Balder was only an older fom of Jesus
and that there have been many blee:1ing gods.'
Pavane, p.168.
For all her pagan leanings, Eleanor later will have an exemplary
rroral role. Yet she is oot the central figure of this story of
aspiration, that distinction being Brother John's.
cast adrift on a sea of moral confusion by what he sees in the
inquistors' dungeon, John is in a state of inner tw:rroil.
himself of having enjoyed the

Accus~

technical demands of the sordid

recording he has been sUl'lJ'OC)llErl for, he leaves his Order and becanes a

ravin:J waIrlerer in the wilderness, himself
distortioo which the

ma~tenance

nt::M

an emblem of the

of ecclesiastical confonni ty and

obedienoe may work upon the human psyche. John's guilt is another
OOrden imposed by his Order.
Barred fran prestigious work and the full flowering of his gift
by a jealous superior - John being another of those individuals whose

usefulness has been reoognized by r.bther Clrurch (c:omnercial work such
as the design of 'sauce bottle labels' being his particular strength)
- the artist in John emerged fully in the chamber of horrors. Without
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vanity to save him,

John's

h::Jwever irrlirect,

transfonned

is

revulsion at his own participation,

into the certainty of his own

canplicity. His insanity, which gives all this so much force, is,
like Glogauer 's,

the outcane of

a

shattering perception.

Where

Glogauer encounters a sill1ple child rather than the sublime h.urran
incarnation of the divine he has expected, John has been confronted
by the Christian Church at its most cynical. NOlI that he has seen it,

he can no longer accept its Rule, and, again like Glogauer, becxxnes

the focus for dissent, a bedraggled prophet whose charismatic madness
draws to him the humble folk oppressed by the potentates of the
Church.
Before long the follCMing of John the 'renegade' bacx:mes a sizeable threat, and the cardinal Archbishop of Iondinium ('a gourmet in
all things temporal,' p.92) decides to dispatch troops to quell the
rebellion. John's is not the only voice raised against the Inquisition - the prelate notes with barely suppressed fury the 'heresy' of
the Bishop of Oiliris (' the rage of a pious and honest man was very

plain' in this peti tiro against the 'desecrator of decency and his
so-callEd Spiritual· a:::mt' ); but John's heresy is the greater since

he has rejectEd the Church and seems to be encouraging multitudes to
do the

same. Of course the reader kna.ris that John is really only

preach.iBJ by example, if at all, for like Glogauer, the follOilers of
the prophet read signs into his actions, and credit him with powers
and serm::>ns which reflect their own deepest desires rather than his
real qualities. 'lb the cardinal, though, this is all quite beneath
his notice. His concern is to restore the status

~

as quickly as

possible, far administering the Church is a matter of balance, and
the evidence is plain to see that,
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''!he old cry of the Church, to

subnit and to adore, was no longer enough; the people were being
tempted once more to set up their own spiritual hierarchy, and John
or sane such figure was tailor-made to head it.' (p. 94) '!he cardinal,
an intellectual potentate, is clearly also a relativist:
'lhe renegade then had attended the last sittings of the
Court of Spiritual Welfare; that, thought His Eminence as he
re-read facts already learned by heart, was clearly the
beginning of the whole ridiculous affair. He shook his head.
ft:M explain? ••• His 'Eminence shrugged tiredly. In the history
of the war ld, there had been no pcMer like the pc:7IIer of the
second Rane. 'Ib hold half the planet in the cup of your
hands; to juggle, to balance one against the next forces
nearly beyond the mind of man to grasp ••• '!be rage of nations
was like the anger of the sea, not to be contained with
straws. Anglicanism had torn the country once, the history of
it was all there in the great books that lined the study
walls. '!hen, England had glowed fran her Cbrnish to to her
Permine spine with the light of the aut:o-<B-fe. Against that
set a little pain, a little blood, soon gone and nearly soon
forgotten; that, aIrl the mighty wisdan of the Cllurch.
Chce too often, mused the Cardinal; the goad, the threat
of Hellfire, applied instead of the lure of the Kingdan of
IDve... Father Hieronynnus, mad as he undoubtedly was, had
been useful in the past; but this time his gory circus had
triggered an uproar that could easily involve all England ••••
•• • His Eminence by nature of his position was econanist and
politician as llUlch as churchman; in his llOre cynical moods he
seemed to see the whole vast fabric of the Cllurch stretched
like a glittering blanket, a counterpane of cloth of gold,
across the l:xrly of a giant. At times like this the giant
ilOVed and grumbled, turned in a restless sleep. Soon, he
would wake.

Pavane, pp.94-95.

Since the Cardinal is evidently as llUlch a pragmatist as a visionary,
the full force of the Church Militant is brought to bear on the
rebellion, with the result that the pressure is relieved, the revolt
melts away and order is restored. Yet John leaves his followers with
his own vision, one which goes beyond the Cardinal's. No longer under
the influence of the Church's conservative dogma, John is able to
discern the future in the present, a future which is noble and which
offers the premise of human spiritual fulfilment and technological
emancipation - utopia by another name - as an alternative to the
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O1urch ' s 'lure of the Kingdan of Love':
'People of D:>rset ••• fisherman and farmers and you, marblers
and roughmasons, who grub the old stone up out of the
hills ••• and you, Fairies, the People of the Heath, you
were-things riding the wind, hear my words and remember. Mark
them all your 11ves, mark then for all time: so in the years
to cane, no earth shall ever be without the tale ••• ' The
syllables rang shrieking and thin, pulverized by the wind;
and even the injured girl stopped nn:m.ing and lay propped
against the knees of her friends, straining to hear. John
told them of themselves; of their faith and their work, their
lonely carving of existence out of stone and rock and
bareness; of the great Olurch that held the land by the
throat, choking their breath in the grip of her brocade fist.
In his brain visions still burned and hurrmed; he told them of
the might <l1ange that would cane, sweeping away blackness and
misery and pain, leading them at last to the Golden Age. He
saw clearly, rising about him an the hills, the buildings of
that new time, the factories and hospitals, power stations
and laboratories. He saw the machines flying aOOve the land,
skirmdng like bubbles the surface of the sea. He saw wonders;
lightning chained, the wild waves of the very air made to
talk and sing. All this would acme to pass, all this and
llDre. '!he age of tolerance, of reason, of humanity, of the
dignity of the human soul.

Pavane, pp.1 06-1 07.
John's testament is not quite the SerIoon on the M:Junt but its tone
is

unmistakeably

promissory:

'All

this

would

cane

to pass ••• '

Invoking as it does the prospect of C.P.SnOI1's scientific benison,
the 'Golden Age' Jolm extols to an audience whose experience is of
unending toil and scant reward beyond subsistence, is Wellsian. Yet,
as

Jolm' s

chapter

closes

the

with

peaceable

dispersal

of

his

follow1B;1, one realizes that this rebellion of the humble folk of the
West <bJntry can be no roore than a precursor, as the structure of

M:rlieval society and the OlUrch' s hegem:xty are too robust to be
challenged effectively fran below.
In the

glimpse of

next chapter,
the roores

'IDrds and Ladies', we are afforded a

of the

oontEltlpOrary aristocracy.

Margaret

strange is a bystander at her Uncle Jesse's deathbed. Reflect1D:J
bitterly, she rails inwardly at the <llurch and at the aristocratic
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lover who has WCXJed her only to seduce her and cast her aside. She
despises the (burch, reviling Cbristianity as a foreign :Lnposition:
'!he journey and the castle had been in her mind; the tears
were real. '!hey ran cbm hot, wetting her cheek. Is this the
best you 92£ do? she asked Father Etlwardes silently. 'Ib
plague this old man with your mumning while I sit here free
who've brought the evil and the wrong into this house? Of
course, her mind answered itself scornfully. Because he like
the O1urch he serves is blind and empty and vainglorious.
'!his God they prattle on about, where' s His justice, where' s
His canpassion? Lbes it please Him to see dying people
hounded in his name, does He snigger at his b.lmbling priests,
is He satisfied when men drop dead chopping out stone for His
temples, this twisted little God dying tepid-faced on a
cross ••• She thought, I'll go out and look for other gods,
and maybe they'll be better and anyway they can't be worse.
Perhaps they're still there in the wind, on the heaths and
the old grey hills. I'll pray for '!hWlllOr' s lightning and
~Tan's justice, and Balder's love; for he at least gave his
blood laughL"lg, not rna.ng led and in pain like the Cbristos,
the usurper •••

Pavane, p.132.

'!he old gods, the elemental spirits revered in the pre-Olristian era,
answer.

'!heir ethereal spokesman chides her gently and,

perhaps

surprisingly, counsels tolerance, even acceptance of the O1urch of
Cbrist as a positive response to the inscrutability of a pseudot-ellsian cosm:>S:
She tried to speak again, and he stopped her with a raised
hand. 'Listen,' he said, 'and try to remember. J:b not despise
your Church; for she has a wisdan beyond your understanding.
J:b not despise her It1l.1RI'OBries; they have a purpose that will
be fulfilled. She struggles as we struggle to understand what
will not be understood, to canpreh.eIxl that which is beyom
c:xxnprehension. 'Ihe Will that cannot be ordered, or charted,
or measured.' He pointed round him, at the circling stones.
''!be Will that is like these; encanpassing, endlessly
voyaging, endlessly returning, enfolding the heavens. '!he
flower grows, the flesh corrupts, the sun circles the sky;
Balder dies and the Cllristos, the warriors fight outside
their hall Valhalla and fall and bleed and are reborn. All
are within the Will, all are ardainErl. We are within it; our
m::xlths close and open, our bodies flDVe, our voices speak and
we are not their masters. '!he Will is endless; we are its
tools. J:b not despise your Church ••• '
Pavane, p.134.
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Wells might have abjured - indeed ridiculed - such an indiscriminate
reduction of the aspiring human spirit to being no IOOre than the
gibbering of an

involuntary

implement of Divine Will,

rut this

perspective of the Universe and the significance within it of human
life is Wellsian in its seeming indifference to the fate of the
individual. Yet it is also optimistic in its assertion that the
Cbsroos is not randan or abritrary rut is directed and shaped to a
p.rrpose beyond the scope of human understanding. While continuing in
the historic vein, the novel's resolution proceeds fran the further
development of this essentially theistic theme.
'!bree perspectives have

nt:::M

been developed by Roberts, and they

are brought together to bear upon the fortunes of Eleanor,

the

daughter of Margaret strange and her aristocratic husband Robert,
last of the Lords of Purbeck. The youthful Iady Eleanor, chatelaine
of Corfe, has her great-uncle Jesse's acumen and detenn1nation, her
IOOther 's fey perceptic:n and impatience with Cllurch panp and secular

power, and a strong streak of the ccmpassion for the oppressed which
cnce drove Jolm to renounce his Order. Of nnre irtmediate rrnnent, she
also has the power and influence of a feudal seigneur rut resents the
obligatioos to the l'OClIlarchy and to the Church her role involves.

In the Iad.y Eleanor, Roberts personifies all the qualities and
energies of the Bishop of IDndinium' s metaphorical sleeping giant.
Eleaoor is certainly a heroine, rut not of the conventional sort. She
is the focus of the popular pressures for Reform and Reason, and is
also the catalyst who initiates the train of events that forces the
Cllurch

to

loosen

the bonds with which

it had

constrained

novernents of the giant. '!he rebellion she leads fran

the

<l:>rfe Castle

entails a double jeopardy. The Cllurch of Rcme' s agents and proxies in
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Britain seek to use it to embarrass the King, who is visiting the
Americas and who is thus unable to manage the crisis though he is
sympathetic to a degree with her cause. '!he Olurch will also seize
upon this pretext

to destroy her and her nonconfonnist demesne.

Mded by her seneschal, Sir John Faulkner, she withstands the
worst the Church and its crea.tures can t:hrcM at her, until the King
returns to lift the siege of O:>rfe. She is irnpriSOllErl in canfort but
bereft of her fonner power until an escape is arranged and she is
able to return to her beloved West Country, where she lives for many
years in humble circumstances attended only by her fotmar' seneschal.
Alas, the rnem::>ry of RaIle is as unforgiving as its reach is long and
persevering. For Eleanor this m=ms death at the hands of a catholic
assassin, as her retainer John Faulkner has known fran the first it
would. For all his Fairy lineage, even he is pranpted to seek to
revenge her.

As

she dies,

perhaps in atonaoont for the single

treachery she ever camdtted in long ago ordering the massacre of the
Pope's cruel lieutenant in England and his brutal, bloody retinue,
Eleanor urges restraint:
He stayed kneeling, breath hissing between his teeth; and
when he raised his head his face was totally changed. 'Who
did this, lady? I he asked her huskily. 'When next they cross
the heath, then we rInlSt know ••• I
She saw the blazing start at the backs of the strange eyes
and reached for his wrist, slOllfly and with pain. 'No, John, t
she said. 1'l11e Old Way is dead. Vengeance is ••• mine, saith
the IDrd ••• I She pushed her head against the back of the
chair, parting her lips; blood showei between her teeth •••

Pavane, pp.181-182.
In

teons of the novel I s m:::>ral allegory, this proves that she has

triumphed over her nature and proved her humanity. lJcM masterfully
Roberts oanbines the paradoxical premises of his story 1 Aspiraticn is

innately human,

rut

only in controlling our nature are we really

humane.
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In

an epistolary denouement

( 'Ccrla ') Roberts explicates his

rroral vision. '1be hand is John Faulkner's; the recipient, his and
Eleanor's son, heir to the rocrlern world of hovercraft and nuclear
power which they together strove to foster:

'Here, in this place, began that strange Revolt of the
castles; and here, too, as you have read, it ended. Here
began the freedan of the world; if freedan is a proper word
to use. '!he feudal world of Gisevius the Great was shatterErl;
and with it the Cllurch that had conceivErl it and perpetuatErl
it and brought it to its flowering.
'When the grip of that Cllurch seaned strongest, it was at
its fOC)st slack. Within ten years of the breaking of these
walls the New-war ld colonies had tom themselves free fran
So Angle-Iand became again Great Britain without
blocrlshErl, and without sacrifice. Intemal ccmb.lstion, electricity, many other things, were waiting to be used; all had
been held fran us by Rane. So men spat on her fllelIX)ry, calling
her debased and evil; for many years yet this will be true.
Pavane, p. 187 •

Rane....

Here Roberts aims to sum up the Clrurch' s role as positively as
possible, not vilify it. lblever, his argument of relative benefit
approaches an illustration of the end justifying the means:
''1be ways of the Church were mysterious, her policies never
plain. 'lbe Popes knew, as we know, that given electricity men
would be drawn to the aton. '!bat given fissioo, they would be
cane to fusion. Because once, beyorxl our Time, beyond all the
mem:>ries of men, there was a great civilization. '!here was a
O::ming, a Death and Resurrection; a O:nquest, a Reformation,
an Annada. Arrl a Burning, an Annageddon. There too in that
old world we were knoWn; as the Old Ckles, the Fairies, the
People of the Hills. But our knowlErlge was not lost.
''!be Church knew there was no halting Progress; rut slowing
it, slowing it even by half a century, giving man time to
reach a little higher toward true Reason; that was the gift
she gave the world. And it was priceless. Did she oppress?
Did she hang and blrn? A little, yes. B.lt there was no
Belsen, no Buchenwald. No Passchendaele.
'Ask yourself, John, fran where came the scientists? And
the doctors, thinkers, philosophers? Ibtl could men have
climbed fran feudalism to daoocracy in a generation, if Rane
had not floodErl the world with her proscribed wealth of
kncMledge? When she saw her empire crumbling, when she knew
dominion had endErl, she gave back what all thought she had
stolen; the Jcno..iledge she was keeping in trust. Against the
~ when men could once rore use it well. '!bat was her great
secret. It was hers, and it was ours; na.f it is yours. Use it
well.
Pavane, p.188.
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Unhappily, Roberts ends by canpranising the intellectual rigour and
integrity of vision which makes his such a notable novel, and as a
result his fiction deteriorates almost into an expression of wishful
thinking,

just as Wells's rigour falters in M:m Like Ga::is.

His

closing assertions quoted above as a rationale are ethically problematic, if not fallacious. '!he nub of the problem resides in John
faulkner's uncharacteristically maudlin justification and apology. It
would be hard to persuade a victim of the Inquisition - or its
fictional oounterpa.rt here - that they are only being hanged or
turned 'A little'; or that their death is necessary to buy their per-

secutors time to becane IOOre humane. At bottan, the error he makes
here reflects a profound faith in the infallibility of the Clurch,
because it assumes that the Inquisitors and those who have sanctioned
torture could anticipate - indee1 could kncM - how their inhumanity
to

nonoonfonnists,

deviants

and

innovators

like

leonardo would

prevent the atrcx::ities of later epochs, and of other men. rbtwithstanding the many other virtues of this evocative and I'OCNing novel,
ale

is disappointed that such a perceptive, learned mind could lapse

into this apparent oorXlonement of authoritarianism, repression and
violence in the name of high idealism.
Kurt Vannegut' s work offers a roordant answer to the contentions

am

aspirations of the religious humanism of Pavane. Two of his

D:JVels are of particular interest in the present discussion, eat's
Cradle

am

Titan

is the earlier work,

the anarchic ~ Sirens of Titan. Although '!he Sirens of

eat's Cradle(1963)

presents a

lOOre

straightforward exploratioo of the social role of religion than its
predecessor, which is full of deliberate pareXly and which also has an
extra-terrestrial dimensioo lacking in Cat' s Cradle because by then
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its author had arrived at a humanistic resolution of the crisis of
confidence in religious faith which his novels confront. Thus the
later novel presents a clearer picture of Vonnegut's disillusionment
with organized religion.
world

The

is

in

its

cataclysmic death-throes

as

ice-nine

tightens its grip on every molecule of water. This ultimate disaster
follows

the pattern established ed by Noyes

in 'nle last Man:

experirnental science has brought man deadly knaf.1ledge and a fatal
opportunity; ignorant military men and irresf:X>IlSible politicians seek
to maintain their geopolitical role,

gL-mdck -

in this case by finding a

'one of the aspects of progress' - which will allow the

U.S.Marines to storm ashore and across

country without once getting

bogged dONn in mud (mud, not the scientist's protein, is the symbolic
Bokononist raw material of corporeal life). '!he world perishes as a
result. '!his, of course, is the opposite of scientific materialism as

seen fran the Wellsian Golden Age which canes into prospect at the

ern

of Pavane.
In the last days of life

an earth the narrator has found a safe,

albeit temporary haven, in which he spends the time reading the
cynical wisdan arrl non-<loctrines of Bokonon. cat I s Cradle is John IS
(11) record of the world's end, and as he reveals on its first page,
he eventually decides that Bokonon I s creed acoords with human life

arrl experience better than Christianity:
When I was a much younger man, I began to collect material
for a book to be called '!he ray the Warld arled.
'!he book was to be factual.
'!he book was to be an account of what important Americans
had done on the day when the first atanic banb was dropped on
Hiroshima, Japan.
It was to be a Christian book. I was a <llristian then.
I am a Bokononist nt:ItI.
I woold have been a Bokononist then, if there had been
anyone to teach me the bitter-sweet lies of Bokonon. But
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Bokononism was UIlkrlam beyond the gravel beaches an1 coral
knives that ring this little island in the caribbean Sea, the
Republic of San Lorenzo.
We Bokononists believe that humanity is organized into
teams, teams that do Qxl' s Will without ever discovering what
they are doing. Such a team is called a karass by Bokonon,
and the inst.ruIrent, the kan-kan, that brought me into my own
particular karass was the book. I never finished, the book. to
be called '!he ll3.y the World Ended.
Cat' s Cradle, p.7
In another context these ridiculous details could be dismissed as

spurious or juvenile; however, this is not a merely facetious parody.
'!heir absurdity is not intended as a cheap jibe at religious belief,

rut it is implicitly an attack. on the sententiousness of dogma.
Vonnegut, perhaps the most elusive of all the writers discussed in
this chapter, is fond of depicting his targets absurdly rut he rarely
deploys absurdity casually. In Vonnegut' s fiction absurd coincidence
often paradoxically represents the most profoundly significant cause
and effect, probably because he 'does not choose sides arrong those he
attacks because his technique is the SWift ian one of presenting
equally false theses ani antitheses' (32). This view of Vannegut' s
approach is to sane extent helpful but neglects the explicitly moral

concerns which underlie the ambiguities of the narrative. Bokonon '5
writings an:1 philosophy are alludEd to passim,

rut

one of the m::>re

telling excerpts is read by John tCMards the end of his chronicle as
he sits in the shelter of the converted dungeon while ice-nine wreaks
havoc everywhere else:
I turned to '!he Books Qf Bokonon, still sufficiently
Wlfamiliar with then to believe that they contained spiritual
canfort sanewhere. I passed quickly over the warning on the
title page of '!he First Book.:
Don't be a fooll Close this book. at once!
It is nothing rut ~!
Fana., of course, are lies.
Am then I read this:
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In the beginning, God creata:l the earth, and he
lookErl upon it in His cosmic loneliness.
And Gcxi said, 'ret Us make living creatures out of llUld,
so the mud can see what We have done.' And God creata:l
every living creature that I1CM lOC>Veth, and one was man.
Mud as man alone could speak. Qrl leaned close as llUld as
man sat up, looked around, and spoke. Man blinked. 'What
is the purp:>se of all this?' he asked politely.
'Everything IIUlSt have a purpose?' askErl God.
, Certainly,' said man.
'Then I leave it to you to think of one for all of
this,' said Gcxi. And He went away.
eat's cradle, pp.165-6

Vonnegut,
trying

being.

like his character Bokonon, discerns the absurdity of

to understand or paraphrase the will and actions of a divine
Reveala:l

knowla:lge,

the

scriptures,

theophany

are

all

ch:i.roorical, as fictive and fantastical as his own book, which opens
with the prefatory headnote:

'Nothing in this book is true' and a

quotation fran 'lbe Bcx:>ks of Bokonon: 'Live ~ the fana that make you
brave and ki.OO and healthy and happy.' In other words,

Qrl -

if God

exists - is inscrutable; religions are factitious delusions, and one
may as well live, by one's own lights failing any other agreeable
principles and conventions. For surely
God's main concerns -

human

destiny is not one of

'She (an affluent Episcopalian lady) was a

fool, and so am I, and so is anyone who thinks he sees what
doing, [writes

BoJ«:n)n J'

Qrl

is

(p. 9 ) :

Al~ the

way we are introduced to a religion so ridiculous
that it resists being taken seriously, rut which nevertheless
helps the people create meaning for their otherwise pitiful
lives. ABi at the same time Vamegut's narrator converts to
this religion and writes the book which survives: cat's
cradle. Of course it's all made up. Just as the Bokonist
religion keeps its msnberS aware of the artificial drama. they
are playing, so too does eat's Cradle draw attention to its
own artifice of form. For each to work, Voonegut believes,
there slnlld be no danger of either worshipper or reader
mistaking such activity for bedrock-solid truth.
33.

IbWever, it would misleading to suggest that eat's Cradle is without
any 'berlrock-solid truth,' for Vonnegut's roockery cannot be written
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off as so rrruch nihilism. His

p.1rpOSe

is real enough, however rrnlch he

reveals it through the inconstant medium of his fana, and it absolves
him fran any suspicion of rooral disengaganent or atdication:

'What is sacre1 to Bokononists?' I asked after a while.
'Not even Gerl, as far as I can tell. '
'Nothing?'
'Just one thing.'
I made sane guesses. ''!be ocean? '!he sun?'
'Man,' said Frank. ''lbat' s all. Just man. '
eat's Cradle, p.133.
Yet for all its humane wit, Vannegut's roordant view of religion
is really as much an adverse response to it as an expliCitly positive
assertion of humanism. Bokonon, the sole enactor of Vonnegut' s factitious religion, oonsistently repudiates or parcx:Ues the themes and
symbols of conventional religions. Thus, Bokononism (the 'mountebank'
creed) really is what its sardonic prophet claims it to be, namely a
religion which exists only in its relationship to others, with an
accretive,

syncretistiC catechism whose

significance

is

derived

chiefly fran its denunciation of human foibles, which is sanetirnes
palliative rut JOOre often cruelly capricious. Bokonon' s advice to the
doaned people of

san

IDrenZO is the ultimate manifestation of these

ideas:
'lb whan it may cx::>neem: '1bese people aroond you are alroost
all of the survivcrs on san IDrenzo of the winds that
follCM:d the freezing of the sea. 'Ihese people made a captive
of the spurious holy man named Bokonal. '!hey brought him
here, placed him at their centre, and ccmnande1 him to tell
them exactly what God Almighty was up to and what they should
do DCItI. '!be roountebank told them that God was surely trying
to kill them, possibly because He was through with them, and
that they should have the good manners to die. '!his, as you
can see, they did.
eat's cradle, p.170.
'llle frozen
Sirens of

Titan,

san rorenzans

are, like the Martian

army

in '!he

a roonumental symbol both of the culpable passivity

which pennits humans

to wink at unpalatable truths about ourselves,
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and of passive canplicity through inaction in the great and trivial

inhumanities we countenance. 'fumed thus to ice, the corpses of the
islarrlers outwardly reflect the cold, selfish inner consciousness
which for Vonnegut is characteristic of modern, venial man. Ice-nine
has not only allowed the ccmplete annihilation of human consciousness, but works a figurative, revealing transformation of our irmer
natures. Ultimately, though, Vonnegut has been making his point every
time Bokonon is m3l1tioned,

for his is a

pivotal -

and highly

ambiguous - role in the unfolding ethical tragedy. Even he is not
blameless. It is Vonnegut' s view that we are all agents and victims,
and Bokonon the reluctant, world-weary holy man is no exception. His

perspective implicitly becanes that of Vonnegut's narrator, John, at
the end of the novel; and, like

samuel Butler's Higgs, John himself

is no rooral vir bonus either, as has been noted by 'Ihanas L. Wymer:
'!he narrator's errors in lCN'e shatI that he is in his own
way as guilty of the dehtmlanization of others as those he
ironically attacks. He can see this in others ••• D.lt he cannot
see it in himself. By blaming "You Know Who," which on one
level iraplies Gerl, he absolves himself of responsibility,
flushing himself down a spiritual oubliette. And he does it,
in a brilliant metaphoric stroke, by turning himself into a
block of ice, reducing h~-nself to an object, a veritable
roonument to human stupidity, llIlknc:Mningly sl'lcMing how all
agents of dehumanization ultimately beoane their own victims.
AIrl the ambiguity of "You Know WOO" is a final satiric
masterstroke: ''You Krx:M Who" is both the narrator himself and
each one of us. Vonnegut is no roodem conic Pranetheus,
flippantly thumbing his nose at the great S.Q.B. in the sky.
Like all good satirists his eyes are on the Earth where all
posturing is exmic and where the folly of man is sufficient
cause for the world's evil.
34.
Whatever

else Vonnegut

th::ught

of

formal

religion (35) ,

he

certainly recognized that it is a pc:Merful ~lar influence, be it
indeed no IOOre than a palliative which helps insulate mankind fran

the bleak truth abJut In.Dnan existence, for there is no special,

teleological destiny to be attaine1. If there is any 'message' in
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cat's

Cradle

-

apart

fran

a

general

injunction

against

the

'coarsening of the soul' i and the argument against being a passive
agent of inhumanity - it is minimalist. Vormegut insists that our
real purpose is to do what we can for each other, rather than
striving to please a putative god whose assumed desires and motives
are as absurd and futile as our attempts to meet or fulfill them, and
which

in fact

anything

say much rrnre about our self-conceit than about

else. While

this

aaomts

to

a

rrnral

argument

about

responsibility which retains its validity in the absence of the
divine

sanction religiOUS

ethics

possess,

the

field

of

human

endeavour it endorses is limited to that with which Mankind can cope.
Yet what is known and in that sense safe is the historic product of
trial and error - in other words, vision and risk-taking. However
ingenuously, Vormegut ' s schema in cat' s Cradle provides no answer
other than a fatalistic shrug to the question of humane creativity,
the essential oonundrum of the science fiction of aspiration.

Evidently religion has had a

profound role

in shaping the

patterns of human thought and behaviour, particularly that distinctively progressive aspiration long ago identified as 'hubris'. Roger
Zelazny's Iord of Light (1967) offers an ingenious and quite exotic
example(36)

with which

to close this survey of representative

factitious religions. As the challenge of the human hero, Sam, to his
'divine' foes indicates, the basic structure of Zelazny's novel is
that already elucidated for 'the science fiction of aspiration':
''!he full power of Kalkin?' asked Sam. ''!hat has never
been releasEd, oh Death. Not in all the ages of the world.
ret them cane against (Re nt:M am the heavens will weep upon
their l:x:rlies and the Vedra will run the color of blood! ••• 1):)
you hear me? 1):) yoo. hear me, gcrls? O:me against mel I chal-

lenge yoo., here upon this field! Meet me with your strength,
in this place! '
IDrd of Light, p.210.
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'Great-Souled Sam' is a remarkable figure: warrior; prophet identified as 'the arldha'; egalitarian hero, as Kalkin, one of the original
space travellers woo landed centuries before upon this planet; and
the eponynous Lord of Light who has refused to becane a 'Gcxi'; he is
essentially a Pranethean figure, as his Titanic defiance quoted al:x:Ne
shows. Yet symbolically Sam and his side fail in that first terrible
oonflict, for he once allows an;Jer to overwhelm reason.
In the far future, a oolony planet of lOn;J-forgotten Terra is

governed by an elite who guard their many prerogatives jealously.
'!he Deicrats (or Masters) are a self-centred group of men and wanen
rra.de virtually i.rrIrortal by their jealous ccmnand of technology, who
spend their days in diverse pleasures and stuiiously ignore as far as

is pJSsible the subjugated masses over whcm they have arrogantly set
themselves.
It emerges in the seoond chapter that the Masters are the crewrcen of the original colonist space ship who have harnessed technology

to prolong their lives (they simply transfer into a

nJ!!M,

specially

grown body before old age makes the chance of actual physical death
too great) and to oontrol the popllace, who are the descendants of

the oolonists, the " 'cargo' " the technical crew brought safely to
this planet centuries before. Unwillin;J to give up their status and
prestige, the crew instituted a religious social code and caste
system which proved to be highly effective at limiting aspirations
and enoouragiB:J fatalistic acceptance of the status ~. Not all of

the First are decadent "'deities''', however; Lord Yama is sympathetic

to the Aocelerationist cause,

and Mahasamatman

('" Sam "')

is the

lUlbristic hero who could break their hold over the people.
Sam (also called SicHhartha) arises to confront these oppressors
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havin;}

been

awakened after

many

lifetimes

asleep

in

suspended

animation because, as Yarna mockingly confesses, "'a world has need of
your humility, your piety, your great teach in;} and your Machiavellian
schemirr:J.

r" Sam

defends himself - '" I was one of the First, you know.

Ole of the very first to CXltle here to wild, to settle. All the
others are dead

ncM,

or are gods - dei

~

rnachini •••• '!he chance was

mine also, but I let it go by. Many times.

god, Yarna. Not really. It was only later

I never wanted to be a

when I saw what they were

doing, that I began to gather what power I could to me. It was too
late, though. They were too strorr:J ••• "'(Ibid.)
Initially

Zelazny's

novel

follows

the

classic

pattern

of

hubristic defiance, as Sam escapes death at the hands of the IDrd of
Illusion, Mara, thanks to the prowess of Lord Yama. For all its
allusions to Hindu divine myth, hc::Mever, the fiction is, fran the
start, emphatically rationalistic. Here the maverick Lard Yama is
discussirr:J with Tak the archivist the special ocmnand Sam, newly
resurrected, has over the perverse, powerful elemental denizens fran
whan possession of the planet was wrested aeons before:

''!ben the CXle called Raltariki is really a dem:>n?' asked
Tak.
'Yes - and no,' said Yama. 'If by "denon" you mean a
malefiC, supernatural creature, possessed of great powers,
life span, and the ability to tenporarily assume virtually
any shape - then the answer is no. rus is the generally
accepted definition, but it is untrue in one respect. '
'Oh? Am what may that be?'
'It is not a supernatural creature.'
'But it is all those other thin:Js?'
'Yes. '
''!ben I fail to see what difference it makes whether it be
supernatural or not - so long as it is malefiC, possesses
great powers and has the ability to cl'laBJe its shape at will.'
IDrd of Light, p.24

Yama's answer oonfinns beyond any doubt that this is an humanistic

oovel:
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'Ah, but it makes a great deal of difference, you see. It
is the difference between the unknown and the unknowable,
between science and fantasy - it is a matter of essence. The
four points of the aanpass be logic, knowledge, wisdan and
the unknown. Sane do l:x::M in that final direction. others
advance upon it. 'Ib lJcM down before the one is to lose sight
of the three. I may su1:mit to the unknown, but never to the
unknowable. The man who bows in that final direction is
either a saint or a fool. I have no use for either.
Ibid.
Lord of Light has an epic flavour which is not merely the result of
Zelazny's astute borrowings fran Hindu myth. The typical images and
ideas of the fiction of aspiration also have an unique power and
generate

their

own

excitement.

These

the

author

imbues

quite

IIBsterfully with the lyricism of the Hindu and B.Jddhist scriptures,
which give this saga its fom, if not its theme. Like r.tx>rcock in
Behold the Man and Frank Herbert in

I)me

before him, Zelazny prefaces

each of the lengthy chapters of his work with quotations fran sacred
wri tin;rs (37) • Zelazny's impressive talents as an inventive writer
are fOC)st apparent when he unites ancient and rodern myths so that
they canplement each other (38). The bloody struggle of the faction
led by Sam

(the

'Ao:elerationists')

against the Deicrats has a

familiar rin;J:
'If we win, SicHhartha, toppli..n:J the celestial City, freein;r
for industrial progress, still there will be opposition.
Nirriti, who has waited all these centuries for the passin;J
of the gcrls, will have to be fought and beaten himself •••
IDrd of Light, p.205

IlBIl

Nirriti turns out to be one of the rost ghoulish figures of the
rxwel. Like Sam and the G::Xis, he is one of the First, rut his primary
attrirute is irrleed a strange one, for Nirriti is in fact another
Mardok, a Frankenstein who creates zanbie warriors to advance his own
cause, the overthrow of the Deicrats and the religion they have
established. Yet he and Sam are poles apart. Nirriti,

the First

expedition's chaplain, is driven by his callin:J, and would see the
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"'true'" faith - Christianity - instituted at any cost. Ironically,
it is only as a result of the fanatic's struggle against the deicrats
that the Accelerationists finally manage, after a fifty years' oonflict, to overthrow the despots, resultin; in the emancipation of the
people and the unshackling of knc7.<iledge and technology to playa part
in instituting a more hunane social order. It is a humanistic victory

nonetheless, for Nirriti and his soulless legions are annihilated in
breakin; the power of the

'Gods'

he despises, ultimately leaving the

victory with the libertarians. The conflict consists of vast battles,
full of carnage and

resulting

inconclusive,

in

usually pyrrhic

victories. Ii:Mever, before Roberts's closing argument in Pavane (that
the Church's oppression prevented slaughter by keeping science fran
the people) attracts any sp.lrious merit by default, it should be
recalled that Zelazny's terrible epic battles are paper ones of only
allegorical

significance,

whereas

Roberts's

'Cb\lrt

of

Spiritual

Welfare' has a real counterpart, which itself failed to suppress
knCMledge 'lDltil men would be ready for it', though its persistent
efforts cost many liVes.
While there is much roore in this award-winninJ nOV'el which
invites discussion, in the present context the foous necessarily must
be upon l'x:M adroitly the author

WCNe

ancient Upanishad and In:rlern

symbolism together to produce a canpelling allegory of aspiration and
dogmatic religious oppression. Hypocrisy and oppression may not be
the roost strikiB;J aspect of Hinduism, which after all has not quite
had the centralised role of the Medieval Christian Church and sane of
its Protestant offspring, but in roost other respects - above all in
that of religious elitism, there called 'election' and here 'caste' it is just as open to cynical exploitation as these others. Hinduism
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offers its own counterparts to those of western beliefs which have so
dcminated the works already discussed in this stlrly, there being, for
instance, enlightenment for kna.-rledge,

nirvana for transcendental

attainment, karmic burdens to be expiated, and so on. Fittingly, it
is Buddhism, rather than any Western Christian creed, which here
provides the "liberation theology" used to counter the autocratic
Brahmanism adopted by the First. Ultimately, though, even Buddhism is
little rrore than a religious means to a humane end, as
in

rejecting

emphatically the

rea:JgI1ition

sam

indicates

"'Buddha'" which the

faithful would have conferred on him, though he is also known passim
as "'Sidlllartha.'" Thus, in lord of Light, no religion - Hirrlu,
B..lddhist or Christian - contrihltes to the theme conventionally, as
its actual counterpart might, a clear confinnation that they are used
as sources of myth and images in telling a story wherein aspiration
is rore highly valued than dogma or orthodox religiOUS oonviction.
(he feels that there is also at least a hint of Wellsian religious
utilitarianism present - "fashion the religion for yourselves which
will help you get on", as it were - for Sam's kind of BJddhism has
little of the gentle tranquillity of real Buddhism; rather, it is an
instrument of social reform, a

' snokescreen for his actions,

r

as

Joseph V.Francavilla has };Xlt it(39).
With

their

teclmical

oontrol

of

the wholly ocmnercialized

process of spirit (atman) transfer fran old bcrly to new, the Deicrats
nay

rJOil

extend their hegem:>ny canpletely. As Jan explains to Sam, not

even one's thoughts (Winston Snith r s last resort in another, older
lxx>k) are wholly secure:
'!he old religion is not only the
revealed, enforced am frighten:in;Jly
Illt don't think that last part too
years ago the Q:)uncil authorized the
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religion - it is the
derlDnstrable religion.
loudly. About a dozen
use of psych-probes on

those who were up for renewal. 'Ibis was right after the
Accelerationist-Deicrat split, when the Holy Q)alition
squeezed out the tech boys and kept right on squeezing. The
simplest solution was to outlive the problem. '!he Temple
crowd then made a deal with the bcx:iy-sellers, custaners were
brain-probed and Accelerationists refused renewal, or •••
well •• simple as that. There aren't too many Accelerationists
oc>w. Blt that was only the begirming. The goo party was quick
to realize that therein lay the way of power. Havirg your
brains scanned has becane a standard procedure, just prior to
transfer. The body merchants are becane the Masters of Karma,
and a part of the Temple structure. '!hey read over your past
life, weigh the Karma, and determine your life yet to come.
It's a perfect way of maintaining the caste system and
ensurin:;J Deicratic control. By the way, rrost of our old
acquaintances are in it up to their halos. '
'God!' said sam.
'Plural,' Jan corrected. ''lbey've always been considered
gods, with their Aspects and Attributes, but they've made it
awfully official oeM. And anyone who happens to be arrong the
first had bloody well better be sure whether he wants quick
deification or the pyre when he walks into the Hall of Kama
these days.
IDrd of Light, pp.52-53
'!his factitious theocracy,

however outwardly exotic,

follCMs the

familiar pattern: the divine attributes of the Hindu pantheon the crf?oll
have assumerl are furnished by technology in a war between humanity
and their

'gods',

who are rrore Dionysian than, for instance, Wells's

Apollonian utopians. r.t>reoVer, though the religious rrorality of this
Eastern faith is manifestly different from that of Christianity, its
social role has been presented in significantly similar terms, and
oot just because the First brought occidental values with them in
their ship, ''!be star of Irrlia'. '!be religious ethic and scriptures

of

this

world

are

effectively

another,

colourful

version

of

K:i.n;sley's ' constable's handbook.'
'!his observation begs the question, hch1ever, of whether this

occurs because all the main :religions of the world are hcm:llogous, or
because Zelazny is 1:ak:in:J up, oonsciously or not, an established. line
of generic scepticism about the social role of religions, and about
man's special propensity to worship. Both are, one suspects, to an
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extent the correct interpretations of his outlook - assuming, of
course, that he is not simply writing fcma to earn a living,

rut is

more deeply engaged in his own epic:
'!hough the whole book shows the Hindu Gods manipulating
people, events, and denons, Sam is "a man of destiny," as
Yama calls him, who, after a long struggle, seems to have
graduated fran being a pawn in saneone else's game to a king
in a game of his own devising.
Again, Sam does not believe in his serroons, his Buddhism,
or his own goc:iOOod. He repeatedly rejects the idea that he is
B.lddha, and yet is worshipped by men as such.

40.
Indeed, one special feature of rard of Light is the distinction
Zelazny makes between ambition and aspiration. Before leaving this
colourful novel, though, it is certainly worth weighing up how he
presents the respective characteristics of man-as-god, and man-ashubrist. Here Yama is trying to, in Milton's words, 'justify the ways
of God to men':
'You are wren;, Sam. Godb:xrl is more than a name. It is a
corrlition of bein;. ()}e does not achieve it merely by being
:inm::>rtal, for even the lowliest laborer in the fields may
achieve contirurlty of existence. Is it then the conditioning
of an Aspect? N:>. Any oanpetent h~tist can play games with
the self-image. Is it the raising up of an attribute? Of
course not. I can design machines more powerful am accurate
than any faculty a man may cultivate. Being a god is the
quali ty of being able to be yourself to such an extent that
your passiOns correspond with the forces of the universe, so
that those who look upon you kn.cM this without hearing your
name spoken. Sane ancient poet said that the world is full of
echoes am corresporrlences. Another wrote a Ion; poem of an
inferno, wherein each man suffered a tortw::e which coincide::!
in nature with those forces which had rule::! his life. Being a
god is bein;J able to recognize within one's self these things
that are :J.nprtant, am then strike the single note that
brings then into alignment with everything else that exists.
'lhen, beyon:i IlDrals or logic or esthetics, one is wirrl or
fire, the sea, the muntains, rain, the sun or the stars, the
flight of an arrow, the end of a day, the clasp of love. cne
rules through one's ruling passion. '!bose who look upon gods
then say, without even knowing their names, "He is Fire. She
is Dmce. He is Destruction. She is IDle." So, to reply to
your statement, they do not call themselves gods. Everyone
else does, though, everyone who beholds then.'
IDrd of Light, p.145
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Ibwever inspired and impassioned Yama's theme, Sam is not prepared to
accept this answer to what Wells saw as the paradox of human godhood,
replying scornfully: '''SO they play that on their fascist banjos,
eh?'" '!he amoral

'Gods'

of the pantheon determine the roorals and cir-

cumscribe the aspirations of their caste inferiors. '!hus the elitism
of Wellsian logical positivism, implicitly rejected by Bokonon, is
just as speedily dismissed for its shallowness and arrogance by

sam.

In the novel's action, the gods maintain pcMer by concentrating on sane part of themselves and clinging to it forever ,
war ld without end, rut in doing so they beoc:me so wrapped up

in themselves as they were that they ca.rmot cope with the
present. Trying to preserve a static, peaceful society, they
organize increasingly cataclysmic battles. Their acoomplishrrent, finally, is folly. Sam does not take himself so
seriously - except when he is overcane by hubris during the
battle for Keenset - rut he practices roore wisdan. He is not
sure exactly who he is or what he can do; hO'flever, he is free
to improvise brilliantly on new opportunities and new
abilities he fiIrls in himself. The novel's overall action
denonstrates the deadly sterility of refusing to change, and
the ultimate viability of accepting natural growth. Sam's way
finally works.
,ll.
Why, then, does

sam

value his hUIIBIlity roore than Yama' s counterfeit

godhood? Not merely because he kna.o1s how contrived that status

is;

for he also actively prefers the frustrations as well as the triumphs
of authentic human experience:
'It is because I am a man wOO occasionally aspires to
t:hin:Js beyom the belly and the phallus. I am not the saint
the &1ddhlsts think me to be, and I am not the hero out of
legerrl. I am a man who knows lID.lch fear, and who occasionally
feels guilt. Mainly, though, I am a man who has set out to do
a t:hin3, and you are ncM blocking my way. '!hus you inherit my
curse - whether I win or whether I lose nt::M, Taraka, your
destiny has already been altered. '!his is the curse of the
aJddha - you will never be the same as once you were. '
rom of Light, p.125
And again:

' ••• all men have within them both that which is dark and that
which is light. A man is a thing of many divisionS, not a
~, clear flame such as you once were. His intellect often
wars with his ear:>tions, his will with his desires ••• his
ideals are at odds with his environment, am if he follows
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them, he knows keenly the loss of that which was old, rut if
he does not follow them, he feels the pain of having forsaken
a new arrl noble dream. Whatever he does represents both a
gain and a loss, an arrival and departure. Always he mourns
that which is gone and fears sane part of that which is new.
Reason opposes tradition. Flootions oppose the restrictions
his fellow men lay upon him. Always, fran the friction of
these things, there arises the thing you called the curse of
man and nnckoo - guilt!
IDrd of Light, p.127
Sam, as the reincarnation of Siddartha the Enlightened

ene,

speaks

with authority. In many respects a sceptical sort of Ranscxn, Lewis's
allegorical Christian leader, Sam's personal fate is of teleological
significance because he strives to change Man, to prarote a general
emancipation and the fuller developnent of humani ty • Technophilic
self-transcendence is not genuine metercpsychosis, rut only allows one
sane of the

prerogatives of divinity,

responsibly proves

not being synonYIOOUS with godlxxx3..
well

how

wielding power -

he

appreciates

the

essential

however

Zelazny clearly
flaw

in

the

anti-humanistic obsession with power of Victor Frankenstein, Mardok,
and their unscrupulous successors, these selfish, decadent 'gods' he

inventErl for I.Drd of Light. Mahasamatman's humanistic sensibility
attracts Zelazny's fullest canni tment:
Zelazny's flawa:i protagonists nevertheless ~lify what
is noble, admirable and divine in man. Zelazny's gods and
godlike heroes vastly extend the range of experiences and the
potential of humanity; Zelazny is defining 'human' in terms
of the 'divine,' shc:Ming the qualities of gods that can be
imparted to man.
42.

CbnSeqUently,

Zelazny preserves the possibility of genuine human

self-transcendence (which for many humanists carries the force of an
ethical ocmn1tment) for in his terms "aspiration", as sam's rejection
of

'Godb:xrl'

enlightened

shows, is not the same as "ambition". '!he role of an

ale

is the subject ocmoon to the fiction which

be discussed next.
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falls to

'!he Prophet of Futility and the Royal Faustus.
Vonnegut offers the reader of Cat' s Cradle a Bokonist warning
that:

'Anyone unable to understand heM a useful religion can be

founded on lies will not understand this book either.' Vonnegut' s is
not by any means an lIDique view: other authors have used an ironic
denouement to expose the credulity of those ocmnitted to any such
deceitful

beliefs,

inviting

the

to share the authorial

reader

oontempt or derision. Of course, Vonnegut' s ironic caveat begs an
important

question:

in

what

way

can

a

religion

be

'useful '1

Vonnegut 's consistent response - in any way or none at all - takes us
little further forward. Zelazny offers a humanistic exploitation of
religion; in Dme, Herbert follows Heinlein's lead, easily surpasses
the very limited achievement of Revolt in 2100, and sweeps forward
into the avant gal:de danain of rnetempsychotic

fiction which is

explored in the next chapter. Ome can be seen as a transitional work
which passes fran the conventional and well-worn into more speculative themes. On the other hand, 'lbe Sirens of Titan can be seen as a

sophisticated parOOy of the sort of science fiction of which

~

is

widely held to be the unsurpassed exerplar ( 43) •
'1be Sirens of Titan (1959 ) ,

like Cat' s Cradle, is i.lnhled with

Vonnegut's perceptive scepticism. Although the earlier novel is the
slighter of the two ( 44), it is

also

IlDre

polemical about organized

religion and the value attached to revealErl truth by the devout. In
this,

his

second novel,

Vonnegut reveals the begimings of his

disaffection with science fiction despite the success of Player Piano
r.t:>re importantly, in

~

Sirens of Titan Vonnegut seems to hold out

the admittedly tenuoos hope

(quite overlooked

in IOOSt critical

discussions of this book) that human nature can be reforme::1, which
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contrasts sharply with the bleak nihilism he would later present in
eat's Cradle.
By setting '!he Sirens of Titan against the other

two novels its

crost interesting features can be seen. It differs fran the others in
being slightly less of an exercise in satiric demmciation of vain

hope.

In Player Piano Vonnegut offers no hint of hope for the

reformation of the human sensibility - rebellion fails because the
nechanisation of hunan life has been allowed to advance to the pJint
of no return, and the rebels, not kn.owing what to do with their
meagre QRX>rtunity, surrender. Similarly, eat's Cradle ends with a

frozen world and the denise of a human race

101}3'

since dead in a

croral sense after vesting all their hope and faith in an inscrutable
and hence quite notional divine being who is not Providential.

Vonnegut's God, who is the opposite of Verne's, does not intervene to
save MankiIxi fran the consequences of ambition, natural carelessness
and irresponsibility. Not unexpectedly, IlUlch the same thenes run
through '!be Sirens of Titan, rut there is also the deceptive prospect

of a different order of thiD3's:

''To that errl, devoutly to be wished," said Rumfoord, "I
brin:] yoo ward of a rJIi!M religion that can be receivE'd
enthusiastically in every corner of every EarthliI}3' heart.
''National borders," said Rumfoord, "will disappear.
''!he lust for war," said Rumfoord, ''will die.
'''!be name of the new religion," said Rumfoord, "is The
CluJrch of God the utterly Indifferent.
''!he flag of that church will be blue and gold," said
Rumfoord. '''lhese words will be written on that flag in gold
letters on a blue field: Take Care of the People, and God
AlmightY Will ~ ~ of Himself.
'''!he two chief teachiD3's of this religion are these," said
Rumfoord: ''Puny man can do nothing at all to help or please
Q:xi Almighty, and IAlck is not the han:1 of God.
'!he Sirens of Titan, p.128

Rumfoord goes on to praoote this

ner,or creed

laD;Juage of IICdern advertisin;J oopy -
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in the unmistakeable

"'Why slnlld you believe in

this religion,

rather than any other? You should believe in it

because I, as head of this religion, can work miracles, and the head
of no other religion can. What miracles can I work? I can work the
miracle of predicti!):] , with absolute accuracy, the thin:]s that the
future will bri!):]. fI' Alas for Rumfoord and his victims, he is wro!):].

Like I)Jctor Faustus, Niles Winston Rumfoord has enj eyed everythin:] mundane life can offer, and has grown weary of his privileges.
Seeking a new challenge, he embarks on a foolhardy space voyage with

his dog Kazak. Vormegut does not stress the apostate nature of
Rumfoord 's venture, explainin:J it instead in tenns of

'pJre

courage, ,

'style' and 'gallantry.' '!his is a central point, for Rumfoord' s
daring is Pranethean rather than Faustian. In the universe which
vormegut portrays in '!he Sirens of Titan, God is not so much absent
as indifferent or out of the picture, and people are induced to adopt
Rumfoord as a surrogate. Malachi Cbnstant' s cherished notion that
'saneone up there likes me'

(which Rumfoord oondescendin:]ly calls

'charming') is thoroughly and brutally explcxied in the IlOV'el. '!he
familiar pattern of divine vengeance inflicted upon an hubristic
would-be usurper - Rumfoord bein;J the novel's best candidate for this
dubious distinction - is not enployed by Vonnegut in an inmediately
recognizable way. 'nle pattern is nade oore oanplex by Vonnegut I s
insistence that God is iIrlifferent to human actions. Rumfoord is a
sort of sceptical Pranetheus wOOse ambiguous gift to mankind is
spiritual

rather

than

expropriation of divine

technological.
prerogatives

M:reover,
Wicate

his

that,

audacious
oonsciously

structured or not, the pattern of Rumfoord I s story is Pranethea.n
l'nwever anti-heroic his protagonist is made to seem.

Kazak

am

Rumfoord beoane trapped in a spatia-temporal ananaly
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(a

'chrono-synclastic infundibllum' or

resign

themselves

to

traversing

the

"'time-furmel"') , and must
oontinuum

of

space-time,

retllrI'liD] only briefly and rarely to their native locus. During this
involuntary journeying back and forth through infinity Rumfoord
visits Titan arrl there enoounters Salo, a Tralfamadorian messenger
who supplies him with a quantity of 'Universal Will to Bea:me.' 'rhus
equipped,

Rumfoord may do anything he pleases.

Unlike Faustus,

Rumfoord seems deterrninerl to use this 'UWTB' benevolently. Also, all
Salo wants of Rumfoord is friendship while he waits to resume his
interrupted journey; rut while there may not be a

~phistophelean

contract in the backgrourrl, Rumfoord is himself destined to be the
victim of a truly cosmic irony.
Rumfoord believes that through hav:in:J been 'chrono-synclastically infundihllated' he has actually bec:xxne quasi-divine, and unique
~ledge

and power is his to wield. His cynical manipulation of

"lesser" f1Drtals marks him as an anti-hero. He establishes

''!he

Olurch of God the utterly Indifferent,' exploitin3 his understandin;J

of the fore-ordained future to earn himself the kudos of godbxrl,
which his religion-ridden sublunary fellows readily acoord him in
recognition of his manifest ability to foretell the future. For all
that vamegut insists that Rumfoord is only a showman, 'passionately
fond

of great spectacles'

and

that

'he never gave

in to

the

t:enptatioo to declare himself God or something a whole lot like God'
(p. 169),

he relishes

the role and. seems as much an amitx>tent

character as Orwell's 0' Brien.
Vonnegut figuratively belittles religious belief by inclu:ling
vivid if whimsical sketches of RIlmfoord's cult. He

alsb caricatures

a rrore oonventional American creed (the Love Crusade led by the Rev.
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BoJ::iJy Denton);

am.

since Rurnfoord himself

(a man of only

'very

noderate greatness' as Vonnegut calls him at one p::>int) is allowei to
play God,

Vannegut satirizes credulous spirituality.

Ironically,

Runfoord is not in fact a deity, sardonic or otherwise, for even he
is as helpless to change the course of events as anyone else. Fbwever,
he is sure that he knows what is happenin:;J, and why, and therefore is

the beneficiary of an Wliquely caoplete perspective of everythin:}
that happens:
"I can read your mind, you k:ncM," said Rurnfoord.
"Can you?" said Cbnstant humbly.
''Easiest thiD;r in the world," said Rumfoord. His eyes
twinkled. ''You're not a bad sort, you krlorA'," he said,
''particularly when you forget who you are. " He touched

Cbnstant lightly on the arm. It was a politician's gesture a vulgar fAlblic gesture by a man who in private, artOD;J his
CMIl kind, would take winciIl:J pains never to touch anyone.
"If it IS really so important to you, at this stage of our
relationship, to feel superior to me in sane way," he said to
Cbnstant pleasantly, "think of this: You can replXXiuce and I

carmot.

'!he Sirens of Titan, p.17

Nor is Rumfoord an agonized or sacrificial Redeemer, far his own
suffering is, if anythin::J, merely that of corporeal separation fran a
world he has symbolically rejected with a journey into space. Rather,
he is a prophet of the futility of human theosophy who facilitates

the unfolding of the course of events and exploits the guilt and

sufferiB} of others -

Vamegut describes him as bein;J

'genially

willing to shed the blood of others' - in order to effect an agnostic
rut spiritual reformation of Man, so that

I

''Earthlings might at last

beocxne one people - joyful, fraternal, and proud. "' (p. 127) Of such
impartanoe is this justification of Rumf<Xlrd's llDtives that Vannegut

virtually spells it out in explainin] why he has assembled and then
had destroyed his pathetic army of Martian invaders (Earth's casualties 461

killed, 223 wamded and 216 miSSID;J; Martian casualties
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149,315 killed, 446 wounded, 11 captured, and 46,634 missir¥1).
It was Rumfoord' s intention that Mars should lose the war
_ that Mars should lose it foolishly and horribly. As a seer
of the future, Rumfoord knew for certain that this would be
the case - and he was content.
Fe wished to change the World for the better by means of
the great and unforgettable suicide of Mars.
As he says in his Pocket History of ~: "Any man who
would change the World in a significant way must have showmanship, a genial willingness to she:l other people's blood,
and a plausible new religion to intrOOuce during the brief
period of repentance and horror that usually follows
bloodshed.
''Every failure of F.arth leadership has been traceable to a
lack on the part of the leader," says Rumfoord, "of at least
one of these three things."
''En.algh of these fizzles of leadership, in which millions
die for nothin:J or less 1" says Rumfoord. ''Let us have, for a
change, a magnificently-led feM who die for a great deal."
'!he Sirens of Titan, p.124
Rumfoord 's consistent response to grief is to shrug it off. In his
god-game, he is the supreme player. None of his millions of pawns
have much,

if any, choioe.

Of course,

he does have an overall

game-plan, which is reveale:l towards the end of the novel in a sort
of early denouenent in which he holds up a mirror for Man to see
himself as he really is. The occasion Rumfoord chooses for this selfrighteous revelation is the rerum of Unk, the Space Wanderer (alias
Malachi COnstant), which fulfills his main prediction. '!he Job of the
story, Malachi COnstant is reduced fran being a fortunate man whose
unfailin] luck has brought him enornr:>us wealth and a reprehensible
lifestyle to symbol for the worst excesses of hedonism, greed and
rroral

oorruption.

Rumfoord

himself

rroralitas of his liviD; parable -

attends

to ensure that the

'When Rurnfoord stage:l a passion

play, he used nothinJ rut real people in real hells. ' (p. 168) - is not
lost on those present, and delivers an authoritative serm:>n fro which
he denounces Constant vehensltly before deporting him to Titan to

live out his remairlin3' years:
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''We are disgusted by Malachi Constant," said Winston Niles
Rumfoord up in his treetop, ''because he used the fantastic
fruits of his fantastic goo.1 luck to finance an unending
deroonstration that man is a pig. He wallowed in syoophants.
lia wallCMed in worthless wanen. He wallowed in lascivious
entertairments and alcohol and drugs. He wallowErl in every
known form of voluptuous turpitude.
"At the height of his good luck, Malachi Constant was worth
m::>re than the states of Utah and North Dakota cxxnbined. Yet,
I daresay, his lnoral worth was not that of the m::>st oorrupt
little fieldmouse in either state.
''We are angered by Malachi Constant," said Rumfoord up in
his treetop, ''because he did not.hin:3 unselfish or imaginative
with his billions. He was as benevolent as Marie Antoinette,
as creative as a professor of oosmetology in an embalming
college.
''We hate Malachi Constant," said Rumfoord up in his
treetop:--"because he accepted the fantastic fruits of his
fantastic good luck without a qualm, as though luck. were the
hand of God. 'It> us of the Church of God the Utterly
Indifferent, there is nothing m:>re cruel, m:>re dangerous,
mre blaspheacus that a man can do than to believe that that luck, good or bad, is the harrl of God!
''Luck, gcx:rl or bad," said Rumfoord up in his treetop, "is
not the hand of God.
---""I'Luck," said Rumfoord up in his treetop, "is the way the
wirrl swirls and the dust settles eons after QXl has passed by.
'nle Sirens of Titan, p.177
'lbrough his protracted suffering, Malachi Constant has been taught by
Rumfoord,

the sardonic master of cererron!es,

that accidents, not

Providence, have shaped his life. '!be corollary is that people bear
an inescapable b.1rden of responsibility for their actions which they

may not avoid by attrihlting everything to the hand of God. Yet
characters like Constant

am

Bee alias Beatrice have experiences

which are not foreordained by Rumfoord, such as when Unk finds O1rono

al.nnst as soon as he decides to abscond fran Mars with him and his

m:>ther. Rumfoord does not ordain every event, and though he tries
to stage-manage things to praoote the rooral regeneration of mankirxl,
he cannot control everything. Luck, accident or Providence plays

its part,

whatever he says;

when

Bee and Chrono are the only

survivors of their crashed assault ship, who or what sequence of
accidents has preserved them?
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'!he regenerative lOOral standards and vision are Rumfoord' s,

am

are essentially oonservative: he oondenns hedonistic cx:>rruption

am

implication prc:roc>tes idealistic

by

("imaginative")

BeirY:J wealthy (as Rumfoord himself was while
necessarily offensive,

unselfishness.

eart.hbamd)

is not

if the power the fOC)ney represents is not

squan:iered and saneOOw contributes

to the <XIIJ'OC)n good. Of oourse,

this lOOral perspective is distinctively bourgeois, reflecting as it
does

the

"cx:moc>n-sensical"

ethics

of

liberal

capitalist

Middle

.America. Vonnegut exposes Rumfoord's ideals by weaving around them a
oontrast!ng narrative irnhled with post-nroernist uncertainties about
the existence of Gerl, the worth of religion, the notion that one may
act in accx>rdance with oonscience and of one's

CMl'l

free will, the

sanctity of the individual, the corporate threat of the technological
society, and even, as will be noted later, the very nature
~

am

of human existence. Rumfoord 's sublime self-assurance is

itself ill-famded. Yet howeVer sceptical and iooncx::lastic Voonegut' s
opinions

may seem, they belie a profound camrl.tment to CCll'lOOnplace

noral starmrds rather than the positivist,

relativistic

rooral

perspective of Weils, Skinner et al.
A ritual scape;Joat, Cbnstant is deported

to Titan in an inverted

parody of the Ascension of Cllrist so that the whole world may be

freed fx:an sin:

''In a few mimltes, Mr.Clxlstant," said Rumfoord up in his
treetop, ''you are going to walk down the catwalks and ramps
to that l~ golden l.actier, and you are goirq to climb that
lacHer, and you are going to get into that space ship, and
you are goirq to flyaway to Titan, a warm and fecund neon of
Satum. You will live there in safety and cx:mfort, rut in
exile fran your native Earth.
"You are goirq to do this voluntarily, Mr.Cbnstant, so that
the Church of Gcrl the utterly Indifferent can have a drama of
dignified self-sacrifice to remember and ponder through all
time.
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''We will imagine, to
Rumfoord up his treetop,
ideas about the meaning
power, and all disgusting
Rumfoord
~licly

is

caupletin]

his

oor spiritual satisfaction, II said
"that you are taking all mistaken
of luck, all misused wealth and
pastimes with you. II
'!he Sirens of Titan, pp.179-180.
scheme

of

spiri tual

renaissance

by

absolving the whole human race of the burden of wrongdoirg

and allowing every believer a fresh start. Of oourse, this act is no

nore genuine than the Church of God the utterly Indifferent which was
merely an instrument of social and personal refonnation; but within
the terms of Vonnegut' s plot and perverse premises -

'All persons,

places, and events in this book are real' (prefatory Dedication, p.6)
- it is consistent, satisfying, and in oanplete accord with his line
that all religions and theosophy are factitious, invented in response
to the spiritual propensity of consciousness.
'Ihings do not go wholly Rumfoord I s way, however. The first hint
that satething is seriously going wrong with his plans is when
Beatrice, the society wife he rejected, condemns him and his <lrurch
roundly before leaving with Ma.lachi and their son <llrono for Titan.

''1 believe everythi.r¥} you say about me is true, since you so
seldan lie. SIt when my son and I walk together to that
laMer am climb it, we will not be doing it for you, or for
your silly crowd. We will be doin:] it for ourselves - and we
will be proviB;J to ourselves and anybody who wants to watch
that we aren I t afraid of anythin:]. Q.lr hearts won't be
1::IreakiDJ when we leave this planet. It disgusts us as much as
we, under yoor guidance, disgust it.
''I do not recall the old days, II said Beatrice, ''when I was
mistress of this estate, when I oould not stand to do anyt:hirJ} or to have anythiBJ dale to me. SIt I loved myself the
instant you told me I'd been that way. The human race is a
scunmy thing, and so is Earth, and so are you. II
'!he Sirens of Titan, pp. 184-185.
Her

defiance is a noral challenge.

cnce

an emblem of affluent

decadence, of spiritual emptiness, her misantlu:opic declaration that
everythin:J abrut the world is

III

SCUl1IllY III reflects the extent of her

sufferiBJ en Mars and elsewhere which Rllmfoord orchestrated. Her fate
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at his harrls shows that his motives are ambiguous; one inference is
that revenge plays a part in his vendetta against her. He inflicts
joyless sexual experience on her in revenge for her hauteur and, IIDre
damningly, his own inadequacy. Rumfoord has even personally arranged
for Malachi Constant to cuckold him as a vengeful rel:uke for Beatrice
and the child of that maliciously-rrotivated union provides the key to
Rurnfoord 's own roc>ral lesson. Ironically, the roc>st serious flaw in his

scheme is about to overwhelm his entire arrogant strategy. When
Rumfoord returns to Titan, Salo, the stranded interstellar traveller,

l.D'lWittingly drops a bcxnbshell.
Tralfamadorians

usually

ocxrmunicate

with

one

another

by

telepathy, rut on a voyage such as Salo 's they must adopt another

method. '!hey sen:i '''certain impulses fran the Universal Will to
Becane'" echoing through

"'the vaulted architecture of the

Universe

with a.1:x:nt three times the speed of light. '" '!he apparatus required
is literally roonumental, and constitutes an authorial joke on human
creativity and ezrleavour:
'!he meaning of stonehenge in Tralfamadarian, when vieWErl fran
above is: ''Replacement part being rushed with all possible
speed. "
stonehenge wasn't the only message old Salo had receive1.
'n1ere had been four others, all of them written on Earth.
'!he Great wall of China means in Tralfamadorian, when
viewed fran above: "Be patient. We haven't forgotten about
~."

'!he Golden Fb.lse of the Ranan Emperor Nero meant: ''We are

ooinq the best we

can."

'!he meaning of the fttJSOOW Kremlin when it was first walle1
was: ''You will be (Xl your way before you know it."
'!he meaning of the Palace of the League of Nations in
Geneva, SWitzerland, is: "Pack up your things and be ready to
leave at short notice."
'!he Sirens of Titan, p.190

All of Rumfoord' s high-harrled, Machiavellian manipulation is,

in

these teons, merely the last stage in the process of rushing Salo the
spare he needs. His Pranethean efforts, then, and the impulses which
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inspired them - in CC(lm::m with the whole social history of Mankind have been in response to esoteric directions designed to produce arrl
deliver the canponent for Salo' s vehicle. If like a Frankenstein he
has sought to refonn mankioo in his own (floral)

likeness,

this

preslll11?tion has been rewarded with ironic success for even he has
been merely a pawn, a link in a chain of oonsequences rather than

accidents. As it turns out, the final link in that chain is Ou:ono.
O1rono's good luck piece is the spare part for the spaceship
which Viill allOW' Salo to continue his

journey to deliver the

Tralfarradorian message "Greetings". Rumfoord realizes bitterly that
he himself has been used, and through him, everyone else. So much far

his ''humane'' idealism, his conviction that sane mere hundreds of
thousands of his earthbound fellOW'S could be sacrificed to slx:M
Mankind the error of their selfish ways. The whole story has derron-

strate:i the futility of trying to understand one's fate:
••• the discovery that conventional human identity is a fonn
of cultural imprisomaent may be as harroViing for the alien
rn:LOO as it is far those nost directly ooncerned.
• •• Kurt
Vonnegut in '!be Sirens of Titan(1959) slxMs both humans and
aliens realising that their supposed identity is a form of
OOIrlitioning, a literal 'alienation' that has been prograamed
into them for reasons \lIlkncMl. Winston Niles Rumfoord
disappears after announcing that the goal of human history
has been the prcrluctiOll of a tiny spare part for a Tralfarradorian spaceship. When Salo, the Tralfamadorian, discovers
that the message his grounded spaceship is tryin;J to deliver
CXXlSists of the one word 'Greetings I, he ccmnits suicide•
• • • In Vonnegut ••• the viewpoint of the I alien' is hard to
distinguish fran that of an alienated hunanity.
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Vonnegut goes an to suggest that two important developnents have
occurred. salo,

the mechanical alien,

.imninent dissolution that he beoanes

is so aoved by Rumfoord I s

''humanis8d'' am

undertaking not to read the message he carries:

longer

a

machine.. •

'ntis machine I s
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I

breaks his

"'!he machine is no

contacts are

corrcx1e:i,

his

bearings foulErl, his cicuits shorted, and his gears strippErl. His
mind ruzzes and pops like the mind of an Earthling -

overheats

with

accanplishment,

thoughts
integrity,

of

love,

in:iependence'"

honour,

fizzes and

dignity,

rights,

'!he other twist emerges

fran Rumfoord' s mawkish last testament:
"All I can say is that I have tried to do my best to do
for my native Earth while serving the irresistible
wishes of Tralfamadore. Perhaps, nCM that the part has been
delivered to the Tralfamadorian messenger, Tralfamadore will
leave the Solar System alone. Perhaps Earthlings will nCM be
free to develop and follCM their own inclinations, as they
have not been free to do for thousands of years. '!he wonder
is that they have been able to make as much sense as they
have. "
'nle Sirens of Titan, p.208.
good

Rumfoord's attachment to pretending always to have been acting fran
the highest roc>ral imperatives is exposed as hypocrisy if his role as
an autocratic, unsympathetic manip..1lator is seen in the light of his
CM11

response to Salo ' s revelation. He thinks himself a Pro.nethea.n

provider of self-krlcMIErlge to his mundane fellCMS through the medium
of his wholly artifical cree1, rut Rumfoord' s spiritual utopia is as
flawed as its architect was fallible. He can forgive himself his
self-serving vanity since he considers himself to be the greatest
sceptic in the hunan universe, and believes his 'gift' is worth the
suffering it deaands and causes. In still strivin:} to sound supernal,
he reveals that his vanity is undiminishe::i; he also feels aggrievErl,

betrayed - unlike Malachi and Beatrice, he has learned nothing. '!hey
prove that human nature is capable of change and growth; Rurnfoord
suggests its iIImaturity and potential excesses. Seeing our predicament as a teOOency to 1mbristic defiance and self-aggrandizement,
Vonnegut 's hope for mank.iIrl subsists in our recognition of rrodest
roc>ral principles whose merit is self-evident and axianatic,

like

Malachi Cbnstant' s perception that '''a purpose of human life, no
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rratter who is controlling it, is to love whoever is around to be
loved. '" (p.220) God may seem rercote - even absent - rut the universe
has a transcendent rede:nptive principle, as Chrono (who does not have
'a sense of futility arrl disorder') seems to perceive as he stands
aroong Salo' s wreckage: 'Sooner or later, Chrono believed, the magical
forces

of

the

universe

woold

put

everything

back

together

again.' (p.211) Salo is reconstructed by Constant and in return eases
his lonely death by returning him to Earth where he dies believing
that he is going to join Beatrice in Paradise,

freed fran the

cripplin:1 guilt of having killed his only friend stony. Salo resumes
his interrupted journey having thus performed a IIrJCiest rut important
c:nnpassionate act which suggests, in a final symbolic refutation of
Rumfoord 's creed of petulant futility, the workin:Js of Providence and
a muted soteriological hope.
Rumfoord declared that, '''Any man who would change the WOrld in

a significant way must have showmanship, a genial willingness to shed
other people's blood, arrl a plausible new religion to introduce.'"
All three elements of his formula en be found in Frank Herbert's

{)me.

A factitious religion, again based upon the personality cult
which develops around a charismatic figure is the central unifying
principle of ~. Paul Atreides keeps his major military resource,
the iralically-named

'Fremen',

under tight control by the inspira-

tional use of his extraordinary personal abilities (he is, anr:>ngst
other thiD;Js, a "seer"), his superb technology, and his exploition of
their deperrlence upon a sacramental drug.
Even

a

superficial reading of this novel will reveal its

humanistic themes and religioos symbolisms. '!here can be little doubt

about the centrality of religiOUS t:hEmas in a work which includes an
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appendix detail:in:.J the workings and structure of the factitious creed

of the Fremen. There is also a glossary which distin:Juishes between
'fiqh' and 'giudichar' as distinct types of religious lore; explains
that

the

'gan

jabbar'

awareness'; defines the
superstitions

used

~

is

a

'death-alternative

'Panoplia Propheticus' as
the

Bene

Gesserit

test

of

human

'the infectious

to exploit primitive

regions'; and describes the eclectic scriptures of the future,

'The

Orange catholic Bible', thus:
••• the 'AccUmUlated Book,' [is J the religious text produoed
the camdssion of Ecumenical Translators. It contains
elements of I'IDSt ancient religions, including the Maaneth
Saari, Mahayana Olristianity, Zensunni Catholicism and
Ibddislamic traditions. Its supreme ccmnandment is considered
to be: ''nlou shalt not disfigure the soul. '
~

Illne, p.499.

Cbnceptually at least, the factitious religions of
Monica's

critique of Christianity as a

rune

'syncretistic'

paralell
creed in

M:x>rcock's later Behold the Man: "'01.ristianity is just a new name
for a conglane.ration of old myths and philosophies. All the G:>spels
do is retell the sun myth and garble sane of the ideas fran the

Greeks and Ranans.' " Again like Mx>roock 's later hero,

Atreldes/

Miud 'dib is assailed by a sense of personal loss in assuming a

messianic role, and his predicament and uncertainty are a major theme

Herbert explores in the paradoX this throws up. In fulfilling his
destiny to beoaDe Maud'dib,

Paul Atriedes will lose himself, for

there is a high price to pay in givin:J the myth its own reality.
MJnica

arguei

that

Olristianity

ls,

due

to

its

eclectic

provenance, a cultural phencJtlerlal with little signlficance outside
that context. Clearly sane of the religions of

~ reflect such a

sceptical view, as they are depicted as vehicles fOr propaganda
interX1ed to support the cynical maniPllation of credulous people much
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as the ministers of the Butler's musical banks swindle the worthy in
Erewhon. Yet in

rune

Herbert offers sanething nore, no less than the

story of how a charismatic leader becnnes a messiah whose powers,
unlike Glogauer's, are genuinely miraculous. Paul attains thereby the
veneration and power which tempted
Shelley's Victor Frankenstein.

-

and

quite eluded

Paul Atreides,

alias Usul,

-

Mary

alias

Maud'Dib and the Kwisatz H3.derach of the Bene Gesserit, is a royal
Faustus whose highest ambitions are ultimately realized, rut whose
oorrupting appetite for

pcM&

grows apace with his emergence as a

Fremen leader and their transfigured saviour. The question of his
freedan of choice is oaoplicate:i by the genetic oonfiguration the
Bene Gesserit have bred into h:im. Ambition is a predeterm:i.nErl feature

of his character which sustains his noble struggle against the
Harkonnens rut also slowly corrupts his benevolent intentions into a

drive for ever greater daninion.
Although Dune's main narrative describes l'lc:M the personality
alIt surroundin:l a charismatic leader is transfonned into a mystical
religion, there is IlUlch else to this impressive novel besides an
exploration of the nature of religion and its social role.
Against the sweeping b:1ckdrop of a future intergalactic human
society riven by ccmnercial rivalry, adapte:i men, a savage dynastic
<XIIlfUct and technological ruthlessness, the IlOY'el tells the story of
l'xM the c:nly son of a noble house involved in a court vendetta

emerges as the leader of the redoubtable Fremen of Arrakis. Herbert
provides a OOst of apocryphal 'b:1ckground' sources which relate the
'history' of the breEdiD;J progranme of Bene Gesserit, chronicle the
Fremen diaspora and refer to the defeat of the Imperium as if the

story is historical rather than a projection of a fictive future, and
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he includes factual encyclopeadia entries, appendices, and even an

extensive glossary which support his narrative.

Yet for all the

intricacy of the main and subsidiary plots and themes of CUne, and
the

taken by

pains

to give

Herbert

seeming

substance

his

to

densely-crafted creation, CUne is a more straightforward novel than
'!he Sirens of Titan. It is enthralling and epic in scale, rut unlike
vonnegut 's fiction nme only has one area of sustained ambiguity Paul's paranormal talents and the roral vision they generate whereas ambiguity is the dcminant principle of Vonnegut's stories.
'!he

story opens as

the Atriedes

retainers and

the family

themselves are preparing to leave their native fief Caladan to take
over control of Arrakis (otherwise kru::Jwn as nme) fran their powerful
enenies, the Harkonnens, at the ccmnand of the Emperor. Paul, only

son of D.1ke Lete Atriedes, has survived the Bene Gesserit test
administered by the Reverend r.bther and so has been established at
the outset as a genuine human, possibly the Kwisatch Haderach the
breeding prograame of the B.G.

has sought to create eugenically.

After this test, young Paul feels a strange
pJIpOSe'

awaken within him.

revelations

provoke

him,

Also,

for

OJ!!!II

'sense of terrible

sane of the Reverend M::>ther's

they

offend

his

' instinct

for

rightness,' rut before long he himself will have been forced to take
IIDrally suspect measures in fighting to establish a proper foothold
00

Arrakis, 'the biggest mantrap in hiStory,' as the Baron Vladimir

Harkonnen gloatingly calls the planet the Atreides must master.

'!he Harkonnens have prepared their killing ground well before

reluctantly giving up their control of the

lucrative trade in

melange, the geriatric spice unique to Arrakis. IBto is an early
casualty,

the Caladanians are overthrown, and Paul and his B.G.
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rrother Jessica escape into the deserts controlled by the mysterious

Fremen. Paul and Jessica have been reduced to the status of refugees,
rut Herbert depicts in the seoond book of Qme heM they are trained
by the Fremen to live and fight in the desert.

Paul possesses a

prescient faculty which allows him to see the future and plan
accordingly (much as Rumfoord does in '!he Sirens of Titan), but he
cannot i11Uster Rumfoord' s easy assuredness because his visions are
cryptic, dark and violent, filled with the shad<::M of jihad - fanatic,
ooly war:

'Now, what name of manhood do you choose for us to call you
openly?' Stilgar asked.
Paul glanced at his nother, back to stilgar. Bits and
pieces of this rronent registered on his prescient rnem:>ry, but
he felt the differences as though they were physical, a
pressure forcing him through the narrow door of the present.
'fb..T do you call among you the little roouse, the llOUse that
jumps?' Paul asked, remembering the pop-oop of rotion at
'I\lono Basin. He illustrated with one hand.
~ chuckle sounded through the troop.
'We call that one maud'dib,' stilgar said.
Jessica gasped. It was the name Paul had told her, saying
that the Fremen would accept then and call him thus. She felt
a sudden fear of her son and for him.
Paul swallowed. He felt that he play~ a part already
play~ over oountless times in his mind ••• yet ••• there were
differences. He could see himself perchErl on a dizzying
swmdt, having experienced much and possessed of a profound
store of kIlcMledge, rut all around him was abyss.
And again he remembered the vision of fanatic legions
foll~ the green and black harmer of the Atreides,
pillaging and burning in the name of their prophet Maud'Dib.
'!bat l1I.1St not happen, he told himself.
D.me, p.292
'!hese visioos haunt and terrify Paul, rut his terror is not purely

personal. Again and again he resolves that they must never cane to
pass, rut he does not kncM hcM he can prevent his awful prescient
dreams

~

a hideous reality.

'IWo things, apart fran their independence and their dignity, are

of paraaDUIlt importance to Fremen: water and the geriatric spice
rnelaBJe, which is produced by the giant
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sam-worms

of Q.me. These are

brought tcqether in a sacred ritual, which gives Jessica an opportunity to win acceptance fran the Fremen for herself,

her unborn

daughter, and Paul. By drowning an irrrnature sandworm in the rrost
precious substance on Arrakis, water, the native tribespeople are
able to acquire a special form of melange. This liquor is the basis
of a prized drug which engenders a sense of IlUltuality throughout the
whole tribe, but in the raw form the drug is quite toxic. It can only
be converted by a Reverend r-bther' s conscious metabolic restructuring.

Jessica, herself a Bene Gesserit adept, is roore or less canpelled to
attenpt the conversion of the spice liquor because the tribe's
Reverend l'-t)ther is on the point of dying. What happens takes Jessica
utterly aback:
'!his is a drug they feed me, Jessica told herself.
&It it was unlike any other drug of her experience, and
Bene Gesserit training included the taste of many drugs.
O1ani's features were so clear, as though outlined in
light.

A drug.

Whirling silence settled around Jessica. Every fibre of
her body accepted the fact that sanetl'lin] profound had
happened to it. She felt that she was a conscious flDte,
smaller than any su1:atanic particle, yet capable of rrotion,
and of sensing her surrounjings. Like an abrupt revelation the curtains whipped away - she realized she had becane aware
of a psychokinesthetic extension of herself. She was the
acte, yet not the fOOte.
'!he cavern renained around her - the people. She sensed
them: Paul, Cllani, stilgar, the Reverend M:>ther Rarrallo.
Reverend M:>ther 1
At the scbx>l there had been nmours that sane did not
survive the Reverend M:>ther ordeal, that the drug took them.
Jessica focused her attention on the Reverend M:>ther
Ramallo, aware 00II that all this was happening in a frozen
instant of time - suspended time for her alone.
Why is time suspended? she as~ herself. She stared at
the frozen expressions around her, seeing a dust mote a1::x:Ne
<llani 's head, stopped there.
waiting.
'!he answer to this instant came like an explOSion in her
consciousness: her personal time was suspended to save her
life.
She focused on the psychokinesthetic extension of herself,
looking within, curl was confronted irIInetiately with a
cellular core, a pit of blackness fran which she recoiled.
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'!hat is the place where we cannot look, she thought. '!here
is the place the Reverend M:>thers are so reluctant to
mention - the place where only a Kwisatz Haderach may look.
'!his realization returned a small measure of confidence,
and again she ventured to focus on the psychokinesthetic
extension, becaning a rote-self that searched within her for
danger.
She found it within the drug she had swallowed.
'!he stuff was dancing particles within her, its motions so
rapid that even frozen time could not stop them. I:ancing
particles. She began re<:xJgnizing familiar structures, atonic
linkages: a carbon atan here, helical wavering •••• a glucose
rolecule. An entire chain of molecules confronted her, and
she recognized a protein ••• a methyl-protein configuration.
Ah-h-h!
It was a soundless mental sigh wi thin her as she saw the
nature of the poison.
With her psychokinesthetic probing, she roved into it,
shifted an oxygen rote, allowed another carbon mote to link,
reattached a linkage of oxygen ••• hydrogen.
'!he change spread •••• faster ani faster as the catalysed
reaction opened its surface of contact.
'!he suspension of time relaxErl its hold upon her, and she
sensed motion. '!he tube spout fran the sack was touched to
her rrouth - gently, collect1n:1 a drop of nnisture.
Cllani r s taking the catalyst fran my body to change the
IX?ison in that sack •••
Dune, pp.336-337.
'!he mystical inwardness of this experience is balanced by the scientific description of this crucial chemical

process.

It is the

hallmark of Herbert's style, one in which the mystical or spiritual
and the technological or scientific are made to cnnplement each

other, and this adroit balanciD] is sustained throughout Dune, though
the passage above is an outstanding example.

Jessica is

nt::M

the Reverend f.t>ther of the tribe - or, will be as

soon as she discovers the new dimension to her being which has been
imposed upon her without warning, for she is

I1Q1

the beneficiary and

mst to the consciousness of each Reverend lobther who has preceded
her,

'Reverend M:>thers within other Reverend r.bthers until there

seemed no end to them. r

As

is

I1Q1

apparent,

transcendence and

p:u:anormal faculties such as prescience are the novel's main syml::Xlls
of progressive humanism. 'lhese present nnst problems for Paul, whose
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detennination to avoid either enslaving the Fremen or unleashing the
Jihad is gradually eroded under the pressure of the events related in
Jbok 'Ibree of Ome, 'The Prophet'. As it turns out, Paul does prove

to be the Kwisatz FBderach, the unique male who can survive raw spice
liquor and look into that place in the human mind where the Bene
Gesserit cannot see. FBving experienced a profound metempsychosis
more disruptive even than Jessica's, he becomes a charismatic leader
whose inner conflicts between pc:mer and resp:msibili ty and

pcMer and

ambition may be diSCUSsed in the context of other explorations of the
messianic

predicament

by

contemporary

reviewerl in the final chapter.
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science

fiction

authors

1•

Aldous HUXLEY, 'Religious Practices'; Olapter XIII of Ends and
reans, <llatto and Windus, tDrrlon, 1937.
-- HUxley also offers a penetrating oomparitive analysis of the
psychology of religious ritual and observance to which further
reference will be made.

2.

Huxley, op.cit., p.225.

3.

Robert P.WEEKS, 'Disentanglement as a 'Ibeme in H.G.Wells's

Fiction,' fran H.G.Wells: ~ Collection of Critical EssayS,
ed. Bernard BEROONZli Prentice-Hall, Inc., New Jersey, 1976;
p.29.
4.

Fbard FINK, ''Ibe ShadCM of Men Like Gcrls: Orwell's <l:xning !!E.
for Air as Parody'; reprinted in H.G.Wells and r.t:rlern Science
FICtIOn, edited by r:arko SUVIN and Robert M.PHIIMUS; Associated
University Press, 1977.

5.

'Ibis is one of Wells's least popular novels - even, it seems,
aIOOllg sane of his most well-read critics. For instance, it
does not rate a mention in Patrick PARRINDER'S general volume,
Science Fiction, its Teaching and Criticism (Methuen & Co.,
IDndon, 1980), but more disppointingly perhaps, while A M:rlern
utopia earns a brief discussion in John HUNTINGItN' s otherwise
cxxnprehensive article on ''Ihe Science Fiction of H.G.Wells' in
Science Fiction, ~ Critical Guide (ed. Parrinder for l£>ngman
Group Ltd., Lcxrlon, 1979), Men Like Gods is quite overlooked.
H::7.oIever, like Aldiss (see 6, beICM), whatever its shortoanings
as entertainment (and he contrasts it unfavourably with Etlgar
Rice Burroughs's Pellucidar - though that deperrls uJ:XXl what one
looks for in j1.rlging the entertainment value of science fiction),
I consider Men Like Gods to be a substantial, significant work,
not least because of what it suggests about Wells's ideas about
the future developnent of ~ sapiens, and the emergence of
~ superior.

6.

Brian AIDISS observes:
In short, Wells' is a serious tale, enlivened by a little
huIoour, wtx>se main aim is to discuss entertainingly the ways
in which mankirrl might improve himself and his lot. Whereas

BurroUghs' story is ~e fantasy adventure which we do not
for one minute take seriously.
'Ibe publishing history of the two I1O'ITels is also interestly in contrast. Wells' novel was published in hard-o:wer in
1 923 and only achieved paperback publication forty-seven
years later. &lrroUghs' novel was serialised in All-Story
Olvalier Weekly in 1915, to appear in hard-oover in 1923,
since when it has made many paperback appearances. • ••••
BurroUghs, in this novel [Pellucidar], writes about as well
as he can write, which is not well rut very serviceably, while
his fertile imagination pours out lavishly the details of his
preposterous world. Wells appears constipated beside him.
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Wells' novel is laborious, and, whatever it was in 1923, it
takes an effort to read now, whereas Burroughs still slips
down easily. With Burroughs you have (IOOderate) fun; Wells
here gives off what Kingsley Arnis categorises as 'a soporific
whiff of left-wing crankiness.'
So why does one obstinately respect Wells the IOOre? It must
be because, whatever else his failings, he is trying to grapple with what he sees as the real world, whereas Burroughs hc:Mever expertly, and he can be a mes.-nerist - is dishing out
daydreams.

Billion

~

Spree, pp. 178-179.
(abridged)

'Ib which one might add, so is Wells, but of a most earnest, rrost
demanding kind - a dream, indeed, which inspires Olaf stapledon,
Arthur C.Clarke, and COWltless others; and earns the condemnation of C.S.Lewis and other writers of his moral line such as
Aldous Huxley:

Many years after writing Brave Nat l'brld, Huxley told an
interviewer for the Paris Review that his fanDUS lxx>k had
"started out as a parcx1y of H.G.Wells's Men Like Gods, rut
gradually it got out of hand and ttlrI'lErl into sanething
quite different fran what I'd originally intended. II
Mark R.HILLFX;AS, op.cit.(below), p.111.
7.

H:)Wever, Butler's attitude towards machines and industrialism
approaches Wells's more sophisticated response lOOre closely
than is often generally thought:

'!he superficial resemblance between [Bulwer-Lytton' s J
'!he caning Race (1871) and Erewhon (1872) made sane readers
surmise that Bulwer-Lytton had written both lxx>ks, because
B.ltler ••• also seemed to warnin:J the Victorians about the
terrible dangers of industrialism ••• He had no quarrel with
machinery; Butler was not nervous ahoot the future of
industrialism. A cx:xnparison with William M:>rris' s News fran
Nowhere (1890), which envisages the destruction of machinery ,
reveals the difference between Samuel Butler and a real
enemy of the machine.
-J.C.GARRE'l'l', op.cit., p.30.

8.

Fran George HAY's intrOOuction to the Sphere lb:>ks 1976 edition,
to which all subsequent page references are made.

9.

Mark R.HII,T,FX3AS, The Future !!. Nightmare: H.G.Wells and the Antiutopians; Qcford University PreSs, New York, 1967; pp.79-80.

10.

'!his description is fran the excellent annotated bibliography of
walls's articles and lengthier works which is included in
H.G.Wells and M:dern Science Fiction, 9iit9i by Darke SUVIN and
Robert M.PHILMUS; Associated tkliversity Presses, London, 1977.

11.

'IhaIIas ltJINAR, Utopia,

!:h!. Perennial Heresy;

IDBbl, 1971.
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Tan stacey Ltd.,

It>tentially a ltOSt interesting study of the philosophical oontexts
of utopian thinking, utopia, the Perermial Heresy eventually
turns into a tract. M:>lnar's arguments are consistently and
thoroughly orthodox, revealing him to be a most kn.owledgeable and
adroit apologist of the Olristian Right. His method su1:x>rdinates
every idea or social tenet he examines to his prinCiple argument
that ultimately all utopian thinking is derived fran religious
traditions or beliefs, and being unorthodox, is thus necessarily
heretical ~~. CbnseqUently, the ideas of Marx and of Father
Teilhard de Olardin founder for similar reasons. In effect, his
position is ultra-oonservative in that it will admit of no event
apart fran the Second O::Il1ing and Iast Judgement which could be of
any ontological significance whatever. If one may thereby
infer a response to the fiction discussed in the present work,
even devout speculative texts such as '!hat Hideous strength
and A Canticle for Leibc7.otitz are quite heretical, the former
chiliastic, and the latter millenaristi though Mrs.Penny's devout
tract, by the same token, would not be.
12.

Early in Men Like Gods Barnstaple describes hCM the dead
scientists' remains are disposed of in a simple cereaony which
is carried out in a very unsentimental, quite matter-of-fact
marmer. A rather similar event occurs in stapledon' s o:id John,
when one of the oolony of !!!!!2. superior euthanizes his lover who
had been grievously maimed by a shark. '!he narrative viewpoint,
which expresses conventional horror at the starkness of what
happens, is that of John Wainwright I s usually self-effacing,
human biographer:
Illring the follCMing three weeks he nursed her constantly,
refusing to allCM anyone to relieve him. What with her
alIoost severed leg and her mental disorder, she was in a
desperate plight. Sc;metimes her true self seemed to reappear, rut more often she was either unconscious or
maniacal. Shahin was hard put to it to restrain her fran
doing serious hurt to herself or to him. When at last she
seened to be recxwering, Shahin was ecstatically delighted.
Presently, ~ver, she greNI much worse. Q1e rooming, when
I took his breakfast over to their cottage, he greeted me
with a gaunt b.lt placid face, and said, 'Her soul is torn
too deeply now. She will never mend. '!his morning she
knows me, and has reached out her hand for me. But she is
not herself, she is frightened. And very soon she will not
know me ever again. I will sit with Irrf dear this lOOming
as usual, rut when she is asleep I must kill her.' Fbrrified, I rushed to fetch John. But when I had told him, he
merely sighed and said, 'Shahin Ja:Ic:r"m best. '
'!bat afternoon, in the presence of the whole colony,
Shahin carried the dead H9i Mei to a great rock beside the
harbour. Gently he laid her down, gazed at her for a
aonent with longing, then stepped back aroong his canpanions. Thereupon John, using the psycho-physical technique,
caused a sufficient number of the atans of her flesh to
disintegrate, so that there ~ a violent outpouring of
their pent-up energies,
her whole body was speedily
consumed in a dazzling conflagration. When this was done,

am
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Shahin passed his hand over his brow, and then went down
with Kemi and Sigrid to the canoes. The rest of the day
they spent repairing the nets. Shahin talked easily, even
gaily, abo.lt May; and laughed, even, over the desperate
battle of her spirit with the powers of darkness. And
sanetii1le5 while he worked, he sang. I said to myself,
'surely this is an island of m::>nsters. '
o:id John, p.164

Ultimately it is this hlUIlan reaction to supernonnal attrirutes
and utilitarian ethics which leads John and his group to take
their own lives and destroy everything they had created on their
island rather than allow any of it to fall into the hands of the
rival Pacific Powers, whose representatives and emissaries are by
turn titillated and outraged by the 'aroorality' of the freeloving, cxmnensalist, naked, multi-racial, telepathic 'children'
they encounter there.
13.

Anthony WEST, 'H.G.Wells'; reprinted in H.G.Wells, A Collection
of Critical Essays edited by Bernard BEROONZI for Prentice-Hall,
Ehglewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1976; p.10.

14.

Idem., p.20.

15.

Idem., p.21.

16.

Fbr a concise rut infonnative discussion of stapledon's life and
work, see reslie G.Fiedler's Introduction to the 1978 New English
Library paperback edition of Ctld John.

17.

Although this conventional Spenglerian idea sustains the novel's
early pessimism, Aldiss has noted that the radically metaphysical but sceptical vision central to star Maker reflects
the changing scientific perspectives of the period.
last curl First ~ is just slightly an atheist's tract,
based largely on nineteenth-century thought... In star Maker,
the atheism has be<Xme a faith in itself, so that it inevitably approaches higher religion, which is bodied forth on
a genuinely new twentietb-century perception of cosm:>logy.
It therefore marks a great step forward in Stapledon' s art,
the thooght unfolding with little sense of strain through
chapter after chapter. It is magnificient. It is al..rrost
unbearable.
Trillion Year Spree, p. 198.
'!he power of stapledon's imagination, and those cogent scientific speculations which so delighted Aldiss, have rarely been
equalled, still less surpassed.

18.

With difficulty we came to understand the source of
this strar¥;Je equanimity. Spectators and victims alike
were so absorbed in OQSl1X)logical research, so conscious
of the richness and potentiality of the C05m:)S, and
above all so possesse1 by spiritual contElllplation, that
the destruction was seen, even by the victims thenselves,
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from the point of view which men would call divine.
'!heir gay exaltation and their seeming frivolity were
rooted in the fact that to them the personal life, and
even the life and death of individual worlds, appeared
chiefly as vital themes contrihlting to the life of the
COSCIDS. Fra"U the oosmical point of view the disaster
was after all a very small though poignant matter. M:::>reover, if by the sacrifice of another group of worlds,
even of splendidly awakened worlds, greater insight could
be attained into the insanity of the Mad Empires, the
sacrifice was well worth while.
star Maker, p.170.
19. '!hough Brian Aldiss does not deal with the religious, rather than
theosophical, themes of star Maker in any great depth, and indeed

does not recognise this ultinate melding of essences as theophany,
he does elucidate what it is about this disembodied cosmic catmunion which Olristians would reject:
'!he scale increases. '!he "I" is 'DOlI part of the cosmic
mind, listening to ruttered thoughts of nebJlae as it goes
in quest of the star Maker itself. 'Ihis SUpreme creator is
eventually found, star-like and renk)te. It repulses the
raptures of the cosmic mind. The created may love the
creator but not vice versa, since that would merely be
self-love of a kind. '!his emphasis that GOO is Not IDve
was bound to upset Christians such as C.S.Lewis.
Trillion ~ Spree, p. 197 •
20.

'!he version of Behold the Man which is featured here is not the
novella for which. rbXcxx:k won the 1967 NebJ.la prize awarded by
the Science Fiction Writers of America, hlt his later, augmented
version which was published as a novel in 1969. In his Introduction to the 1976 edition of his shorter fiction, f.b:)rcock' s
B:xlk of Martyrs, he wrote: 'Sane of the ''martyrs'' of these
stories are primarily people who seek to impose a private vision
on the world and who suffer accordingly. Sane of them ••• end up
creating an orthodoxy quite as extreme as anything they have
attempted to ov~. Both Karl Glogauer ani Max File attempt
to create a new reality. Both succeed ... ' (Ibid., p.8) In the
novel version of Behold the Man, certain acHitions have been
made which make M:Ioroock's line of argument even lOOre explicit,
as can be readily seen in the folla.rlng extract fran the novel
in which the acHitions and emendations have been underlinfrl:
PerhaPS the greatest change in him was that for the
first time in his life Karl Glogauer had forgotten
about Karl Glogauer. For the first time in his life he
was doing what he had always coosidere:l himself too
weak to do am at the same time fulfilling his largest
ambition, to achieve what he had hoped to achieve
before he gave up psychiatrY.
(orig. he was doin3 what he had always sought to do as
a psychiatrist.)
'!here was sanethinq nme, sanethinq that he reooqnized instinctively rather than intellectually. Ii! now
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had the opportunity to find at the same time both
redemption and confirmation for his life up to the
m::ment he had fled fran John the Baptist in the desert.
B..lt it was not his ~ life he would be leading rv.::NI.
He was bringing a myth to life, a generation before
that myth would be born. He was canpleting a certain
kind of psychic circuit. He told himself he was not
changing history; he was merely giving history more
substance.
Since he had never been able to bear to think that
Jesus had been nothing more than a myth, it became a
duty to himself to make Jesus a physical reality rather
than the creation of a process of mythogenesis. Why did
it matter? he worrleredj rut he would be quick to dismiss the question, for such questions cx:nfuSErl him,
seeme1 to offer a trap, an escape and the possibility,
once again, of self-betrayal.
(orig. he could not bear to think that)
(orig. It was in his power to make Jesus a physical
reality)
SO he spoke in the synagogues and he spoke of a
gentler God than most of them had heard of, and where
he could remember them, he told them parables.
And gradually the need to justify intellectually
what he was doing faded and his sense of identity grew
increasingly more tenuous and was replaced by a different sense of identity, in which he would give greater
and greater substance to the role he had chosen. It was
an archetypal role in all senses, a role to appeal to a
disciple of Jung. It was a role that went beyorrl mere
imitation. It was a role that he must rv.::NI play out to
the very last detail.
(orig. the very last grand detail)
Kat'l Glogauer had discovered the role he had been
seeking. '!bat was not to say that he did not still have

doubts.

Behold the Man, pp.117-118.

MJoroock 's alterations to the original version of this iropartant

narrative passage, which explains Glogauer's motivation for
ocmnittin3' himself to I the canpletion of a certain kind of
psychic circuit,' generally emphasize his awareness of the personal significance of what he was considering; the imler conflict
he perceived between his intellect and his instincts; and his
quest for an external justification for his a.m existence: 'He
rrM had the opportunity to fird at the same time both redemption
and confirmation for his life ••• I Moorcock also emphasizes
the special nature, in Jungian tenus, of the unique role Glogauer is to adopt: 'It was an archetypal role in all senses •• ' )
21 •

Jean-Paul SAR'mE, novelist and philosopher, advances a perspective of existentialism as a later form of positive humanism in his
1945 discussion of EXistentialism and Fllmanism (translated by
P.MAIRE,Wl' for Methuen & Co.; I.ondon, 1948). He describes two kinds
of existentialism, that of Christian existentialists such as Karl
Jaspers and Gabriel Marcel, and that of the existential atheists,
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arocmg whan he numbers himself. The crucial difference between
the two schools resides, according to sartre, in their response
to a fundamental teleolO3'ical paradox concerning being and beco.ning. Whereas the Cbristian school hold that essence precedes
existence - ''!hus each individual man is the realisation of a
certain conception which dwells in the divine understanding' _
the atheistic existentialists contend that 'there is one being
whose existence comes before its essence' - man.
'!his argument, scarcely less paradoxical in Behold the M:in, is
central to MJorcock's story of Glogauer's imitatio del:--'Cllristianity is dead.' r.t:nica sipped her tea. 'Religion is dying. God was killed in 1945.'
''!here may yet be a resurrection,' he said.
'Let's hope not. Religion was the creation of fear.
Knowledge destroys fear. Without fear, religion can't
survive. '
'You think there's no fear ~t these days?'
'Not the same kind, Karl.'
'Haven't you ever considered the idea of <llrist?' he
asked her, changing his tack. 'What that means to <llristians?'
''!he idea of the tractor means as much to a Marxist,'
she replied.
'But what carne first? The idea or the actuality of
<lu:ist?'
She shrugged. ''!he actuality, if it matters. Jesus was
a Jewish troublemaker organizing a revolt against the R0mans. He was crucified for his pains. '!bat's all we kna.or
and all we need to ~. '
'A great religion couldn't have begun so sirnply.'
'When people need one, they'll make a great religion
out of the nost unlikely beginnings.'
''!hat's my point, r.txrlca.' He gesticulated intensely
curl she drew away slightly. ''1lle idea preceded the
actuality of <lu:ist.'
'Oh, Karl, don't go on. '!he actuality of Jesus preceded
the idea of <lu:ist.'
Behold the Man, pp.60-61.

rue

to the time-travel paradoX which permits him to gain the perversely pioos fulfilment he craves by beoc:xning 'Jesus,' Glogauer is able to
prcm:>te his idea of Olrist curl thus ensure Olrist' s actuality.
Sartre 's discussion of the atheistic orientation of existentialism
which he helped to shape suggests that Mx>roock' s novel may in fact
owe as much to Sartre as to Jung (identified as Glogauer' s guru by
M:xlica) :

Atheistic existentialism, of which I am a representative (wrote Sartre), declares with greater consistency
that if God does oot exist there is at least one being
whose existence canes before its essence, a being which
exists before it can be defined by any conception of it.
'!hat being is man or, as Heidigger has it, the human
reality. What do we mean by saying that existence preCErles essence? ~ mean that man first of all exists,
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enCOlIDters himself, surges up in the world - and defines
himself afterwards. If man as the existentialist sees hL~
is not definable, it is because to begin with he is
nothing. He will not be anything Wltil later, and then he
will be what he makes of himself. Thus, there is no human
nature, because there is no God to have a conception of
it. Man simply is. Not that he is simply what he conceives himself to be, but he is what he wills, and as he
conceives himself after already existing - as he wills
to be after that leap taNards existence. Man is nothing
else but that which he makes of himself. '!hat is the
first principle of existentialisn.
EXistentialism ~ HUmanism, PPo27-28o
22.

SoC.FREDERICKS, 'Revivals of Ancient M¥thologies in Recent
Science Fiction and Fantasy'; fran Many Futures, Many ltbrlds,
edited 'Ihanas D.CJ:ARE.SCN, Kent state University Press, 1977; p.57.

23.

This and subsequent page references are to the Penguin r.t:x:iern
Classics edition, translated by Robert Baldick, published in
1965.

24.

SARTRE, EXistentialism and Humanism, p.30.

25.

The following incident is a fair example of what is being
presented as r.tx>rcock' s picture of the sociopolitical and
cultural context Glogauer encounters in the Fbly !and:

'Hercxi's soldiers!' ale of the sect cried.
~ were screaming and men were rurming into the night.
Soon roost of them had disappeared and only two wanen and
the madman [GlogauerJ were left.
The leader of the soldiers had a dark, handsome face and
a thick, oily beard. He fXllled the madman up to his knees
by his hair and spat in his face.
'Are you one of these rebels we've been hearing so much

about?'
The madman muttered, rut shook his head.

The soldier cuffed him. He was so weak that he fell
instantly to the ground.
The soldier shrugged. 'He's no threat. 'lbere are no arms
here. We've been misled.'
He lookfrl calculatingly at the women for a manent and
then turned to his men, his eyebrows raise:i. 'If any of you
are hard up enough - you can have them. t
The madman lay on the ground and listened to the cries of
the wanen as they were raped. He felt he should get up and
go to their assistance, rut he was too weak to roove, to
afraid of the soldiers. He did not want to be killed. It
would mean that he would never achieve his goal.
Herod's soldiers rode away eventually and the members of
the sect began to creep back.
'How are the wanen?' asked the madman.
'They are dead,' saneone told him.
[over •••
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Scmeone else began to chant fran the scriptures, verses
alx>ut vengeance and righteousness and the punishments of the
IDrd.
CNerwhel.med, the madman crawled away into the darkness.
Behold the Man,pp.91-92.
'!his whole episode first appears in the augmented version of
the original short story which was published as a novel.
26.

Selected fran Marx's Cbntrirution to the Critique of Hegel's
Philosophy of Right by Ernst FISCHER for his anthology, Marx in
His o.m ~rds; The Penguin Press, Fiarroc>aisworth, 1973. - Fischer's opening chapter (' '!he Dream of the Whole Man') is most
illuminating, and another extract Fischer quotes may be of
interest here:
Atheism, as a denial of this Wlreality [the Wlreality
of man and nature], is no longer meaningful, for atheism
is a negation of God. and seeks to assert by this negation
the existence of ~. SOcialism no longer requires such a
roundabout method; it begins fran the theoretical and
practical sense perception of man and nature as essential
beings. It is positive human self-consciousness, no longer
a self-consciousness attained. through the negation of religion; just as the real life of man is positive and no
longer attained through the negation of private property,
through comnunism ••• a:mnunism is the necessary form and the
dynamic principle of the inmediate future, but ccmnunism
is not itself the goal of human developnent - the form of
human society.
fran Foonanic am Political Manuscripts,
(in Bottcm:>re, T.B., Karl Marx, Early Writings).
Fischer observeS: ''We can see that religion, atheism and canrmmism were, for Marx, stages or features of hlUlBIl developnent
rather than its goal. '!he goal was positive hwnanism, the real
life of man," and contimles: '''lbe existence of the proletariat
was the most strikin:J contradiction of such a life; rut 'the
ruptured reality of industry' did not manifest itself in the
proletariat alone" - saoething borne out by science fiction
works as philosophically diverse as Men Like Gods, That Hideous
strength, Nineteen Eighty-Four, Player Piano and '!he Embedding.

27.

~,James, ''1l1at Old-TUne Religion;' '!he Road to Science Fictim Vol.III, New American Library (Mentor), New York, 1979-;-

p.323.
28.

L.Ron HUBBARD's cult of 'SCientology' has long been viewed
sceptics as a lnest distasteful example of exploitation
masquerading as a bona ~ religion. It is a positivistic
enterprize with c:x:mnercial ends, justifying its bilking of the
crerlulous with a creed invented by Hubbard himself, which
stresses the irnportance of progress~ through a series of
gateways which ultimately give access to a sort of astral plane.
'!he novice who wishes to attain this cosmic enlightenment must
purchase a succession of books by Hubbard and undergo 'Dianetic'
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confessional sessions iOClIlitored by more advanced devotees using
a skin-conductivity measuring device said to be an accurate liedetector. Needless to say, the materials and psychanetric
sessions involved at each stage becane increasingly expensive as
the candidate progresses through the whole, lengthy series.
Brian Aldiss has charted the rise and rise of Dianetics/Scientology:
Hubbard was a prolific producer of pulp fiction throughout
the thirties and forties, until he published Dianetics:
the MXiern Science of M:mtal Health. Dianetics was launched
in the May 1950 issue of Astounding with the wholehearted
approval of John W. Campbell. Wi thin a year Campbell had
cooled in his enthusiasm and backed off. Dianetics became
Scientology, a religion, with Hubbard its cult guru. Hubbard's energies were channelled into propagandist work.
Trillion Year Spree, p.393
If Hubbard's ponderous tone Battleground Earth is anything to go
by, then the participants in his cult must be less than critical
readers of his hastily-written, repetitive, banal prose.
Interestingly, Aldous HUXLEY mentions a contemporary cult in
'Religious Practices' (Ends and r-mns, 1937) which possesses sane
parallels with Hubbard'S personal cult:
'ltlose who have follaNed the cult of the negro 1l1an-god,
Father Divine, must have been struck by the fact that
many, probably most, of Father's worshipper's have undergone a stri1ti.n3 'change of heart' and are in many respects
better men and wcmen than they were before their conversion to Divinism. Slt this improvement of character has
very definite limitations. Divinists are ccmnitted by
their theology to a belief in the prefection of Father.
'nle carmands of a perfect being should be obeyed. And, in
fact, they are obeyed, even when - and this would seem to
be the case in certain of the new church's financial
transactions - they are not in acoord with the highest
principles of am'ality.
Ends and r-mns, pp.236-7.
29.

Robert Heinlein was considered to be the main figure of John w.
campbell's 'Golden Aqe t because he was so good at writing the
kirrl of narrowly scientific fiction campbell was eager to print.
F\1ll of action and l1DV'anent, notorious for its stereotypical
characters and eaoticnal thinneSs, Heinlein's prose is crisp
and distinctive, rut Campbell prized his fiction for its technological plausibility.

30.

Q,loted fran John Boyd's Preface (1978) to the Penguin Books edition
of his novel, The Rak.ehells of Heaven (published U.S.A. 1969).

31 •. Vonnegut originally wished to identify himself expliCitly as the
narrator, rut adopted 'John' at the insistence of the ~lisher.
(Klinkowitz, op.cit., p.55)
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32.

'nlanas L.WYMER, ''!be SWiftian Satire of Kurt Vormegut,Jr';
reprinted in Voices for the Future, Vol.I, ed. by 'Ihanas
D.crAR.E:SCN for :Bowling Green University Popular Press, Ohio,
1976; p.241.

33.

Jerone KLINKCMITZ, Contemporary Writers: Kurt Vonnequt; Methuen,
London, 1982; p.53.

34.

wymer, op.cit., p.257.

35.

Vonnegut, a professed unbeliever (Klinkowitz, op.cit., p.88)
regarded Christ as a historical person with everyday human
failings, whose genuine teachings have been corrupted by devout
misconstructions and self-serving, cynical exploitation. Jerane
Klinkowitz has described how this attitude to Christian faith is
reflected in Vonnegut' s 1979 novel, Jailbird: '<llristianity can
be cruel, especially when left to the devices of those JOOrtals
who would use it to absolutize their own relative beliefs;
Jailbird reinterprets the Gospels with an eye towards making
sane allowance for Jesus' meaner days.' (p.82)
O:!spite having the ghost of Kilgore Trout's son for the narrator
of his latest book, GalapagOS (1985), and including recurrent
references to 'the blue tunnel of the after life' every time a
character dies, Vonnegut has little to say about religion directly.
en the other hand, he finds a good deal to castigate in human
nature; all our failings, collectively and as individuals, he
ascribes to our 'big brains' and our obsession with useless
knowledge and 'turning roore and rtr>re things over to machines':
credit of hwnanity as it used to be: M:>re and rtr>re
people were saying that their brains were irresponsible,
tmreliable, hideously dangerous, wholly unrealistic _
were simply no danU1 good.
Galapagos, p.29
'1b the

'!he daninant ideas of the novel are agnostic. Fruman nature is the
result of freak, uncontrolled develO{ment of the primeval apebrain which will run its course and end by effecting its own
destruction. '!he feYI survivors will be the ancestors of a Clf!M
humanity, unrecognizable to their forebears as human, and possessing relatively small brains, flippers, and other amphibian
features. '!he oanedy of ideas is mordant; we have grown too big
far ourselves, are urmatural, overblown parodies of what we
s1'D.1ld be. We cannot cope with our own feelings and drives, and
- irony of ironies - a small furry aquatic animal is rtr>re truly
human than we have proved ourselves to be.
Having witnessed a million years of hwnan "evolution," Trout
declares tcMards the end of the novel that - ''!banks to certain
ardifications in the design of human beings, I can see no reason
why the earthling part of the clockwork can't go on working for
ever the way it is ticking now.' He continues:

If sane sort of supernatural beings, or flying saucer people,
those darlings of rrrt father, brought humanity into harIoony
with itself and the rest of Nature, I did not catch then
cbing it. I am prepared to swear urrler oath that the Law of
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Natural Selection did the repair job without outside assistance of any kind.

36.

(he

GalapagOS, p.266

should also say 'typical', according to Joseph V. FRANCA-

VILIA:
the apparent differences between heroes in Ro3er
Zelazny's science fiction, such as Mahasamatman in IDrd
of Light, Cbnrad Nanikos in '!his Inroortal, and Francis
SandaN in Isle of the Dead, they all conform to a particular roode1. With amazing virtuosity, Zelazny has used
this rocrlel and has prcrluced story after intriguing
story, with fresh variations in locale, religious frame~rork, and mythological background.
Zelazny's rocrlel is constructed in part fran myths of
the scarifice:1 God-King or Fisher-King, as described in
Sir James Frazer and Jessie Westen. In these myths, the
death and rebirth of the ailing, divine roonarch effects
renewal and the restoration of fertility to the land and
its people. zelazny's god-hero begins with a symbolic
deficiency or flaw and himself umergoes a parallel
renewal and grOt\'th in his process of self-disccwery and
self-realization as he becanes a more perfect representation of a divine spirit and a skeptical prophet,
messiah, and savior.
'Pronethean Bound: Heroes and Gods
in Roger zelazny's Science Fiction';
'lhe TranScendent Adventure, eel. REILLY; p. 207.
~spite

Ek:Mever, Francavilla later attests that in trying to overt:h.row the Deicrat pantheon and restore altruistically the alroost
arcane progressive ideals of Acceleraticnism, 'Sam is even more
like the Titan Pranetheus than is usual in zelazny ••• '(p.219)
Joseph's Francavilla I s article also provides a flK)St penetrating
and informative study of three forms of the Pranetheus myth,
shc:1.o1ing how Percy Shelley developed Aeschylus' classical allegory
for Pronetheus tbbound, and hc:1.o1 in his turn zelazny was able to
turn sane of Shelley's material, and indeed his predecessor's,
to his CMl purpose:
zelazny does not follaN Shelley in making the Pr0methean hero an ideal of perfection. Here Zelazny stays
with Aeschylus I conception of the bold hero flawed by
hubris. Unlike Aeschylus I Pranetheus, zelazny I s hero
changes greatly during the oourse of his adventures and
tecanes less prideful and arrogant usually through a
ocmbination of his love for a wanan and his altruistic
protectien of the race of roortals.

lhid., p.210

37.

Whereas like MoorooCk zelazny quotes actual scripture, Herbert's
quotations are clever futuristic apocrypha.

38.

zelazny clearly is greatly attracted to the themes of the science
fictien of aspiratien, having surpassed both in scope and in
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sophistication his earlier short story, 'A Rose for Ecclesiastes'
(diSCUssed in Cl1apter 1), with Lord of Light, for which he won
in 1 968 the Hugo award presented annually by members of the
Vk>rld Science Fiction Cbnvention. fbwever, a more recent version
which bears the same hallmarks as the others is even more recondite, and has not receivErl the same critical acclaim as have the
others:
••• in the novels since Lord of Light, Zelazny has been
working with different canbinations of action and fragmentary suggestion, ritual vs. errotional weight •••• Creatures
of Light and Darkness (1969) takes EJ3yptian mythology much
further than Lord of Light did Hindu; both the background
and foreground are rrnre obscure than in the earlier novel,
and though Creatures is a satisfying construct, it remains
cryptically unmoving othez:wise.
Joe SANDERS, r 7A3lazny: Unfinished Business' (p.194),
reprinted in Voices for the Future, Vo1.2,
edited by 'lhanas CLARFS:N for BcMling Green Univ.
Popular Press, Ohio, 1979; pp. 180-1 96.
39.

FRANCAVILLA, op.cit., p.218.

40.

Idem., p.220.

41.

SANDERS, op.cit., p.192.

42.

FRANCAVILLA, op.cit., p.220.

43.

D.Jne has receivErl a great deal of critical attention and much
well~eservErl

praise; one of the best-known recent works in the
genre, it won both the Nebula and the Hugo awards in 1 966.
In 1966 Herbert publishe:i a novel which was a considerable
departure fran the style and content of his previous work.
'!he book was Il.U1e - it had a considerable impact within the
s-f cx:mwlity and an incredible impact outside of it. People
who had never had a good word for s-f read it and were

impressed.
rune is a massive novel which details the lives of the
inhabitants of the planet rune and the political machinations
of an interstellar empire. '!he plot is based loosely on the
life of ~ (which may account for the huge popularity
of IlJne in the mid-Fast). '!be story of Paul Atrides is
ampelling, but the real hero of the novel is the planet
itself. Herbert has carefully and. exhaustively descril:ed
rune's eoology, culture, religion, and technology; D.Jne
has been callErl the genre's most effectively evoked world.
A Reader's Glide to Science Fictioo,
l:¥ searles, Last, Meacham, and Franklin; p.83.
Brian ALDISS has recently provided an account of Ilme' s magazine
serialization which reflects his own high opinion of the Ilme
and its sequel ~ Messiah, which he goes on to call 'dense and

canplex books which repay careful attention and impress even on a
fourth or fifth reading'.
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D.me ~rld ••• began serialization in the December 1963 large

fonnat AnaIW and ran for three issues, graced with sane
highlyevoc:ative illustrations by John Schoenherr. Many of
the ideas were standard Analw/Astounding fare, but Herbert
had sewn the familiar threads altogether into a tight, mesmerizing fabric, interwoven with a potent element of mysticism. Political intrigue in a harsh future galaxy was carm:>nplace. so too were strange religions. But sanehow Herbert
m:rrgErl the two strands with several new elements - primarily
an interest in the eco-system of the planet Arrakis, the
desert planet Qme - and produced scxnething that is far
greater than the whole.
Although Campbellian science fiction is still present, so,
too, is an attention to sensuous detail which is the antithesis of Campbell. The bleak dry world of Arrakis is as
intensely realizErl as any in science fiction. '!he shortage of
water, for instance, is presenta:l not just diagra.rrmatically,
rut as a living fact which penneates all facets of existence.
Trillion Year Spree, p.315
Cbntrast these views of Ilme with Jerane KLINI<CMITZ' S discussion
of '!he Sirens of Titan as a deliberate parody of conventional
magazine science fiction:

vonnegut certainly took the opportunity to make a change in
his met.hOOs. '!he Sirens of Titan is a considerable departure
from the orderly use of science-fiction techniques in Player
Piano. It allowa:i the inoorporation of of new materials and
devices. No longer do we find class notes fran the University
of arlcago' s graduate program in anthropology. Instead, Vonnegut provides space opera, enjoying the unsophisticatErl carnival of lurid and often self-indulgent pop devices which has
made science fiction a true sub-genre (and literary favorite
of an identifiable sub-culture); fiction like this is fillErl
with trappings such as ray-guns and invading armies of robots
fran Mars. Although there is a bit of H.G.Wells here, space
opera discards the flDre thoughtfully based resources of
Orwell and Huxley in favor of flashier entertainments. For
his own deb.lt, Vonnegut outdoes the genre's silliness, filling
his novel with such ridiculous characters as the Space
wanderer, his son who flies off with the Gigantic Bluebirds
of Titan, and even faithful Kazak, the IiJund of Space. He
de:Jra,des its pseudo-intellectual pretensions by explaining
his own most imposing technological device, the chronosynclastic infundibJlum, with an entry fran A Child' s Cyclo}Xrlia of l-bnders and 'lhings to Do ••••
-Op.cit., p.41.
Klinkowitz's preferences are not wholly shared by me, but it
is infonnative to canpare ~ with 'l1le Sirens of Titan
because the former is arong the finest achievements in style
and imagination which the genre may boast, whereas the latter
offers an ironic, self-.i:rrlulgent salute to the generic conventions it exploits.
44.

Jercxne KLINKCMITZ describes the genesis of 'l1le Sirens of Titan

-
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as follows:
It was not Wltil 1959 that Vonnegut publishOO his second
novel, The Sirens of Titan, and then only because the magazine
market was diminishing and an editor offered him better llK>Iley
than he could earn for eight weeks' labor writing short
stories. '!he plot of the book was devised in fully impronptu
fashion over cocktails at a party, and the book itself came
easily in a period of less than two llK>nths. It was indeed
a novel for the market, and there was no respectable hardcover edition at all; The Sirens of Titan was written as a
paperback original for Dell's science fiction series, a
rather sleazy operation •••
Qp.cit., p.40.
45.

Patrick PARRINDER, 'Olaracterization in Science Fiction: 'lWo
Approaches; 2. The Alien Encounter, or Ms.Brown and Mrs. Ie G.lin;'
Science Fiction, ~ Critical Guide 00. by P.Parrinder for IDngman
Group, London, 1979; p.154.
(See also G.K.~LFE, 'Vonnegut and the Metaphor of Science Fiction: '!he Sirens of Titan;' reprintErl in Joumal of Popular 011ture, Vol.5 (1972) 964-969. A thoughtful discussion in which
Rumfoord 's benevolence - termed 'altruism' - may have been overstated (though Wolfe accepts that such altruism may seem 'a
bit cynical' since Rumfoord contrives the virtual suicide of
the Martian anny).
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CHAPI'ER SIX

Apostate Visions: Fran Man to Messiah, and Beyonj •••

'!he science fiction discussed

in previous chapters affords

abmdant evidence of the sustained interest genre writers have taken
in the canplex ethical and aesthetic relationships between religion,

lmmanism, social change and science. Indeed one may justifiably claim
that there are in fact profound conceptual associations between our
rroral thinking and values, the prevalent ideology of our society, and
the nature and scope of our individual and collective aspirations,
l'xMever reluctant one might be to accept the bald assertion that
religious faith is only a special form of truman response to the
enigmas of life, exemplified, perhaps, by Engels's definition: 'the
fantastic mirror image of human things in the human miOO'; though, as
has been shcMn, the idea has had its advocates in science fiction.
Q:::IlseqUently, religiOUS arrl humanistic science fictioo present
IIBlly ca:mon features; and as the transcendental thanes of sane recent
novels indicate, revelation of one kirrl or another has remained an
essential feature of the contemporary Rananticism which distinguishes
the science fiction of aspiration. IbNever, the quest for kn<:Mledge

in this fiction is emphatically different fran the kind of generally

epistemological Baoonian or materialistic

'hard' science fiction

(exauplified by As!Ioov's The Gods Thanselves) in one major respect:
teleological science fiction is oonoerned IlDre with k:nowledge of self
than of things or systems. '!he science fiction of final purposes, as

we might also characterise it, subsumes ioonoclasm in offerirr:J
visioos of transfigured Man, yet remains a profoondly sceptical
literature surpassing, at its I1DSt inspirational or portentous, the
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sort of roore or less externalized, aJgl1i tive apocalypse discussed by
ravid Ketterer.

In a perceptive general study of such themes in

l!merican fiction, New Worlds for Old: '!he Apocalyptic Imagination,
Science

Fiction

defines

three

and

American

categories

of

Literature
science

(1974)(1),

fiction:

Mr.Ketterer

utopian/dystopian

extrapolation; the extrapolation of social chan:1e following on the
'roodification of an existent condition' by scientific or pseudoscientific innovation (e.g., a marvellous invention of sane kind);
and,

'Ihirdly, the fOC)st philosophically oriented science fiction,
extrapolating what we kncf..I in the context of our vaster ignorance, canes up with a startlin3' donnee, or rationale, that
PIts humanity in a radically new perspective.
.!_
'nlere are of course many examples of science fiction which is
'apocalyptic' in Ketterer's third sense: ~ ~ssiah, for instance,
wherein Paul Atreides nakes a prescient discovery of the oollusion
between c:HJAM, the Imperium, and aliens which depends on the continu-

ing suppression of humane developnent to support a oosrnic balance of
pc:Mer.

In

'!he

realization is

Sirens of Titan as
that all mankind's

directed by aliens

to

well,

Rumfoord's distressing

historical

struggle has been

provide the replacenent part

for Salo ' s

stranded spaceship. Yet Ketterer's use of 'p,lts' rather than 'offers'
in the quotation above is significant. He contiIUles:

••• l am goin;J to confine myself to my third science-fiction
category, in which a startling rationale is involved, because
I find the third type the roc>st significant as an expression
of the philosophical sense of the apocalyptic imagination and
because this category has not previcusly been isolated by
critics of the genre.
1.
According

to Ketterer, 'the apocalyptic imagination •• finds its purest

outlet in science fiction.' He defines it 'in teJ:ms of its philosophical preoccupatioo with that nanent of transformation or trans-
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figuration when an old world of mind discovers a believable new world
of mind, which either nullifies and destroys the old system entirely
or, less likely makes it part of a larger design.' Clearly, the sort
of science fiction which Ketterer includes in his category of philosophical work as a sub-set of apocalyptiC literature also bears upon
the present study of the science fiction of aspiration, as his interest in Vonnegut's The Sirens of Titan indicates. Yet though many of
the stories discussed here and in previous chapters are 'philosophical' in his sense in that they 'upset man's oonceptian of his own
situation and prompt him to relate his experience to a broader
framework,' they also may be considered to be a part of the tradition
of humanistic science fiction of aspiration, with its afX)State qualities and hubristic archetypes. '!he literatures describerl here and in
Ketterer's

study

are,

being

part

of

the

same general

field,

essentially ccxnplenentary strands of science fiction's post-gothic
apocalyptiC canon. Nonetheless, these contingent varieties are distinct in important ways,

even if sane authors have hlilt both

aspiration and apocalypse into the same work. This can be deronstrated succinctly with Arthur C.Clarke' s 2001:A Space Q:iyssey (which
Clarke wryly described as 'the world's first billion-dollar religious

lID'J'ie.

I )

Ketterer writes, 'But for the
the

human

a~

of the mysterious slab,

race would have died out in infancy.

'!he result of

entertaining these revolutionary notions is the sensation, hc:1Never
nonentary, of a philosophical apocalypse.' An equally significant
crux occurs at the end of the novel, when the surviviD:J astronaut of
the

'Discovery', Bowman,

is transfigured by his contact with the

alien creators of the slab and evolves into the 'star-c:1rlld', able to
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cross through the void and abort a tenninal nuclear war on Earth:
'!here before him, a glittering toy no Star-Orlld could resist,
floated the planet Earth with all its peoples.
He had returnErl in time. ro.m there on that crowded globe,
the alarms would be flashing across the radar screens, the
great tracking telescopes would be searching the skies - and
history as men knew it would be drawing to a close.
A thousand miles below, he baecame aware that a slumbering
cargo of death had awoken, and was stirring sluggishly in its
orbit. '!he feeble energies it oontained were no possible
rrena.ce to him; but he preferred a cleaner sky. He put forth
his will, and the circling megatons flowered in a silent
detonation that brought a brief, false dawn to half the
sleeping globe.
'Ihen he waited, marshalling his thoughts and brooding over
his still unteste1 pcMers. For though he was master of the
wor ld, he was not quite sure what to do next.
SIt he would think of sanething.
2001:A Space Odyssey, Chapter47.
'Ibis supremely IOC>ral act is messianic, and bespeaks not just the
transformation of BcMman' s vision, rut indeed of his entire being. In
later excluding 'epiphany' fran the scope of his sbrly in order to
impose a definitive discipline upon his preferred term(!) , David
Ketterer reveals that an area of science fiction may not treated in
his study. By elucidating how science fiction authors have approached
theosophical and transcerrlental themes and ideas like theophany,
epiphany, and apotheosiS in an evolutionary and humanistic context,
this work aims to go sane way towards providing a roore detailed knc::Mledge of the nature and significance of the science fiction of aspiratial,

tlnlgh it

is not within its scope to satisfy Mr.Ketter's

belated (5) specification -

'the pervasive presence of the Faustian

theme and the Pranetheus myth in SF suggests that sane attention be

given to their existence in the very l1Ilch broader tradition of world

literature. '(.§) Fully defining their role and broad context within
the genre must be a significant first step towards the realization of

any such grand objective, far, as J.Norman King has argued:
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••• science fiction, at least in principle, is a peculiarly
apt fonn of literature to speak both of and to our contemporary existence. It is, therefore, of considerable utility to
theology in providing insight into the self-understanding of
rmern man.
I.
Neejless to say, that same 'utility' King speaks of has, in the specific context of the science fiction of aspiration and its teleological

ooncerns, still greater force.
Fbr all its concern with hallUCinatory, surrealistic experience
and

the transfiguration of the human sensibility,

transcendental

science fiction ccmoonly continues the generic traditions of secular
~lemic,

rut with distinctly less insistence upon reason as the

touchstone of humane behavioor, and this has important implications
for both its conventional and emergent styles of literary expression.
Nonetheless, one may explore its unortlniox and lUJrnanistic contentions very successfully by elucidating hOVl authors have employed
what have emerged as the distinctive elements of the science fiction
of aspiration. (Indeed withalt such a perspective, the rrotives, sensibility and behaviour of a character like Dr.Andrik Nom of Watson and
Bishop's Under Heaven's Bridge

might otherwise seem bewildering or

senseless.) Essentially, where a Ranantic fantasist would create a
lyrical paen or irrational hallucination, a writer of this kind of
science fiction oonstructs dramas of godhood and novel symlx>lic
lexicons of aspiration. However supernal or religious these esoteric
cosmic schemas may sound, they generally also advance the sceptical
icoooclasm of much roodern and post-modern science fiction:
If you were many, would you see better? 'nlat's what you wondered before.
'!hat's the GodmiOO' s project: to set fire to mirxis on a
l'1uOOred worlds, to make a many-fold Ka-lens - and in that
nonent to try to master time, and being.
'!he void rutbles. The void breathes.
You once felt that you were on the brink of a transformation. '!ben the Worm ya.nkErl you heme. You chickensi out.
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'nle void dreams the universe. But the void is unconscious.
rut it can't control the
breath of Being. A strong force, the inertia of normality,
rules the universe. So the universe always chooses the same
state as before. It sustains itself; limits itself.
In !\a-space, the weak force rules. 'nle force of choice.
Yet no-one chcx:>ses.
It's said in old myths that wizards could change men into
toads, stones into bread. '!hose wizards must have tappe:i the
"Nea,k force. Never for long, always on a tiny scale - because
they liverl in a universe rulerl by the strong force.
'!he universe is dreamed by the void. It is made out of •••
grains of choice. Grains of virtual existence.
. (Yes, nCM you're beginning to see.)
'nlese basic grains are ••• electons. '1bey elect their state
of being.
Now look closer. Electons are really tiny dots, consisting
of a circle of Ka-space rollerl up canpactly. Forever they
unroll back into the void. Forever other bits of void roll up
to replace them exactly. Roll up, roll up! '!hanks to the
pressure of pililic opinion in the neighbcurhood, the neil
electons choose to be just the same as the old ones.
All these electons roll-up canpactly in the same direction.
'nlus time flCMS in one direction, in the universe. In
Ka-space the electons aren't rollerl up. So there in the
never-ever all time is one, and timeless.
A mind, a Ka, IlllSt be a mesh of electans which are only
partly roIIErl-up. 'lhus minds delve into time-past, into
narory. Minds resist the flCM of time.
'n1at must be why old folk say that time speeds up as you
grCM older. '!be m:>re you know and remember, the m:>re your Ka
resists. A fish washe::3. along by a stream hardly seems - fran
the fish's point of view - to be ltDVing at all. A fish
swimning against the stream sees the water rush by on all
sides •••
Each death, each disappearance into Ka-spa.ce, rerroves a
fraction of resistance. '!be forces balance again quickly. New
'!he universe has consciousness,

Ras cane into existence.

-What sort of shock would the death of alnK>st all the minds
in the galaxy deal to reality?
Ebalgh to cause a lurch, a melting, a possible re-ordering
of things?
Ebalgh to bring about a mastery of time - and mastery of
Being - locally, for a few crucial nnnents?
'!be G:rlnind IlllSt think so.
fran 'All the Tapestries of Time,' Part 'Ihree of
Ian Watson's ~ Book of Beinq(1985), pp.130-131.
Fbw

do we evaluate this kind of science fiction? It may be tempting

for sane to dismiss it as ingenious

nonsense

or even mere gibberish -

'Ka-space', 'electons I, the implacable, malevolent
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'QXimind'

aId alIi

rut it clearly addressess profound concerns and for that reason alone
it deserves serious attention. However decidedly abstruse and superficially paradoxical (even jocund and 'fake' in the manner of a Poe

tnax), the world-view of watson's protagonist actually has coherence:
it is a canplex blend of gnostic metaphysics and sceptical yet highly
original theosophy. In as much as contemporary authors like Watson
have adopted this distinctly philosophical species of science fiction
for evoking what he has hiillself called 'glimpses of the ineffable'
(and what Mary Shelley might well have tenned

'the SUblime'), this

literature may legitimately be viewed as the present culmination of a

genre-basai but nonetheless sophisticated form of humanism.
Many of the novels which will be discussed in this context deal
in sane way or other with the messianic role which entices the

hubrist. Craving the sublime pcMer and the freedan which will be his
when he has cweroate the frustrating limitations of the human condi-

tion, the bubrist seeks a liberating revelation. In this fiction the
transfonning insight is more often cast in the form of a scientific
perceptial than a theophany, but with distinctly less reverence for
scientific materialism itself. What one encounters, then, is a less
stringent species of epistem:>logy, a new sort of natural philosophy
which emphasizes experience and perception rather than "objective"

scientific pragmatism.

PropOSing

that

'SCience fiction began to

expand beyoOO its Fnlightenment beginnings in the late 1940s and

early 1950s' (considerably later than l'OOSt critics would now affirm)
'Ihanas L. Wymer <XX1Cluded a discussion of 'Perception and Value in

Science Fiction' (~) with the observation that,

'certainly science

fiction will reaain in many ways a literature of ideas ••• But instead
of human beings existing to add drama to the exploration of science,
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technology, or the future, these latter eleroonts have cane to exist
in a more sizable body of literature to heighten and expose a central

ooncem with what it means to be a human being.' While it has been a
oontention of the present study that science fiction's Gothic legacy
has sustained in writers like Wells and Poe an awareness of the
limitations of scientific materialism as a controlling factor of the
sensibility, we should reco::Jl1ise with Wymer that much science fiction
has gone over fran 'rather narrow empiricism' and technophilic thanes
, in the direction of a radically enlarged and expanda:l empiricism

which reco::Jl1ized the creative element in perception and explored the
possibilities of new roodes of consciousness and of Jmor..Iing.'

'lhe

transcendental science fiction of aspiration, whose precursors have
been discussa:l in earlier chapters, nt:M challenges the more familiar

sorts of science fiction for pre-eminence as the characteristic
generic expression of progressive humanism •
.A praninent interest in faith, sensibility and IIDral uncertainty
distinguishes today' s science fiction of aspiration. Its transcendental thanes contrast markedly with the sort of technophilic fiction in
which machine power is centre stage. "Space" stills confronts the
alienata:l hubrist, but it is much less cluttered with awesane (sane
would say ta:lious) machinery than it used to be. Many writers experiment with subjective or inward 'ultralogic', and focus oore upon the
developnent of innate human faculties than upon the developnent of
technology and the realisation of its potential

pc7t'Ier

for good. 'Ihls

in turn raises the teleological question at the heart of most of this

fiction al::n1t the J?UrJ?OSe. of exiStence,

which eclipses the IIDre

familiar ontological theme of the nature of existence and the hl.llla11e
sensibility.
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In Herbert's D..ule, for instance, more attention has been paid to

controlled character development than to expressing hostility to
religion. '!he dual nature of Paul Atreides' s human/divine personality is presented effectively and does hold the reader's interest
throughout the involved story of his transfiguration. Yet while the
problematic nature of the personality of the central character is
undoubtedly the main focus of the novel, the J;X>rtrayal of religion as
baing sare kind of calculated deception is included almost, in fact,

as a background assumption. As this suggests, the satire of orthodox
religion

is

less

controversial

or

provocative

and

has

becane

virtually an everyday thane.
M;)reover,
readers are

ncM

even the very nature of "space" has changed,

for

as likely to find themselves in inner space as they

are arIDng the galaxies. Iallucination, psychosis, deranganent and
perdition are the surreal products of the human mirrl which must be
overoane before the true J;X>tential of our species can be attained.
In this context even reason

can seem to be no less a delusion than

any other form of intellection, as Gene Wolfe's Dr • Marsch belatedly
realizes in the third novella of '!he Fifth Head of Cerberus (1972) :

rater.

There is a new prisoner, I think abwt five cells dCMll
fran mine. Seeing him brought in, has, I think, saved Ire frau
losing my mind; for that I do not thank him - sanity, after
all, is only reason applied to human affairs, and when this
reascn, applied over years, has resulted in disaster, destruction, despair, misery, starvation, and rot, the mind is
c:orrect to abandon it. '!his decision to abandon reason, I see
rrM, is not the last but the first reasonable act; and this
insanity we are taught to fear consists in nothing rut
respot'rl!B:J naturally and instinctively rather than with the
culturally acquired, mannered thing called reason; an insane
man talks nonsense because like a bird or a cat he is too
sensible to talk sense.
Op.cit., pp.178-179.
In other novels a deranged central character has recklessly sought to

k:rlow roore abCAlt the hermetic nature of the
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than he can cope

wi th mentally. '!he hubrist must adapt his perceptions to a new order

of reality or he will be forever lost to h.Lnself in a psychotic
flight from the knowledge of things as they really are. If he does
survive, the rewards could be anniscience, annip'tence and eternal
life. NcMadays the protagonist may

be not just a second Faustus or

Pranetheus rut a zeus, Apollo or even Christ.
'!his has c:anplanented a gradual change in the nature of outer
space

from

a

rigid

rut

reassuringly

nrundane

Euclidian

fcur-

dimensional frame to the seemingly anarchic, transmutable parameters
of Einstein's Relativity - and beyarXI even that, as the scientists
sent on a

recormaisance mission in James White's All Judgement

Fled(1969) learn en route:
'!here was a short silence broken by two bursts of static
and an ap'logetic cough, then a new voice said, ''Well nt:N,
the subject of this lecture may itself need an explanation
and it is this. Fran our observations of the approach, physical mass and general appearance of the alien ship, we are
oonvinced that sane methcrl of faster-than-light propulsion is
being used. Since Einsteinian math holds FTL travel to be
impossible in this spacetime continuwu we must fall back on
those vaguer theories which suggest that the physical laws
governing this continuwu may be in sane fashion side-stepped
by traveling along or in sane highly speculative hyperdimension. IUt as things stand you would very probably not
knc:7tt1 a hyperdimensional pro[X1lsion device if it stood up and
bit yoo, and neither in all probability would I ••• "
Qp.cit., pp.12-13.
What then of religion? '!he amal tenets and world-views of
various religions are often presented in this context as rigid c::xXIes
which proscribe the attainment of cur full potential because God is
jealous of His prerogatives, and will not have His creatures usurping
Him, manifestly a teleological theme. In another less p'lemical per_

spective, religion is p'rtrayed as the embodiment of a paternalistic
intention to safeguard our limite:! rut growing ability to cope with
the world (let alone cootrol it) as it really is, unmediated by the
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canpassionate, savin;J Grace of the Creator. In these terms, religion
is reduced to being a sort of antique code which claims to afford us
a rreasure of protection fran the consequences of our curiosity by
oounselling us against the aspiration to, in Frankenstein's words,
'becane greater than our natures 'o'lill aIlCA\'. , 'lbe theologian J.Nonnan

King confinns the teleological basis of such themes:

'the techno-

logical and behavioral pcMers born of the new sciences convey the
sense of control over the creational process. '!he idea emerges of
man's purposes; of his actively shaping himself, his society, and his
history. Instead of enquiring into G::xI' s creation of nature and man
in the past, attention turns to man's self-creation in the future.'

fur King, this does not mean that G::xI the creator is a discredited
idea,

rut he does recxJgIlize that it makes

'the presence of the

creator a less 1.rmlerliate and IOOre indirect question' and it also
'excludes certain concepts of God, especially in the spatio-tenporal
teI:ms long associated with them. '(,2.)
By contrast, Marx held that religion precluded humane develop-

nent, and his view of materialistic humanism - which demanded the
revolutionary solution of sweeping away religion and other bourgeois
aliena~

influences -

in many respects antiCipates the abiding

mistrust of many a contemporary science fiction writer of capitalism's ability to create and re-create the means of continuing reistic
alienation. <l:>nformity and consumerism vitiate the humane imp,llse for
self-emancipation

and

self-transcendence,

the

very

essence

of

Ranantic aspiration. Yet another response to religion is to characterize it as the product of an atavistic fear of the UIlkrlcMn which
IlDre sophisticated humans can confidently ignore, as redUndant as an

appendix. Ultimately, never the nrost po£;Ular strain of the science
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fiction of aspiration, orthodox religious topei seem to have becane
less attractive to writers over the past two decades,

and

lack

proponents like Miller, Blish, Lewis et ale
~re COllOOll

are apostate or sceptical forms of religious feeling

and belief. In the context of transcendental science fiction like

Orlldhocd I s Fnd, religious floral strictures are often presented as
being like figurative bars on the windows and doors of our universe.
'!hese allow us tantalising glimpses of the transcendental nature of
things but they also denies us access to the world as we might make
it if we could overcane the superstitious, religious fear we have
been "prog:raamed" with or have acquired as a prejudicial pattern of

behaviour during the forgotten early days of our long evolution.
Brian Stableford has argued

that this sort of fiction of ideas

sustains a distinctive, speculative sensibility:
Voltaire, it is said, once argued that if God did not exist
it would be necessary to invent him. In the reified iinaginative universe of science fiction this has proved to be true.
A substitute for the functions of the deity, jargonized as an
array of "scientific" possibilities or (nore crudely) as an
alien intelligence, has been brought into the field of play.
As time goes by we see m:>re and nore substitutes of this
nature crossing the tx:>undary of between ackncMledged fiction
and ostensible fact: Shaverism, Scientology, Velikovskianism
and so on. Such beliefs are very largely subject to the same
evolutionary forces which shape the demand for science f ictien, althalgh science fiction primarily serves the need to
think rather than the simpler and less challenging neej to
believe. '!he sf reader, it seens, has the strength of mind
required to confront ideas ~ ideas, witl'nlt the canforting
assurance that they are facts.
lQ.
Whatever its provenance may be, an apostate world-view which advances
an alternative ontology and teleology of Man has attained a genuine
popularity

in post-Victorian

fictien,

though

its

oore ~

-

revitalised by the vigorous humanism of the Renaissance and the Age
of Reason - are classical, and, tnalgre Neitzsche or Marx, evolutionary rather than revolutionary. J.Norma.n King has offered a worthwhile
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hyp::>thesis which addresses these very issues:
Wi th the actual developnent of the natural and social
sciences, the earlier interpretation of creation beaJtnes
rrodified, as it were, by its CNlI'l implications. 'Ibrough these
disciplines, there is unveiled an overwhelming vista of vast
ages and distances, of an eIlOJ:TOC)US universe slowly evolving
over many billions of years. '!here dawns, too, a gradual
realization of the intricate CCIllplexity and wide - ranging
possibilities of matter. Although dwarfed against this
background, the ti.rle of man's appearance on Earth becomes
recognized as far greater than previously thought. The
evolutionary character not only of man's biological
structure, rut also of his very human consciousness itself
becanes clear. As a oonsequence, the image of a static,
fixed, permanently enduring species is inevitably supplanted
by a m::>re dynamic and fluid understanding of all species,
including man. The notion of an :i.rmIErliate creation of
well~efined beings, projected into the past, no longer
appears tenable. Indeed, with the emergence of this rrore
open-ended and indeterminate picture of nature and man,
reinforced and rendered vividly real by rapid changes in
industrial society itself, the focus of the question of
creation alters. '!he question becanes not ''What has been
created?" rut ''What will be created?" It becanes not ''What
has man been fran the beginning?" rut ''What will man becx:me?"
or ''What will beoane of man?"
11·
For the Faustian or Pranethean hubrist so popular with rrodern
science fiction writers, secular aspiration is often articulated in
mystical terms, even as a profane sort of religious aspiration.
Paradoxically,

as Mary Shelley illustrates in Frankenstein,

the

visionary apperceives the attraction of divine powers and prerogatives through the medium of religious vision,

rut

seeks to acquire

them by materialistic (i.e., scientific) means. Chnsequently, secular

aspiration is here linked

profoundly to religious aspiration, with

which, paradoxically, it is lockErl in a struggle for ascendancy.
Since religious aspiration is literally sacrosanct, the secular

humanist may only chall~ its hegeroony by criticizing its ethics
and their implications, or by advancing a novel world-vier.oT which

fulfills the same role of dignifying human existence and endeavour.
'!bus apostate or hubristic idealism generates its
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CNlI'l

versions of

millenial, utopian or transcendental hopes; given the emergent nature
of the rhetoric unique to its general vision of man, they tend to be
couched

in

religious

symbols

or

metaphors

if

pagan

classical

archetypes do not lend themselves to the author's purposes or themes.
l'bnetheless these opinions are apostate rather than heretical since,
lacking a secular rhetoric which would not seem contradictory or
absurd, their proponents are obliged to modify religious discourse to

express their visions and ideas even though they abjure the religious
warld-view. Heresy distorts religious doctrine in constructing its
radical argument; apostasy is irreligious even when it adopts the
rhetoric of religion. Another religious principle places divine prerogatives by their very nature beyond the attainment of terrestrial
man. If utopian thinking is heretical, god-envy must surely be even
l10re damning.

en

the other hand, since as an institution religion

antedates science or materialism, the

do3ma of religions can readily

be interpreted and satirically presented by sceptical writers as
CX)l'lS&Vative proscriptions against hubristic aspiration.
As we have seen, writers have developed the anblematic Faustian

and Protethean figures (which respectively sym1x>lize the anti-heroic,
and heroic mtives of aspiration) to illustrate or dranatize this

:funjamental conflict.

Yet

these are not watertight conventions,

:because writers do exploit these basic formats in very individual
ways, according - as has already been shown by reference to sane
highly influential works, and sane of a lesser stature - to their own
attitude towards faith and reason. lbwever, as the fictioo discussed
in this chapter indicates, a third emblematic figure, implicit in
FrankenStein,
others:

the seminal work of this

genre,

has subsumed the

'Initially my story was based on the myth of Prcxnetheus,'
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writes John lbyd, author of '!he Rakehells of Heaven (1969), 'rut my
hero was to bring

(1£).

What

to men not fire rut the truth of their origins ••• '

emerges,

not

just

in

Boyd's

novel

(wherein

it

is

facetiously debased), rut in many other contemporary works, and a ffM
earlier classics, is an interest in the most audacious idea of all hubristic man as mystiC messiah.
'!his line of argument may be further evaluated when COlIOOrce and
consumerism,

twin

fonns

of mercenary as

opposErl

to scientific

materialism which turn up in many science fictions of aspiration, are
also considered. In so far as it is a fom of materialism broadly
endorsed by Western religions, cx:mnercialism is the pretext for a
good deal of the invective aimed generally at religions as social
institutions, a generiC emphasis which seems to have first emerged as
a consistent argwnent in the 'utopian' novels of Samuel attler. Here
Higgs, the visitor to Erewtol whose elopement with Aratlhena Nosnib:lr
in a l::alloon sate twenty years before had given rise to the Sunchild
myth, has returnOO to find that the nimble-minded Erewhonians have

taken to heart his every utterance. Everything he said, it seems, has
been construed acoording to their experience and values, and their

version carries Rltler' s satiric message:
"And IlCM tell me, what did the Sunchild tell us about God
and Manm:ln?"
'!he head boy answerErl: "He said we l1U1st serve l:oth, for no
man can serve God well and truly who does not serve Marmnn a
little also; and no man can serve MarIIoon effectually unless
he serve God largely at the same time."
''What were his words?"
''He said: 'OJrsed be they that say "'!hJu shalt not serve
God and MarIm:>n," for it is the whole duty of man to kncM ha,.r
to adjust the conflicting claims of these two deities. '"
Here my father interposed. "I knew the Sunchild, and I lOOre
than once heard him speak of God and Mamoon. He never varied
the fom of the words he used, which were to the effect that
a man must serve either God or Manmon, rut that he could not

serve both."

EreWhal Revisited (1 901 ),
Cl1apter XIII.
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Cbnsumerism,

too,

is often rnalignErl as an even flDre pernicious,

P3CUliarly roodern species of carmercialism. Authors such as George
Orwell and Kurt Vonnegut have arguej that it is a oovert way of
diminishing the independence and options of the individual. Indeed,
toth thaoos effectively coalesce in novels like Dick I s '!he 'Ihree
stiqrrata of Palmer Eldritch and Robert Heinlein I s stranger in a
strange Land. 'lhese and their like examined here reveal another side
of a broad (if by no

IooarlS

always explicit) consensus derived fran

partisan perspectives in which humanism, viewed either in purely
religious tenus, or solely in terms of scientific materialism, is

seen as an attractive but too

narr<:7d

ethical ca:ie.

'!he chapter offers a discussion of the emergence of the

trans-

figured hubrist, ap:>theosis being arguably the m::>st teleological and
exciting theme of contemporary science fiction.

'!he Cl:Xlsecrated Man: '1heophany and Apotheosis in Science Fiction

Having reviewed so nany works in which scepticism of orthodox
religion is praninent, it may seem surprising to be now about to
conclude with a discussion of h<::M the messianic transfiguration of
man is treated in sane science fictions of aspiration. 'Ibis topic has
featured recently in quite sophisticated and philosophical texts. '!'he
genre has to a certain extent absorbed the simple satire of religious
attitudes and values as a general convention: each of the five texts
discussed belOl1 (with the exception of Sltler's Erewhon Revisited
includes at least two factitious creeds, and arIOlg them we enoounter
Neo-<llristianity, the Fosterite Church, the Servants of wrath, the
Frenen

jihad,

and

the

Clrurch of

All

Worlds;

and

perhaps

the

appearance of secularized messiahs can be seen as a oonsequence of
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this assimilation.
Tb recapitulate briefly the findings of chapter five, the basic
premise

catm:)[l

religions are

to all of these sceptical portrayals seems to be that
merely the social manifestation of an innate human

propensity to'Na.!'ds mysticism. In other words, religion is presented
as a more or less spontaneous cultural product which is acutely open

to

h~itical

uses a

exploitation. Usually, a powerful group or individual

fake religion,

often cartelized or consumer-oriented,

to

maintain their grip over a subject SOCiety. With 0Cl1Tllercialised
religion,
helots,

the consumers are disciples or believers rather than
though for sane authors such as Philip K.Dick,

such a

distinction is naninal.
In many such novels these factitious creeds are presented as the

means whereby a cabalistic elite is able to reinforce and exploit the
sense of inadequacy and insecurity of those they have disadvantaged,
and so religion has beocxne identified in sane quarters as the social

institution which is most antagonistic tCMa.rds the !lK)tives and values
of the humanist or hubrist. Vonnegut offers the reader of Cat' s
Cradle a Bokonist warning that: 'Anyone unable to understand l1o.oI a
useful religien can be foonded en lies will not understand this took
either,' curl his is oot by any means an unique view; in other novels
the author uses an ironic denouement to expose the credulity of those

cxmn.1tted to any such deceitful beliefs, inviting the reader to share
his contempt or derision. fiJWeVer, such profound sceptiCism about
religien as it is does oot preclude speculatien about religien as it
cx:uld be, or about the divine teleology of Man, however blaspheroous
or 1mbristic an idea that may seem.

''''Ihou

art

God, '"

Snith 's

acolytes tell each other, while in another cxntext Barney Mayerson at
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last begins to canprehend his :L.-nplacable foe: " rPalmer Eldri tch had
gone to Prax a man and returned as a god. r II
As

Faustian,

its

pervasiveness

Pranethean,

the messianic idea,

suggests,

Appollonian

or

Dionysian,

clearly

whether
is

an

important thane of i'OOdern science fiction. cne of the nnst impressive
and sustained treabnents given to the theme recently is to be found
in Frank Herbert rs nute(1965), already discussed in sane detail.

However, sa-ne credit for shaping the idea into its modern form oould
be claimerl by Samuel Butler, hcJr..iever reluctant he might be to accept

what he would certainly see as a dubious accolade.
&ltler rS sequel to Erewhon appeared alroost exactly three decades
later, in 1901, rut in Erewhon Revisited we are given an acoount of
Higgs rs return trip twenty years after. It is a more unified and
CX>l1Ventional novel than Erewhon, but, as Butler himself announces in
his Preface, the satire has a llUlch ~ focus, being concerned
principally with questions of religious faith and the institutional
influences which may advance it. If Mary Shelley can be said to have
been the author of rthe seminal work of the new genre r of science

fiction, and Wells lauded as

r the

father of science fiction, r then

surely Butler can be allowed the less grandiose distinction of having
struck upon the device of the factitious religion so frequently used
in the science fiction of aspiration:

I have concluded, I believe rightly, that the events described in Chapter XVIII of Erewhon would give rise to such a
cataclysmic change in the old Erewhonian opinions which would
result in the developnent of a new religion. Now the development of all new religions follows much the same general
course. In all cases the times are more or less out of joint
- older faiths are losing their hold upon the masses. At such
times, let a personality appear, strong in itself, and made
to seem still stronger by association with sane supposed
transcendent miracle, am it will be easy to raise a ID here!
that will attract many followers. If there be a Single great
and, apparently well-authenticated, miracle, others will
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accrete round it; then, in all religions that have so originated, there will follow temples, priests, rites, sincere
believers, arrl unscrupulous exploiters of public credulity.
'Ib chronicle events that followed Higgs's balloon ascent
without shcMing that they were much as they have been under
like corrli tions in other places would be to hold the mirror
up to sanething very wide of nature.
'Ib the Erewhonians who witnessed Higgs's ascension in the balloon,

the event did seem to be just such a 'transcendent miracle', particularly since the heavy rain which began at the same time ended a
prolonged

drought.

Whether

intentionally

or,

roore

probably,

ooincidentally emulating Butler, roodern science fiction authors have
repeatedly

fulfilled

his

prescription

for

the

formulation

of

factitious religions, sane earnestly, and sane with deliberate irony.
'!he 'transcendent miracle' varies with its context, rut the residual
implication is, in tenns of Butler's IOOCk-ironic formula, that 'older
faiths are losing their oold upon the masses' and that our times are
'roc>re or less out of joint.' '!bese declining 'older faiths' are not
simply religious, hC7o'leVer. '!be arcane

rJeII

principles of Einsteinian

Relativity and the appalling effects of misapplied or fatal science
which have shaken our CXXlfidence

in

'real-time'

and

technology

respectively, to;:Jether with the socio-eoona:nic aftermath of Positivism,

have

all

contrfrAlted

greatly

to

the

characteristic

bewildenoent and insecurity which afflict the post-roodem literary
sensibility. As the fore-runner of roodem science fiction's troubled
human

'gods,'

the roc>ral assurance with which Higgs resIX>Irls to his

alleged apotheosis does afford an apposite index against which the
less settled roml vision of his generic successors can be discerne1
and evaluated ClOre clearly.

en his return to EreWhcn, Higgs, disguised to avoid capture in
case the EreWharlan roonarch still has not pardooed his transgression,
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is able to observe carefully the unexpected results of his escape,
for

his arrival

in Erewhon nearly coincides with an important

cereoony of the new creed of Sunchildism, and the people are full of
expectant religious fervour. He does not :i.n1nediately realize that,
incongruously, he is the deus abscanditus the faithful venerate, rut,
listening to his son he is soon made all too aware of how his actions
and sayings have acquired the force of divine revelation, for there

are enany instances of the way in which 'the Erewhonians had caught
names and practices fran ITrf father, witb:>ut Wlderstanding what they

ei ther were or meant':
••• as a roy ITrf father had had his Bible well drilled into
him, and never forgot it. Hence Biblical passages and
expressions had been often in his rrouth, as the effect of
mere unoonscious cerebratien. '!be Erewhorrlans had caught many
of these, sanetimes oorrupting them so that they were hardly
reccqnizable. 'Ihings that he remembered having said were
continually meeting him during the fe!l1 days of his second
visit, and it shocked him deeply to meet sane gross travesty
of his own words, or of words roore sacred than his own, and
yet to be unable to correct it.
Er:'eWhon Revisited, Chap. IV
'lb his crerlit, Higgs, horrified by the fanciful

ate distortions

which his

nonsense and deliber-

aerial departure has

occasioned,

is

detenninOO to set the record straight and deb.mk all the spurious
ootioos spawned by the sunchild Evidence Society, the Bridgeford
Professors, and the credulous, self-important Mr.Balrrrj:
IfA
spiritual enlightenment fran wi thin ••• is ItDre to be
relied en than any merely physical affluence fran external
objects. NcM, when I sl'nlt rrrt eyes, I see the balloon ascend a
little way, blt alnDst i.rmle1iately the heavens open, the
oorses descend, the balloon is transfonned, and the gloriOUS
pageant careers enward till it vanishes into the heaven of
heavens. Hun:ireds with whan I have conversed assure me that
their experience has been the same as mine. If
ErewOOn Revisited, <l1ap.XIV

All this oonfinns Butler's standing as a roodernist writer ahead of

his time and suggests hatI well he could employ the standard ~ts
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which would becane the stock-in-trade of a whole genre of sceptical

scrutiny of orthodox religion. Yet, it must also be understood that
he considered himself a religious if unorthodox thinker, rather than
an atheist:

Ibtler considered himself primarily as a philosopher. His
of oontiruing to live after his death in the minds of
men, rested upon the value of his ideas. Towards the end of
'!he Note Books, he entered under the heading "My Work" what
he considered the roost valuable "finds" in each of his books:
••• (3) The clearing up the history of the events in
oonnection with the death, or rather crucifixion, of Jesus
Olrist; and a reasonable explanation, first of the belief on
the part of the founders of C1ristianity that their master
had risen fran the dead, and, secondly, of what might follow
fran belief in a single supposed miracle. ('!he Evidence of
the Resurrection of Jesus Christ, The Fair Haven, and ErewhOn
ReVisitErl. )
-- --

oope

ll·
Seeking the maxinrum public audience and impact for his attElIpt to expose the knavery of the M.1sical Bankers who seized upon this 'miracle'

to re-invigorate their declining

~lar

influence

am

power, Higgs

resolves to identify himself and denounce their fraudulent chicanery
at

the

fort.h<:x:ming dedication of the new temple at Sunch 'ston

("SUnchildstoo"). AwaitiD;J his rocment, he hears how the nascent faith
is to be centralized and institutionalized alOD] the lines of the
fOC)re or less defunct r.tlsical Banks:
"Small waDer, then, that the sunch1ld, haviD:J cane arooD:1st
us for oor advantage, not his own, WOlld not permit his
beneficient designs to be endangered by the discrepancies,
mythical developnents, idiosyncracies, and. a hundred other
defects inevitably atterrlant 00 amateur am irresponsible
reoorciiD;J. Small walder, then, that he should have chosen the
officials of the MlSical Banks r frau the presidents and
vice-presidents downwards, to be the authoritative exponents
of his teaching, the depositaries of his traditions, and his
representatives here on earth till he shall again see fit to
visit us. FOr he will come. Nay it is even possible that he
may be here amcngst us at this very manent, disguised so that
none may know him, and. intent only on watch.iD:;J our devotion
tcMards him. If this be so, let me implore him, in the name
of the sal his father, to reveal himself. tt
~ Revisited, Chap.XVI
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respi te the Bridgeford professor's goading, Higgs, undeterred by the
realization that a trap has been set for him, patiently waits for the
best opportunity. Yet there are others who also k:ru:M of his intention
and are determined to prevent him falling into the harxis of his

enemies, whose interests lie in deceiving the people. When the rocment
cx:JneS,

Higgs jumps to his feet and dramatically denounces Prof.Hanky

and his senoon -

I

''You lying hound ••• I am the SUnchild, and you know

it. II' Unfortunately, since he is still heavily disguised, hardly any
of the ordinary folk he has hoped to persuade to believe him, rut at
least his friends are able to ensure his escape, and as he leaves
Erewhon by the high pass through which he has arrived, he pauses to

discuss with his son the future of Sunchildism:
"If they stick to the oock-and-blll stories they are
telling rrM, and rub then in, as Hanky did on SUnday, it may
go, and go SOCIl. It has taken root too quickly and easily;
and its top is too heavy for its roots; still, there are so
many chances in its favour that it may last a long time."
"(Hanky) ••• will brazen it out, relic and all; and he will
welcane IOOre relics and oock-and-rull stories; his sing Ie eye
will be upon his own aggrandizement and that of his order ••••
" ••• As in our English body politic there are two parties
opposed to each other, neither of which can thrive if the
other is urduly wea.kene:i, so in our spiritual and
intellectual world two parties m:>re or less antagonistic are
e:pally necessary. '!hose who are at the head of science
provide us with the cne party; those whan we call our
churchmen are the other. Both are corrupt, rut we can spare
neither, far each checks as far as it can the corruption of
the other. II
"'lhen you would have us uphold Sunchildism, knc7ttling it to
be Wltrue?"

''D:> what you will, you will not get perfect truth. Arrl if
you follCM the lead which I believe Dr.Inmie will give you,
that is to say, get rid of cock-and-hlll stories, idealize my
unworthy self, am, as I said last night, make me a peg on

which to hang your om best thoughts, Sunchildism will be as
near truth as anything you are likely to get •••
Erewtx>n Revisited, Olap. XXV

ens c:x:fII'OeIltator has obserVed that to samuel Butler it seemed that,
'Gcxi cared little for the individual but a great deal for the race'

Cli) , am Higgs's final obserVatiCl'lS about Sunchildism do seem like
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the tenets of the Bokononism of Cat' s Cradle (even if as Vannegut
previously suggested in his '!he Sirens of Titan canplete divine
indifference is as likely anything else). '!he gist of this argument
is that the potential for social good is IlDlch roore iJ.1IpOrtant than the

bearer or agent of the revelation.

In Higgs's

case, the benign

potential of the symbol nay even be nore precious than the canparatively uninspiring truth, though such an inference for the devout
Butler can only have been another diverting flirtation with a fundamentally heretical belief. Pete Sands, the Christian protagonist of
Dick and

zelazny's Deus Irae, has a very clear opinion of the

propriety of godhood
'I believe

~

you,'

acc!anation or usurpation:
Pete said. '!hen, 'I don't knCM' quite l'lC7il

to put this, though, so I will simply be direct: I):) either of
the two religions involved in this mean anything to you
personally? '
A huge stick snapped between Schuld's hands.
'No,' he said.
'I didn't think so, rut I wanted to clear that up first. As
you krlc:M, one of them means scmething to me. '
'<Jbviously. '
'What I am getting at is the fact that we Cllristians would
not be overjoye:i at seeing Illfteufel actually represented in
that IlUlral. '
'A false religion, a false god, as you would have it. What
difference does it make what they stick in their church?'
'Power,' Pete said. 'You can appreciate that. Fran a
strictly temporal stampoint, having the real thing - as they
see it - would give than sanething IOOre. Call it mana. If we
suddenly had a piece of the True Cross, it would whip up our
zeal a bit, put a little more fire into our activities. You
ImlSt be familiar with the phencxnenon. eall it inspiration.'
Schuld laughed.
'Whatever Tibor paints, they will believe it is the real
thing. '!be results will be the same.'
He wants me to say that I believe in the God of Wrath and
am afraid of him, Pete thrught. I won't do it.
, SUch being the case, we would as soon it were not
Illfteufel,' Pete said.
'Why?'

'Because we would look on that as blasphany, as a I1DCkery
of God as we see Him. '!!ley wruld deifying not just any man,
rut the man responsible for all our present woes ••• '
Deus Irae, pp.177-178.
'!he pattern and 1:henes first treated ~ Butler in Erewhon and its
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sequel do seen to have becane perennial - reus !rae was co-wri tten in
1976 by Roger Zelazny, author of IDrd of Light, and Philip R.Dick.

EVen if they were dissatisfied with the outcane of their collaboration, this is a well-crafted science fiction story of a grim deus
absconditus, one carleton Lufteufel, whose acolytes -

'philothanes'

or lovers of death - venerate him as the merciless instigator of the
'Ihird World War:
'I have travelled widely ••• and I have seen much of the world,
both before and after. I lived through the days of the
destruction. I saw the cities die, the countryside wilt. I
saw the pallor cane ufXXl the land. '!here was still sane
beauty in the old days, you kncM. The cities were hectic,
dirty places, rut at certain rocments - usually times of
arrival and departure - looking dam ufXXl them at night, all
lit up, say, from a plane in a cloudless sky - you clould
al.rrDst, for that rocment, call up a vision out of st.Augustine.
Urbi et Orbi, perhaps, for that clear instant. And once you
got away fran the to;.ms, on a good day, there was a lot of
green and bram, sprinkled with all the other colours, clear
rwming water, sweet air - But the day came. The wrath
descended. Sin, guilt, and retril:ution? '!he manic psychoses
of tOOse entities we referred to as states, institutions,
systems - the pc7NeI's, the thrones,
the daninations - the
things which perpetually merge with men and emerge fran them?
Q]r darkness, externalised and visible? Hatlever you look upon
these matters, the critical point was reached. '!he wrath
descended. The good, the evil, the beautiful, the dark, the
cities, the country - the entire world - all were mirrored
for an instant in an upraised blade. '!he Hand that held the
blade was carletcn Iufteufel's. In the m:::men.t that it plunged
tcMard our heart, it was no longer the hand of man, blt that
of the Deus !rae, the Q:d of Wrath Himself. That which
rsnains exists by virtue of His sufferance.
Deus !rae, pp.175-176
By a savage act, Illfteufel errulates and thereby attains an ap:>theosis

of Shiva - not merely a grim canonization as a mass-murderer or

gen0-

cide, rut a veritable deification as the ultirrate psychopath. While
the
fI

Servants

of Wrath worship him,

'doesn't deserve a

worship,

'fl

neatly dug oole

others,

considering that he

in the ground,

let

alone

would confront him with the cx:nsequences of his actions

and exact fran him the ultimate prioe for his deeds.
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'!he novel relates the experiences of three travellers whose

journeys bea::llwa li.:nka:l by a

e<::Xlm:)Il

interest in locating Lufteufel.

'!heir rootives are very different. Schuld, the hWlter, has distinctly
murderous reasons for seeking him. Tib:>r

~ster

the muralist is

ostensibly trying to fulfill a ccmnission awarded to him by the
Servants of Wrath to paint the true likeness of their Deus !rae, but

Pete Sands has been directed by his superior to frustrate McMaster's
carmission. '!he three meet up after Tibor is marooned when one of the
wheels of his cow~wn cart canes off.

'!be artist is an

'inc'

or

phooanelic artist whose congenital handicaps are, like the talking
meta-bird (' a teilhard de chardin' 12,), the deranged autofac (tory) and
the brisk, loquaciOUS dung beetles (who worship 'Veedoubleyou', a
'god'

in their om image)

annageddon. His journey,

am

legacies of Lufteufel' s

technological

by association those of his rescuers,

has becone a quest through the shattered post-apocalyptic landscape
with deliberately religious connotations - a 'Pilg.'
Tibor has already been the victim of the sardonic God of Wrath's
abJ.se. While this theophany or glimpse of goo (the centrepiece of
<llapter

12)

p!.'OVe5

that IJlfteufel has

paranormal abilities and

roore-than-human pc:MerS, Tibor, a fanner Servant of Wrath on the point
o~ to '" the defeate:i, vestigial religioo'" of O1ristianity,

is made acutely aware of the less-than-exalting viciousness of the
deified psycOOpath (1§) - an especially vile charisma. Desperately
seeking release fran the awful prospect of a lingering death marooned

in the wastelands, Tiber beseeches both the Cllristian God and the God
of wrath to intervene. JUSt as he has given up in disgust at the lack
of response - ''lb hell with it, he decided. 'nley never calle when you

want t:hen' - Illfteufel's visage appears ItDlStrously in the sky above:
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'!he disc above him grew into a aore formed - rut still
plastic - state. He could make out features on its surface;
eyes, a mouth, ears, tangled hair. The mouth was screaming at
him, rut he could not make out the words. 'What?' he said,
still gazing u{7llards. He saw now that the face was angry, at
him. What had he done to displease it? He did not even know
who or what it was.
'You rrock at me!' the shifting, vibrating, weepy face
roared. 'I am a candle to you, a dim light leading into
light. See what I can do to save you if I wish. HOw easy it
is.' '!he aouth of the face blbbled with words. 'Pray!' the
face demanded. 'en your hands and knees! '
'&It,' Tibor said, 'I have no hands or knees.'
'It is mine to do,' the great lit-up face said. Tibor all
at once found hirnself lifted upwards, then set dCMIl hard, on
the grass by the cart. ~. He was kneeling. He saw the long
roobile forms, two of them, supporting him. He saw, too, his
arms arrl hands, on which the top portion of his frame rested.
And his feet.
'You,' Til::x:>r gasped, 'are carleton Lufteufel.' O:ll.y the God
of Wrath could do what had just been achieved.
'Pray!' the face instructed.
Til::x:>r said, mumbling his words, 'I have never mocked the
greatest entity in the universe. I beg not for forgiveness,
rut for Wlderstanding. If you knew me better -'
'I know you, Tibor,' the face declared.
'Not really. Not canpletely. I am a canplex person, and
theology itself is canplex, these days. I have dane no worse
than anyone else; in fact much better than rrost. Ib you
Wlderstand that I am on a Pilg, searching for your physical
identity, so that I can paint -'
'I ~,' the God of Wrath interrupted. 'I know what you
k:ncM arrl a great many mre things besides. I sent the bird. I
caused yoo to travel close enough to the wenn so that he
would cane rut and try to gnaw an you. Ib you Wlderstand
that? It was I who made your right front wheel bearings go
out. You have been in 1tW pa.oler all this ti.ne. 'lhroughout your
Pilg. '
Deus !rae, pp.132-133.

Tibor, cwercaning his arrazement at suddenly finding himself hale in

limb, opportunistically snaps Iufteufel to test the reality of this
experience, and to preseIVe a record of his face for the mural he is

to oanplete. 1kMeVer, the God of Wrath is angered by r.t::Master's
:iInpJdence and, after destroying the photograph, once again consigns
M::Master to his cart after depriving him of the limbs which, for a
few seconds, have made him wlx>le - '''restitution for
led in this useless exxxUtian.

'ff

an:

entire life

Yet for all his miraculous fO'Iers
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and

awescne,

vulnerable.

capricious

sadism,

this

"God"

seems

insecure

and

Human weaknesses such as vanity, hostility, suspicion

and fear of death characterize his exchange with McMaster, betraying
the limitations of his assumerl divinity:
'D:> you see'?' the God of Wrath demanded. 'D:> you understand
what I can do'?'
Tiber grated, 'Yes.'
'Will you terminate your Pilg,?'
'I - ' He hesitated. 'No,' he said after a pause. 'Not yet.
'!he bird said - '
'I was that bird. I kncf..1 what I said.' '!he God's anger
softened, manentarily anyhow.' '!he bird led you close to me;
close enough for me to greet you myself, as I wanted to. As I
had to. I have two bodies. One you are seeing ncM; it is
eternal, incorruptible, like the J::x:rly Christ appeared in
after the resurrection. When TirrK>thy met him and pushed his
hand into Christ's wonb.'
'Side,' Tiber said. 'Into his side. And it was 'lhcxnas.'
'!he God of Wrath darkened, cloudily; his features began to
hecate transparent. 'You have seen this guise,' the God of
Wrath declared. 'rus body. aIt there is also another body, a
physical body which gI:aiIS old and decays ••• a corruptible
body, as Paul put it. You ImlSt not find that.'
'LO you think I'll destroy it? ' Tiber said.
'Yes.' '!he face disappeared, barely speaking its last word.
~ !rae, p.134

Significantly,

at

the

height

of

the

crisis

Tibor

begs

not

forgiveness, but understanding - the distinctive response of postRenaissance, indeed post-lapsarian Man for whan there are fEM if any
absolute rooral touchstones -

" 'I have done no worse than anyone

else, '" he pleads. Whatever is asserted in Heaven, in the confusing
sublunary world the only possible l1K>ral criteria are canparative relativistic rather than absolute. '!his,

am

its attendant moral

uncertainty, are aptly denonstrated by Tibor' s reflection on his own
inability to strike back at his tormentor (' the bastard,' as he
thinks of him):
'!he God of Wrath had personality; he was not a force. 8anetimes he laboured for the good of man, and back in the war
days, he had virtually annihilated mankind. He had to be

propitiated.
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'!bat was the key. Sanetimes the God of wrath descendErl to
do good; at other times, evil. I could kill him if he was
acting out of malice •••
Grandiose, he ruminatErl. '!he pride, hubris. '!he I all
puffErl up I synd.rate. It I S not for me, he decidErl. I have
always lain lCM. Sanebody else, a Lee Harvey Oswald type, can
go in for the big kills. '!he ones that really matterErl.
Deus Irae, p.13S.
For all his innate disinclination towards hubris, Tioor is not irrrntme

to the visionary despair which has afflicted hwnanity since time
i.mnem::>rial, mytholo:}isErl in Christian terms as the Mamic temptation
-

I

I could be so much rrore 1 I (p. 1 36) Whatever else Deus Irae may also

be, it is clearly science fiction of aspiration.

'!he late Philip R.Dick had a long-evident interest in using
science fiction to explore religious issues and questions of belief.
In Our Friends fran Frolix-8(1970), for

instance, one learns on page

50 that what is taken for the vast rotting corpse of God has been

found

floating off a

little-visited asteroid.

While increaSingly

apparent in the sequence of recent novels '!he Divine Invasion, Valis,
Radio Free A.l.bemuth and his last novel, '!he Transmigration of Tirrothy
Archer

(1986),

this interest in the nature and purpose of human

existence - the ontology and teleology of being and aspiration - has
long distinguished his fiction.

In an extraordinarily direct and

candid late discussion of his ideas and career (11), he emphasized his
c:::Ml

oatmitment to apostate rather than orthcxiox values:
Death makes me mad. Human and animal suffering makes me mad;
whenever one of my cats dies I curse God and I mean it; I
feel fury at him. l'd like to get him here where I could
int&ro:1ate him, tell him I think the world is screwed up,
that man didn't sin and fall rut was ~ - which is bad
enough - rut was then sold the lie that he is baSically sinful, which I k:noIrI he is not.

His stories often have a distinctly sceptical ambience. In one of his
roore recent novels, VALIS, he offers the secular theory of theophany
discussErl later in this chapter; and in his penultimate novel, Radio
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Free Al.bemuth (a sort of sequel to VALIS in which the author appears

as "Fbrselover Fat" - 'Philip') he
gcxi,

intercedes for a

friend's

plays

with the idea of author-as-

life and canically renounces the

authorship of his own books 1 Dick was an agnostic rather than an
atheist~

his work is always colourful and often autobicqraphical.

Both the frequent scenarios of drug-addiction and the pervasive sense
of vulnerability are the products of personal experience heightened
by the paranoia his friends recall. His mental distress may have been

made rrore acute by the Federal surveillance he attracte:i in the 1950s
and

1960s,

the years of Raj witch-hunting,

agitation. In all his fiction,

and of anti-Vietnam

'the times are rrore or less out of

joint,' as Butler put it. Brian Aldiss pays tri1::ute to the sophistication of Dick's ideas:
Philip K. Dick, for all his pulp origins and pulp trimmings, is an intellectual - one of the Pirandello school. In
his novels, things are never quite what they seem. Between
life and death lie the many shadcM lands of Dick, places of
hallucination, perceptual sumps, cloacae of half life, paranoid states, tanh worlds and orthodox hells. All his novels
are one novel, a fatidical A la recherche du temps perfide.
'!his multidextrous work is elegant, surprising, and witty,
spilling out disconcerting artifacts, scarecrow people,
exiles, street-wise teenage girls, Faberge animals, robots
with ill consciences and bizarre but friendly aliens. Dick
~lished nineteen novels during the sixties, many for paperback, and as a result sane are hastily written •

.1.§..
Aldiss counts four of these novels

decade',

acoc>ng' the finest novels of the

including '!he Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch(1964) in

--

which 'Dick hits the true apocalyptic note '; and Ib Androids Dream of

--

Electric Sheep?(1968) with its bleak soteriological revelation -

''''!here is no salvation. '" If much of Dick's work is unmistakeably
c:cmnercial and entertainingly gimcrack, it is also renowned for its
wry hurIntr, thoughtful thanes, and an interest in CCJtIll':)I1place human

cxncerns

as well as the grarrliose, abstract or cosmic COnsiderations
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which are familiar landmarks in the realm of science fiction.
Dick does not always hesitate to postulate the possible
existence of an evil deity, rut his correlation of fo:rm, or
organisation (with its connotations of system and harlocny) ,
with good, and formlessness or chaos with evil, is consistent.
It's the fight against entropy, and Dick sees the enemy everywhere, even in the steady accumulation of 'kipple', or
useless objects, like jW1k mail or empty match folders, in an
apar1:Irent. In A Maze of Death the antagonist is the Fo:rm
Destroyer; in Ubik the breakdC7Nl'l of the rational order of the
world occurs in a state of ''half-life'' after death, where a
malevolent entity preys on the life force... Life is a
function of organisation; the vital, creative force is
negentropic, in opposition to the entropic tendencies of the
universe at large.

.12..

Dick's The Three stigmata of Palmer Eldritch(1964) affords a
contrast which reveals the essential naivety of Butler's mischievous
inference

that

untruths

praooted

for

religious

~

are

acceptable means of regulating roorality. Dick is fond of probing the
weak spots of social

consensus in his often devastatingly effective

narratives. For instance, in ~ Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?
(fil.merl as Bladerunner), he depicts a future world threatened by its

am synthetic prcxligies. 'lhe Frankenstein nr:::>tif is lOOSt effectively
merged with an anti-utopian story of frustrated aspirati<Xl in a world
daninated by synthetic or vicarious experience, and an apocalyptic

epiphany in which Mercer reveals to Rick Decard that salvation is not
universal.
In ~ '1hree stigmata of Palmer Eldritch Dick offers a fuller

depicticn than in Deus ~ of the apotheosis of an anti-OJrist, the
religiOUS aspects of the story being annomced by the ti tIe and
maintained

througl'nlt with many religious analogies and allusions.

An ingenious novel ('my really insane novel,' he later called it 20)

which ambitiously projects surrealistic inner landscapes in seeking

to evoke the elusive, abstract quality of a genuinely transcendental
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experience,

it

also

deals

wi th

ecological

disaster,

imaginary

technologies and interplanetary space travel. Even when his theosophical concerns pranpt the introduction of speculative ideas about
mankind Is spiritual confusion his fiction retains its clarity and

force:
I Is it a curse? I Anne asked. I I mean, we have the account
of an original curse of God; is it like that allover again?'
'You ought to be the one who kncMs; you remember what you
saw. All three stigmata - the dead, artificial hand, the
Jensen eyes, and the radically deranged jaw. I Symbols of its
inhabitation, he thought. In our midst. But not asked for.
Not intentionally stllll"OC)l'lf!. And - we have no mediating sacram:mts through which to protect ourselves; we can It canpel it,
by our careful, time-horloure:i, clever, painstaking rituals,
to confine itself to specific elements such as bread and
water or bread and wine. It is out in the open, ranging in
every direction. It looks into our eyes; and it looks out of
our eyes.
'It's a price,' Anne decided. ''lllat we must pay. For our
desire to undergo that drug experience with that Chew-Z. Like
the apple originally.' Her tone was shockingly bitter.
'Yes,' he agreed, 'rut I think I already paid it.' Or came
within a hair of paying it, he decided. 'l1lat thing which we
know only in its Terran lxxiy, wanted to substitute me at the
instant of its destruction; instead of God dying for man, as
we once had, we faced - for a rocxnent - a superior - the
superior pc1IIer asking us to perish for it.
'Ihe 'Ihree stignata of Palmer Eldri tch, pp.194-195
Permanently exiled fran Earth, the hapless colonists on arid,
infertile Mars live in subterranean dwellings and temporarily escape
fron the awful reality which surrounds then by taking a hallucinogenic drug,

can-D.

Under its influence, they achieve a state of

virtual identity with the miniature figures of Perky Pat and Walt
(''Barbie'' dolls, roore or less) which, installed in a suitable layout
of models of luxurious terrestrial goods, are imagined pursuing all
marmer of dazzling and fulfilling, even erotic, adventures. HcMever,
there

is a

special dimension to this vicarious play which the

colonists p.,lrsue with ludicrous and indeed pathetic dedication. '!he
sense of exaltaticn they experience when in the trance-like state
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induce:I by the drug is heightenErl by group participation, and

SO

this

idealized conjuration of their former terrestrial lifestyles has
becane for them a sort of sacramental ClCXl1YD..U1ion in which at least

sane are prepared to place canplete faith:
'I believe,' Fran said slowly •••
'that whether it's a play of imagination, of drug-induced
hallucination, or an actual translation fran M:lrs to
Earth-as-it-was by an agency we know nothing of - •••• It
should be a purifying experience. We lose our fleshly bodies,
our oorporeality, as they say. Am put on imperishable bodies
instead, for a time anyhc:7t'l. Or forever, if you believe it's
outside of time and space, that it's eternal. Don't you
agree, Sam?' She sighed. 'I know you don't.'
'Spirituality,' he said with disgust as he fishe1 up the
packet of can-d fran its cavity beneath the canpartment. 'A
denial of reality, and what do you get instead? Nothing.'
'I admit,' Fran said as she came closer to watch him open
the packet, 'that I can It prove you get anything better back,
due to [sexualJ abstention. &It I do kl'lcM this. What you and
other sensualists arrong us don't realize iw that when we chew
can-d and leave our bodies ~ die. Am by dying we lose the
weight of -' she hesitated.
'Say it,' Sam said as he opened the packet; with a knife he
cut a strip fran the mass of brown, tough, plant-like fibers.
Fran said, 'Sin.'
Sam Regan hc:7t'lled with laughter. 'Okay - at least you're
ortl'xxiox.' Because tlDSt colonists would agree with Fran.
Palmer Eldritch, p.41
(slightly abridged; [J understood)
'Jlle colonists' carmunal transcendental fantasy is in fact rrore

repressive than liberating, for their dependence upon Can-D means
that they form an al.roc>st literally "captive" market for the cartel
which sells both the roodels and the illicit drug itself. Even if
these items are a source of sacred elation for the colonists, they

are merely lucrative CCIlI1V:ldities to the businessmen who work for Leo

auero.

'!he contraband hallucinogen

Can-o

and the

'minned'

roodels are

exchanged for whatever largesse the colonists can offer, and every
opportunity to maintain, iOOeed extend their ccmnercial exploitation
is taken. If the aspiratioo of a large group of people is rigidly
controlled by the U.N. world government who, in trying to cope with a
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Malthusian global catastrophe exacerbated by an accelerating, disastrous 'greenhouse effect' have ordered them there, the drug canpany
which cynically exploits their religious sentiments oampounds their
predicament. Neither the heaven of a privileged life on their native
planet which they crave, nor the hell of an unmitigated existence on
dreary Mars,

tut a

limb:> of vicarious,

illusory

living is the

colonists' lot. This anti-utopian scenario suggests those in Huxley,
Otwell, and Vonnegut; but when Palmer Eldritch returns fran the Prox
system, he bringS with him the secret of a similar rut fOC>re potent
drug developed

by the aliens. As he calmly tells his arch-rival Leo

Bllero, a radical worsening of mankirrl's difficulty is probably just
around the corner:
, In four years on ProX I leamed a lot. Six years in
transit, four in residence. '!he Proxers are going to invade
Earth. '
'You're putting me on,' IBo said.
Eldritch said, 'I can understand your reaction. The U.N•••
reacted in the same way. Blt it's true - not in the conventional sense, of course, rut in a deeper, coarser manner that
I don't quite get, even though I was aroong them for so long.
It may be involved with Earth's heating up, for all I krnI.
or there may be worse to ocme. '
'ret's talk aba.lt that lichen you brought back. I
'I obtained that illegally; the Praxers didn 't ~ I took
any of it. '!hey use it themselves, in religious orgies. As
our Irrlians made use of nescal and peyotl •••
Palmer Eldritch, p.70

OJring the oourse of the cxmnercial warfare which develops between

BJlero's cartel and Eldritch's newly-formed marketing group the
forner roonopolists learn that the

ne't1

drug 'Olew-Z ' is extre.nely

dangeroos because it is so effective that only a few doses can bring

to its users the CXXlviction that the hypnoid world they enter under
its influence is roore "real" than the actual world which their bodies
remain in; and soon, unable to distinguish between the two, they

becane trapperl in the fantastiC, illusory plane. As Eldritch boasts,
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his advantage over aJ.lero is colossal:

'God,'

Eldritch said, 'pranises eternal life. I can do better;

I can deliver it.'

'Deliver it hCM?' Trembling and weak with relief [after the
restoration of normal space-time J, !eo dropped to the grassy
soil, seated himself, and gasped for breath.
''Ihrough the lichen which we're marketing under the name
Chew-Z,' Eldritch said. 'It bears very little resemblance to
your CMl1 prcrluct, leo. Qm-D is obsolete, because what does it
do? Provides a few rocxnents of escape, nothing but fantasy.
Who wants it? Who needs that when they can get the genuine
thing fran me?'
Palmer Eldritch, p.80
Chce fil:mly caught up in the surreal universe of the Olew-z trip, the
drug-taker discovers Eldritch 's true nature.

Far fran being the

messianic liberator whose stigmata attest his selfless sacrifice, he
is revealed to be a

traitorous anti-Christ whose tempting drug

bestCMS not the pranised exaltation, rut damnation and despair. His
al1ibiguous stigmata (steel prostheses which been substituted for his
inj ured eyes, teeth and arm) are the external symlx>ls of his inward

deformity, cruel parodies of authentic stigmata and their pranise of
redemption which allude to Eldritch' s own Faustian aspiration and
lapse, reminiscent in many ways of Rurnfoord' s in 'lbe Sirens of Titan.
'1lle

transfiguration Eldritch' s <lle,.r-z brings does seem genuinely

transcendental, as a desperately confused Bamey Mayerson reflects at
a decisive nonent of changing loyalties:
If it was good enough for Palmer Eldritch it was gcxx1
ena.tgh for him. Because Eldritch had lived many lives; there
had been a vast, reliable wisdan CCIltained within the substance of the man or creature, whatever it was. 'lbe fusion of
him with Eldritch during translation had left a mark on him, a
brand for perpetuity; it was a fom of absolute awareness. He
warlered, then, if Eldritch had gotten anything back fran him
in exchange. Did I have sanething worth his k:ncMing? he asked
himself. Insights? M.:xXis or rnetOOries or values?
Goc:xi question. '!he answer, he decided, was no. Qlr opponent,
sc:rnething admittedly ugly and foreign that entered one of our
race like an ailment during the lang voyage between Terra and
ProX •••• and yet it knew much rIOre than I did about the meaning
of our finite lives, here; it saw in perspective. Fran its
centuries of vacant drifting as it waited for sane kind of
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life form to drift by which it could grab and becxxne •••• maybe
that's the source of its knowledge: not experience but
unending solitary brooding. And in canparison I knew - had
done - nothing.
Palmer Eldritch, pp.188-189
What B:imey is weighing up is the authenticity and value of what
seems to be a sort of theophany which he can enjoy while in the
surreal drug universe. '111ere is also that 'form of absolute awareness' akin or analogous to divine amiscience which the hubrist has
always craved: Faustus, having mastered the sublunary, coveted the
cosmiC knovIledge denied Man by his creator, and his roodem literary
offspring -

evil

am.

humane -

have inherited his characteristic

thirst for knowledge. The suspension of nonnal space-time and the
L.'1tensely-perceived 'reality' which seems roore oanpelling and vivid
than that of the diurnal, Ellclidean un!verse left behind by the

drug-taker is, as Angus Taylor has noted, alzoost a hallInark of Philip
R.Dick's work:
Beyond the well-charted territory of human experience, then,
are realms fraught with danger. If the alien presence is

often the manifestation of a higher order, then the higher
order, that reality which lies beyond satisfactory human
canprehension, is not necessarily hospitable to the human
presenoe. 'l'his concept, which plays a praninent role in The
'Ibree stigmata of Palmer Eldritch, is made even roore explicit
and dramaticallyconcise in ''Faith of OUr Fathers", where God
is portrayed as evil, or at least utterly inhuman, and is
identified with the forces of destruction. Here Dick is
treating the mysteriOUS as grounds for speculation, rather
than making any statanent of belief. In an afterword to this
short story he says, "I, myself, have no real beliefs about
God; cnly my experience that He is present ••• subjectively, of
coorse; rut the imler realm is real, too. And in a science
fiction story one projects what has been a personal irmer
experience into a milieu; it beocmes socially shared, hence
discussable. "
~.

In these indetenninate

zones, rooral values seem neither absolute nor

inmutable, rut shifting and transitory, even ephemeral. FkMever Arme,

the Neo-<llristian apologist, is not taken in by Eldritch' s offers of
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'eternal life' through Chew-Z:
Anne said, 'What met Eldritch and entererl him, what we're
confronting, is a being superior to ourselves and as ycu say
we can't judge it or make sense out of what it does or what it
wants; it's mysterious and beyond us. But I krlc::7fI you're wrong,
Bamey. Sc::I'OOh.ing which stands with empty, open hands is not
Q:rl. It's a creature fashioned by scmething higher than
itself, as we were; Qxi wasn't fashioned and He isn't
puzzled. '
'I felt,' Barney said, 'about him a presence of the deity.
It was there.'
•••••••••
' •• Lbn't tell us, Banley, that whatever entererl Palmer
Eldritch is Qxi, because you don't k:n.cIII that much about Him;
no one can. But that living entity fron inter-system space
may, like us, be shaped in His image. A way he selected of
showing us Himself to us. If the map is not the territory,
the pot is not the potter. So dan' t talk antolO3Y, Barney,
don't say is.'
Palmer Eldritch, pp.192-193
(abridged)

Barney's final meeting with Eldritch is a denouanent; not God,
nor even a Mephistophelean tormentor, the entity possessing Eldritch
is in fact a sort of alien Frankenstein (or,

~

Aldiss, Miltonic

Satan22) capable of creating hallucinatory worlds which it uses to
ensnare

'trippers'

who

then ItllSt

grant

it

the

veneration and

propitiation it craves. "'I'm going to be all the colonists as they
arrive an:i begin to live there [Mars]. I'll guide their civilization.
r'll be their civilization. '''(p.181) It is itself an outcast; we may
infer that it is itself in thrall to a superior being, a psychotic

Pranetheus exiled by another Zeus, perhaps, or sane other sort of
dem:nic creator, a fellow to Lucifer rut one able to create a world
of votaries to rival that of the Christian God who decreed that rrost
humbling, even nugatory teleology of Man. '!he purpose of human life
is to love God, God aboVe and to the exclusion of all else, if
possible,

am

be obedient

to His Will - anathema to the hubrist, but

the cornerstooe of Christian devotion.

deprive people of the right

even to
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Eldritch 's doninian would

physical autonany:

'I'd like to krlaN,' Barney said, 'what yoo were trying to
do when you introduced Chew-Z to our people.'
'Perpetuate myself,' the creature opposite him said quietly.
He glanced up, then. 'A fonn of reproduction?'
'Yes, the only way I can. '
With verwhelming aversion Barney said, 'My God. We would
all have bec:x:JIW3 your children. '
'COn't fret about it nt:M, Mr. Mayerson,' it said, and
laughed in a jovial, htnnanlike way. 'Just tend your little
garden up top, get your water system going. Frankly I long
for death; I'll be glad when !eo Bulero does what he's
already contemplating ••••
Palmer Eldritch, pp.198-199
In more traditional narratives, I1K>ral virtue - whether acknc:Mloogoo

or not - is generally reoo:JI1:lzable. '!he protagonist in Cllristian fiction can be sure that the truth will be vindicatEd by Providence.
Higgs selflessly recognizes a potentially fatal duty to expose the
cynical Erewhonian theosophers' cult of the Sunchild. Indeed, sane
critics may be misled by the very tentativeness of the moral vision
of Dick's work into deciding that it is devoid of any sustai.neCl moral
drama:
Science fiction usually treats the synthetic experience as
dehumanizing. Yet scxnetimes writers avoid a nnral position •••
Synthetic experiences are the bricks a.rrl I1K>rtar of Philip
K.Dick's 'l1le 'lbree stigmata of Palmer Eldritch. Farth colonists on extraterrestrial planets (sic) find relief fran
their painfully boring lives by hallucinating thanselves into
the playworld of children's dolls. Dick's plot revolves
arowxi the conflict between the merchants of the prevailing
hallucinogen aId Palmer Eldritch, the inventor of a superior
one. Eldritch's drug provides the user with virtual
:inmXtality , enabling him to leave his l::x:rly, assume any
shape, person, and circumstance for as lcng he wishes - and
then return to his aNn l:xxiy without time having passErl •
• •• Dick confines himself to exotica here and does not address
himself to the morality of living the unreal ••• (the book presumes) that rran is naturally addicted to escaping himself.

23.
H:u:old Berger's SUI1Il1ation neglects Anne's role caupletely, an:I quite

misses the point of Dick I s oblique approach to rooral issues.
Barney, by contrast with the likes of Ransan, for instance,

wishes to extricate himself fran the welter of surreal cross-currents
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which have destabilized his life and threaten his very survival; it
is only at the last rocment that he apperceives and ackno.dedges an
intrinsic impetus strong enough to overoane his apathy and fatalism
and thence

re~irect

his energies

am

will to oonfront the weird

pilgrim.
A sort of minimalist noral certainty may triumph in '!he 'Three

stigmata of Palmer Eldritch, rut only after the 'hero' has established what is noral by experiencing a fathanless roral void. Even
so, Dick is too astute an author to settle for a pat resolution; the
nora1 vision which Barney has attained is partial and far fran
reassuring:
Maybe Anne can do sanething for me, he thought suddenly.
Maybe there are methods to restore one to the original
oorrlition - dimly remembered, such as it was - before the
late and acute contamination set in. He tried to remember but
he knew so little aba.lt Neo-Otristianity. Anyhow it was worth
a try; it suggested there might be hope, and he was going to
need that in the years ahead.
After all, the creature residing in deep space which had
taken the farm of Palmer Eldri tch bore sane relationship to
God; if it was not God, as he himself had decided, then at
least it was a portion of God's Creation. So sane of the
responsibility lay on Him. And, it seemed to Barney, He was
probably mature enough to recognize this.
Getting Him to admit, though. That might be sanething else
again.
Fbwever, it was still worth talking to Anne Hawthorne; she
might k:now of teclmiques for accanplishing even that.
8.lt he scmelrM doubted it. Because he held a terrifying
insight, simple, easy to think and utter, which perhaps
applied to himself arrl those around him, this situation.
'!here was such a thin; as salvation. 8.lt Not for everyone.
Palmer Eldritch, pp.199-200
It would be well within the realm of the novel's premises to
infer that Barney's conclusion is itself unreliable, and that God is
not a jealous, aloof beiD3 beyorrl human ken, thoU;Jh treacherous demiurges are allowed to test the human integrity

am

the human will. In

fact, part of the success of Dick's novel lies in its very i.ncx>n-
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clusiveness - like the world itself, the novel can be read fran a
variety of

~les,

none, not even the hints of an alternative,

agnostic teleology, being directly ruled out by the author. The Three
stigmata of Palmer Eldritch is a oosmic canedy - or a cosmic tragedy
_ with a variety of possible resolutions available to the reader,
even if the note of soteriological despair sounded above advances the
latter perspective most poignantly. A oomplex, allegorical work by an
author who freely translates or transfonns Christian moral tenets in
oonstructing
advances

his

fictive

disturbing

moral

dileamas

inferences which

and

dramas,

the

remind one forcefully

novel
that

modern religious belief is as much a matter of faith - often troubled

faith, like Anne's - as it is certitude about revelation, salvation
and Providence, for despite the imputed imnanence of God, the Creator

seems recx:>ndite and aloof. By oontrast, Heinlein's brisk comedy of
rede£tl)tion, stranger in ~ strange Larrl(1961) seems ol::Nious in its
message and rrorals and simplistic in its theosophy. By cx:mparison
with his two rather facile offerings The Day After TaIorrc7A'(1949) and

Revolt in 21 00 (1953) discussed previously, stranger in a strange Land
is

a

rrore

sustained essay

in

religious

science

fiction.

This

c:xxnpendious novel tells of the reception given by American society
(as projected into the near future) to the beliefs ani activities of
Michael valentine Smith, a 'pranethean' messiah born on Mars:

Another recurring myth is the myth of the rebellious angel.
In Greek mythology it was Pranetheus, wOO brought fire to man
and for this boon was doanErl to eternal torment by Zeus. '!be
story of Jesus changed the· bringer of the boon to mankind to
the emissary, not the adversary of God and his torments were
caused by other human beings, jealous of his divinity.

24.
'!he distinction between Pranetheus

am

Cllrist is emphasized in

the science fiction of aspiration. Not Gcx1' s auissary, obedient to
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his will, rut his adversary, rebellious, confident and hubristic, the
prcmethean messiahs of science fiction defy the creator who ordained
that they inherit the earth when they aspire to the stars and chafe
at the religious inj unctions against knowing which the devout accept.
Entler's Higgs is not a pronethean, and is a messiah in name only - a
IIOst convenient and direct authorial strategy. Butler's irony depends
on the reader's understanding that Higgs's apotheosis, the result of

credulous acclamation,

carmot possibly be seen as real.

Robert

Heinlein's Valentine Michael Snith ostensibly represents an attent:>t

to depict a hybrid, a messiah who seems c:bristian rut is also
described as pranethean:
Robert Heinlein in stranger in f! strange !and has put this
myth into science-fiction terms. His Olrist figure is a human
be~, Valentine Michael Smith, born and brought up on Mars,
who is brought back to Earth where he founds a new religion.
Ma1g the religious rites is the baptismal symbol in which
people becone water brothers am learn to "grok" each other.
Smith, like Jesus, has extraordinary powers. He is able to go
into a trance, disoorporate himself and other people, and to
read with electronic speed.
Snith is referred to as a new Pranetheus, woo wants to
bring a better world to man. Although his superior powers are
sufficient to keep him fran harm, he permits his crucifixion
(by st:0niD3) secure in the knowledge that his disciples will
carry on his work.

25.

'!he device of the factitious religion is used in stranger in !.

strange rand

IInlch

as it was in the earlier The Sirens of Titan: to

create two contrasting parodies of religious sects, one of which is
the personality cult which develops around a charismatic messiah

am

ultimately challenges the daninanCe of the established, traditional
religion. While Varmegut' s is the IOOre original work, Heinlein's made
a tremendouS impression, chiefly because he eschewed the

IOOre

oc:mplex

philosophical issues Vormegut broached and instead came up with a
sensationalistic

rather

than apocalyptic
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parable of apotheosis,

presented in his ~ inimitable style - headlong, incident-ridden
narrative sprinkled with cross-grained digressions about values and

sense.
N:> less a luminary than James Blish, author of the acclaimed A

case of Conscience and, as William Atheling, a critic renowned for
the balanced appreciation and

incisive ccmnent of his reviews,

concltrled six pages of perceptive discussion of this work with an
ambiguous profession of 'satisfaction' that he is not its author,
observin:;J that,

'for all its llllknowable an:I/ar visible anissions,

(it) is as provocative, difficult and outre a science fiction novel
as Heinlein has ever given us.' (26) Atheling firxis the novel flawed
by Heinlein/Harshaw's ubiquitous and intrusive aesthetic discourse,

rut concentrates on its problematic lack of a coherent metaphysical
rationale. Early in his precis Atheling gives up the unequal struggle
to sunmarise Heinlein's novel, which, he has previously noted, 'seems
crowded, an:I for good reason: it is about everything.' Instead, he
sets about discussin3 its central subject-matter:
At this point, I am goin;J to abandon the plot, which has
already deveLoped as many knots as a gill-net, and which in
any event can be depended upon to take care of itself. It
goes, as good Heinlein plots always do, and this is a good
CDS. Nc7.f, lxMever, I think I have reached a position fran
which to characterize the novel: it is religious.
No c:xmnunicant to a currently established religion is
likely to think it anythin3 rut blasphaoous, but is daninant
subject is religion, and its intellectual offeriI):Js and inn0vations are primarily religious too. The sex, the politics,
the sciences, the action, all are essentially contrirutory:
the religious material is central. The religion is a synthetic one, of which Snith is the Messiah (or perhaps only
the prophet), and the main task of the novel is to sl'x:Jw it as
sane, desirable and exaltin3 - in contrast to both the
systsns of large established orders such as Islam an:I
traditional <llristianity (tx:Mard all of which Heinlein is
sympathetic and apparently well informed) and those of highly
ccmnercial enterprises like the Californian nut-cults (sane
features of which, with Snith's Martian assistance, he also
manages to view with at least IOOderate tolerance).
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Heinlein-Smith's eclectic religion is a fascinating
t;X>t-pourri ••• it contains sanething for everybody, or bravely
gives that appearance, though by the same token it contains
sanething repulsive for everybody too.
Like Higgs, Smith is a procla~ mesSiah, b.lt Wllike Butler,

Heinlein re:jUires the reader to accept him as such as an opening
premise, his apotheosis being behind him when he is introduced to us,
though Heinlein illustrates his charisma tirelessly. Michael Valentine
Smith, pranethean

'messiah'

w}'X)

would refonn mankind, begins as a

displaced person, becomes a sort of Sancho Panza and then a satiric
Gllliver,

and ends as the self-inm::>lating scapegoat for mankind's

veniality. His uncamy powers - catalepsy, telekinesis, walking on
water,

volitional

Ube.rmensch

euthanasia

-

are

really

those

of

a

magical

(a cat called Neitzche also enters the story briefly)

rather than a hubrist. Smith is more like Faust the cheeky assailant

of Popes than a Renaissance Icarus. Nonetheless, it is a trib.lte to
Heinlein's considerable ability to stretch one's idea of the possible
and

plausibly credible that critics defer

scenario of extraterrestrials arrl rockets

am

to Heinlein I s

opening

have viewed the novel as

science fiction as opposErl to gnostic fantasy. His author has endowed
Snith with

pc:7tIerS

which outrage the epistetlDlogy of the world which is

foregrounded - lOOdern America -

without offering much perceptible

justification where authors like Vamegut,
Bismp and watson

arooo;J many

Clarke,

Dick,

Herbert,

others have done. Blish contirues:

'!be final question I WOlld like to raise - not the final

ooe raised by the novel, not by a t:hoosarxi - is that of the

metaphysics of Heinlein-Smith I s system••••
• • • it can hardly be deemed Wlfair to ask of a science
fiction writer, who starts from assumptions about the nature
of the real world which are as sophisticated as roodern knowledge allows (this is not true of most of us, rut it is true
of Heinlein, at least by pure and consistent intention). In
stranger in ~ strange ram he enforces the current acceptances of IOOdern (scientific) metaphysics by beginning every
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major section with an author-anniscient review of how these
events look in the eye1961 of eten'll.ty; furtherrcore, he is
scornful throughout of anybcrly (read, boobs) woo does not
accept this specific body of metaphysics.
So it is fair to ask him about the metaphysics of his proposed systan; and it is, to say the best of it, a shambles.
Snith appears on the scene able to work miracles, as is
fitting for a prophet; in fact, he can work every major
miracle, and IOOst of the minor ones, which are currently
orthodox in Carnpbellian science fiction. [Here gives a very
lOB;J list of Snith's unusual faculties and abilities. J My
point is not that this catalogue is ridiculous - though it
surely is - rut that Heinlein the science fiction does not
anywhere offer so much as a word of rational explanation for
anyone of these pcMers. '!bey are all given, and that's that.
'!he irnre general features of the systan fare equally
badly.

28.
(he

realizes that stranger in a strange Land is not a profound

book; we have Heinlein at his sunniest and IOOst wry. According to
Brian Aldiss,

the original title was '!he Heretic and Valentine

Michael Snith certainly does advance what were taken for amoral or
subversive ideas about personal conduct and social values, embracin;J
hanicide, free love, and ritual cannibalism. It soon becarne a 'cult'
lxx:>k (having first been an 'underground' success as a harbinger of

roth the emergent counter-culture, and the decade's 'New Wave' of
audacious

and

inventive

science

fiction.

Heinlein

depicts

the

materialistic American religious institutions of the near future,
exp~

the mechanism of exploitation in great detail(29), as well

as offering caustic judgements about the Nation, such as:

'!he ReVererxi Foster, self-ordained -

or ordained by God,

de~ on authority cited - had an instinct for the pulse

of his times stronger than that of a skilled carnie sizing up
a mark. '!he culture kna.m as ".America" had a split personality througlnlt its hiStory. Its laws were puritanical; its
covert behavior tende1 to be Rabelaisian; its major religions
were Aj;.pollonian; its revivals were alIoost Dionysian. In the
twentieth century (Terran Olristian Era) nowhere on earth was
sex so vigorously suppressed - and nCMhere was there such a
deep interest in it.
stranger in 2. Strange Land, p.267.
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In the background of Sni th 's iconoclastic career through rrnmdane

institutions and values is a larger scheme, a spiritual hierarchy in
which human nature is placed below the Old

~

of Mars and ani th

himself, who in turn are sanewhat junior in cosmic power to another
spiritual reaLn which 'discorporated' spirits enter after death. In
the human realm, Smith may be an heretical iconoclast, rut he has
oothing negative to say about his Martian mentors. No hubrist he, for

he doesn't defy these or any other gods; in the event he turns out to
be their proxy - not their prophet, for unusually Heinlein eschews

speculation about the future of the world until the last page, when
he closes with a trite sentiment about the future of the vigorous

human race:

' ••• by the time they would slowly get around to it, it

would he highly improbable approachin] impossible that the Old Cbes
would be able to destroy this weirdly canplex race.' (p.400) In fact,

so benevolent is Heinlein's cosroogany that even the bigoted, asinine
Bishop Digby is afforded a place in a Heaven that deliberately
resembles a religious corporation. Dc::Mn on the third planet, the
novel's

two contrasting factitious

sects are

the exploitative,

materialistic Fosterite Olurch of Bishop Digby, and the professedly
uncxnventianal group who venerate Heinlein's 'man fran r-Brs. '
'!he oqjJaned, sole survivor of the ill-fated first expedition to
Mars, Snith is adopted

the enigmatic Martian

CX)Iltemplative,

am

brought up

'Old <b!s'

c3IOOIlg

their own offspring by

who also school

him in their

ratianalistic philosophy-cum-religion while helpin]

him to develop a variety of extraordinary abilities. 'Ihroughout the

IXWel, the Old Ckles of Mars offer a mature contrast to mankind's
cosmic parochialism and relative primitivism. If humanity is excited
aboot the contact between the two warlds, the Martians have aore
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~rtant

events to reflect on, such as how to deal with a work of

art made unique by the unexpectErl demise of the artist:
Mars, geared unlike Earth, paid little attention to the
Envoy and the Cllarnpion. The events were too recent to be significant - if Martians had used newspapers, one edition a
Terran century would would have been ample. Contact with
other races was nothing new to Martians; it had happened
before, 'ofIOUld happen again. Whan another race was thoroughly
grokkErl, then (in a Terran millenium or so) would be time for
action, if neErled •

.. .Mars
.. .. .the
.. . current event was of a different sort.

(i1.

By what standards should this opus be judged? It bridged
fran corporate to discorporate; its final form has been set
throughout by an Old One - yet the artist, with the detachment of all artists everywhen, had not noticed the change in
his status and had continuErl to work as if oorporate. Was it
a new sort of art? CDuld nore such pieces be produced by
surprise disoorporation of artists while they were working?
'!he Old Ones had been discussing the exciting possibilities
in ruminative rapport for centuries and all corporate
Martians ~e eagerly awaiting their verdict.
'nle question was of greater interest because it was religiOUS art (in the Terran sense) and strongly aIOtional: it
describe] contact between the Martian Race and the people of
the fifth planet, an event that had happened long ago rut
which was alive and important to Martians in the sense in
which one death by crucifixion remained alive and important
to humans after two Terran millenia. 'nle Martian Race had
encountered the people of the fifth planet, grokked them
oanpletely, and had taken action; asteroid ruins were all
that remained, save that the Martians continued to cherish
and praise the people they had destroyed. '!his IlertI work of
art was one of many attempts to grok the whole beautiful
experienoe in all its canplexity in one op,ls. But before it
could be j udgErl it was necessary to grok how to judge it.
It was a pretty problsn.
stranger in a Strange Land, pp.85 & 86.

'!he abridged passage quoted above typifies the book as a whole, the

tone of which slips readily between the cnnic

anj

the sanbre, the

pragnatic and the magical, as Heinlein's essay at a transcendental
parable strains

to be ingenious, entertaining,

liberal and yet

'decent' alJoost simultaneously. '!he result is that, far fran emulating the stapledon of star Maker
while

anj

the Wells of Men like Gods
---

retaining his own distinctive marmer
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anj

values, the novelist

rarely engages the reader deeply and sympathetically. Consequently
is

ale

left with the impression of a

book which,

while being

genuinely entertaining, is also rather capricious and sprawling and
which oanes

as

close

to self-parody as

parable,

with

Stnith's

serenity in the face of daunting dangers ultimately reducin:] everythin:] to

I

a pretty problan I rather than a significant or distressiIl9'

dilemna. Heinlein's messiah fran Mars is, alas, without credentials;
attler's Higgs served as a similar sort of vehicle for authorial
iooral

cx:mnent,

beatifically

rut

while

Were

Higgs

can

occasionally

worry

oammitting

Snith

sirnply

magical

smiles

murders

or

performing miraculous sbmts. If Higgs lacks the charisma this sort
ofthin:] provides for Smith, he seems to have sane sort of conscience.
Whatever its popllar success as satire, stranger in A strange LaOO is
not an adventurous or radical work in tenns of its tradition.
Having been brought to Earth quite against his will by the longdelayed secood expediti<Xl, Smith is befriended by the garrulous,
wealthy, and paternalistic Jubal Harshaw who rescues him fran close
arrest in a government research oentre.

Harshaw and his cronies

defEDi Mike's freedan and his extensive financial inheritance (Snith
is the sole legitimate human heir to all the mineral riches of Mars)

fran governmental depredations. Keen to discover at first hand the

social reality of the world to which his parents belonged, Snith 's

encnmter with its shady side alJoost overwhelms him. Yet he does not
lapse, and though it is sane time before he recovers his equanimity,
he goes <Xl to use his exceptional oanbination of birthrights to

establish

an

utopian

oarm.mity

of

frien::3s

and

followers,

the

beginnings of his <lrurch of All ~lds.
Witoout Snith's IIDral endorsenellt, the oounter-cultural life-
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style of his group woold seem nearly as libertine as that devised by
Fllxley for his satiric Brave New

~rld,

rut Smith is a transcendental

figure able to sanctify the self-i.rrlulgent practices of the camrunity
with charismatic utterings and rites. ('!he parallel can be extended:
for though their gospels are inverses of one another, Smith is Jolm's
evangelical brother, the outlander advancing truths which the reader
views with roore sympathy than the daninant ethic of the novel's
larger society.) ''lbou art God' is adopted as an everyday greeting by
Sui th 's faithful. r.t:ney is stored in bins, and time is devoted to

rrutual 'grokkingi' also, though the group is notionally egalitarian,
Harshaw is always referred to as 'Father' even though he is a late

convert, and Smith is supposedly the spiritual guru of the group
revered by everyone else.

'!his distinction

slips,

however,

and

eventually Harshaw, the no-nonsense provider of most of the group r S
axians, cx:mes to OOninate the narrative, though Smith shares the
limelight again towards the end of the novel.
Snith 's first utopian group quickly beoaoes the nucleus of a
fast-gI'OWi.B] sect a:mn!tted to oanbatting what he has declared to be

the excessive materialism of human society.

'!he Fosterite Church,

set up by Heinlein to be the satirical butt of the novel, exenplifies

am greed Smith abhors.
am tanfoolery join hands

the garish shallowness

Black hlJlOOlUr
in Mike's visit to
the Church of the New Revelaticn (Fosterite), which bears
sane resemblanoe to a cxmoercially resplendent M::l:rIoonism.
Teenage messengers are "cherubs" with wings who fly by means
of "jump harnesses" Wlder their robes. Slot machines give
blessings am occasional jackpots - Mike manip,llates one to
payoff three times in a ratI for Jubal before Jill stops him
_ which usually find their way back into the cash registers
of the <lturch. Foster himself has been stuffed and IIDWlted
for reverent oontemplation, though Mike sees it only as
"spoiled food." People are occasionally chosen, like lottery
winners, to "go to Heaven" with a ''Bon Voyage" party and
funeral services held the same night, and their estates go to
the Church. Am services include snake dances and cheer503

leaders, glossolalia and bar service, stereovision ooverage
(the big screen shows football games afterward during the
season) , with hymns sponsored by approved products, door
prizes, subsonic vibrations and other electronic gadgetry in
a ruilding designed to shake to the foundations for effect
when the congregation claps and stamps its approval.
In presenting this scene, Heinlein goes all out, with
foreword and afterword by Jubal, explaining, respectively,
that churches can get away with anything, and that this one he fears - might becane totalitarian, because it delivers
what it pranises: happiness here and now. For all that the
satirical lash cuts deeply, Jubal is at pains to explain away
the outrageousness, reducing the reader's resistance to the
WlCOllventional elements that will later appear in Mike's
Church.
30.
'!he clerical hypocrisy described above by David N.Samuelson (who

takes the better part of thirty pages faithfully unravelling what he

terms the 'farrago' of the novel's wayward structure) is the direct
descerrlant of 8.ltier' s r.t.lsical Banks of Erewhon; rut if Snith is to
be seen, as Heinlein himself directed, as a 'new Pranetheus', it can
cnly be in terms of the alternative creed - the 'system' lambastErl by
Blish - which he prarotes as a novel, esoteric, humane

latter~y En-

lightenment or Revelation. '!be real problem with Heinlein's messiah,
of course, is that his revelation is profane, existential and, to a
fair degree, quite self~bsessive; Snith's millenial emancipation is

fran materialism and absurd oores, fran guilt rather than its cause,
sin. lbWever much Ralald Iee amsler urges us to see a fundamentalist
CXlIlOerIl

behind

Heinlein's

invective,

Heinlein

still

cannot

absolved of wrecking most of the Ten Chtmandments:
Ole should not assume, however, that Heinlein is mocking
all of Christianity. Heinlein ol:wiously admires Christ and
has at least sane feeling for the message of <llristianity:
'Representations of the Crucifixion are usually atrocious and the ones in churches are worst - blood like catsup and
that ex-carpenter portrayed as if He were a pansy... which He
certainly was not. He was a hearty man, muscular and healthy.
rut a poor portrayal is as effective as a good one for lOC)st
people. 'lb.ey doo. 't see the defects; they see a symbol which
inspires their deepest erotions; it recalls to them the Al:]ony
and Sacrifice of God' (p.308). What Heinlein is doing is
shc:f.rlng a oontempt far what he believes to be Christianity's
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be

falling away fran the true gospel of <llrist. He is also
troubled at M:ln' s probable reaction to another chance at a
true faith. '!he name ''Michael'' means "<ne who is like God "
'
and Mike becanes a <llrl.st-image J.n trying to srow Man a
better way, a religion of truth, self-understanding, and love
- salvation. Mike founds a church that is not based on the
ootion that God is 'sanething that yearns to take up every
indolent moron to His breast and confort him' (p. 400) Instead,
Mike sets up a church on a rather pantheistic basis, with the
basic creed ''lbou art God,' 'an unafraid unabashed assumption
of personal res£XXlSibility' (p. 400 ).
11.

..

'!his sort of spiritual Workfare is the other side of Heinlein's religious schema, deflecting the charge that Mike's religion praootes
indolence and sexual self-indulgence. If Heinlein can claim any sort
of <llristian impulse for the satire of his novel, we must look for it
in the canon of the Church of All Worlds.
Unlike the Fosterite Oturch, Snith's group has an egalitarian

rather than hierarchical structure, a dismissive rather than acquisitive attitude towards money, and a canon of libertarian beliefs which
is supposed to be an enIightenai cxmbination of the rationalistic

sagacity of the Martian 'Old Ckles' with human cnnpassion and joy.
ftbreover, Snith and his disciples enjoy a lifestyle which, in its

sexual liberality and iIrlulgence bears a striking resemblance to the
institutional,

hedonistic religion of Huxley's Brave ~ World -

minus the sana, of course.

Heinlein's sects rarely carry

such onerous rooral ramifications

and questioos as this ooe supports. Clearly cxmtrary to Christian

ethics, Snith teaches that .roorality is really replete with luJman
prejudice rather than reason or sapience. By oontrast, the tenets of
Snith 's

sect

revelaticn.

'Boko-maru'

are grounded in the bedrock of direct messianic

Initiates practice

'grokking essences' reminiscent of

of C!t' s Cradle, both of which are means of achieving a

form of self-transcendence. 'l1le key to self-mastery and cnmumion
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with others, as well as to mental oontrol over objects and their
physical contexts, is understanding the Martian language. Adepts like
the imler circle of Harshaw even achieve that most elusive of Wells's
utopian dreams - telepathy - and a variety of other transcendental
faculties. Indeed, the imler circle of Snith' s iIImediate friends are
allowed a foretaste of heaven; their oonmunal existence is a mundane
version of the life-to-cane, which is enjoyed

aI1DIlg

a oomnmity of

kindred spirits, the ultimate and true destiny of the individual.
'!he growing popularity of Snith 's revelations

threatens the

<bninion of the Fosterite Church. CDnsequently, the rivalry between
the two implicit in Heinlein's thenatically polemical opposition of
Snith 's !uJmanist cult to the oorrupt and exploitative Fosterite
establishment

becanes

the najor means

of

carrying

forward

the

narrative. A confrontation ensues between the Fosterites, who, like
the rich Pharisees of the Gospels, react to a growing sense of their

am insecurity, and Snith's idealistic aoolytes. Since the aggression
is all

ale

way,

9nith 's tolerant disciples emerge as the nr:>ral

victors much as the early Cl1ristians exposed the brutality of their

persecutors by turning the other cheek.
SUith 's claim to praoethean stature begins and ends with his

ability to liberate his aoolytes fran their mundane nr:>ral sensibility
and pass on to then the ~ which the Martian Old 01es have

cxnferred at him, their 'alien nestling'. '!be idea. that culture indeEd, language itself - oorrlitioos sensibility and faculties is an

L1!pOrtant

ale

to which further reference will be made in the next

section, blt in Heinlein's navel it is quite overwhelmed by a torrent
of gags,

astute acral disooUI'Se, giIoorack vignettes,

patter and

corncob philosophy, nearly all of it emanating frau Jubal/ Heinlein.
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seemingly Wlable to reconcile the sins and soort-

Heinlein,

comings of Smith's given character with his

s~nbolic

role of divine

messiah, simply pares away the humane aspects of Smith's personality
until the reader can see only his inhuman purity and the otherworldliness of his M3.rtian values and vision. '!he reader is meant to
take this gradual attenuation of Smith for a gradual apotheosis: ever

fIOre aloof and 'cosmically' detached, Smith turns fran the pleasures
and pursuits of this warld in order to prepare for his f.nm:>lation.
'Blus, the venial rather than decadent materialism of Smith's acolytes

is ratified as being a benign sensual canpensation for the vagaries
and frustratioos of l1U1l1dane existence, rather as the skinny-dipping
and

sexual

opportunity

which

goes

with

participation

in

the

th:ierground army of Revolt in 2100 is a healthy rather than profane

aspect of OCX1\llUIlal living in distinct contrast to the sybaritic
Soldarity Service of Il1Xl.ey's Brave ~ ~ld.
M:>re importantly, Smith's apotheosis is really neglected, for
Heinlein does not confront the problem of making Smith's transfiguraticn and assumption seem plausible rut expects his reader to
simply accept that Snith, selflessly sacrificing himself, is indeed a
sort of saviour. He becanes a martyr to save his friends fran an
angry mob wton

he

would once simply have

'discorporated'

into

ablivicn, and it may be that we are to read a measure of .Agape for
his attackers into this restraint. If so, it is quite undercut by
what then happens, as Mike's aoolytes enact a gross, literal parody
of Cllrist' s .last Supper by making a broth fran his roortal remains
which they consume to more fully 'grok his essence.' While Heinlein
has established the practice of cannibalism as one of the more sacred

rites of the

'Old

Oles,'

the overwhelming tathos of this final,
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absurd analogue of a religious doctrine -

the idea of ccmnunion -

taken with Heinlein's closing depiction of Snith 's spending his
afterlife in the conpany of both Digby and Foster, at last unambiguously exposes Heinlein's sceptical and ironic response to his
cx::xnedy of faith. His dilenma is identical to that faced by stapledon,

whose O:H John wainwright, lusus naturae and dispassionate murderer,

creates an island utopia where he and his fellCM supermen and
superwanen might

Heinlein's
studiedly

live accx>rding to their own ultra-ethic.

sardonic

handling

sacrilegious

as

of

Snith's

M:x>roock' s

messianic

oonteoptuous

role

While
is

as

portrayal

of

Glogauer in Behold the Mm, he fails to bring us to see Mike's
self-sacrifice as profoundly tragic:
Nowhere, perhaps, is Heinlein's inconsistency more irritating than in his refusal to establish a position fran which
the wtx>le farrago can be viewed ••• Jubal is clearly WleqUippad for the kind of camtitment Mike wants fran him. Mike's
adventures on Earth are hardly in keeping with the exxnic
heaven he shares with Digby and Foster. And that heaven and
reality as seen by the ltBrtians seen rutually contradictory.
'lbe deepening tone as the story goes on suggests taking Mike
and his Cl1urch seriously, but the makings of his religion are
prefX)Sterous - and are so labelle1 within the book - and his
own icmmtality reiOOWS any tragiC sting fran his death.
It is as if Heinlein had been seized by a story with its
own inexorable logic, then sought to undercut its effectiveness by devioes that might absolve him of responsibility for
the story's message. Panshin maintains Heinlein never could
end a story right, because he was unwilling to accept
anything more meaningful in life than search and survival.
'lhe ooomitment in this story was to nothing less than
nartyrdcm, the myth of the dying god whose dEmise liberates
his followers; rut being force1 into the position of offering
that lesson to his readers seems to have been unacceptable to
Heinlein's better judgement.
32.
stap1edon manages to bring one not just to tmderstand 01d John' s
IOOtives, ~ ClIlch we reject their appalling logic, rut indeerl to
side with ~ superior in their fatal oonfrontation with the world's
l::Bttleships; Heinlein sends up his tragic culmination with a finale
which

is purest escapism,

1Dwever oonstrued,
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because it has no

ratiooale:

''!he Old

Qles ••• were

not cxnniscient and in their way \\'ere

as provincial as the humans.' 'Ibis finale actually reverses even the

single substantiated contention of the general metaphysical system
Blish criticized in his review. By contrast, stapledon's story is
sane of his invention 11Iay appear, is

CX>herent and, however Wllikely

also genuinely disturbing and thought-provoking; Heinlein's story is

wayward, hectic and florid, replete with solipsistic digression

and

eblllient facetiousness, parapsychological and pseucianystical improbabilities. '!he former is the product of a genius and the latter, of an
impressario.

'Ibis is perhaps fIOSt acutely apparent in Heinlein's

reluctance to leave us with the linpression that the Old <bas are the
ultimate beings: the narrative and flOral vision may indeed be 'specu_
lative', as Heinlein thought of the novel as a whole, but its the0sophy is essentially traditiooal.
'!be macrcx:osm Heinlein outlines very sketchily supports this,
being in fact a reassuringly ptolemaic one; for behind the Old <nes,

transfigured humans (Digby, Foster and ultimately Mike, too) are at
work, ani beycn:i them, unseen but implicit, a Providential God runs
Head Office. It is quite unlike the

sort of thing one meets in Dick,

or indeed, in IIl1ch recent science fiction. If one sees Digby and

R>ster as archangels, the Old Ctles as alien angels and Snith, their
saintly prophet of the sublime and the ineffable, as an evangelist of

humane ethics furthering the providential Divine Will of an inscrutable God, the O1ristian Universe is as clearly pesent as it was in
Iewis's trilogy, with its

sorns, eldils

and hnau.

'!he key to stranger in ~ st:range ~ is to see it as an

(allege:ily) adult entertainment, as is indicated by the author's

distinct lack of earnestness about his eponyroous messiah (whose sole
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charisma, the weirdness of his alien powers and sensibility, are
virtually

overshadowed

by

, Father'

Jubal

Harshaw,

Heinlein's

surrogate and the dialectical doubting 'Ihanas to Heinlein's Martian
'pronethean'

Olrist).

While no one should decry a novel on the

grounds that it is diverting and enjoyable, it is surely not too much

to denand of it, with Blish, that it offer us sanething else besides

a solipsistic narrative,

~lerised

eroticism and an anodyne rehash

of probably the fOC)st widely-ocmneroc>rated event of western culture. As
science fiction - or even as 'speculative' fiction, as Heinlein preferred this and later work(33) to be called - it may be fairly canpared with the response of writers like Wells, Lewis, Harrison and

M:x>rcock to Christ's sacrifice, and found wanting credibility and
feeling.
'lb

conclude

this

section,

we may further assess Valentine

Michael Snith' s messianic role by contrasting it with that of the protagcnist of another great 'undergramd' novel of the early nineteensixties, Herbert's

rune,

already discussed in the closing section of

the previous chapter. Paul Atreides' s life-story is told in three

l:xx>ks which are cleverly linked together by thane and epic pattern to
form a novel chargei with religious ideas and symbolism.
Now religion is a subject an which science fiction has
regularly cane off the rails, mistaking it either for superstiti<Xl (maybe superstiticn with sane valid factual phen0menon hidden behind it, but superstiti<Xl for all that), or
for m!racle-working. Arxi invented religiCXlS in sf have al.nk:>st
Wliversally seIVed to spotlight their autb:>r' s ignorance of
extant religions. Yet ••• religious mfsticism permeates the
pages of the IlJne novels. Herbert has oontained wi thin his
novel the cynical view ("religion is the opium of the masses"
- typified by the Emperor or the Bene Gesserit's manipulations) and the miraculous view (in Paul's fulfillment of the
prophecies of the Franen); rut he also has managed to show
that he lUlderstanis the essence that lies I1D.1ch closer to the
heart of the religious :impulse - that which gives the individual's life significance.
34.
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N:netheless

Robert

c.

Parkinson's

germane

observations about

the

religious nature of D.me overlook the aspect of the novel which is of

prime interest in discussing the humanistic world-view of IOOdern
science fiction, that is, the source of Paul's prescient vision and
the form of his roossianic role. Is it helpful to see Atriedes as a

Olrist, Faust or Pronetheus - or is he, like his successor GreatSouled Sam the IDrd of Light, another apostate humanist champion? If
other writers are often ioore reluctant to offer a clear, definite
perspective of their protagonist, in this case we may look to the
text confidently for an answer as Herbert's themes are illustrated by

neans of the experiences of his central character.
As we have seen, Herbert's success with D.1ne is the product of

his mastery of detailed narrative: the imaginary world of Arrakis
itself, its peoples and their sociopolitical context, are intricately
and canpellingly evoked in a visionary narrative which, by virtue of

a coherent oonfiguration of <Xl1lPlex ontological, transceooental and
teleological ideas, happily' overcanes the cliches of ray-gun and
rocket for which much science fiction is justly notorious. Not that
~ lacks either; rut ~bert imbles the hackneyed properties of the

'space opera' with an exotic quality. Yet,

~

impressive and

unique, the ecology and adaptive technology of Arrakis are rut the
mi~-soene

of a human drama which is genuinely canpelling.

FraU the outset, Herbert highlights his protagonist's human-ness

in dramatic fashioo. 'Ql caladan, the Atreides household is preparing
to leave their ancestral hone world to supervise the Imperial spice

c:xmnerce

based on the barren planet Arrakis. In the midst of things,

an aninous guest arrives, the Reverend ~ther Helen Gaius M:>hiam of
the

Bene

Gesserit

sisterOOod.

Her
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mission

is

to administer a

potentially lethal test of character to Paul.
' ••• If you withdraw your hand fran the box you die. 'Ibis is
the only rule. Keep your hand in the box and live. Witlrlraw
it and die.'
Paul took a deep breath to still his trembling. 'If I call
cut there I 11 be servants on you in seconds and you'll die. '
'Servants will not pass your mother who stands guard outside that door. Depend on it. Your mother survivErl this test.
Now it's your turn. Be honoured. We seldon administer this to
IIel-children. '
OJriosi ty reduced Paul's fear to a manageable level. He
heard truth in the old wanan I s voice, no denying it. If his
rrother stood guard out there... if this were truly a test •••
And whatever it was, he felt himself caught in it, traf)pErl by
that harrl at his neck: the gan jabbar. He recalled the resJ:X)l'lSe fran the Litany against Fear as his mother had taught
him out of the Bene Gesserit rite.
'I must not fear.
Fear is the mind-killer.
Fear is the
little death that brings total obliteration.
I will face ~
fear.
I will pennit it to pass over me and through me. And
when it has gone past I will turn the inner eye to see its
path. Where the fear has gone there will be nothing. Qlly I
will remain. i
He felt calmness re'bJrn, said: 'Get on with it, old wanan. '
'Old wanan!' she snapped. 'You've courage, and that can't
be denied. Well, we shall see, sirra.' She bent closer,
lowered her voice alrrost to a whisper. 'You will feel pain in
this hand within the box. Pain. rut! Witlmaw the hand and
I'll touch your neck with the gan jattar - the death so swift
it's like the fall of the headsman's axe. Withdraw your hand
and the gan jal:bar takes you. understand?'
'What's in the box?'
'Pain. '
He felt increased tin:Jling in his hand, pressed his lips
tightly together. Fbf oould this be a test? he wondered. The
tingling became an itch.
'!he old wanan said: 'You've heard of animals chewing off a
leg to escape a trap? '.1here 's an an:Lnal Jd..OO of trick. A
human wwld remain in the trap, endure the pain, feigning
death that he might kill the trapper and reRDVe a threat to
his kind.'
'!he itch became the faintest burning. 'Why are you doing

this?'

''lb determine if you're human. Be silent.'
Paul clenched his left hand into a fist as the b.m1ing sensation increased in the other hand. It mounted slowly: heat
upoo heat ••• upoo heat. He felt the fingernails of his free
hand biting the palm. He tried to flex the fingers of the
burning hand, rut oouldn't move them.
'It burns,' he whispered.

nIne, pp.14-15.

'Silence! '

Paul's human spirit is confirroEd by the painful duress of the test
and this saves him fran a death to which his instincts would have
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betrayed him. (Irrleed there are many hints that the outoane is portentous enough to have canpelled even Jessica's reluctant canplicity).

'1be idea of Iuman nature bein':J the mst noble fann of sensibility, rut being oonstantly vitiated by beastly impulses and drives
(exemplified by Wells's r.tlreau) is an element of the canplex thematic
patternin;J of rune curl its several sequels.

'!he !Brkonnens are

hideous individuals in their own right, sadistic curl vindictive; rut
their administrator,

the Governor of Arrakeen, is their equal in

cruelty and is regaled with the soubriquet 'Beast'. If the novelist
has set a typical conflict between good and evil in the future, this

CXXlflict is also presented as the struggle for the humane attrfrlltes
of man to CNerccme the atavistic vices of animal cruelty and ruth-

lessness. The Harkannens are deIoonic curl bestial, and the idealistic
Paul Atreides is humane curl redemptive: his eventual triurrph

CNer

them is a science-fictional Harrowing of Hell (ironically reversed in
the

sequel,

o.me Messiah, with the religious corruption of the

Fremen).

Herbert's structuring of the three books of

rune

is quite clear.

In each, Atriedes confronts another challenge which, like the first,
demands resilience, courage am imagination. Yet, as one gathers fran

the first book, Paul Atriedes has a ~ful presCient talent which
offers him unique perceptions of his situation which he may use to

preserve himself am further the aims which beoane increaSingly
important to hiJIl,

especially his prime aim of CNerthrc7.dng the

Harkannen regime which has usurped am killed his father.

In the seocn:l book,

'Maud'dib', Paul and Jessica have taken

refuge in the Fremen desert enclaves wherein he beoanes Usul, waterbrother of stilgar the leader of Seitch '1abr. '!bey are not killed out
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of hand for their water as is custaoary with stra.rqers, rut instead
are treatErl with reservErl suspicion until Jessica assumes the role of
tribal Reverend M:>ther after catalysing the p::>isonous raw geriatric
spice. At that p::>int, Jessica discovers an aspect of herself which
she finds terrifying initially, though like Paul's gift her collec-

tive mem::>ry will prove to be vital far their survival.
By undergoing her own

sort of deadly ordeal, Jessica transcends

the limits of her ir¥iividual sensibility and gains access to the
stored mem::>ries of all her predecessors. The insights she gains are
apocalyptic in both its senses, that is, as historical revelation (in
Ketterer's terms);

am

as her own da:m,

for her recapitulative

experience of the drug catalysis is very nearly fatal. Imagistically,
this event embo::iies all the salient features of metaphysical science
fiction, which conventionally depicts human nature as possessing one
or fOC)re 'superhuman I innate faculties in a latent state or in the
process of evolving fran within the human consciousness.
As the story of their life azoonq the Fremen unfolds, it becxmes

apparent that l'rIwever remarkable is Jessica IS new awareness, Paul IS
faculty is even fOC)re impressive for, when he too risks his life to
catalyse the p::>isonoos raw spice into the drug sacred to the Fremen,

the visions he has are both apocalyptic, like hers, and prescient:
He sampled the time wiIrls, sensing the turrooil, the stonn

nexus that

DOlI focussed on this manent place. EVen the faint
gaps were closed
Here was the race oonsciousness that
he had known once as his own terrible purpose. Here was
reason ena.tgh for a Kwisatz H:lderach or a Lisan al-Gaib or
even the halting schemes of the Bene Gesserit. 'llle race of
humanS had felt its CMl dormanCY, sensed itself grown stale
and knew rDiI only the need to experience tunroil in which
the genes wwld mir¥Jle and the strong new mixtures survive.
All humanS were alive as an unconscious sin;Jle organism in
this mcment, experiencing a kiOO of sexual heat that could
averride any barrier... '!his is the climax, Paul thought.

now...
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Fran here, the future will open, the clouds part onto a kind
of glory. And if I die here, they' 11 say I sacrificed myself
that my spirit might lead than.
And if I live, they t 11 say
nothing can oppose r.tJad' Dib.
Dune, Book III, 'The Prophet'; p.457
An unexpected consequence of gaining acceptance aaoIl9' the Fremen

is

the

deepening

oracular talent;

and
an]

strengthening

of

this

melange-stimulated

eventually Paul can foretell the likeliest

ootoane of the possible futures

pertaining at any nexus of the

space-time oontinuum. As he quickly realizes, however, this quasidivine awareness raises :i.rmIerl1a.te questions whose emergent answers
entail an awescxne responsibility for his actions and their sirgular
detenninistic impact on the course of the future:
Prophecy and prescience - !i:M can they be put to the test
in the face of the unanswered questions? Consider: HoW' much
is actual prediction of the 'wave form' (as Mlad'Dib referred
to his vision-iIllage) and lrM IlDlch is the prophet shaping the
future to fit the prophecy? What of the hantnnics inherent in
the act of prophecy? I))es the prophet see the future or does
he see a line of weakness, a fault of cleavage that he may
shatter with words or decisions as a dianald-cutter shatters
his gem with a blow of a knife?
-'Private Reflections S!!. MJad'Dib' !!i. the Print::ess Irulan
Dune, Book II (p.264).

'!his ability has always troubled him with its insistent, cryptic
visions,

never

am'e

an:Lnoos perhaps than that which follCJNed his

victory aver Jamis in a deadly Frenen duel:
Paul ••• realized that he had plt.mgej once roore into the
abyss ••• b1irD time. '!here was no past occupying the future in
his IDiId ••• except ••• except ••• he could still sense the green
and black Atreides barmer waving ••• sanewhere ahead ••• still
see the jihad's bloody swords and fanatic legions.
It will not be, he told himself. I cannot let it be.
Dune, Book II, (p.294).
1i:MM!r,

the converted raw spice liquor the Fremen take in their

seitch orgies enhances his prescience to the lX>int where the visions
becaDe meaningful. Even as an ootcast aroong the Fremen bereft of
seigneurial pa.t.I&, with this faculty - expliCitly genetic and thus
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inherent (that is, essentially scientific as opposed to miraculous) _
Paul seems to be able to steer events so as to effectively drive the
present to create the future. He may also use his ability to anticipate events so as to ol:Niate the sort of failings of intuition or
Wlderstanding which characterize the human oondition, extending the
awareness and rmlltifarious experience of hunan nature acquired in his
farrrative relationships:
Paul ••• challenges each superior being that he meets,
extracts the superiority, arrl adds it to his own. The superiorities are synergistic. The first being to be absorbed is
his father; the last is his rrother. Unlike his son, '[eto,
Paul is Wlwilling to inoorporate nonhuman superiors. As he
grows rrore conplex, Paul does not forget that all beings
differ ooly in degree, rut he gradually disoovers that a
SUpreme, beyond all being, exists. "God" is a pattern of
organization.

35.
'Ib the Fremen,

Paul seems to have divine powers; and they readily

identify him as the eponyroous prophet of their sacred lore, the 'Lisan
al-Gaib', the long-pranised 'Voice fran the Olter World'.
Simply by liv:iD;J among then, Paul gives the legend a livID3
presence, am gains pcMeI" to bend the Fremen to his will. He
begins to roold then into a guerilla force with which to win
back his dukedan. att already they are aore than that, and so
is he. He is no lcnger Paul Atreides, rut Paul Maud' Dib,
ManU of the Frenen and will-o-wisp of the desert, while his
followers have becane FedayJdn, "death cxmnandoes. " The
marriage of a cha.risnatic leader and a people who long to be
led has begun to bear its inevitable fruit.
Paul does in fact have re;narkable powers, rut far nore
important in the em is heM the Fremen respond to them. '!here
is a strong, unoonscious projection that makes him even more
special than he is. Part of this projection depends on the
legends planted by the Bene Gesserit and the way they crystallize around Paul, blt even rrore depends on the faculty of his
followers for wishful thinking, the unoonscious will to
believe there is saneone out there with the answers they lack.
ltlable to fim adequate strength of purpose in thsnselves,
they look for a truth, a cause, and a leader to supply it. It
is the same llIltually supportive relatialship of leaders and
followers which was explored in the feudal setup of Fb.lse
At:reides.
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'!he apotheosis of Paul (the 'Royal Faustus' introduced in the previous
chapter) is enacted little by little on two levels, the public and the
private, and is signally of ilDre roncern to his author than the
parallel transfiguration of 9nith in stranger in a Strange Land, whose
author cx:>nveniently finds in him a ready-made superhurran. 9:nith has
few aspirations. He has superhuman p:JWers, and his self-confidence
derives fran the cosmic certainty of the martian ethics in which he
was raisErl. Atreides has many personal and political goals, rut his

aspirations

are

dogged

by

contingent IIDral

dichotanies

and

the

violence of his zealous followers.
Yet even if the Fremen may ronsider him a messiah, Herbert takes
pains to ensure that we do not too readily ascribe mystical charisma

to Paul. We witness his uncertainties and irmer tw:TIDil: we are slnm
}x)w

important is his relationship with his Fremen ooncubine <llani, who

is one of the few who are pennitted to knotI an intimate side of him as
he really is rather than as the image circumstances have forced upon
him. '!bus oonfronted with Usul's human doubt and needs, we are less

likely to view him as a prescient Ubermensch (still less a mystical
emissary) far we also knot

that the Fremen religion is a factitious

creed established centuries before by the Bene Gesserit to prepare far
Paul and present him with an opportunity to cxmnand rather than
enanc:ipate the Fremen (who, being native, are in many respects his
superiors in the vital b.lsiness of surviving the hostile desert
climate of Arrakis). '!heir cult of the Kwisatch Haderach which takes
Paul/Usul/Mlad'Dib far its personified icon is viewe1 with oontanpt by
the Harkcc1nen lords, who consider it a primitive sort of folly, too

ludicrous to warrant suppression:
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'Have you heard the latest word fran Arrakis?' the Baron
asked.
'No, Uncle.'
''!hey've a new prophet or religious leader of sane kind
anon.g the FrerIen,' the Baron said. ''!hey call him MJad 'Dib.
Very furmy, really. It means "the ~." I've told Rabban to
let them have their religicn. It'll keep them occupied. '

Ilme, Bk.III, p.350.
Like Higgs, Paul is acclairned as a messiah though readers know he is

none, and this creates in ome expectations and issues of .religious
ethics tmlch as it does in Erewhon Revisited, generating a narrative
tension focussing on the protagonist's motives which hardly rises to

anything like the same

d~ee

in stranger in a strange Land, even if

there the likes of Foster and Digby are exposed and sent up for
laughs. FDwever,

the question which Ferbert highlights in

n.me

by

depicting a reluctant 'messiah' being constrained by events to p:rcm:>te
a factitious religion bears directly on Paul's humanistic traits of
altruism and redenptiveness (without which he would surely be merely
another self-interested warlord). Tragically the messianic role which
he resents both because it enslaves others and because he kn.ows it

subsists in a false belief that he is divine insidiously erodes his
freedan of action.
Paul's perpetual struggle is to preserve his personal integrity
fran the dual erosicn of the violent faith of the vengeful Fremen and
the

Bene

Gesserit manipulation of his

predestined

role

as

the

charismatic warrior-prophet of Arrakis who, they 00pe, will advance
the cause of the Sisterhood against the Landsraad, the Glild and the

Imperium. His search is essentially far wisdan rather than scientific
kncMle:ige, benign sapience rather than expeditious science (though,
given the careful realizaticn of ~'s ecological themes, scientific

endeavour is also granted a significant place in Maud 'Dib's endeavour
to liberate the Fremen).
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Paul nrust use the Fremen to achieve his aims of overt:h.rowing the
oorrupt Imperial hegeocmy, 1x>th on Arrakis itself and at large; rut
his concern is to liberate then rather than enslave them. To his

grx:M-

ing disquiet, he discovers that as their incarnate idol he inspires in

them a fanatical zeal which knc1.is no rocderation and which may only be

channelled constructively by exploiting their fanaticism. Theirs is an
absolute

faith which cannot accaoodate any contradiction of its

prevalent ethos and ideology.
Although Paul' s intuitive impulse is redemptive, as the third

book proceeds it is plain that the 'Panoplia Propheticus' of the Bene
Gesseri t is to scme extent actually detennining history through Paul's
charismatic leadership, for his image IOOre and mre constrains his
au1:oru:x'ocus will. Yet it transpires that he is not their I<wizatch
Haderach (the 'shortening of the way' they have tried to genetically
engineer through their 'bree:iing program' and through whan they would
be able to exercise tanporal power) for he is an usurper born a

generatioo earlier than their authentic intended proxy slnlld be. His
prescient gift and situation offer him the chance to cxmnandeer their
preparatioos for the real

ale.

As Tf.loothy O'Reilly has noted, this is

an exoeptiooally well-wrought and sophisticated theme:
•••• there is ale other concept Herbert ruilt on his story
that is unique. 'Ibis is what we might call his genetic theory
of history.
cnoe again, Herbert uses the Bene Gesserit and the inner
powers Paul has gained fran them as his vehicle. '!be source
of the alnDst supernatural abilities of the Bene Gesserit is
a substance they call the TrUthsayer drug, which allows their
RevereOO r.t>thers to draw on profoond inner knowledge and the
accunulated knowledge of the past. But it is only wanen who
can master the iImer changeS brooght on by the drug. It has
always been death for a man. '!he Bene Gesserit have embarked
00 a centuries-long program of selective breeding to produce
a man wOO can take the drug and live. They call their goal
the Kwisatz Haderach, "the shortening of the way." 'Ihey hope
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to open vast new areas to their control - the depths of the
active male as well as the receptive female. 'llle crippling
flaw in the Bene Gesserit skills is that they must be wielded
indirectly. '!hey rope that a man fully trained in their
esoteric arts woold still be able to wield temporal power in
a way that they cannot. It is hoperl that Paul may be this
figure, but he has been born a generation to soon in the plan
and is cnnsequently not canpletely Wlder their cnntrol. He
has his own destiny to follow.
Paul Atriedes struggles to avoid giving way to the tenptation to

goo -

becane a

or at least a demigod, for he is a shaper rather than

creator - which ironically would also mean being a political puppet,
the 'Lisan Al-Gaib', whose strings are pulled by the Sisterhood. Yet

Ierbert also endows him with an inborn transcendental impulse which

''!here exists no separation

sustains Paul's humanistic aspiration -

between gcx:ls and men; one blends softly casual into the other'; as one

of the Proverbs of l'olJad 'Dib cited in
In

n.me

~

M3ssiah attests eloquently.

itself, Paul's Fremen concubine Cbani acts as an index of

his success in preserving his identity. His public actions reveal that
he has

preserved his conscience in circumstances where his evil

adversaries the FBrkonnens have developed appetite in its place, and
so he is a sympathetic, troubled hero - a paradoxical figure - the
aristocratic warrior who will lead but will not becane a messiah, the
apostate redeemer sceptical of his

C1IIIl

rootives.

His agonies are

<llristian, rut transposed into a setting which only science fiction
can provide; for Paul, the dilemna is not to drive the divine to
OV'eroane the misgivings of the flesh in the tradition of Gethsemane,
rut quite the contrary - he must strive to preserve his humanity in

the face of a
fX,)tentially
figuration

personal transformation which is catastrophic and

alienating.

Herbert

views

this

experience of

trans-

(which has a praninent place in many of his books) as

potentially p8Ydxltic. Also, the proposition that if mundane power can
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oorrupt,

the

charismatic power to

inspire and exploit religious

devotion may oorrupt on a potentially oosmic scale, is central in
1lJne.

Paul wishes

lead a

to

political-military campaign and free

humankind fran the exploitation of the IrnperilUU and its associates,
rut he must at last

r~ze

that his Frelllell see this as a crusade

against their vile persecutors - a galactic Jihad, a religious war of
ruthless

bloodletting.

His messianic aims

smack of pranetheanism

without being technophilic. He himself is a titan of sorts, one of the
mighty aristocrats wOOse expllsion fran the circles of privilege is
the oonsequence of feudal vendetta rather than a personal transgression, rut who otheIwise fits the role. His m::>tives are noble, his
objectives - the enfranchisenent of the Fremen, the fulfillment of
their dream of oonverting Arrakis' s deserts into water-rich, fertile
land, and the restoration of moral values to the reaLlIS of man which
have been ruled for generations by greed and cynicism - are idealistic
and libertarian. Yet therein lies the ineluctable problem which will

frustrate the IOOSt beneVolent of these aims and reduce his idealism to

a rueful disappointment in the inability of his fellows to share his
ncral vision.
'!be ClDSt expedient means

is to seize upon and exploi t

reputation as a religious figure,

his

rut this involves a deliberate

deceit which proves to be very pernicious. '!he Royal Faustus effects a
damninq tradEK>ff between his deep-rooted desire for personal autonany

and the historical neoessity the Fremen'S oollective aspiration for

vengeance creates. Knowing the cxnsequences, Atreides concedes in his
struggle to evade the role prepared for his descendent and usurped by
himself to further his feud with the Harkalnens~ after their victory
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on their hone world of Arrakis (made by God 'to test the faithful')
Fremen legions are WlleashErl an the other worlds of men to sate their

mystical blood-lust in his name. If the successful campaign to overt:hrow the Harkonnens and destroy the force of Imperial writ on Arrakis

is a

symbolically re:iemptive, Paul Atreides' s emancipation of the

Fre:nen tribes tragically turns into a ferocious apocalypse which even

he cannot restrain without becaning just as cynical as his vanquished
foes. His intended ploy, to use the anti-agathic 'spice' unique to
Arrakis's austere ecosystem as an effective counter to the forces
oamnanded by the L-nperium, turns out to provide only the roost precarious of advantages against them. '!he Glild, Iandsraad, Sisterhood
and ousted Imperial dynasty alJIk:)st iamediately form a OOOllOll cause

against Atreides' s

fSI

hegeIoony, and he is c::xxlSeqUently forced to

secure his own position by roIstering his

image as the god-king of

Arrakis in order to maintain the loyalty of his fanatical legions who
ironically have energed as the ooly means he has of fulfilling his
dream of a stable, himoonious humane universe capable of allCMing men

a chance to develop their - putative - innate potential. Ck1e of Paul's

JD:)St redeeming features is that he believes that mankind in general

can one day acquire his special faculty - a millenial, teleological
vision iOOeed.
In the first sequel, ~ Messiah, Atreides's general strategy is

to

force

an

advantageous

settlanent

upon

the

Imperial,

alien,

religious and mercantile po.4el'-blocs which hitherto have oontrolled

the human universe and reform human life and sensibility. To this end,
he seeks to use the onoe-subversive Frenen religion, rut he fails

because he seeks to institute a stable, benevolent despotism - and
this goes not only quite against the grain of human nature,
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rut

out-

rages the universal principle of change and growth through evolution
he himself wishes altruistically to advance. Finally embittered by his

failure to maintain the stability rought at the price of terrible
slaughter, revolted by the first signs of decadence and spiritual
deterioration he sees even in his most faithful Fremen acolytes, and
sickena:i by

habi tual

the

cynicism

of

the

llOW'-powerful

clerical

establishnent he himself helped to create, he goes knarlingly to his
death in an amb.lsh.
In the final analysis, Atreides has himself been misled -

or,

giving way to a growing agape stimulated by the loyalty of his Fremen,
allowed himself to be. Everything he has initiated seenlErl to have
betrayed its premise as well as the altruistic 00pe which later
mtivates

his

benign

manipulations;

the

final

irony

is

that he

disoovers himself to have been hom of the very hated stock he sought

to eradicate - the Harkonnens. In the conventiooal symbolic tenns of
the science fiction of aspiration, Faust's gamble, Frankensteinian in

its scope, has again proved docmed perhaps even frau its very inspira-

tion, dogged by the same nemesis which vitiates the utopian vision of
the Wells of Men Like QJds; and yet again it has been betrayed by
nan's iImate follies - passion and fratricidal aggrandisement:
Here lies a toppled god His fall was not a small one.
We did but build his pejestal,
A narrow and a tall one.
~ Messiah, p.96.

'!his 'Tleilaxu EPigram' is a fitting rejoinder to Goethe's sardonic

'Pranetheus', itself perhaps an inspiratioo for Mary Shelley's pJ5tGothic

classic

tale

of

hubris

and

nemesis,

of

aspiration

and

apocalypse. IOOeed in a rocment of introspection amid all the welter of
plotting aOO. subterfuge of ~ ~siah Paul considers his
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CMl1

vision

in just these very tenns:

'Pardon, Sire,' the aide said. ''!he Sernboule Treaty _ your
signature? '
'I can read itl' Paul snapped. He scrawled 'Atreides Iitper.'
in the proper place, returned the 00ard, thrusting it directly
into the aide's outstretched hand, aware of the fear this
inspired.
'Ibe man fled.
Paul turned away. Ully, barren landl He imagined i t sunsoaked and f!Ol1Strous with heat, a place of sandslides and the
drowned darkness of dust pools, blCMdevils Wlreeling tiny
dunes across the rocks, their narrc:M bellies full of ochre
crystals. &It it was a rich land, too; big, explc:xiing out of

narrow places with vistas of stonn-trcxiden enptiness, rampart
cliffs and tumbledCMl ridges.
All it required was water •••• and love.
Life changed those irascible wastes into shapes of grace
and rocwanent, he thought. '!hat was the message of the desert.
Q:ntrast sturmErl him with realisatioo. He wantei to tum to
the aides massed in the seitch entrance, shout at them: If you
need sanething to worship, then worship life - all life, every
last crawling bit of it! We're all in this beauty ~therl
'Ihey wouldn't understand. In the desert, they were erxUessly desert. Growing things perfonn no green ballet for them.
He clenched his fists at his sides, trying to halt the
vision. He wanted to flee fran his C7Ill1 mind. It was a beast
cxme to devour him! Awareness lay in him, sodden, heavy with
all the living it had sponged up, saturatei with too many
experiences •
Desperately, Paul squeezed his thoughts outward.
stars!

Awareness turned over at the thooght of all those stars
above him - an infinite volume. A man must be half mad to
imagine he oould rule even a teardrop of that volume. He
oooldn I t begin to imagine the number of subjects his Imperium
claimed.

SUbjects? l'brshippers and ensnies, nr:>re likely. Did any
then see beycni rigid beliefs? Where was one man who'd
escaped the l'lar'rOi destiny of his prejudices? Not even an
E1Dperor escaped. He'd lived a take-everything life, tried to
create a universe in his own il1Jage. &It the exultant t.miverse
was breaking him at last with its silent waves.
I spit at n.mel he tlnlght. I give it my ooisturel
'!his myth he'd made out of intricate roovements and imaginatioo, out of moonlight and love, out of prayers older than
Adam, and gray cliffs and crimson shadc:Ms, laments and rivers
of martyrs - what had it cxme to at last? When the waves
receded the sOOres of time would spread out there clean,
empty, shining with infinite grains of II&OOry and little else.
was this the golden destiny of man?
~ Messiah, pp.202-203.
aIIOlg

FiJwever, for all that it is ultimately ground in the dust of the
Franen planet,

Atreides's hubris

retains
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its nobility. Far fran

seeming desI:X>tic in his demise - the final verdict on many a science

fictional gaUing - the hero of IlJne and ~ ~siah dies of despair
at the fanaticism he has propagaterl, for it has effectively given the
Fremen a set of religious hobbles in place of the Imperial yoke and
Harkonnen chains fran which he has striven to liberate then.

'I've had a bellyful of the god and priest rosinessl You
think I don't see rrry CM1'l mythos? ••• I've insinuated my rites
into the 10c>st elanentary human acts. '!be people eat in the
name of l\tlad 'Oibl They make love in my name, are bom in my
name - cross the street in my name. A roof beam cannot be
raised in the l~st hovel of far Gangishree without invoking
the blessing of MJad'Oih!'
- Book of Diatribes
fran '!he Hayt Cllronicle;
~ ~siah, p.124.
Herbert's tripartite novel is one of the high I:X>ints of aesthetic
and visionary achievemant

to be found in the genre, ranking aloogside

novels like A canticle for Leibowitz and not too many others as the
classics of a bJrgeaning field. It is also fair to say that

n.me

eclipses not just its inmediate sequel, rut indeed the rest of the
series, as an integrated, evocative and lyrical tour-de-force. It has
also, one feels sure, influenced many contemporary authors within the
genre itself and iOOeed beycn1 such fairly notional limits. att when
ale

thinks of generic influences, one may identify novels as seemingly

diverse as Aldiss's Barefoot in the Head, zelazny's rord of Light,
watson's '!be Martian Inca and BisOOp' s stolen Faces, all of which seen
to

rin:J

with ecOOes of Herbert's epiC work just as it itself reveals a

l'xlst of allusioos and conventional tropes - drug-induced. transcendence,
the perils of percepticn and enlightenment, the oppressioo of dogma which have contril:uted to its p:JWer. N::x1e equal Herbert's achievement
in Il.me, which is unique (38) •
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'A SUdden Surge': Synergy and '!he Teleological Transfiguration of Man
'IWenty years ago I.F.Clarke observed that another change was
taking place in the
his classic study.

prophetic war fiction which was the subject of
Faced wi th

the redwldancy of describing the

virtually instantaneous total global war of the nuclear era, writers
seemed to be turning fran detailed predictions of the circumstances
and situation of the next war. He seaned to think that

neM

images and

narrative forms would be developed to explore the nature of the
crucial relationship between science, progress, and human nature:
Fbpe for the sake of hope keeps on breaking in with a
visien of renewal. For instance, in '!he Quysalids, an ideal
ocmnunity of beneficient telepaths has anerged fran the
ruins; and in one of the most recent stories in this field,
Midge l:7:i Paul ~, there is every hope that the rEl1U1ants
of mankind rray leam brotherhood and wisdan fran swarms of
intelligent, telepathic, and highly mxal insects. '!be tale
of imaginary warfare has becane a parable for the times.
Voices Prophesying war 1763-1984, p.199.

Perhaps

transcendental science fictien

is what has emergei roost

distinctively fran the new directioo he sensed writers were taking
then. Brian Aldiss' s Barefoot in the Head (1969) well illustrates the

transitien between the anticipation of warfare and the transcecxiental
science fiction of aspiratien.
As a preliminary to advancing Vonnegut' s '!he Sirens of Titan as

an exemplar of the apocalyptiC vein of roodern science fiction, D:lvid
KetteNr cx:n::lem1s Barefoot in the Head as a

'pastiche of super-

subjective, late Jayce... '!he problem••• appears to be that Aldiss
began with a

particular style that he wishe:! to imitate and then

cx:ntrived a plot to allcM for the extended use of that style. '!he
result eventually makes for excruciating reading.' While there may
well be mre than a hint of truth in his inference about Aldiss' s

methods since the novel was, as Aldiss acknatllErlged, constructed fran
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the series he wrote for r.tx>rccx:k's

New

';k)rlds after Harry Harrison

had published 'the original chunk' in Impulse, the novel was greeted
as a significant work by such respected voices as '!he Listener and

'!he raily Telegraph.

Ketterer's use of the phrase

'excruciating

reading' has an unconscious ironic force, for while Aldiss' s style is

'multi-layered, free-associational and stream-of-consciousness' and
'pun-encrusted', his prime object was not so much to 'cane up with a
plot' to support it rut to sustain a style which might effectively
evoke the traumatic disorientation of the inflamed post-catastrophe

mentality of his characters. Olarteris and his acolytes are at the
mercy of their own impulses and their

eMIl

fevered response to the

arbritrariness of events: the familiar has been distorted or obI iterata:i by a weapon which has transformed their world into a phenanenological

zane

where

survival

and

fulfilment

are

existential pressures • .By no means the facile or

all-oonsuming

~llCM

pastiche

Ketterer describes, Aldiss's novel is actually an sustained experiment in portraying contsnporary obsessions and despair.
Cl:>lin Cllarteris, the uncxmnitted 'saviour' of the autaoobile

sect, is the

very antithesis of Maud'Dib though he

too is capable of

a druq-indu.oed oracular visioo. His precognition is

fNery bit

as

intense, terrifying and erratic as was Paul Atreides' s first perceptual breakthrough and is construed in much the same terms, that is,

as a pro:JreSsive metaphysical faculty unfettered by a traumatic
disruption of the ca1trolling logos:

Preoognitioo is a functioo of two forces he told himself and
already wishErl that he might record it in case the thalght
driftei fran him on the aerosolar light. Preoognitioo. 'IWo
forces: mind of course and also time: the barriers go down

and sanewhere a white-thighe:i wanan waits for me '!!lese are not my images. Banbardment of others' images.
Autobreasted suocubae again fran Disflocations.
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Yet my image the white-thighed, although I have not seen
them already familiar like milk inside venetian crystal all
the better to suck you by. But my precognitions slipping.
It's not only that mirrl can leap aside fran its tracks rut
that the tracks llUlst be of certain property: so there are
stages I have crossed to reach this point the first being the
divination of time as a web without merely forward progress
rut all directions equally so that the essential I at any
m:::ment is like a spider sleeping at the centre of its web
always capable of any turn and the white thom thighs
turning. cnly that essential GJrdjieffian I aloof. And
secondly the trip-taking soaked air of London tipping me off
my traditional cranium so that I allow myself a multidimensional way.
Barefoot in the Head, pp.56-57
'Zl?ogan, he asks himself rhetorically,

'what am I

nt::M

if not m:>re

than man, mariner of my seven seizures. r.t>re than pre-psychedelic

nan. r.-e 0000 viator.'

Even if this personal enlightenment resonates

with Orphic allusioo it is explicated in the language of aspiration:
In his treadmillrace he was on her thought scent rocwing
alcng the web taking a first footfall oonsciously away fran
antique logic gaining gaining and losing also the attaclJnent
to things that keeps alive a thousand useless I' s in a man's
life seeing the primary fact the sexual assertion that she
took wing whoever she was near to these two men.
'l!1en he knew that he was the last trump of his former self
to asceOO fran the dealings at I:bver by the !aldan lane and
the other caught cards of his pack truly at discard trapped
in old whists and wists.
He had a new purpose that was no rtX>re a mystery only nI::M
in this IIDDellt of revelatioo was the purpose yet unrevealed.

Iden.

In a footnote to Trillioo Year Spree, Aldiss

sums up his novel

thus: ' ••• the entire culture is freaked out after the Acid Head

war,

and the oentral character, Charteris, is elevate:i to the role of

Messiah. 8.1t such power as he has caaes fran al:::negatian

am,

when he

finds himself an the brink of believing in his ability to work
miracles, he deliberately throws away the Olrist role.' (39) Ketterer
seeus not to c:mprehend the point of AleUss 's anti-heroic oovel
because it fails to mtch the generally positive criteria for apocalyptic fictioo he anploys in

!!!! ~lds for Old.
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In fact, Barefoot in

the Head should be better understcx:rl as a

aspiration,

an essentially tragic rather

sardonic allegory of

than

heroic vision of

existence and desire.
Setting aside the roore oonventional messianic features of the
novel, two questions are clearly worth pursuing. '!he first,
ing

Olarteris's

aspirations,

is

readily

disposed

of:

ooncemO1arteris

travels into the hallucirlo:]enic zone of banbaj-<Xlt England seeking
sex and adventure and little else. FiJwever he there acquires self-

knowledge through the lte:iium of drug-enha.naed precognition, and an
obscure rut vital purpose. Having supplanted Brasher as the prophet
of the Prcx::eed <l1arteris beccmes more reclusive as he works an 'Man
the Driver,' his 'gospel' oaoprising

'sane

Gurdjieff, roore D.lspenski,

t.ime-obsessed passages fran scme here and there, no zen or that - no

Englishmen, rut it's going to spread fran England out, we'll all take
it, unite EUrope at last. A gospel. Falling like PC'A. America's
ready,

too.

'!be

readiest place,

always.' (p. 85)

Essentially,

the

profane cult of b:n:> viator preaches liberation frau old noral

strictures :
You will see. No more conflicts once everyooe recognises that
he always was a hunter, all time. 'nle roodern hunter has
beoane a driver. His main efforts do not go towards improving
his lot, rut canplicating ways of travel. It's all in the big
pattern of spaoe-tlme-mind. In his head is a 11Illti-value
motol:way. Now, after the KUwait ~ he is free to drive
down any lane he wants, any way. No external frictions or restrictials any more. 'Ihus spake O1arteris.
Barefoot in the Head, p.84
Like Higgs, Cllarteris beoaDeS a messiah by acclarnaticn. Perhaps

a latter-day cousin of OJnrad's HarlCM frau Heart of I:a.rkness, he has
travelled through the psychotic natioos of Fl1rope into the worst
affected regicn, blt the irmIanent darkness in the souls of his acid-

head acolytes is eclipsed by the psychedelic mystical light of their
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derangerl mass faith, for they believe that through their destructive
rituals they may evolve under his spiritual guidance. '!he Escalation,
an acid-rock group, provide

rum

with his first large audience and

help spread his message with their twisted lyrics extolling the
'catagasmic' interactions of the derangerl autaootive crusaders.
'!he second question is undoubterlly the roore interesting:

why

does Olarteris finally reject this rcessianic role? After surviving a

cathartic autcHja-fe which culm1nates in the destruction of Brussels,
and the several attentions of the 'mascodistic' trinity of Brasher,

'&>reas and Iaundrei,
Gethsemane rooditation.

Ola.rteris reaches his messianic nadir in a
'Ihe impulse of the Cllartereade is spent,

leaving him facing an ineluctable dichotany:
all the words I have said or spoken were minoed of my
blood my seoen my lOOaIl-barrow of weeping tissue in disinegation
what is I in truth is in their locality not here

trees ruin me too particular
and the specifierl waoan
anonyIOOUS

all anooyroous that felty well in the languid dark against
thighs of unknown speech and every faculty distended to sane
farther shore like aface with nothing personal in it just the
big chemical loot-in of eternal blrn-down
in the nerverl networks and elastic roadways of me is the
traffic passing for thooght blt this eternal recurrence of
trees signals me that no decisim is possible that decisim
is impossible for everything will cane back again back to the

same centre

alternatives must be ItDre nulti-valuerl than that I either
go with I<'amIandant m his IDsanno daninotim or speed with
Angel south rut if ale crosse:i martyranny if the other
another series of eitherorS with death always the first
choice
sanewhere find a new word Dell animal
transgress
in their heads they have mly old words
insisting that history repeats itself
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the stale h~enes of a previous CQnl::ustian rolling in
an old river and elder landscape footprintE:rl to the last tree
gnarlE:rl landscape of I stamped flat by the limbous brain
its their behaviour and its gearE:rl experience is lessening
and cuts me do,m to sighs lOOrality nostalgia sentiment
closure falsight all I have to drive through their old fadE:rl
photograph of life
l'rM that crumbling nightdream thunderclouds round my
orizons
Barefoot in ~ Head, pp.204-20S

His painOO reverie is interrupted by a devotee who urges h.im, " , Speak
at the world's megaplale Master. 'lbese small strifes are your larger
l::artlefield or the states your pulpit. Pay the big taxi fare
Rane address! Talk out the loogs

to a

cancer. Rocket right up the lordly

ast:raJ.tahn. Flush the world's lOOtians into your own J::x:Iwl and I'll

tack

you.' n

Angeline,

Cllarteris's

pregnant

Criseyde,

vehemently

opposes the idea of <llarteris sacrificing himself - "''!hat's all nonsense. We're trying to turn into human beings first cass and we dan't

nee1 your snow-job for aid.

suggestion

that

he

,rr

slxJuld

Charteris himself angrily rebJts the
sacrifice

himself

to

reinvigorate

Olristiani ty:
'Listen to the multi-valued answer. All resolved. I had it
in my dream tuming down the old clothes.' 'lben mute in his
wonderment so she asked him darling?
'Whatever you all think you think you all think in the old
stale repeating masadistrick Judeo-<l1ristian rhythm because
its in your bloodshErl. Yoor heritage taken or rejected dorminant. Be rich as Christ indeed. aIt Creosus Christ is to me
pauperized an old figment am just another capitalist lackey
whose had our heads isn't it? It's the histiric recess over
and CNer a western eternal recurrence of hope and word and
blocxi and sword and Creosus vitimizes your thinkstreams.'
ClJntinued in this blasthsoe of Olrist Plutocrat schekelgrabbing bled-white christeOOamn till cass fluttered.
'I dal't believe in him either Master you Jmar..t that. '
'No difference. History jellied and you can't drip out.
You're hooke:l in his circuit and the current circulates. '
Barefoot in the Fiaad, p.207

rr, ••• say

for ever farewell to that crazy nailedup propheteer'" he

directs them, and decides to resign his role, rejecting his own
pelssial

for a

pastoral

family

life with Angeline,
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leaving the

'autaootive lemnings' and Herr LaWldrei's marching military mastur-

tators to their

CMll

febrile £Xlrsuits. Ultimately Charteris is tmable

to discover any authentic
philosophia perermia in the

'universal patterns',
'womout iOOde'

can discern no

of the

'old Westciv

groove'; rut only a bleak entropic reality resonating with archaic
banalities and futile self-sacrifice. His final message ('holy law
okay rut spiced with heresy') is decidErlly Bokononist:
All possibilities and alternatives exist rut ultimately
Ultimately you want it both ways
Barefoot in the Head, p.220
Of course science fiction is, perhaps supremely, the roode of

literary expression in which tech.oological man oonfronts his am

nature. If, in the absence of the God whose denise was pronounced by
Marlowe, Neitzche et aI, men may not readily implore or blame a
supreme bein.g, then surely the Infernal Fbst is by the same token
tanisherl expediently, and men must squarely face the mxal issues of
their own making. Marlowe's Barrabas, '!be ~ of Malta asserted 'I
oount religion rut a childish toy, / And hold there is no sin rut
ignorance'; and perhaps humanistic science fiction takes the argument
a step further - usually wittDlt losing sight of fl¥:)ral imperatives by revealiB;J the extent of human igoorance not just of the universe,

rut crucially, of aJrselves, of the human spirit however defined. Tan
brlnan ooncluded in a brilliant survey (40) of the whole field of

religiOUS science ficticn that, ''!he idea of transcendence creates a
CXIIIlOl

groond between aesthetic criteria for evaluating science

fictioo and a degree of theological interest that goes beyond the

purely diagnostic.'
What finally links religious aspiratioos and the best
science fiction is a CXllItal interest in transcending our
present reality. Both have a cosmic dimension. Both have a
cx:mnon focus en the future of man, an interest especially
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milt into Judaism and Olristianity. Cosmic awe, the perspective that canes fran oontemplating the stars, makes us
realize our littleness ••• SCience fiction relates to great
CX>Smic forces. It is the opposite as a genre to what D.ff.
lawrence once calle::i 'wearisane sickening little personal
I¥>vels.' QJr earthly viewpoint is bound to be narrow and
half-bliOO, and the episteaolO::Jical sophistication of roodern
science fiction oonfinns this •••

!1.
Yet }x)wever highly metaphysical the transcendental science fiction of
aspiration may be, it generally also insists, conventionally, that

awareness and experience (or catastrophe) are twinne::i vectors of
tumane pro:}reSs. '!be pursuit of practicable knc:Mledge does tend to

remain an important fIOtivating force, rut is allied closely to teleological thresoolds which appear W'leXpeCtedly (apocalypticalll'
~tterer 's

Aldiss in

in

terms) in response to frustrate::i human aspiration. Brian

'Ehigma 2:

'Ihree

Diagrams

for

stories

-

A Olltural

Side-Effect' (1974) fran his last Orders (1977) toys diSingenuously
with the theme of his earlier work Barefoot in the Head, this time

stressing the 'otherness' of an energent species much as stapledon
did in O:H John and Wyndham in 'lbe Ouysalids:
N:>tes on Aliens. Make it clear sanewhere that these aliens
are not fran another planet; that notion has whiskers on it.
Make these aliens a sudden surge fran the human race in one
qeneration, just as there was a generation of great engineers
towards the end of the eighteenth century. But these have
been generated by a phannaceutical error, like the 'lbalidanide children of the nineteen fifties and nineteen sixties. In
this case, the error was a new tranquillizer administered to
m::>thers during early pregnancy. Since it alters only cultural
atti tudes, the strange side-effect was never detected on
research animals. '!be cultural gene has shown itself to be
inheritable.

42.

'Aliens are everywhere. OJlture-obsessed' he concludes wryly, confirming in pa.rcxJy the real significance of the science fiction of
aspiration, itself now a literary 'gene I which has
be inheritable. '
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I

shown itself to

GIlly Foyle's ap:>the:::>Sis in Alfred Bester's Tiger 1 Tiger 1( 1955 ) ,
a futuristic picaresque which Brian Aldiss has callErl 'a definitive
statement in Wide Screen Baroque' (Trillion Year Spree, p.235), is a
classic example of teleological science fiction of aspiration. Gully
Foyle is transformed by roonths of suffering aboard a

derelict wreck

in space fran an ordinary "grease rronkey" into a vengeful superman

who ultimately saves mankirrl fran atonic destruction pranpted by

dementErl carmercial rivalry. Yet since Bester stresses the contiguous
nature of the transformation (Aldiss' s

'sudden surge') rather than

the intrinsically 'alien' quality of the 'New Man' or

~

superior

FOyle becmles, the humanistic irnplications of his story are universal
rather than sectarian or iIrlividualistic. In fact Bester suggests
that the p:>tential disoovered by his anti-hero is innate in human
nature generally rather than restrictErl

Ubermenschen.

the

Whatever

humanistic

to genetically-predisposed
vision of his novel, its

OOllVentional rooral vision is harder to gauge, especially where ortho00x religion is concernerl. Foyle's world seems anarchic

am

generally

amoral - violent crime flourishes, humanity has inventErl new farms of
perverse self-indulgence,
~ent

of

'jaunting'

or

arrl social order

volitional

(destabilized by the

self-teleportation

is

43)

seem:lBJly incx:xlstant. It is revealErl !!!. passant that institutionalised religion has formally been al:x>lished, and that Christianity has

again

galS

underground.

Foyle

is

brisk

and

dismissive,

even

oontemptuous :

At ale side (of the lDlse), they saw the top of a cellar
wi.rrlot brightly ill\lllinated
heard the nuffled chant of
voices: ''lhe Lard is nmy shepherd, I shall not want ••• '
'eellar-<llristiansl' Foyle exclaimed. He and Robin peered
~h the wirrlow. 'lbirty worshippers of assorted faiths
were oelebra~ the New Year with a oanbined and highly
illegal service. '!he twenty-fcmth century had not yet
abolished Gcxl, rut it had al:x>lished organized religion.

am
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'No wonder the house is man-trapped,' Foyle said. 'Filthy
practices like that. Uook, they've got a priest and a rabbi,
and that thing behind then is a crucifix. '
'Did you ever stop to think what swearing is?' Robin asked
quietly. 'You say "Jesus" and "Jesus Olrist", you krlo.i what
that is?'
'Just swearing, that's all. Like "Q1ch" or "Pshaw".'
'No, it's religion. You don't know it, rut there are two
thousand years of history behind words like that.'
''nUs is no time far dirty talk,' Foyle said impatiently.
'save it for later. a:me on.'
Tiger! Tiger!, p.140
In fact

Bester ignores his

CMIl

cue

am

the topic of religious pro-

scription and its justification is not developed further, indicating
that it is present merely as a trope rather than as a central ooncern
of

the

novelist,

and

suggesting

the

extent

to

which

Butler's

Ecewtxnian criticisms of institutional religion have been assimilated

in

the

oonventions of

~lar

American science fiction of the

fifties. Fb.tIever, it is perhaps significant that Foyle's penultimate
transformational tralUtla - a literal baptism of fire - is set in a
disused church, the cathedral of st. Patrick in New York. The last

stop for Foyle's travelling circus and entourage, Old st.Pat's is
destroyed catastrophically just as Foyle returns to set in llK>tion the

final stage of his plan to sbxk the world out of its apathy and
stagnaticn. He is virtually b.1rned alive rut consequently learns l'x:M

to 'jaunt' through space and time

am

uses this supernal talent to

emancipate his fellows:
Fbyle sOOok hii1lSelf and abruptly jaWlted to the bronze
head of Eros, fifty feet aboVe the CXlUnter of Piccadilly
Circus. He perched precariously and bawled: 'Listen a me, all
you! Listen, man! Genna senoonize, me. Dig this, you!'
He was answered with a roar.
'You pigs, you. You rot like pigs, is all. You got the IOC>St
in you and you use the least. You hear me, you? Got a million
am you spend pennies. Q:)t a genius in you and think
crazies. Got a heart in you and think EIllpties. All. of you.
E.Very you •••
He was jeered. He continUed with the hysterical passion of
the possessed.
'Take a war to make you spend. Take a jam to make you think.
in you

,
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Tc:lke a challenge to make you great. Rest of the time you sit
you. Pigs, you! All right, God damn you! I
challenge you, me. Die or live and be great. Blow yourselves
to Christ gone or cane to me and I make you great. Die, damn
yoo, or cane and fiOO me, GIlly Foyle, and I make you great.
I give you the stars. I make you menJ r
Tiger! Tiger!, pp. 245-246.
around lazy,

FBranguing his audience in the gutter tongue of the twenty-second

century, Foyle •s message - a •semon' - is a profane SerIoon on the
l'bmt. He has distril::uted throughout the world nine pounds of a
deadly new explosive, PyrE, which is detooated telepathically by the
Will and the Idea, to the OOn"or of a few powerful men who have
sought to procure it. '!he explosive is in the hands of a feM ordinary
people, rut is no longer shielded. '!bus Foyle has literally placed
the future in their hands, urging than no longer to be humble rut to

aspire, to secure control of their
follOlli and emulate him.

own lives and !meed

to seek to

Yet the central thane of his message,

whatever the Christian i:npetus of his excited oaths, is not Christian
rut humanistic. fulfill yourselves, he challenges them, live up to
your potential. His prophecy offers Everyman. not the Farth p:ocmised

to the humble resigned to their da.m-trodden lot by Olrist but the
stars, their real destiny.

or,

by default,

they can destroy thElll-

selves with the PyrE. Science is again the familiar catalyst of man r S
nascent potential, rut here offers the

CCIlIIlOll

people ('children' as

the powerful see them) a truly Pronethean gift.

lately the transcernental or visionary experience is often

presented as beiD3 an l.U'lSC:)U3ht one, visited upon an individual who
has little desire

to

a~ire staggeriB,;J power

or sane advantageous

scientific insight, and fewer recent writers have drawn upon the
theme of human aspiratioo in this Ioore familiar Pranethean vein. As

I.F.Clarke affirmed in 1966 in Voices Prophesying ~ 1763-1984, the
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now all-tao-familiar perils of the expedient use of scientific
discoveries, particularly in furthering the arms race, have brought

tone to people everywhere the unpalatable truth about the science
which underpins the canforting dream of the conSlUner society with its
seemingly incessant progress: 'TWo world wars have taught the lesson
that mcxiern warfare is by far the most dangerous manifestation of the
pcMers of science.

'!he inhwnan logic of science now confinns the

analysis made by Wells in 1905; if men want the benefits of technology, they must adjust themselves to meet its dangers.' As Bester's
Tiger! Tiger! suggested in 1955, we must

sanehaY' meet the responsi-

bilities our continuing pursuit of the terrestrial paradise entails
or

beccme victims

rather

than

masters of our own technological

inventiveness. Bester and Vonnegut have been instrumental in transmitting the misgivings of Butler, Wells, Huxley and Orwell to their
conte'llpOrary successors, Aldiss, Clarke, Dick et ale
A new interest in irrlividual as opposed to general or racial
human motivation is also apparent in contemporary science fiction,

though of course sanething meaningful about human nature is usually

to

be inferred fran the latter-day protagonist's baptism of fire.

Cbmmonly a decidedly unheroic moral vision - ambiguous and initially
self-serving in Gully Foyle's case - is the starting-point for the
cligressioos and evaluations of many of these stories, which are
unique parables which proclaim the need for a new,

sophisticated

ethical sensibility to complement their apostate motives. Moreover,
though the novels offered here as representative examples share many
oammon features and ideas, they also shaY' a great diversity in style
and rhetoriC,

ranging fran Bester's flamboyant picaresque through

Asimov's detenninedly logical exfOsition of technological advances
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and Aldiss' s drug-lxlDstErl surrealist symbolism to Dick's phenaneno-

logical solipsism.
<l:JIm:>nly, a delirious or bewildered protagonist has traumatically lost all his ethical referents through sane personal tragedy or
llDre

general catastrophe like the Acid Head war of Aldiss' s pessi-

mistic Barefoot in the Head. '!he grail he pursues (and must retrieve

to avoid insanity or amal perdition) is a oonprehensive systen of
llDral understarrling to oonplement our knowledge of the physical
universe. '!he key to this is cryptic - an enigmatic problem tests the
intelligence,

resourcefulness and adaptibility of the hunan mind.

M:>reover, the challenge must be met by mastering the disturbingly
tmfamiliar l'x>listic perspectives of the Cbsloos, as in Asim:>v's '!be
Gods 'lbemselves (' 972 ) •

Isaac AsiIoov's novel is tripartite, and takes for its thane
Schiller's saying 'Against stupidity the gods thenselves contend in
vain;' with each section taking its cue fran part of this statement.
Asimov's simple style suits his determinedly scientific approach to
his subject. James

Q.mn

sums up AsiIoov's achievement:

'!he spirit of reason that (John W.) ~ll preached and
Asiloov enbodied in his fiction purged science fiction of an
aocunulatEd detritus of careless thinking and casual writing.
'!he Olmpbell-Asiioov attack on the irrational and the ranantic
eventually was attacked in its turn as unfeeling, an infatuatial with teclmology, a naive image of man as a rational
being. 8.lt while it lasted, it brought a clarity of thought
and pJrity of style that servEd science fiction well for two

decades.

44.

Indeed one might fairly call the first section of '1be Gods 'Ihemselves

a story aboot the oontanporary scientific establisl'rnent' s personalities and their vanities,

scmething abcut which one may assume

Asinkw, himself a scientist, is knowledgable. Alas he displays a
surer

touch

in

technical exposition than
538

in creating mem:>rable

characters,

for while he convincingly contextualizes his initial

scientific premises, all his scientists apart fran Ben Dennison seem
like fWlCtional caricatures. Nonetheless his novel offers what may be

thought of as an indirect but telling answer to anti-scientism such
as Lewis's Q.lt of the Silent Planet, Voyage to Venus and '!hat Hideous

strength, personified in the fanner two by Weston, and represented. in
the third by the scientific establishment as a whole, depicted as the
N.I.C.E. Like wells, stapledan, Bester, Miller, Clarke et aI, Asirocw

demands maturity of man and then grants ennobled mankirxi cosmic

~

and freecbn.

'!he novel begins in a low-key fashion as AsirlDv weaves physics

theory

into

a

scientists. '!he

plausible
d~

tale

of

professional

rivalry

~

is ingenious rut simple: a parallel universe

is discovered when its intelligent species manages to produce energy
by transauting in Qg, universe a quantity of tungsten into plutoniwn-

186, an unknown, quite improbable elsnent.
In a since faroous article in the North American Slmday
Tele-Times Weekly, (Hallam) wrote, 'We cannot say in how many
different ways the laws of the para-Universe differ fran our
am, blt we can guess with acme assurance that the strong
ruclear interaction, which is the strongest known force in
our Universe is even strooger in the para-Universe; perhaps a
hundred times stronger. rus means that protons are ltDre
easily held together against their own electrostatic
attraction and that a IUlcleus requires fewer neutrons to
produce stability.
'Plutonium-186, stable in their Universe, contains far too
aany protons, or too ffIN neutrons, to be stable in ours with
its less effective IUlclear interaction. 'l!le plutonium-186,
oooe in our Universe, begins to radiate pJaitrons, releasing
energy as it does so, am with each positron emitted, a
protal within a nucleus is converted to a neutron. &Ventually,
twenty protons per IUlcleus have been converted to neutrons
and plutonium-186 has becxl'De tungsten-186, which is stable by
the laws of our own Universe. In the process, twenty
positrons per nucleus have been eliminated. 'Ihese meet, canbine with, an::i annihilate twenty electrons, releasing further
energy, so that for every plutanium-186 nucleus sent to us,
our Universe ends up with twenty fewer electrons.
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'r.&mwhile, the tungsten-186 that enters the para-Universe
is unstable there for the opposite reason. By the laws of the
para-Universe it has too many neutrons, or too few protons.
'!he tungsten-186 nuclei begin to emit electrons, releasing
energy steadily while doing so, and with each emitted
electron a neutron changes to a proton until, in the end, it
is plutonium-186 again. With each tungsten-186 nucleus sent
into the para-Universe, twenty roore electrons are added to
it.
''!be plutonium/tungsten can make its cycle endlessly back
and forth between Universe am para-Universe, yielding energy
first in one am then in another, with the net effect being a
transfer of twenty electrons fran our Universe to theirs per
each nucleus cycled. Both sides can gain energy fran what is,
in effect, an Inter-Universe Electron Pump.'
'!be conversion of this notion into reality am the actual
establisl'Went of the Electron Pump as an effective energy
source proceeded with aaazing speed, and every stage of its
sucx:ess enhanced Hallam's prestige.
'!he Gods 'Ihemselves, p. 23.
'!hus to the evident delight of the world, the prcx::ess makes
available a virtually inexhaustible new supply of energy: '~major
technological advance had ever caught hold so rapidly and so entirely
and why not? It meant free energy without limit and without problems.

It

was

the

Santa

Claus

and

the

Aladdin's

lamp

of

the

whole

warld.'(pp.17-18)
B::>th humans and their

roth sides of the

I

'para'

collaborators gain fran working

electron fUllP'; rut a disenchanted young scientist

is outraged by the vainglory of the 'discoverer' of the process.

Hallam resents LarIalt 's suspicions about his role

in the roost

exciting scientific find of

his

the

century and uses

superior

positicn to stifle his allegations. Yet Lam::nt clings to his critical
inference that the parahumanS are technologically IOOre advanced perhaps even roore intelligent ~ ~ - than mankind, and thus may be

simply exploiting a backward race. crucially, he reasons with Hallam,
~ can manage ocmnunication and transmission between. the parallel

universes l::ut man cannot, being

therebY virtually a passive partner

in the exchange.
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I.am::xlt became aware noN of the storm of aootion he had
raised, tut he couldn't understand its cause. Uncertainly, he
said, ''nlat they are lOOre intelligent than we - that they did
the real work. Is there nay doubt of that, sir?'
Fallam, red-faced, had heavoo himself to his feet. 'there
is every doubt,' he sl'nltoo. 'I will not have mysticism here.
'!here is too much of that. See here, young man,' he advanced
00 the still seatOO and thoroughly astonished I..a.rrnnt and
shook a thick finger at him, 'if your history is going to
take the attitude that we were puppets in the hands of the
pua-men, it wil not be published fran this institution; or
at all, if I have my way. I will not have .nank!nd and its
intelligence dCMngraded and I won't have para-men cast in the
role of gOOs. '
'!be Gods 'Ihemselves, p.26
Apart fran the title itself, this is in fact the ooly other allusion

to supernal beings in the entire work.

'!be book as a whole is

anphatically materialistic as only a novel written largely as an
exposition of a theoretical physical hypothesis and its impact
human

behaviour can be.

cne

00

may well marvel at heM scientific

learning can be so ingeniously made to serve the narrative credi-

bility of an updatOO version of the 'chimerical' alchemist's pursuit
of the transmutation of lead into gold. An important difference,

b:Jwever,

is Asim::w' s

oonsistent and erudite developnent of the

scientific oore of his fiction.

Qle

may say with sane justice that in

'!be Gods '1hemselves the rhetoric of speculative science -

'para-

J;ilysics' - very closely approaches that of mystiCism, rut not at the
expense of its rigoor or fundamental

principles of clarity and

logical inference. Q:nsequently the work is essentially a science or
speculative fiction rather than a

science fantasy,

a

necessary

distinction in the light of the autb:lr r s adroitness in the invention
of the aliens depicted in the seoorrl section,

r ••••

'!he Gods 'Iben-

selves •••• '; curl his resolution of the entropic crisis facing rnankiIxl
in the final section, ' •••• a:nterxi in Vain?'
By the time ale has read to the foot of the first page of
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chapter la of As:irlr::>V's section II it is apparent that OOeen, Tritt
and QJa are not the epor1ynDlS gcrls of the story, which is in fact

naterialistic rather than theosophical. '!he three alien creatures of
the para-universe are the focus of this part of the story; and Asiroov

offers us sympathetic characters whose eaotional crises and literally
tx::mely preoccupations enphasise a quite human warmth rather than
otherness in all l:ut one crucial respect. Dua is an EhDtional, OOeen
a

Rational

a.rrl

Tritt a

Parental,

three

individual

beings

who

synergistically CClTIPlement one another in the psychosexual melding
which

allows

conception

while

also

giving

rise

to a

gestalt

awareness. '!his special form of congress is of CXlUrse the evolutionary result of progressive adaptation to the physics and ecology of
the para-universe in the same way that human existence is tlDught to

have developed in the real world; l:ut because Asiroov has developerl
his extra-terrestrials fran human nature itself they do seen to be
abstractions rather than full characters, however engaging. Yet even
this formal objecticn is overcane as the autb::>r astutely makes a

virtue out of a distinct liability by presenting three roore or
less distinct narratives in each three-part chapter.
'!be three beings are the focus of attenticn because they are, by
the stamards of their

his mentors, the Hard
prodigy;

na

own society, quite unusual. 01een is told by
Q1es,

that he is considered to be a Rational

is soomed by her fella.t Em:>tionals as a deviant, a

'Left-Em' wb::> is unusually rational in her behaviour and attitudes;
and Tritt the Parental is unc:xxmolly outspoken and detennined in his

pursuit of the triad's proper generative fruitfulness. 'l!leir 'paraworld' is in entropic decline, as is their species, which derives its
life-energy directly fran the light of a dwindling star. In a cal-
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culated attempt to avoid extinction the 'Hard Ches' have initiated
the inter-universe energy flow in the certain knowledge that it will
save their universe but destroy the universe of man. Foremost among
the innovators of this last-ditch enterprise is the rather enigmatic
figure of Estwald. When D..la eventually infers what is afoot she
becomes acutely disturbed:
0Ja said, 'If the other laws slow down our Sun and cools
it down; don't our laws speed up their suns and heat them up?'
'Exactly right, D..la. A Rational couldn't do better. '
'HeM hot do their suns get?'
'Ch, not much; just slightly hotter, very slightly.'
D..la said, '&It that's where I keep getting the sanethingbad feeling.'
'Ch, well, the trouble is that their suns are so huge. If
our little suns get a little oooler, it doesn't matter. Even
if they turned off altogether, it wouldn't matter as long as
we have the Positron Pump. With great, huge stars, though,
qetting even a little hotter is troublesane. 'nlere is so much
material in one of those stars that turning up the nuclear
fusion even a little way will make it explode.
'Explode! &It then what happens to the people?'
'What people?'
''!he people in the other Universe. '
Fbr a ma:nent, OOeen looked blank, then he said, 'I don 't
know. '
'Well, what would happen if oor own Sun exploded?'
'It couldn't explode. '
(Tritt wondered what all the excitement was abcJUt. Fbw
could a sun explode? D..la seemed angrier and Tritt was
confused. )
Dua said, '&It if it did? WOUld it get very hot?'
'I suppose so.'
'WOUldn't it kill us all?'
OOeen hesitated and then said in clear annoyance, 'What
difference does it make, D..la? Qlr SUn isn't exploding, and
don't ask silly questions.'
'Yro told me to ask questions, OOeen, and it does make a
difference, because the Positron Pump works both ways. We
need their end as much as ours. '
OOeen stared at her. 'I never told you that. '
'I feel it.'
OOeen said, 'You feel a great many things. Ola.
rut rua was shouting nt:Iii. She was quite beside herself.
Tritt had never seen her like that. She said, 'D::m't change
the subject, 00een. And don't withdraw and try to make me out
a canplete fool - just another Elrotional. You said I was
alIrost like a Rational and I'm enough like one to see that
the R:>sitron Pump won't work without the other-beings. If the
people in the other Universe are destroyed, the Positron Pump
will stop and and our Sun will be colder than ever and we'll
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all starve. D:n' t you think that's important?'
O:leen was shouting too, ncM. ''nlat shcMs what you k:now. We
need their help because the energy supply is in lCM concentration and we have to switch matter. If the Sun in the other
tbiverse explodes, there'll be an enorroous flood of energy; a
huge flood that will last for a million lifetimes. '!bare will
be so much energy, we could tap it directly witOOut any
rna.tter-shift either way; so we don't need them, and it
doesn't matter what happens - '
'!he Gods 'Ibemselves, p. 124.
Of course this confirms the accuracy of Ia.rIKlnt' s reasoning and slxMs

Hallam, the 'Father of the Electron Pump,' to be have been quite
blind to the possibility that his opportunistic p,lrsuit of kudos
could bring such dire oonsequences. Clearly the eponymous allusicn to

'gods' is deceptive and ironic, for the 'para-men' are in an even
mre wretched situation than their overcrowdei, energy-starved human
oollaborators (there is a suggestion in the first part of the novel
that the pressure of overpopulation on Earth is :increasing) • '!be

'para-men' are indeed wholly dependent upon the success of the
deception they have worked on man.Jd.rD for any hope of exntinuing
their race, rut

QJa

has developed an unoanfortably acute sense of

nmal wrongness about her fellows' pursuits and the equanimity with

which they can cnmtenance the annihilation of Man:
Illa was filled with anger; so filled she could scarcely sense
the Hard Qles. She seemed stifled under the <nnponents of the
anger, each ale filling her to the br:Lu, separately. '1bere
was a sense of wroIlgeness that Qjeen should try to lie to her.
A sense of wrongness that a whole world of people should die.
A sense of wrongness that it was so easy for her to learn and
that she had never been allowed to.

b
CbnSeqUently

QJa

Gods 'Ibernselves, p. 124.

becanes reclusive - the more so because she learns

that in her previous feeding she has been duped by Tritt into

c::alS1llDing energy derived fran the human Wliverse - and takes to
spying on the activities of the 'Hard Ckles'. FtMwer, since the trio

have managed to produce their thiJ:d child they may ~ 'pass on', a
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prospect which depresses Dua unnaturally. Before she gives in to this
dean, she resolves to disrupt the energy exchange fatal to mankind by

ccmnunicating the truth to the people of the other universe in the
form of the enigmatic messages which confinn LaIoont' s fears in the
.first section of the novel. By this means she will cheat Estwald of
an tmmoral scientific triumph:
It was Estwald wham she hated. He was the personification
of all that was selfish and hard. He had devised the Positron
Pump and would destroy a whole wor ld of perhaps tens of
thousands without conscience. He was so withdrawn that he
never made his appearance and so powerful that even the other
Hard Ones see~ afraid of him.
Well, then, she would fight him. She would stop him.
The Gods Themselves, p.132.
Ii:rr' efforts to warn mankind of the danger are heavily ironic because

cne is aware fran reading the first section of the reception given to

her messages by the world's submissive scientists; yet this too is
eclipsed rather abruptly by Asirnov' s conclusion (wherein

I).Ja

learns

that passing on involves evolution more than extinction) to the para1.nliversal section of the novel. IlJring their final union, the three
individuals coalesce permanently as the youngest and most brilliant
of the 'Hard O1es', an event which is underscored by AsirTov discontinuing his practice of structuring each chapter of this section
as

three more or less distinct narratives of events fran each

character's point of view:
'If what you are saying is true, O1een,' she gasped. 'If we
are to be a Hard Q1e; then it seems to me you are saying
we'll be an important one. Is that so?'
''!he most important. '!be best who was ever fanned. I mean
that ••• Tritt, over there. It's not good-by, Tritt. We'll be
together, as we always wanted to be. I).Ja, too. You, too, I).Ja.'
0Ja said, ''nlen we can make Fstwald understand that the
Pump can't continue. We'll force - '
'!he melting was beginning. Q1e by one, the Hard Ones were
entering again at the crucial rna:nent. O1een saw them imperfectly, for he was beginning to melt into Illa.
It was not like the other times; no sharp ecstasy; just a
soooth, cool, utterly peaceful movement. He could feel
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himself becxJne partly 0Ja, and all the world seemed pouring
into his/her sharpening senses. '!he ~sitron Pumps were still
going - he/she CXXlld tell - why were they still going?
He was Tritt, too, and a keen sharp sense of bitter loss
fillErl his/her/his mind. Oh, rrrt tabies And he cried out, one last cry Wlder the consciousness of
OJeen, except that sanehcJ..l it was the cry of I:Ua. 'No, we
can't stop Estwald. We are Estwald. We - ,
'!he cry that was rua' s and yet not0J.a 's stopped and there
was no longer any 0Ja; nor would there ever be 0Ja again. ~r
OJeen. Nor Tritt.
7ab:

Estwald stepped forward and said sadly to the waiting Hard
<l:les, by way of vibrating air waves, 'I am permanently with
you DI:YN, and there is 1lIlch to do - '
'!be ~ '1llenselves, p.147
'!he final section of the novel begins briskly with a

cxnmct:erl

tour of Earth's lunar colony, signalling a return to the human side
of events. '!he dileama has been spelled out; the questioo of its

resolution is

DI:YN

addressErl by the author. Strangely, in view of the

effort aade to realize his alien characters, Asiroov simply drops
Estwald and we learn no roore of him or his 'unique' contribution to
the preservation of his species. Another cast appears

fo.regroorrl -

Selene Li.Mstran,

to occupy the

'M:xxl-girl' extraordinaire; Barron

Neville, a pJSsessive lunar astrophysicist; Kalrad Gottstein, the
Cl:mnissiooer fran Earth; and a time-wom emigre Terran scientist,
Benjamin Denisoo.. '!be intrigues of this story concern the efforts
being made

to establish an Electron

As11oov's

Pump

on the M:xln.

technophilic narrative continues

with

sane l1¥Xlest

pidding describing life as it might be in the lunar tnm including an
anodyne account of a ltmar sport, a rather clumsy exposition of lunar

sexual roores

am

manners stressing the prurience of mundane male

interest in the nonnal nudity of Im1arites

am

the

mamnary

develop-

ment of lunar wanen(45), and, of course, the applied science of the
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future - the equipnent and systans which might support human life

00

the M:xln. His larger purpose, hcMever, is to oonstruct a notable

victory for human scientific endeavour and vision. '!here is little
which one feels is original in the first several chapters: Heinlein's

earlier '1tle M:xln is a Harsh Mistress, for instance, offers a vastly
llOre vivid acoount of a rebellious lunar colony seeking to shake

itself free fran a 'stagnant' Earth, despite this t:hena.tic thrust

l:7f

As:iatJv as Gottstein meets his predecessor:
''!here is sanething going on here - I don't know exactly
what - which may be dangerous.'
'Jbt1 can it be dangerous? What can they do? Make war
against the Earth?' Q)ttstein' s face trembled on the brink of
a smile-crease.
'No, no, it's roore subtle than that.' M:>ntez passed his
ha.rrl over his face, rubbing his eyes petulantly. 'let me be
frank with you. Earth has lost its nerve. '
'What does that mean?'
'Well, what would you call it? Just about the time the
!mlar colony was being established, Earth went through the
Great Crisis. I don't have to tell you about that.'
'No, you don't,' said Gottstein, with distaste.
''!he populatioo is two billion '(');CM fran its six billion
peak. '

'Earth is much better for that, isn't it?'
'Ob, undoubtedly, tl'nlgh I wish there had been a better way
of achieving the drop •••• a.tt it's left behind a permanent distrust of technology; a vast inertia; a lack of desire to risk
change because of the possible side-effects. Great and
possibly dangerous efforts have been abandona:i because the
danger was feared more than greatness was desired.'
'!be Gods 'lbsnse1ves, p. 161 •
M:Jntez

continues in this vein, ooncluding that,

'Ql the r.txln ••• there

is no direction rut forward,' in contrast to the Farth which is ' in

retreat fran technology.' He describes the lunar c:xmnunity to his
successor as, 'the only close-knit group of ten t1nJsand human brains
that

are,

anerginq

in

principle

and by ellK>tioo,

science-oriented.'

'!he

scenario is one reminiscent of Miller's A Qmticle ~

Ieibowitz rut written by an advocate of scientific rather than
religious humanism.
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Barron Neville, a leading Lunar scientist who is trying to gain
an independent Electron

Pump

for the MJon, effectively personifies

the restless creativity of the r.mn's scientific CCl1I1D..1lli.ty. He is
suspicious of Ben O:mison' s ostensible purpose for visiting the M::Ion
and it is he who instructs Selene

to find out

i'IK>re

about the E:arthman.

Ironically, she cones to prefer O:mison to her former lover, partly
because Neville beocmes jealous and resentful. For his part, Denison

enjoys her canpany and together they make an important discovery
which re-introduces AsimJv' s main theme of the entropic disaster
threatening mankind. Despite Hallam's efforts to stifle him, Lanalt' s
persistence has paid off in the loo.g
aaalg

rim,

with a growing realizaticn

the world's scientists that the Electron PUmp's operaticn may

be pernicious. Ii::Mever, there sesns to be no practicable alternative

without an unacceptably severe retrenclnent of the world's use of

energy. Fortunately Denison and selene succeed in working out a means

to eliminate the risk to mankind w!tlDut leaving the para-tlliverse to
its entropic fate. In the process, Selene reveals unwittingly that
she is an Intuiticnist, which further enrages Neville. Her inbom

talent (the unexpected outocme of a loog-abaOOoned and discredited
eugenic prograame) is for intuitively selecting the relevant details

and visualising the solution to a oanplex problem, ~ cryptic or
dJscure it may seen:

, ••• I do have an idea, a simple idea - perhaps too simple to
work - l:ase1 on the quite obvious fact that the number two is
ridiculous and can't exist.'
'!here was a silence that lastEd a minute or so and then
Selene, her voice as absorbed as his, said, 'Let me guess
yaIr meaning.

I

, I don't knc:u that I have any,' said Denison.
'Let me guess anyway. It could make sense to suppose that
cur am Universe is the ally one that can exist or does
exist, because it is the only ale we live in and directly
experience. Q1oe, however, evidence arises that there is a
seoorrl Uliverse as well, the one we call the para-tmiverse,
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then it beco-nes absolutely ridiculous to suppose that there
are two and only two Universes. If a seoood Universe can
exist, then an infinite number can. Between one and the
infinite in cases such as these, there are no sensible
numbers. Not cnIy two, 1::ut any finite number, is ridiculoos
and can't exist.
Deniscn said, ''nlat's exactly my reas -' And silence fell
again.
Deniscn heaved himself into a sitting position and looked
down on the suit-encase::i girl. 'I think we had better go back
to town.'
She said, 'I was just guessing. '
He said, 'No, you weren't. Whatever it was, it wasn't just

guessing. '
'!he G:rls '1bemse1ves, p.208
'!he inferred !II.1ltiplicity of wrlverses leads to another important

finding - that wrlverses ooexist in different stages of develq;xnen.t.
D!nison ' s

Selene Lindstron 's

and

solution

to

the Electron Pump

problem is to firrl a way to tap the power of a prinDrdial or

'oosmeg'

universe - one in which all matter and energy is cxncentrated in a
single

'big

bang'

distrihltes its mtter throoghout the pr:i.rlDrdial void - and to

trans-

body

(a

so-callEd

'oosmic egg')

before

its

mit a portion of this energy to the para-Universe via the Electron
Pump.

Q:nsequently mankind at once ceases to be the dupes of the

'para-men' and becxmes their saviours; and luJman intelligence is vindicated fully - the 'para-men' are evidently not 'gods' after all,
rut human evolution is still prooeedi.ng: "'You can mild ships, any

number.

You

can

I'ID\1e

outward at near-light velocities

witlnlt

difficulty, awe you transfer aonentum to the ~. You can explore
the entire thiverse in a lifetime. '" 1his could be the very fulfil-

ment of rewis's misapprehensiCllS about Man's exploitation of the
<l:sOOS. Yet granting him his idealize:i marriage of scientific metb::rl

and the evolving human genius represented by Selene's perceptive
intuition (oelebrated with a capital I), surely Asirocw's Vindicating
visicn

of

scientific

triumph

is
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synergistic,

not

doctrinaire.

Rehearsed .in the quasi-mystic fusion of the aliens he has depicted,
AsirIk>v reinforces in the resolution of his story his line al:xJut the

progressive potency of oollaboratian, oooperatian and WlSelfishness.
He

extols the potential of the reciprocating creativity of the

scientific

progressive

(here, rational male) and visianaty (intuitive female)
£.npulse,

tut

ultimately,

of

a

looged-for

humane

reunification of two sceptical and estranged cultures.
'!he humanism of 'Ihe Gods

'Ihenselves,

a

novel in which an

unmistakably mystical pranise - the nultiplicity of universes and the
transcendental nature of intelligence -

is presented as a purely

materialistic, even mechanistic ph.enanenon, is scientific humanism in
perhaps its purest, most exalting form. It is nonetheless simplistic,
as a canparison with watson and Bishop's tllder Heaven's Bridge

s~,

for Asi.rrov' s aliens conveniently disappear fran the reckaling without
posing a direct threat, and the rapprochement between

1;.«>

reasoning

rut oanpeting species is expedient rather than profound - an implicit
factor created as much by neglect of its ccmplex possibilities as
deliberate authorial fabulation. While it too envisioos a scientific

encounter with an intelligent alien raoe on a dying planet, Bisl'q>
and Watson's novel differs fran AsiilDV's. While the setting of a

planet circling a distant sun assumes that mankirXi will be able

to

travel freely about the universe, the novel's insights into human
nature are couched in explicitly religious

terms; which is why this

novel's allegory of human peroeptial and values is of CXXlSiderable
interest.
'ltle Kybers, as the cybemetic-sesning beinqs are dutb!d by their
human scrutineers, are indeed a puzzling phencmenon. Machine-like,

they move ponderously about their world, organic relicts of their
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previous physiology flapping

like dead hide fran their metallic

anatany.

these

O::mnunication among

awesane beings

is apparently

telepathic, and they live, seemingly childless, in 'family' groups of
seven adults.

'!he

professional

scientists who inan the starship

Hea.venbridge disagree aJ:x)ut the puzzling,

impassive,

inscrutable

beings even though one of them has sha.m sufficient interest in the
lulman investigators

to aa;lUire fran Dr. Keiko Takahashi the rud.ll1lellts

of spoken language. 'lhe crewman Farrell Sixkiller,

for instance,

finds then wmerving and aninous:
.2\ hand fell across Keiko' s shoulder.
She started, swung about, and found herself confroottng a
wide-eyed Farrell Sixkiller, his irises marbled with the

colours of sunset.
'Dr Nom has one very msic and crippling hang-up,' the
floater pilot infonne:i her, not quite whispering.
Keiko instinctively retreated a step.
'I've been with him to the Kyber palaoes, you ~. He
believes the aliens to be a genuine life fcmn. I
'So does Betti, even if she is a cyberneticist. So do I,
for that matter. I taught one to speak Translic, after all.'
'No, no, you don't understand, Dr 'nlkahashi. Dr Nom also
believes that they an1:xxiy an answer - maybe J:!!! answer - to
the riddle of the oosoos.
Keiko laughed.
'I mean it. He thinks then the key to the very meaning of
our existence.'
certain that the man was touched with a peculiarly
virulent form of 'decooplinq nadness,' Keiko stared at
Sixkiller.
I It I S true, I he declared.
'You Ire distorting the nature of his !nvolvanent, Farrell,
mistaking the depth of his camdtment for - for I dan I t know
what. I
'He's obsessed with what I told you. '
'So are you, it seens.'
'I dcn't like seeing anyone search after ultimate meaning
in places where there's no blc:x:X!, no gyzym, no juice. '!he
Kybers are machines - very a.dvanoed machines, perhaps, rut
still machines. Whatever sacrificed its birthright to
engineer them has paid the price of extinction for its
vanity. Dr Nom refuses to recognize that fact. He thinks the
Kybers will be able to tell him wh;) coded the aoam. '
Keiko felt that, mutedly, S:Lxkiller was raving; none of
what he said made any straightforward sense. 'You're a pan_
theist, I she said, testing the descripticn mentally. 'You're
a Shintoist in eagle feathers. I
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'Without the goddanul feathers. I see no spirit in these
death-worshipping mechanical aliens - except an evil one.
Machines have no souls, Dr Takahashi. '
''Ibis fran a floater pilot? Fran a man who has many times
entrustOO his life to the mercy of the Heavenbridqe?'
'Cbntrollable machines, Dr Takahashi. f
'Whereas the Kybers - ,
'Are machines that seek to control the organic processes
and the organic :beings that you and I represent. '1herefore,
they're our enemies. If he thinks them good fcd:ier for xenological study, Dr Nom is a traitor to life. Meanwhile, Dr
'Iakahashi, the kybers are agents of entropy and death. '
Under Heaven's Bridge, pp.32-34
Sixkiller fears that the Kybers will place rnankin:i in technological
thrall

(a fate ostensibly worse even than the helotry of PlaYer

Piano) and thereby vitiate irmate human potential. Perhaps he has

allowed their peril - their world is soon to :be cast adrift fran its
custanary orbit and projectErl at an inmense velocity perhaps into
deep space - to infect his perception of them as sentient intelli-

gences. Certainly they are facing their possible annihilation with an

inhuman equanimity. Andrik Nom, on the other
hand, has no doubts as
,
to their sentience and is given staggering intimations of their
spirituality:
'!he xenologist pointed skyward. 'You realize that tnogaro
is going to decouple fran Dextro because of the heavy inner
planet? '!hat Iaevo nay or may not recapture your world? 'lbat
D:!Xtro will inevitably flare up am eject shells of annihilating gas at huge velocity? yO! genuinely underst.aOO the
sericusness of the situation?'
'In all its gravity,' replied the family speaker.
'rut you joke, you IUl,' cried Andrik, a titbird strutting
:before Titans. ''!he truth of the matter is that your world is
doanErl ani your people with it. '
'In such Circumstances,' crooned the Kyber, 'it would seem
essential to appeal to a higher power. '
Andrik's expressicn was incredulous. 'H:M? By prayer?'
'Orare est laborare. our prayer is our l.at:x:lur. Oratory in
the laboratory of our sools. '
'Yoo're going to pray that sane higher power slumts tnogaro
into a viable orbit aroond LaeVO? Am your prayer is goin} to
bring aOOut the very orbit your people desire?'
'we pray to CAlrSelves, lady Keiko,' said the alien,
ignoring Andrik. 'Each of us is a god in tum. we all worship
the septaprime, whan each will beocme turn by bJrn in the
cycle of our apotheosis.'
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'Apotheosis? '

'I speak ncM not of kybertranoe, but of the ordinary social

world we share with you at present.'
Cbnfused, Keiko noddErl at the aliens lying back to back on
their slate-grey bier. 'Are they also gods - intermittently?'
'Even they, who maintain us in underlinkage and psalm in
death-sleep a versicle of our people's ccmnon prayer. '
'You can't rrove worlds by psalms or magic,' Andrik
protestErl.
Under Heaven's Bridge, pp.59-60

to the detriment of his

Andrik Nom's concern beccmes obsessive,

relationship with Keiko. He oanes to identify his a.m future - and by
extension, that of manki.Irl itself - as being caught up with the dean
which the Kybers (or Ctlogorovans as they have been

citJtjJed by

Keiko in

a spirit of primal sym1:x>lisn) are (X)Ull.tenancing with incredible calm.
<ilogorovans

'!he

are

still

treatErl

with

profound

suspicion

by

Sixkiller and sane others aroong the people of the Heavensbridge, and
Keiko

herself

renains

u.noamdtted

and

soeptical,

rut

r-t>rn the

xenologist beoanes their main advocate and apologist. He believes
that their inertneSS shows thEJn to be caught up in a sort of nirvana,
an exotic versicn of

the religious

self-annihilating meditative

trance. Personally invitErl to a rare Q)ogorovan ritual AIXlrik pursues
his objective WlWclveringly, for the Kyber who speaks for his inert
people suggests the possibility of showing him that which cannot be
expla~ adequately in

the l'uJman language it has been taught. Keiko

has respalded sympathetically to his deepening roood of absorption

am

witl'rlrawal, rut when he impulsively reveals his thoughts to her he
leaves her shocked:
'Kei,' he said, sittiD:J 00wn on the cart and dropping
his hands between his knees.
'Yes?'
'Keiko, I'm sorry that I'va been the way I have. '
She cocked her head. 'FbIi have you been?'
'Fine,' he respalded. 'FbIi have YaJ. been?'
As fragile and uninspired as it so obviously was, this bit
of nonsense marked Andrik's first attempt at lum:Jur since the
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day that craig Olivant had told then that Dextro was going to
flare up. Keiko laughed, and Andrik let his lips approximate
a smile. The fire had not gone out of him of late; he had
simply put it under rushel and fanned its coals in secret.
'!he sroc>ke fran the flames of his personality was bitter,
flavoured with wormwood.
'I haven 't been able to think abc:ut anything rut the
Kybers. '
'I kna.tT,' she said.
'Listen, Kei. What we're abandoning en Cklogoro is rrore
important than either you or me, more important than
Sixk.iller or the captain or anyone else connected with this
experlition. '
A small hostility rroved in her. 'Why?'
'Because the Kybers have struck thralgh the mask of our
illusory reality to what I s truly real _ I
'NcM you sound very nuch like a Buddhist, Andrik.'
'That shouldn't disturb you, should it? What I'm trying to
say is that if Oiptain Hsi doesn't pem!t the Kybers to
schcx:>l us in their techniques for achieving a similar breakthrough, he'll be depriving our entire species of its finest
chance for the fulfilment of. • • well, of our spiritual
p:>tential. '
'Oiptain Hsi? By hi£1ISelf? And are you worried about the
whole of humanity as nuch as you are about the soul of Andrik
Nom?'
'Of course I'm worried about the irxlividual soul of
Andrik Nom!' He squinted at her appraisingly, then got up
and strode to the w:tn::loW-Iens. 'aIt just as we expeditiooary
personnel are representatives of everya1e wtx> stayed at hane,
I'm a stand-in for tb:>se same people in our dealings with the
Kybers. I want what we all should want, Keiko. To deny me is
to deny nultitudes. '
She flushed in acute snharrassment - for him. Did he
really have any idea what he had just said?
Under Heaven's Bridge, pp.84-85
Nom's excitement is metaphysical rather than scientifiC. He believes
that the aliens hold the key to the disocwery of ultimate OOSIO!fenic
and entological truths, and rore Significantly, he believes that they

offer,

"'our

entire species of its finest chance for the fulfilment

of ••• our spiritual p:>tent1al.'" His intuitic:n may be expressed in
the rhetoric of religious faith, rut it is fed by humanistic enquiIy
and teleological aspiration. Perhaps Keiko, a fellow scientist, may

also sense sanething even rrore disturbing than his megalaoaniacal
obsessiveness.

ENidently he has

sacrificed

his

objectivity

am

scientific scepticism to the pranise of the 'ttuly real.' Ke1Jco's own
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scepticism of the Kybers goes deeper than being a matter of habit or
professional training, hovIever, for they revive haunting memories of
an intense childhoc::rl religious experience occasiooeci by a visit to
the temple of Sanjusangendo, bane in her native Japan

to thousands of

statues of Kannon, the BJddhist goo of Mercy and Cl:mpassien. struck
by an outward resemblance, Keike resents all the I1kXe deeply there-

fore the impassiveness and raooteness of the Kybers rut tries to
ccaintain an open mind as to what they portem. Acoord1ngly she will
not participate in or oondone Nom's plan to join a Kyber family to
observe their ritual awakening rut she does not betray his furtive
expedition. rater, his colleagues will have to set out to retrieve

him before their ship leaves.
At the Captain's insistence, Keiko foms one of the party and en
arriving at the labyrinthine dwellinq of the Kybers finds that only
she is to be parmi ttOO to enter to speak to Nom because her
erstwhile lover considers her to be less ' insane ' than the others.
'!be authors reiterate the nature of Andrik Nom's quest by means of
her thoughts when she sees him waiting to meet her again:

SUddenly the corridor opene:i upon the atrium at whose
heart stocrl Andrik and the ally other animate member of the
alien family. Keiko hesitated, uncertain what to expect of
the man who had broken with her, and with all his fellows on
the Platfonn, withoot ever really renouncing his native
allegiances. Indeed, he had cane out here on the pretext of
discovering fran the Kybers a means whereby humanity could
slip its biological and philosophical fetters and attain the
sort of perfect awareness available to the Kybers in deathsleep. FrM that grandiose goal caltrasted with the bleak and
dismaying reality of these surroundings 1
under Heaven' s Bridge,
08

p.'

For all the deliberate exoticism of its oriental/alien religious dis-

course, the soteriological drama of this futuristic newel is fcmnally
Gothic. ~ has made an hubristic pact with supernal creatures; he
has pursued his aspirations -

'that grarrliose goal' - to an inhospi t555

able extrare - 'the bleak and dismaying reality' - where truth ma,! be
found. '!be stage is set for an heroic teleological climax, for Nom

desires a transcendental melding quite unlike anything to be
tared in the traditional

E!I1a:ml-

'mainstream' fiction of character. Will

Nom's Faustian ccmnunion cost him existence itself? QJes he face
personal armihilation, or will he achieve a divine transformatioo? Is

the syzygy which is about to take place, the melding, an assimilatioo
or a fatal consumption? These imponderables generate a tensioo and a
speculative excitenent which belies or overwhelms the reader's own
scepticism about a(X>theosized man. Yet the authors introduce disquieting hints of a fell resolution; Nom speaks 'deferentially' to
the alien as one might defer to a superior rather than a fellcM;

am

in an attenpt to convey his wonder at their wlhuman sensibility he
babbles excita:Uy in a welter of contradictory allusioos to Lewis
Carroll's surrealism:
'Like Alice, they grc:M and shrink and grCM again at will.
that's only out here, up here, where we can see
them ••• But dom the ra1::bit hole of oonsciousness, down there,
deep inside, where it's hell for us to follcM - aId heaven,
too - they're not very much like that litt1e-girl-Alice
tourist at all; they're IOOre like Mad Hatters, March Hares,
and Cheshire cats - native to the plaoe. 'lb tell the truth, I
don't really knatt what we ought to call them when they're
dCMn there. It's we wn:, are the Alioes when we try to follcM,
we who are susceptible to - '
U1der Heaven's Bridge, p.1 09

But

'!he cntological confusion surrounding the aliens is multipli~ by

their cryptic expression, which seems to IOOCk the interlocutor with

riddles: "'Eat me, '" one tells Keiko as it offers her 'kyberflesh' to
enhance her perception in a gesture explicitly analogous to sacra-

mental ccmnunion. " ''!his isn't carmibalism or preda.tioo, it's holy
cc:mm.mion!

fI'

declares Nom excitedly. When she a<":a!des her miOO finds

itself trying to cope with an apocalypse as her perceptioo
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am sensi-

bility encounters and enters the gestalt frame of the Kybers:
'lhis place that she,

and they,

inhabited was a

place

between Heaven and Hell, a limbo of uncertain possibilities.
A noise like the lurching of bJmp 'em cars punctuated the
silence of which it was apparently woven: a hunming silence
connected to that ineffable Sanewhere Else still just beyon:i
her grasp.
Nevertheless, energies and auras, the currency of death-in
-life, flowed between her and the others in their little
diamond of external touching; and she saw in death-sleep a
flicker of lightning against the tarnished mother~f-pearl of
her inward sky: **0:> you feel pain, Lady Keiko?** 'Ibis was
fran her fonner student, Alice A, no longer its family's
septa-prime. And yes, aL1K>St coinciding with its question,
she had experience::i an ache or hunger for which she could

i.J.nagine no effective balm or nourishment.
**'nla.t's good, ** humned Alice A, even though she had
framed no response either silently or aloud, for a little of
that mysterious pain nagged her yet.
**Pain is the First
r.t:wer, !ady Keiko, at whose touch we flee the stagnation of
complacency and self-righteousness.**
Un::Ier Heaven's Bridge, p.113

Keiko and Andrik Nom have entered a realm - 'a gauzy limbo' - where
human logic seems to be inadequate, while the surreal tOOughts of the
Rybers appear portentous. Keiko strains to grasp the significance of
their rather tangential utterances despite a roounting sense of panic:

**We are evolving in response to anticipated pain,**
vouchsafed one or both of the Kybers. **We are evolving at
the behest of our own intelligence rut in respc:nse to our
intelligent perception of a control systsn greater than Kyber
self-awareness. '!his control systsn is our God. **
**Is it Andrik's, too?**
**Tied em to end, the neuronic axons of the human brain if the cerebral makeup of your lover is typical of the
species - would stretch one and a quarter millioo kilaDetres.
'l11at is the length of the unitary human mind, Iady Keikoi and
as great as that may seem to you, as 'rapidly' as the
synapses along that involute network spark and fire, it may
yet be insufficient to appraise itself of the God manifest
within us as a progranme for our own survival. **
NcM Keiko was lost not only in the fog of death-sleep rut
in the briary thickets of Kyber metaphysics. Her eyes were
open - her physical eyes - rut all she CXlUld see, l'1OW that
her initial pain and fear had subsidEd, was a kind of
photographic negative of the aurora-riven night. No way rack,
no way forward, no way out.
UOOer Heaven's Bridge, pp.114-115
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With Keiko' s synaesthenic and surreal predicament established, the
authors introduce further theosophical revelations in this strange
epiphany. 'Ihe alien creatures venerate a

'pro;Jral1lIle '

designed by a

Prime MJver which is deterministic and dispassiooate. 'Ibis exists as
a continuum which the Kybers apperceive in their deep trance, when
their 'lateral eye bulbs' give them a lnetaphysical perception which

replaces the visual sight of their defunct normal eyes. Keiko begins
to think along similar lines to Sixkiller' s instinctive misgivings
about the drone-like beings whose thanatic visions are epiphanic:
Where was Andrik? Keike wondered again ••• '!ben, although
she was sure that she had not projectaj her questioos at
ei ther of the aliens, Alice B responded:
**We are taking him to God. **
**You see,** fluted Alice A, in melcrlic glissando gloss,
**still further belCM ice-heat, at winter-aphelion, super_
conductivity of our prime circuits induces yet another para_
cerebral phase-shift, this time to a tanpo nearly conicident
with that of the Cbntrol Systen governing all that is, and
was, and will be.**
God, though Keiko bemusedly. What did this concept of a
Prime M:>tivator and Cbntroller do to the Fastern belief that
all beings were related to one another in ha.rnnU.ous
hierarchies constituting a vast CX>SIllic pattern? Given a
motivator and controller above these manifold hierarchies,
you could scarcely attrihlte either virtue or vice to the
beings arrayed within each level - for in such a system
behaviour arose fran decrees; or fran prograames, rather than
the inner dictates of each being's special nature.
'!be negative of an aurora wriggled like breeding black
snakes through the gauze of Keiko' s kybe.rtrance sky.
Ha.f do I escape? thought Keiko, for she rejected the
aliens' prcx>f of God as harmful to the health of the fragile
lruman soul. Ha.f do I rescue Andrik fran the malaise of Kyber
'spirituality'? Or are we the ones who suffer fran the
malaise ••• ?
Under Heaven's Brim. p.119
Distrusting the alien theosophy because she realizes that it rewards
the alrlication of self-hood and the annihilation of iIXiividuality

with

freedcxn

fran

moral

resp::nsibility

C' ••• yoo

could

scarcely

attri.blte either virtue or vice to the beings arrayed within each
level'), Keiko resolves to rescue Andrik fran his ambiguous mystical
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cxmnitment. M3anWhile the Kybers and Andrik continue their transcendental siren song:
**Sped to control tempo, or alarmingly thereabo..tts, our
kybe.rthoughts perm! t perm! t epiphany, my sweet Lady Kai. '!be
over-reality manifests itself! We peek into the demesne of
control by first having peaked into that of death-in-life and
life-in-death.**
Ibid.
The thanatic metaphor of this account indicates that its prL.nary

concerns are indeed post-Gothic, being a hybrid of Gothic sublimity
and post-rocxiern paranoia in which Poe's 'arabesque reality' delimned

with a poetic intensity is irn1:ned with contemporary anxiety aboot the
twin terrors of futile existence and extinctioo of the self. Yet, as
has been seen with other fictions of aspiratiOO such as ~ ~ Gods,
star Maker,

thorough

Deus

~

discussion

'apocalypse,

t

and the metanpsycl'x)tic Lord of Light,

of

this

novel

does

lead

beycni

a

Ketterer's

entering the arena of epiphany his study ne;Jlects.

'!'he 'gauzy limbo' Keiko experiences transcendentally is a ~

wherein

issues

of

morality

and

altruism

are

irresolvable

or

redw1dant. '!he perspectives pertaining in this zooe invoke absolutes;
with their 'supranonnal eyes' the Kybers

'If • • •

see what outlives the

flimsiness of time and fleshly bodies.'" in the very nadir of a
Ranantic rapture. 'Ibis view of ultimate Nature as a control systan to
which the sapient resign self-<leterminatioo as

futile

frightens

Keiko, wOO values her autonany (even if only as a delusioo, at worst)

and

intuitively

rejects

the

Kybers'

CXJSnCgaly.

Since

Andrik's

awareness has gone on to who knows where (leaving one wondering
whether he was assimilatei or oonsumed) Keiko is suddenly 0YerCXJne by

a wave of self-preservatioo when the Kybers offer her the same
terrifying invi tatioo to worship their supernal Big Brother, the
Gcxl-13el1iOO-the-Galaxies. At this most opportune I1DDent, the authors
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allow her a rocment of reflection and Wlderstanding before the Kybers
try WlSUccessfully to al:xfuct her spirit:

If Gcxi was a control system, God was infinitely IrK>re
alien than the Kybers. You could never attain perfect Wlial
with that which lay above and beyond you, outside yoo, manipulative and dictatorial rather than serenely existent and
quiescently canplenentary. Andrik, a Westerner, might approve
the concept of such a god; rut how could she - or even the
cyberneticist Betti Songa, whose professional expertise
encanpassed the finer points of programting and cantrol, but
whose cuI tural background denied these same mechanistic
tendencies in nature - ever surrender to so impersonal a
COSllX)logy?

under Heaven's Bridge, p.120-121
Never in doubt, Kaiko's instinctive preference for humane qualities
canes to the fore in her struggle to resist the acquisitive zeal of
the Kybers whose

I

altruistic' efforts to Wlite her with the greater

consciousness prove very nearly fatal. She has seen the flaw in their
logic -

'**We discontinuously obtain union,

and much more frequently

than it is given human mystics to do - because we are designeg to

approach that

state. ** '

Desperately,

she exposes

their fallacy,

'**'It1en how may yoo take Andrik to God? He's not an Onogorovan, ~

neither am It ** I '!heir answer is functiooal rather reassuring:
She had no human voice with which to scream.
**We lead yoo into the presence by hymning in continentwide clx>ra.le the paean of our way.
**I don I t want - ! **
SWitches were thrown, circuits were opened, and a sound
like the intermittent bJrr of an overloaded transformer
wracked Kaika' s lxrly through the aniUcting channels of her
bales. She was bUrn, mute, deaf, desensitized to nearly
every sensation except pain am fear of pain; meanwhile the
Kybers were attempting - insanely, altruistically - to
augment the tempo of her perceptial to that of a control
system woose suzerainty she would never accept or ackrlc:Mledge. 'l!loosands of Kyber families pcured their 'voices' into
the paean lifting her to God, while bereft of AOOrik and the
world, she brake:l her l::ur'rliD:J consciousness and resisted
their efforts. Her bcxiy writher blirdly between the Kybers
crucifying her above the flagsta1es.
**Let her go,** crooned Alice A. **Iat her go before her
brittle body snaps; before, to daub us culpable, her blood
spills out.**
Ibid.

**

-
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Keiko retreats fran the camnmion Andrik sought so eagerly because

she sees the proffered relationship between human and sesn!ngly
supernal

creature

in a

very

different,

highly sceptical light.

, • • • the primordial tyrant,' she describes the Pr:Lne M:wer of the
system Andrik has penetrated,

'not a deity rut a

system, not a

unifying consciousness rut a Prc)3rantner.' By implication, Andrik the
visionary scientist has famd a 'god' in his own ll'aterialist image, a
transcendent, i1lInanent presence, true, rut one whose sensibility is
literal and driven by machine logic rather than intuition and wisdan,
the ultimate idiot savant. Fbwever Keiko's response indicates that
the joint authors of Under Heaven's Bridge do not castigate science
~

se, rut only the C.P.SI'lCM positivistic variety vilified by Lewis

as venial and pernicious. For as their sympathetic depiction of Keiko
proves, watson and Bishop are critical, not reactionary. Keiko is a
linguist, not a physical scientist - though in terms of the novel's
argument this dist!nctioo diminishes as the story unfolds. While her
sensibility is distinctly rational it is also intuitive in ways not
discernable in the characters of the other scientific surveyors of
Chogoro. Keiko I S sensibility is in fact an idealized hybrid, a post-

Enlightenment, 5ecand Renaissance paradigm of sapience and humane
intellection.

'!be

intrinsic force

of her own thought processes

eclipses the heady rut futile elaticn of the alien syzygy Andrik has
welcaned and the entropic epiphany he has been granted:
Maybe Sixkiller had been right. Even if the Kybers were
alive by all the standard biological criteria, they were selfccnfessedly in thrall to ••• a control systan. '!bat made than,
yes, machines. E.\Ten their intelligence and free will - if you
could use tOOse loadEd terms - were attril1ltes of the system
that had programne:i than to knat it. '!he next step in this
inescapable chain of reascning led you to ocnclude that human
beings, despite not having been specifically prograamed to
know the primx'dial tyrant dictating the shape of their lives,
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were likewise a variety of machine, albeit a less canplex or
successful variety because incapable of merging unaided with
their O:xltroller.
Or else you could assume that the God-Behind-the-Galaxies
of the Rybers was not hurnani ty 's Olntroller after all.
This was Kaike Takahashi's instinctive assumption even as
she fell back fran the kneeling aliens and begged for the
world to reassert itself around her •••
Under Heaven's Bridge, p.122
As she

regains consciousness the desolate truth of Andrik' s probable

fate sinks in:

'Andrik••• stcxxi at last on the threslx>ld of the

ultimate Control Roan, peering in with astonished inward eyes and
longing to take the fateful metaphysical step that would unite him
with

the

O:xltroller

sheltering his

CMIl

even

if

that

step

extinguished

the

life

microscopic spark of the divine.' Restored to a

familiar environment, Keiko realizes that AOOrik, having fulfilled
his desire to transcend the limits of his sensibility, is beyond any
hope of rescue. Keiko angrily rejects the aliens' clumsy attaupt at a

teleological justification:
'You are no better or worse than we, Iady Kei,' said Alice
way of explanation. ''Ma are the notes of the piano roll
of our genetipsychic heritage, after all, and so are you of
yours. '!bat which slotted the rolls and plays out our
melodies on the upright piano of consensus reality is one and
the same canposer lperformer. Sanetimes, ~, we Rybers
are permitted to slot the rolls and tickle the keys ourselves. You need not fear us simply because we are able to
influence the perfonnanoe more often than you. What we wish
to do, Lady Keike, is •••• Show You the way.'
'Kybertrance is madness,' said Keiko, looking behind her.
'Your death-sleep is insane. Your world view is a Vile,
melancholy thing. I leave you to your deaths.'
'0Jr 'Maltanschauung, our world view, will prevent tOOse
deaths, 0 little teacher, or at the very least permit us to
trot foxily around thsn.'
No longer listening, Keiko sh'Juted again at Armik,
knatling that she would not be able to rwse him. His name _
the living word - echoed in the pit, rang against the icy
rocks. Tears came to her eyes, salt in her blurred apprehension of the night, curl at last she broke and ran.
Under Heaven's Bridge, pp.124-125
A by

Keiko's rejection of the metaphysical para-reality the kybers worship
is as damning as it is heartfelt. tater she deoounoes the decision to
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carry back to Earth six of the Kybers, for she believes that they are

infiltrators intending '" to colonize Earth for a new variety of
kyberlife. mat's what their survival option ai1Dmts to finally: they
hope to displace us,

replace us,

take over -

because they have

evolved beyond us here on Onogoro, under heaven's bridge, and they
see no hope of our ever putting a foot on that span if left to
ourselves. '" H:Mever
scepticism

her

colleagues

receive

her

arguments

with

(one warns against prescribing " 'standards of ethical

behaviour for aliens''') and so the meta-machines are duly transported
to Farth while their fellows left on Onogoro, and Andrik Nom, are
flailed by the radiation of the dying star.
In the final analysis,

Andrik's transcendent adventure has

proved futile fran any canceivable human point of view. In PraDethean
terms, for instance, his efforts are no less fruitless as they are in
Faustian or messianic teJ:ms for his transcendence and pain secures no
empowering revelation, though as Jma..Tledge in the abstract aI:x:lUt the
nature of the

COSlOOS

his experience has significance. Yet these terms

:inay not adequately explain his goal, which is, as Kaika thinks of it,

'trying to give birth to himself;' and his destiny is Clk)St readily
explainerl in teous of a religious spiritual cxmnunion, creating an
unconventional materialistic version of apotheosis given his professedly scientific luJmanism. On the voyage hone, Kaiko interrogates
one of the aliens and is told that the pursuit of know'ledge is the
Kybers' single existential ooncem:
'We wanted you to kna.tT that we will survive on Q1ogoro,'
the alien told her aloud. 'Even on a world cut adrift fran a

fevered sun.'
'And Andrik?'
'Andrik thinks us - prays us - toward that survival, too,
by obeying the cosmic process wh:)se purpose is the ccntinuous
aCX)Uisition of krlc1IIledge at the goad of either pain or its
premise. •
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''Ib what end? For what reward?' Keiko cried, again aware of
the dingy clutter of around her - for the alien seemed to be
retreating fron her, withdrawing inexorably into the bleak

winter light of kybertrance.
'Awareness,' crooned the Kyber. 'Perception of the Presence.
These are their own rewards. '
'att will Andrik survive? Will he live through what's
happene::l and what's going to happen?'
'He?'
'His spirit,' Keika emended. 'His essence. '
'In our offspring saviours, yes. AsSuredly. Have no fear.'
Under Heaven's Bridge, p. 150
In what seems to be a postscript rather than a closing chapter, Kaika

is found again decades later as a retired lecturer who makes her way
to Kyoto to view the apparently dead Kyber installed there aIlDlg the

statues of Kannon, to which it bears a striking resenblanoe. 'n1e
light fran the exploded star has finally reached Earth, and she seems
to discern a faint lambent glow in the alien's impaSSive features;
and as the crowd presses her past she inwardly yearns again

the gestalt ccxnm.mion she experience1 on Onogoro -

to share

'She would cone

again. '!he pranise was there.' Her hope may seem perverse, rut the
implication is that in the last years of what has been a bleak life
she feels the absence of Andrik all the

llKlre

acutely and yeams

to

join him in his alien iIunortality. An intricate and subtle soort
novel, Under Heaven's Bridge displays its co-authors' mature grasp of

idian, character and rootivaticn.
Yet U1der Heaven's Bridge also illustrates another aspect of the
uniquely episteroological nature of the science fiction of aspiration.
Olristopher Marlowe affinned that knarlledge, whatever its provenance,
meant

pc:Meri Mary

Shelley also portrayed it as a seductive foroe and

destroyed her hubristic scientist as a warning alxJut human vanity. In

the lOOdern era, Wells conterrled that it

was indispensable, there

being 'no escape fron the cages of life without knowledge.' In res-

ponse C.S.Lewis condenned the vanity of scientists, asserting that
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knowledge, when not the fruit of divine Revelation, rust be profane

am

dangerous. A doyen of magazine science fiction's 'Golden A;Je,'

Asirocw celebrates

sophisticated SCience,

suggesting in '!he Gods

'Ibemselves that the scientific method itself is more ro1:ust than its
fallible practitioners and depicting the acquisition of kIlc:mledge as
a

vital,

ennobling activity which

brings

forth

discoveries

of

dependable utility. At the same time, he takes the widest possible
definition of science, recognizing the value of cognitive intuition.
In Under Heaven's Bridge, Ian watson and Michael Bishop use a number

of long-familiar generic ideas and dreams such as gestalt telepathic
o:mnunication,

inter-racial

rrachine or caoputer,

synergy,

the

tyranny

of the deified

and the lllUtual antipathy of religious and

secular world-views. 'lbese elements are used to create a scenario in

which the relentless acquisition of kncMledge seems the ultimate in
nihilism. ltbreoVer,

they even imply that the ability to exploit

knowledge selectively, wit:OOut beoaning its slave, is a distinctly
human survival trait. '!he Kybers are addicted to knc:Mledge, which

through generatialS has bec:xEe their sole raison d 'etre; yet even if
multiplex human nature is less evolved - that is, specialised - it is

more respcnsive

am possesses a vastly richer Weltanschaaung,

the

real measure of awareness. In both 'Itle ~ 'Ibanselves and Under
Heaven •s Bridge there is a direct assertion of the possibility of
intuitive ~, a human visionary faculty which is contrasted with
the mechanistic -

in

{bier

am

thence partial - principles of science. Indeed

Heaven's Bridge even the radical principles of Einsteinian

science are condescendingly adopted by the Kybers despite their
implted primitiveness(p.118). Hence in the phenanenological context
of

same

recent

science

fiction
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qualities

like

intuition

and

individualism are emphatically positive attrirutes. Since the Kybers'
philosophy effectively indicts them, that 'prc::rnise' Keiko discerns in
the motionless Kyber invites scrutiny.
Throughout the novel, Keiko's ambivalence towards the aliens is
suggests the attraction of venerating an all-knowing, all-powerful
supernal being; this is the psychological bedrock of religious devotion, and the precondition of, for instance, both the Christian and
Islamic soteriologies. Yet the tenor of the science fiction of aspiration is CCllI'OC>nly sceptical - 'apostate' - and so protagonists do not
usually place much faith in religious metempsychosis or salvation.
The materialistic alternative is a progressive faith in human selfdirected teleology, the central sacrament of the Kyl:ers' creed. Keiko
may therefore claim sane sort of ambiguous justification to partly
legitimize her unspoken hope of a metempsychotic reunion with her
rapt lover Andrik. Philip K.Dick's VALIS, with which this discussion
of religion, moral vision and humanism in modern science fiction will
conclude,

further

illustrates

this

tension

between

scientific

materialism and spiritual hope.

'CD)

IS ~ /

CD)

IS OOW HERE':

Salvation and 'the prime aberration of the human mind'.
'!he title of this closing section is canposed of two quotations,

fran VALIS by Philip K.Dick and O1ildhood's End by Arthur C.Clarke
respectively, two key novels published sane twenty-seven years apart
that offer significantly differing perspectives of mysticism and
apotheosis. Before discussing them, it may be useful to try to sum up
the main themes and oontentions of transcendental science fiction
while reviewing sane recent additions to the field.
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The recent spate of cryptic science fiction novels exemplified
by Under Heaven's Bridge reveals heM' thoroughly scientific humanism,

scepticism,

Rananticism,

and

existentialist

ideas

have

beccme

interwoven. Cbllectively, such l:xx>ks confil:m the propriety of the
generic tenn 'science fiction of aspiration' which well describes a
significantly large group of texts recent or historic; expliCitly
religious or apostate. In fact, in his 1965 discussion 'Religion in
Science Fictioo: Space, God and Faith' (augmented slightly in 1976),
Sam M:>skCMitz cites sane thirty or so titles (anitting !)me and its

sequels, remarkably) whereas sane fifteen years later Tan

~

was

able to include two to three times as many in 'Science Fiction,
Religioo and Transcendence.' D::>ubtless diverse factors contr1htted to
this increase in the production of religious science fictioo, rut two
of the fOC>St oJ:wious are probably also the aost significant: the
increase in its pq::Allarity a.mng paperback readers i and its improved

literary quality and a greater sophistication of ideas which is
partly the result of emulation and elaboration, and partly the result
of the detate generated by the 'New wave' polemicists. Recent books
by Ian

watsoo.,

Michael Bishop and Gregory Benford illustrate this

trend.
Far H.G.Wells, logic and reasoo <XXlStituted the lingua franca of

---

nr:>re-than-human intelligence. '!he atheistic utopians of Men Like Gods

are so dispassionate as to seem alroost as reoote and alien as the
exter:minating Martians of ~ ~ of the Worlds wherein Wells
hypothesised a ca:mlDl ancestry for both alien and human species, an
original anticipaticn of that increasingly popular holistic theme of
later science fictien writers, the physical and intellectual kinship

of all intelligent life. The recent work of Watsal and of Benford is
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characterised by just this idea, which Aldiss' s Olarteris calls an
'essential pattern'.

l:Ost~st

noticn, lx1.<rever, that

ncM

WlCertainty has so affected the

human lops tends to be depicted as a

reactionary influence obscuring the 'anbedderl' reality. Explicitly in
watson's '!be Elnbedding (1975 ) , a South American forest tribe threatened with extinction by econanic developnent revives a strange roode

of thought which is ccmpletely at odds with the mathematicallyprecise episteroc>logy of Western science, rut which reveals humanity's
archaic kinship with an intelligent extra-terrestrial race. M::rlem
science, the progeny of Enlightenment utilitarianism and Positivism,
has eclipsed the

'embedded' saniotic philosophy. Cbnsequently the

aliens are inccmprehensible to all except the Xemahoa - and a group
of orphans who have been raised in laboratory seclusion and deprived
of socialization in an experiment desigru:rl to test the premises of
psycOOlo;w

am

senantics without the possibly distorting or occluding

influence of scientific logic.

-

In '111e Martian Inca (1977) by the

-

same author, Julio becanes the

messianic leader of his oppressed fellCMS. He leads then in a quasireligious political crusade against econanic imperialism folla.dng
his traumatic awakening by a Martian bacterium with which he has been
infected at the site of a wrecked Russian space vehicle.

Julio's

ragge1 crusade reaches a gory culmination when he, like Mx>rcock's
Glogauer, pays with his life for the godhood seemingly conferred u[XX1
him. '111e mystical ambience of watson's \'IOrk is continued into '111e

Gardens of Delight(1980), wherein he presents an internatiooal space
exploration

creM

with a baffling world which disturbingly resembles

the fantastic landscapes of a>sch' s painting.

periences me1:elnpsycOOsis,

am

Each of the

CreM

ex-

so develops a deeper percepticn and
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appreciaticn of the l'x>listic universe. His recent trilogy, '!he Book
of the River, '!he lkx:>k of the stars and The Book of Being (1985 )
further exhibit his gift for blending and balancing mysticism and

rationalism in transcendental science fiction.
}\. future global society is verging on collapse in the face of

its own environmental pollution, injustices, moral uncertainty and
the religious fervour of the fanatics wlx> call themselves 'the Scns'
in Benford's In the

Q::ean

of Night (1977) • Inadvertently cxxnp:>unding

the chaos, an alien starship on a voyage of exploration approaches
Earth and the fearful Terran autOOrities order it to be destroyed. A

Ship is despatcha:l, rut after awesane enoounters with the reticent
aliens,

the humans return having discovered the true nature and

extent of the CosnDs fran a cryptic alien star chart. QJring the same
year, Benford oo-wrote If the stars are Gods, in which a scientist
ultimately succeeds in deciphering a cryptic alien transmission aimed
at Earth, having undergone a whole series of mystic experiences in an
attempt to discover the key to this crucial message.
In three books by Michael BiShop, A FUneral for the ~ of ~

(1975), Beneath the ShatterErl MxI1S (1973,76) and Stolen Faces (1977),
lnJmane

protagonists

atavistic rituals

struggle

to refonn societies afflicted by

sanctified by their

'religious'

doctrines and

embe]lisbnents. In the pessimistiC Stolen Faces the administrator of
a quarantine camp pays with his life for his attempt to re-educate
the 'mupOOrmerS' after disoavering that their defonnities are ritual

rather

than

pathological,

inflicted

rather

than

leproos.

Like

watson IS Julio, Lucian Yeardanoe erx'is as their scapegoat when his
attempt to re-align their terrible cult of the Flayed Gcxi fails.
Yeardanoe'S humanistic altruism cannot itself reverse the profoond
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social

oorrliticn.i.r)}

which

pratIllgates

their

savage

and

faith,

ironically his am death actually serves to strengthen the religion

before its proscriptioo and the dispersal of the colony. The central
drama may be tragic rut it is also exenplary and noble.
As these and a number of works already discusse:i have attested,

teleological character developnent is triggered in many sceptical
science fietions of aspiratioo by sane extraordinary experience.
Drugs or trauma disorient the ilrlividual an:l allow an innate divinity
to emerge fran its suppressEd source into the consciousness: apo-

theosis occurs. '!bus, an experience which disrupts the quotidian
sensibility is the catalyst which triggers the emergence of hicklen

traits or hitherto untapped potential, and these distinguish the
charismatic iOOividual fran his unseein:J, nnmda.ne fellCMS.
of

religioos

might

be dead,

9rl.nl::ume's observatioo,

as

'rut

Nietzsche asserted,

Q:d,

if a

G:Id

there

'!he God

rut surely
be,

is

the

substanoe of men which is man' fiOOs at least as many supporters
anw::n:J

the authors of this humanistic

science

fiction with

its

nultifarious varieties of transoendental transfonnatioo( 46).
At the same time a particular form of i<XXlOClasm is central to
the science fictioo of aspiratioo.

'llle idea. of human apotheosis

enthralls Victor Frankenstein, yet ultimately he concedes that he had
sought to 'becxDe greater than human nature will allow.' At its I1'k)st
hlbristic

the

science

fictioo

oonstraints upon htnan nature.

of

'God'

aspiration

accepts

few

such

is seen as an ideal, not a being

- an end-point rather than a oanditioo of existence which will be
attained after a sapient teleological evolutioo. Weed, a canparisan
with the apocalyptiC soteriology of traditional Cllristiariity depiete:}
in A Dream of the Diy that MlSt Q::me reveals significant resonances
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between the ostensibly radical teleology of scientific humanism and
its Christian counterpart.
Mrs. Penny's narrator attains his epiphany after a distressing
journey

of

atonement,

cuLminating

in

his

death

and

immediate

assimilation into a rapt communion with Godhead. This transcendental
soteriology is canpletely traditional in its allegory, and even its
metempsychosis closely parallels Bunyan's conclusion to Pilgrim's
Progress, differing only in details. Such Christian moral tales are
essentially monitory but also hold out the prospect of the supreme
happy ending pranised to the devout. Stapledon' s star Maker attacks
orthodox religion but describes a similar sort of metempsychosis and
theophany (albeit in strictly evolutionary tenns) which, as we have
seen, the narrator rejects in favour of human concerns and fellCMship.
The narrator is taken fran the canfortable familiarity of an

Ehglish market
cuLminating in a
M:iker.

town

on a

~ignant

Afterwards

the

vast

journey throughout

the Universe

encounter with the divinely creative star

narrator

believes

he

has

seen

God,

and

tragically knows that it has been an unrepeatable experience. It has
so changed his outlook that he feels quite alienated fran his fellCM
humans on being returned to earth. Now he sees everything human as
teing petty,

and also knows that the human race is presently too

imnature to actually have that special attention of the divine
organiser of the Coslros devoutly assumed to be ours. Arthur
Clarke,
tragic

c.

to date Stapledon's most cogent successor, utilises the
~tential

Childhood's

of the idea of divine remoteness or indifference in

End(1954),

wherein

religion

is

also

depicted

as

a

vestigial elanent of an inmature SOCiety and limited sensibility. 'Ihe
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turn out to be mentors, and their advanced technology and

OVer lords

deliberate reooteness fran the people of Earth lend

force to the

scientific world-view which it is their responsibility to praoote,
rut knowledge beyond hl..lInan ken supp::>rts SUpervisor Karel len , sutter
certainty:

I

"'!be Wainwrights fear, too, that we know the truth aoout

the origins of their faiths. How long, they wonder, have we been
observing humanity? Have we watchErl M:lharnmed begin the Hegira, or
r-t>ses giving the Jews their laws? Do we know all that is false in the
stories they believe?" I 'Ib Karellen, all religions are factitious,
their

revelations

the

products

of

Man's

essentially mythopoeic

sensibility.
other disturbing assertions are made in Karellen' s reply

to the

wainwright •s fundamentalist canplaints, for he goes on to challenge
the

credibility,

and conse;:Jllently the integrity,

of the world's

organizErl religions. Yet Karellen simply ignores Wainwright's main
p::>int al:x>ut individual free<bn, scxnething which is rather eclipsed by
Clarke's

introduction of a

time-honoured rationalistic criticism

reflecting an anthropological perspective of

Mankinj • s

religious

ideas: "'Believe me, it gives us no pleasure to destroy men's faiths,
rut all the world's religions cannot be right - and they know it. "'
He concludes by :iJlIplying that the repudiation of most luJman religions

is a unpleasant but necessary duty. Virtually all religions are held
by the OVerlords,

in their superior wisdan, to be no more than

hindrances to the attainment by a

species of its maturity.

Then

Clarke opportunely adds cryptiC suspense to his series of sensational
opening premises when the SUperVisor tells StoJ:m;Jren that a revela-

tim which is likely to shatter the faith of many devout people (one
is irresistibly remindErl of the deIX>Uenent of • '!he Star') is to be
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'''Sooner or later man has to

made public when the rocment is right:

learn the truth: but that tline is not yet.'"
Indeed, the OVerlords remain hidden fran sight for over fifty
years before they judge that Mankirrl is ready to learn

~

of that

truth, because their first lesson will require careful preparation.
Fifty years is ample time in which to change a world and
its people aL"OOSt beyom reoogn.ition. All that is required
for the task are a sound kna.derlge of social engineering, a
clear sight of the interrled goal - and pcMer. These things
the CNerlords p:>Ssessed. 'lboogh their goal was hicHen their
J<no,iledge was ol::Nious - and so was their power.
a11.ldlxlod 's End, Cllapter 6.
'llle CNerlords achieve their twin aims. 'llle world, socially, becanes a

roore cx:n:.JeOial place as their scientific expertise resolves material

difficulties which have been long-established sources of conflict:
'By the standards of all earlier ages,

it was Utopia. Ignorance,

disease, poverty and fear had virtually ceased to exist.' Perhaps
m:::>re incredible, howeVer, is the ease with which the Overlords effect

their other central aim, the destruction of the world's religions;
and it is striking l'lcM readily Clarke associates the decline of

religious cxnviction with a general improvement in education - only a
depleted

fotm

ofaxldhism sw:vives,

presumably because

of

its

emphasis en meditation, self-kncMledge, and personal developnent:
Profamder things had also passed. It was a canpletely
secular age. Of the faiths that had existed before the
cani.B3 of the OVerlords, only a fonn of purified Buddhism perhaps the most austere of all religions - still survived.
'!be cree3s that had been based upon miracles and revelations
ticns had oollapsed utterly. With the rise of education,
they had already been slowly dissolvin:], rut for a while the
CNerlords had taken no sides in the matter.

Ibid.
Probably reflecting his ackrX7Hledged debt to stapledon' s star Maker,
Clarke alludes to a tiny group wOO believe in a depersonalized god;

they may perhaps be the CQWlterparts of the sad 'awakened minds' of
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the mad worlds.

quest -

(There

is another, more obvioos similarity - Jan's

which daninates

the second and final parts of Clarke's

novel. )
When he does eventually intervene, Karellen again exploits the

science of his race -

'The instrument he harrled over on permanent

loan to the World History Foundaticn was nothing oore than a television reciever with an elaborate set of controls for determining
coordinates in time and space (which) must have been linked to a far
IIOre aanplex machine,

operating on principles that no-one could

imagine, al:xlard Karellen's ship.' The inpact of this super-gadget for
viewing the past is to be enoxm:>us, entailing - in terms of the
novel's premises - nothing less than the final extX>Sure and abjuration of religion, depictErl as one of the most distinctive symbols of
the irrmaturity of the human race:
Here was a revelation which no-one could doubt or deny:
here, seen by scm3 unknown magic of OV'erlord science, were
the true beginnings of all the world's great faiths. M:>st
of them were noble am inspirin;J - rut that was not enough.
Within a few days, all mankiIXl's Imlltitudinous messiahs had
lost their divinity. Beneath the fierce and passionless
light of truth, faiths that had sustained millions for
twice a thalsand years vanished like morning dew. All the
gcxxl and evil they had wrought were swept suddenly into the
past, and could tooch the minds of men no more.
Humanity had lost its ancient gods: now it was old
encugh to need no new ones.
]bid.
Perhaps in one sense,

"Childhood's End"; rut, if the religions of

mankirxl are in themselves so inconsequential, if they are essentially

merely delusions, why do the apparently omniscient OVerlords need to
challenge than at all? Clarke has hinted in an earlier chapter that
Karellen and his fellows are carrying out sane kind of duty for which
they have little enthusiasm; and, indeed, that their task is' renedial

- '''We

have had our failures,'"

Karellen tells Storngren at their
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last ena:>unter. In what is a well-executed denouement in Olapter 5,
Clarke wrings the last drop of suspense fran describing the world's
intense, speculative interest as humanity awaits their first sight of
an OVerlord. Karellen has first insisted that two yOWlg children are
sent aboard his ship; the manner of their return is breathtaking, rut
not, as Clarke emphasises, calamitous or convulsive:
It was a trih.lte to the OVerlords' psychology, and to
their careful years of preparation, that only a fffM people
faintErl. Yet there could have been fewer still, anywhere
in the world, who did not feel the ancient terror brush
for one awful nonent against their minds before reason
banished it forever.
'nlere was no mistake. '!be leathery wings, the little
horns, the barbed tail - all were there. '!be most terrible
of all legends had cane to life, out of the unJma,m past.
Yet oc:M it stood smiling, in ebon majesty, with the SWllight gleaming upon its tranendous body, and with a human
child resting trustfully an either arm.
IDe. cit.
FbWever sceptical or ia:llX)Clastic Clarke's opinions may seem here, we
llUlSt be wary of j~ing to preaature conclusions. Olestions remain:
Wl'x> directs the OVerlords? If mankind has a religious Propensity,

what supplants the discreditErl faiths?
Their mission to Earth involves overseeing the emergence of a
neA

generation of mankind radically different fran their progenitors.

'l11e first indications of the real nature of their Directive emerge

gradually:
" originally contact6rl him because he has one of the world's
finest libraries of books on parapsychology and allied
subjects. He politely but fiJ:m1y refused to lend any of them,
so there was nothing to do but visit him. I've nt.:M read about
half his library. It has been a considerable ordeal."
"'!bat I can well believe," said Karellen dryly. "Have you
disoovered anything aIIDIlg all the rubbish?"
''Yes - eleven clear cases of partial breakthrough, and
twenty-seven probables. '!he material is so selective,
l'lowever, that one cannot use it for sampling purposes. And
the evidence is hopelessly confused with mysticism .:.. perhaps
the prime aberration of the human mind. II
Childhood's End, pp.88-89.
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ntis teleolo;Jical story of the emergence of a newly-evolved species
of Man proceeds

side-py-side with a

generic

tale of hubristic

aspiration featuring a clever young man with curiosity and determination.

Its familiar theme -

'knowledge is pcMer'- is given a

mystical context which seems to contradict the precepts of science.
r.t:>reover there is a considerable, calculated irony in the Overlords'

inability to canprehend the value to their master, the OVermind, of
the mystical and intuitive humans in their care. But the OVerlords'

faith in Reason and Science ironically reveals their own limitations.
Jan reveals a measure of this special human quality in his discovery
of the CNelords' Mne planet:
It was an impossible coincidence. NGS 549672 rtIlst be the
hane of the CNerlords. Yet to accept the fact violated all
Jan's cherished ideas of the scientific method. Very well let them be violated. He must accept the fact that, sanehow,
Rupert's fantastic experi.ne1t [a seance] had tapped a
hitherto l.Jll.kna.om source of krlc1tIledge.
Rashaverak? '!bat seemed the rtDSt probable explanation. The
OVerlord had not been in the circle, but that was a minor
point. ~ver, Jan was not concerned with the mechanism of
paraphysics: he was only interested in using the results.
Very little was knam alntt NGS 549672: there had been
not:h.:IDI to distinguish it fran a million other stars. Slt the
catalo;JUe gave its magnitude, its co-ordinates, and its
spectral type. Jan would have to do a little research, and
make a fal simple calculations: then he WOlld kncJr..i, at least
approximately, heM far the world of the Overlords was fran
Earth.
A slow smile spread CNer Jan's face as he turned away fran
the 'nlames, back tarcirds the gleaming white facade of the
Science Qntre. Knowledge was pcMer - and he was the only man
on Earth who knew the origin of the OVerlords. HeM he would
use that Jmor"fledge he could not guess. It woold lie safely in
his m.i.IXl, awaiting the rocment of destiny.
Childlxxxl 's End, p.95
'1l1e remairrler of the secx>nd section of Childhood's End, ''!he Golden
Age' (47), relates heM Jan manages

to COIUlive his way al:xJard a return-

ing OVerlord ship and secure a passage

to their hcxneworld. Clarke

susperrls cur interest in what he finds there far the closing chapters
of the !:xJok; and the middle section of the 1::xxlk concludes with the
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OVerlords' saabre revelation - ""!he stars are not for Man' ":

'''!be stars are not for Man." Yes, it would annoy them to
have the celestial portals sl.amna:l in their faces. rut they
rtUlSt learn to face the truth - or as .nuch of the truth as
could mercifully be given to then.
Fron the lonely heights of the stratosphere, Karellen
looked da.m upon the world and the people that had been given
into his reluctant keeping. He thought of all that lay ahead,
and 'olhat this world would be only a dozen years fran rtcM.
'!bey would never know how lucky they had been. For a lifetime Mankind had achieved. as much happiness as any race can
ever JcncM. It had been the Golden Age. But gold was also the
colour of sunset, of autumn: and only Karellen' s ears could
catch the first wailings of the winter stoJ::ms.
An:i only ¥arellen knew with what inexorable swiftness the
Golden Aqe was rushing to its close.
Childhood's End, pp.118-119
'!he third section of Childhood's End opens with the description of an

island carmun1ty foo.nded by SalCXlOll to preserve 'the soul of man'
fran beooning destroyed inadvertently by the altruism of the OVerlords. 'New Athens' is a behaviorist utopia, a cross between Walden
To«> and the New Atlantis managei in Bacon's 'Instauratio Magna' by

the founder's sixteenth-oentury namesake:

'It hoped to beccme what

the old Athens might have been if it had posses~ machines instead

of slaves, sci~ instead of superstitial.' (p.135) Yet the island
venture is, in the circUmstances, doomed to futility and Clarke uses

it only as a suitable cradle for the tenuous interaction of ~

sapiens am the rEllDte 0Yennirrl, at whose bidding the OVerlords have
t:aksn aver the world. N:Jw' the author returns to the strategy of

overt:h1'owiB1

expectations.

'1\«)

children turn out to be telepathic

prodigies, able to urrlertake transcendental voyages of exploration
throughoot space

am

time - they have managed what the OVerlords call

''lbtal Breakt:hl:algh.' still

IIDre

significantly,

they can sanehc:7tI

oamunicate their talent, rut only to minds which do not yet have too
web to wllearn, and
'l11eir

parents

90

the older generation is wholly excluded.

are oot to be alone in bearing this turden of
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inferiority, however:
''Mlett started this ~?" asked George. "And where is it
going to lead?"
'''!hat is saoeth.in:.J we cannot answer. But there are inany
races in the universe, and sane of then discovered these
powers loD:J before your species - or mine - appeared on the
scene. '!hey have been waiting for you to join then, and now
the time has cane."
"'!hen where do ~ cane into the picture?"
"Probably, llke roost men, you have always regarded us as
your masters. 'I!lat is not true. We have never been more than
quardians, ching a duty imposed upcn us fran - above. That
duty is hard to define: perhaps you can best think of us as
midwives attending a difficult birth. We are helping to bring
saoething new and wonderful into the world. II
Rasheverak hesitated: for a lnanent it alloost ~ as if
he was at a loss for words.
''Yes, we are the midwives. 8lt we ourselves are l::arren."
In that instant, George k:new he was in the presence of a
tragedy tra..nscen:iinq his own. It was incredible - and yet
saneIni just. Despite all their powers and their brilliance,
the OVerlords were trapped in some evolutionary cul-de-sac.
Here was a great an:i noble race, in a.l.zoost every way superior
to mankind; yet it had no future, and it was aware of it. In
the face of this, George's own problems seemed suddenly
trivial.
OrlldOOod's Ehd, pp.153-154
A yet na:e cruel eventuality is about to occur, hoitever. Virtually
all children under ten are taken fran their parents and placed in a
protected presezve wherein they will be free to grow together into
ale

true telepathic gestalt.
When Jan returns to Earth nore than eighty years have elapsed,

t:halgh thanks

to the tilDe-paraCbx named after Einstein he is only a

fertl subjective years older. '!be world is a quiet place, for the last

generatial of MI!Irlki.m have died out witlxlut increase, and Jan is the
Iast Man. The evolved children of the last generation are cOmtenCing

to exercise their awesaae paraphysical

patler

am embark upoo a cosmic

journey to join the 0Vmmind which has spurred their developnent. The
world and everything upcn it is consumed in the process, and Jan's

last transuissim fran Earth to the OVerlord researchers

(who study

the phelxmenal in the vain hope that they may saneday anulate this
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'§lEOtheosis' p. 179) r~ with pride for what mankind has becx:Jne:

Jan ••• struggled for words, then closed his eyes in an
effort to regain CXXltrol. There was no roan for fear or panic
I'OII: he had a duty to perform - a duty to Man, and a duty to
KareI1en.
Slowly at first, like a man awakening fran a dream, he
began to speak.

'''Ibe txllld.inqs I'OW'¥i me - the ground - the lOC)UIltains _
everything's like glass - I can see throuqh it. Earth's
dissolving - rrrt weight has alnDst gone. You were right _
they've finished playing with their toys.
"It's ally a few seoorns away. '!here go the nnmtains, like
wisps of sm:lke. Goodbye, Karellen, Rashaverak - I am sorry
for you. 'Ib:ugh I cannot Wlderstand it, I've seen what my
race became. Everything we ever achieved has gone up there
into the stars. Perhaps that's what the old religions were
trying to say. 8.1t they cpt it all wrong: they thought
mank..inj was so inplrtant, yet we're only one race in - do YOU
l<:ncM how many? Yet DOlI we've becxme sanething you could never

be.
Childhood • s Ehd, p.188

What makes Clarke's naYel so impressive

a.rrj

significant is his

projection of a mystical tut apostate ehilC?SOphie pererutia which
accnlUOlates

the

displacID} its

scientific

aspect

of

the

human

mind

without

transoernental propensity. '!his productive synthesis

supports images of hLJDane vindication

a.rrj

growth, emphasizing the

oontin3encY of intuitial arxl reason in §apientia, rut stressing at
the same time the value of the modem scientific outlook, as his
preference passim for the expression 'paraphYSical' at the expense of

the

1DXe

traditiooal

tenn

'metaphysical'

indicates.

Karellen's

explanation of the OI1erlards' interest in the human race broadcast to
the 'last generation' of mankind illustrates this adroit marriage of

metaphysics arxl science:
"In the centuries before our caning, your SCientists unoovered the secrets of the physical world and lErl you fran
the energy of steam to the energy of the atone You had put
superstition behiJ:n you: SCience was the only real religion
of manJd.OO. It was the gift of the western minority to the
raoa.ir¥ier of mankind, arxl it had destroyErl all other faiths.
'lb)se that still existed when we came were already dying.
SCience, it was felt, cxW.d explain everything: there were no
forces which did not oane within its scope, no events for
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which it oould ultimately acoount. '!he origin of the universe
might be forever unknown, rut all that had happened after
obeyed the laws of physics.
''Yet your mystics, tlx>ugh they were lost in their own
delusions, had seen part of the truth. '!here are powers of
the mind, and ~s beyond the rni.rrl, which your science
could never have brcught within its framework without shattering it entirely. All dCMIl the ages there have been cOWltless
reports of strange phenanena - poltergeists, telep:lthy, precognition - which you had nat'IlErl rut never explained. At first
science ignored then, even denied their existence, despite
the testiroc>ny of five tlDusand years. Etlt they exist and if
it is to be complete any theory of the universe lnust account
for than.
"Illring the first half of the twentieth century, a fat of
your scientists began to investigate these matters. They did
not know it, rut they were tampering with the lock of
Pandora's box. '!be farces they might have unleashed transcended any perils that the aton oould have brought. For the
physicists oould only have ruined the Earth: the paraphysicists oould have spread havoc to the stars.
Childhood's End, pp.157-158
Perhaps this explains why Orlldhood' s End won such praise for its
autOOr fran C.S.Iewis, who declared, ''!here has been nothing like it
for years ••• an author who understands there may be things that have a
higher claim on humanity than its own "survival".' Certainly Clarke's
sophisticated balancing of the philosophical and aesthetic elements
of this pc7iieI'fu1 cauposition has createrl one of the fOC)st enduring and
effective synthetic fahllatioos of its genre.
In general, Clarke's science fiction illustrates the sceptical

lulmanist soteriology which in many ways matches devout belief; and as
a recent work again s11c:Ms, even a broadly traditional idea of

'God'

may be assimilated. In 2010 Q:iysSey 'tWo, Clarke's 1982 sequel to
2001, the story of the investigation of the strange monoliths of the
first

novel

oootinues.

ocnveyed amid a

As

usual Clarke's evolutionary theme is

welter of futuristic,

'hard' science ideas and

disoourse which give the fiction a realistiC, rigorous tone - this
autb::lr's preferred way of CXJUIlterpointing the staggering nature of
his subject. Although

Bc:Mman, transfigured in 2001, has gone beyond
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his ht.nan fom (' "All that rave Bowman really was, is still part of
Ite, '"

he tells his bewildered ex-wife in a fleeting last visit via

her television), it is made clear to us that his was an irrlividual

experience.

'!be human

evolutionary
CbSlllOS renains

race must go on along its own path of

developnent witOOut any further interruptions. '!be
a cryptic place, especially since the enigmatic

alien

beings woo intervenErl to spare the Ellropans the potential harin which
CX)Uld acexxnpany human curiosity have again with:kawn beyond human ken.
Clarke's teleological fiction expects humane developnent through
the joint influences of evolution and technology. It is a paradigm of

scientific humanism in which positivism is mediated by the sophisticated noral sensibility of transcendental man. Ultimately, the
RenaiSsance mage has re-emerged as the epitcme of apotheosized man.
'lhls perfect sensibility goes beyarl a simple apperception of the
limitatioos of science in its re-integration of science as a valued
kind of krlcMledge about physical reality with mystical religious

perceptioo. '!be resultant awareness recxlgIlizes the oolistic reality
of the universe, having a~ired the macroscx>Smic kind of natural
philosophy witOOut which it cannot be fully krnm.
'ltll:o.lglDlt

this

final

chapter two strands of teleological

scienoe fiction have been discussed concurrently: that in which an
external agency or effect synergises an evolutionary transcendence;

am

the organic, that is, i.rImaIlSIlt transformation of huInan nature

which is the basis of the depiction of human apotheosis.
In VALIS, the

two strarrls OCIlverge to provide a dramatic tale of

self-preservatioo and humane struggle in a situation so bewildering,

am

yet so allegedly COOIOOClPlace, that the distinction between sanity

am deranganent virtually disappears.
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The title of Philip R.Dick's VALIS(1981) is an acronym for 'Vast
Active Living Intelligence System'. This turns out to be an alien
artefact whose telemetred messages a::me as a bolt fran the blue to
its startled and disoriented carrnunicants. With his usual taste for
irony,

Dick keeps the identity of the source of their apparent

theophany fran his characters, and the l:xx:>k charts the anxiety-ridden
decline of several of them through insanity, delusions (often with a
religious flavour), and suicide.
'nle novelist purports to relate the experiences of a close
friend, Ibrselover Fat, who struggles to explain his visions of a
oosmic conspiracy to the rest of the world. The early chapters relate
how

Fat clings to

the oonviction of the reality of disturbing

paranormal events in the face of personal calamity and institutional
ooubt. Fat's response to the scepticism with which his assertions are
met is twofold:

he confronts the disbelief personally in direct

exchanges with the psychotherapists who try to 'cure' him of the
delusional complex which prompts his suicide

atternpts~

and he records

his understanding of the cryptiC hints he picks up in his waking
fugues in his ExegesiS or tractate, a clever collocation of Gnostic
and Hermetic analysis arxi contentions. The first paragraphs of the

eighth chapter illustrate Dick's typically intellective,

wry and

mannered narrative:

I did not think I soould tell Fat that I thought his
encounter with Gcrl was in fact an encounter with himself fran
the far future. Himself so evolved, so changed, that he had
becane no longer a human being. Fat had remembered back to
the stars, and had encountered a being ready to return to the
stars, and several selves along the way, several points along
the line. All of them the same person.
Ehtry *13 in the tractate: Pascal said, "All history
is one i.rrroc>rtal man who continually learns." This is
the Imnortal Ole whan we worship without knowing his
name. "He lived a long time ago but he is still alive,"
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and, "'!he Head Apollo is about to return." The name
changes.
Q1 sane level Fat guessed the truth; he had encountered
his past selves and his future selves - two future selves: an
early-on one, the three-eyed people, and then Zebra, who is
discorporate.
Time sanel'Dw got abolished for him, and the recapitulation
of selves along the linear time-axis caused the multitude of
selves to laminate together into a canmon entity.
llit of the lamination of selves, Zebra, which is supra- or
trans-temporal, came into existence: pure energy, pure living
information. Inrnortal, l::enign, intelligent and helpful. The
essence of the rational human being. In the center of an
irrational universe governed by an irrational Mind stands
rational man, Horselover Fat being just one example. The inbreaking deity that Fat encountered in 1974 was himself. However, Fat seemed happy to believe that he had met Gcrl. After
sane thought I decided not to tell him my views. After all, I
might be wrong.
VALIS, pp.109-110.

Even the author is unsure of the truth; appropriately, hCMever, for
throughout the novel there are points of deliberate convergence when
Dick, the real author of Fat's eclectic EXegesis, drops his pretended
detachment and candidly becanes his bewildered fictional alter

~,

'Horselover Fat' - Philip Dick. Indeed, VALIS is also Dick's public
profession. of faith in an obscure rut active Providence; rut since
Fbrselover Fat and his author ooalesce and separate several times,
biographical speculation on that score is rather unprofitable.
Fbwever idiosyncratic or even eccentric VALIS may seem, it shcMs
thematic resonances with earlier works by Dick and indeed by other
writers whose works have already featured in this discussion of the
science fiction of aspiration. The Wellsian scientific Apollos of Men
Like Gods represent a
--

rationalistic ideal similar to Dick's. Lewis's

angeliC coSlOOgooy striving to maintain cosmic hannony by defeating
the evil intent of the deranged 'Bent One' Maledil is surely reflected in VALIS as it is in Olildhood's End in the symbolic guise of the

cosmic menace posed by occluded modern man exploring our dispropor-
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tionate and ill-managoo ~. Aldiss's acid-head rock group 'The
Escalation' are transrautoo into l'obther Goose's pro-Olristian rock

1:and; the psychanimetic distortions of behaviour which afflict the
characters of Barefoot in the !Sad have their counterparts in the
bewildering

'hypnagogic states'

which disturb Fat's friends.

One

could see the central thane of VALIS as a sophisticated version of
Behold the Man, for in l:oth an obsessed individual seeks a saviour
and ironically finds himself at the end of his quest. Both the cosmic
1Dax and the time-paradox of 'Ihe Sirens of Titan have counterparts in

VALIS, too, rut above all

VALIS stands as another example of the

theosophical narratives - such as

t.'1e

same year

'!he Divine Invasion published in

(a nore cxnventional,

gimnicky reworking of the

Af9Calypse of st.John) - for which Dick has been justly praised.
Taken to its logical culmination, this argument might seem to
reduce VALIS

to a clever rut nonetheless rather derivative synthesis

of oonventional generic ideas; rut that ignores Dick's real purpose
arXl achievement:

the farmulatioo of a original holistic gnosis, a

fictive unification of all the arcane and diversified sacred tenets
and premises of the
he welds into a

ort:hodax, hennetic aOO apocryphal sources which

single,

ooherent mystical weltanschuuang. If the

peril of this learned eclecticism is that it very readily slips into

mere pretentiousness, Dick's oontrapmctual wry hl1lOOllr preserves his
EiKegeSis

fran

deteriorating'

into

the

literary

equivalent

name~ing:

Siddhartha, the arldha, reaanbered all his past lives;
that is why he was given the title of buddha. which means "the
Ehlightened Ole." Fran him the krlatIlfrlge of achieving this
passed to Greece and sbatls up in the teachings of Pythagoras,
w}'X) kept CIIlch of this occult, mystical gngsis secret; his
pupil ElDpe:iocles, however, broke off fran the Pythagorean
Brot:herOOod and went fUblic. Empedocles told his friends
privately that he was Apollo. He, too, like the Buddha and
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of

Pythagoras, oould remember their past lives. What they did
rot talk about was their ability to "remember" future lives.
'!he three-eyed people who Fat saw represented himself at
an enlightened stage of his evolving development through his
various lifetimes.... I did not tell Fat this, but technically he had beoQ~ a Buddha. It did not seem to me like a
qocrl idea to let him know. After all, if you are a Buddha you
should be able to figure it out for yourself.
It strikes me as an interesting paradox that a Buddha - an
enlightened one - would be unable to figure out, even after
four-arrl-a-half years, that he had beccme enlightened. Fat
had becane totally bogged down in his enormous exegesis,
trying futilely to detennine what had happened to him. He
resembled more a hit-and-run accident victim than a Buddha.
VALIS, pp.110-111
Whatever the excitement of the ideas themselves, Dick never forgets
their

human

oontext

or

implications:

Fat

and

his

friends

are

variously exalted, depressed and terrified by their discoveries as
their minds try to cope with the emergent reality underlying the
ooncerns of twentieth-century life. As the Rhipidon Society, they are
a group of oonternporary Everymen, refreshingly venial (exclamatory
tetragramnatta seemingly offend no-one) but embarked on the highest
spiritual pursuit and ethical in outlook. '!heir axian reflects a
morality which, in its rejection of violence as a individual right,
surpasses the mores of their culture: 'Fish can't carry guns.' Having
had the fish symbol of the early Cllristians linked with the double
oolix of CNA germ-cell encoding by the enigmatic deity Fat calls
Zebra, they adopt it as their own emblem.
Cllapter Eight (fran which the foregoing quotations have been
taken)

is a turning point for Fat, who has found a 'divine' purpose

to fulfil,

a

soteriological quest for which he must prepare by

cx:mnitting himself to growth and developnent (in stark and absolute
oontrast to his friend Sherri, who has camnitted herself to death and
'succeeded' in reversing the remission of her cancer).
Fat's obsessive idea these days, as he worried more and
nore about Sherri, was that the savior would soon be reborn 585

or had been already. Sanewhere in the world he walked or soon
would walk the ground once more.
What did Fat intend to do when Sherri died? Maurice had
shouted that at him in the form of a question. Would he die,
too?
NJt at all. Fat, pondering and writing and doing research
and receiving dribs and drabs of messages fram Zebra during
hypnagogic states and in dreams, and attempting to salvage
sanething fran the wreck of his life, had decided to go in
search of the Savior. He would find him wherever he was.
This was the mission, the divine purpose, which zebra had
placed on him in March 1974: the mild yoke, the burden light.
Fat, a holy man TlCM, would becane a nOOern-day magus. All he
lacked was a clue - sane hint as to where to seek. zebra
would tell him, eventually; the clue would cane fran God.
This was the whole purpose of Zebra's theophany: to send Fat
00 his way.
VALIS, pp.111-112
Given the canplexities of his theme and ideas - not to mention the
occasional red herring - Dick's reiterative style seems felicitous
rather than condescending, apposite rather than erudite. Fat and his
fellows (including the author) are intent on pursuing the truth intimated by the theophanic sendings of 'Zebra' - VALIS, actually - and
their

theosophical method is essentially interpolative;

that is,

constructing a viable hypothesis by inductive reasoning, and abandoning the hypothesis if new concepts cannot be accarm::rlated as they
anerge or are revealed. This dialectic is apostate, for they have
agreed that Christian Revelation as it stands is misleading; and it
is recapitulative, since the facts as they have them are redeployed
in a new schena whenever an hypothesis folds. While the impatient or
adventurous reader may play the game for himself by construing the
Tractes Cryptica Scriptura Dick provides as an appendix, the story of
Fat's struggle for enlightenment is both moving and amusing.
Having convinced his sceptical friends of the truth of his
bizarre ideas, they form the secret Rhidipon Society after viewing
Lamptc:n's allusive and subliminal film 'Valis I . The next step is to
make contact with the film-maker and his group which includes the
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avant-garde ccmposer Brent Mini. The author himself effects a meeting
tetween Iampton and the Rhipidon Society, who travel north in a state
of general excitement at the prospect of meeting fellow mystics
tetter informed than themselves. '!he encounter is IOOre manentous and frightening - than they oould possibly have imagined, for the
self-styled

'Friends

of

God'

claim

to

be

Pranethean

Titans

Pranetheus plasticator, sapient and ageless as Victor Frankenstein
oould

never

have

been -

the creators

of

the

human world and

everything it encanpasses. This key episode, which further illustrates Dick's synthetic-apocalyptic style at its most impressive,
learned and humane, could only be abridged at the expense of its
effect:
Shortly, we were squeezed into the [VW] Rabbit, sailing
streets of relatively modern houses with
wide lawns.
''We are the Rhipidon Society," Fat said.
Eric Iampton said, ''We are the Friends of God."
.Amazed, Kevin reacted violently; he stared at Eric
Iampton. The rest of us wondered why.
''You know the name, then," Eric said.
"Q)ttesfreunde," Kevin said. "You go back to the fourteenth
century! "
'''nlat 's right," Linda Lampton said. "'!he Friends of God
fonned originally in Basel. Finally we entered Germany and
the Netherlands. You know of Master Eckehart, then."
Kevin said, "He was the first person to conceive of the
Godhead in distinction to God. The greatest of the Christian
mystics. He taught that a person can attain union with the
Godhead - he held a concept that God exists within the human
soul!" We had never heard Kevin so excited. "'!he soul can
actually know God as he is! Notxxiy today teaches thatl And,
and - " Kevin stanmered; we had never heard him stanmer
refore. "Sankara in India, in the ninth century; he taught
the same things that Eckehart taught. It's a trans-Christian
mysticism in which man can reach beyond God, or merge with
God, as or with a spark of sane kind that isn't created.
Brahman; that's why Zebra - "
''VALIS,'' Eric Iampton said.
''Whatever,'' Kevin said; turning to me, he said in
agitation, "this would explain the revelations about the
Buddha and about st. Sophia or Christ. This isn't limited to
anyone country or culture or religion. Sorry ravid."
down residential
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Il:lvid nodded amiably, rut appeared shaken. He knew this
wasn't o~.
Eric said, 'Sankara and Bckehart, the same person; living
in two places at two times."
Half to himself, Fat said, "He causes things to look different so it would appear time has passed."
''Time and space both," Linda said.
"What is VALIS?" I asked.
''Vast Active Living Intelligence System," Eric said.
'''!hat's a description," I said.
'''!hat's what we have," Eric said. "What else is there but
that? Do you want a name, the way God had man name all the
animals? VALIS is the name; call it that and be satisfied."
"Is VALIS man?" I said. "Or God? Or sanething else."
lbth Eric and Linda smiled.
''DJes it cane frcrn the stars?" I said.
'''!his place where we are," Eric said, "is one of the stars;
orr sun is a star."
''Riddles,'' I said.
Fat said, "Is VALIS the Savior?"
For a manent, both Eric and Linda remained silent and
then Linda said, ''We are the Friends of God." .Beyond that she
added nothing nore.
cautiously, ravid glanced at me, caught my eye, and made a
questioning notion: Are these people on the level?
'''!hey are a very old group," I answered, ''which I thought
had died out centuries ago."
Eric said, ''We never died out and we are much older than
you realize. 'n1an you have been told. '!han even we will tell
you if asked."
''You date back before Fckehart, then," Kevin said acutely.
Linda said, "Yes."
"o:mturies?" Kevin asked.
N:> answer.
'''Ihousands of years?" I said, finally.
"'High hills are the haunt of the mountain-goat,'" Linda
said, "'and boulders a refuge for the rock-badger. "'
''What does that mean?" I said; Kevin joined in; we spoke in

uniscn.

"I kncM what it means," Il:lvid said.
"It can't be," Fat said; apparently he recognized what
Linda had quoted, too.
"''!he stork makes her harte in their tops, "' Eric said, after
a time.
'Ib me, Fat said, "'Ihese are Ikhnaton's race. '!hat's Psalm
, 04, based on Ikhnaton' s hymn; it entered our Bible - it's
older than our Bible."
Linda Lampton said, "we are the ugly milders with clawlike hands. Who hide ourselves in shame. Along wi th
fephaistos we milt great walls and the hanes of the gods
themselves. "
''Yes,'' Kevin said. "Hepaistos was ugly, too. The wilder
God. You killed Asklepios."
'''Ibese are Kyklopes," Fat said faintly.
''!he name means 'Roond-eye,'" Kevin said.
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''alt W'e have three eyes," Eric said. "So an error in the
histor ic record was made."
''Deliberately?'' Kevin asked.
Linda said, "Yes."
''Yoo are very old," Fat said.
''Yes, we are," Eric said; and Linda nodded. ''Very old. Blt
time is not real. Not to us, anyhow."
''My Gerl," Fat said, as if stricken. "'lhese are the original
ruilders. "
"We have never stoppe1," Eric said. ''We still build. We
ruilt this world, this space-time matrix."
''You are our creators," Fat said.
'!he Larnptans l'lOCXIed.
''Yoo really are the Friends of God," Kevin said. "You are
li terally. "
''O:n't re afraid," Eric said. "You lmCM how' Shiva holds up
ale harx1 to show there is nothing to fear."
''alt there is,'' Fat said. "Shiva is the destroyer; his
third eye destroys."
''He is also the restorer," Linda said.
I.eaning against me, David whsipered, "Are they crazy?"
'!hey are gods, I said to myself; they are Shiva who roth
destroys and protects. '!hey judge.
Perhaps I slnlld have felt fear. But I did not. '!hey had
already destroyed - brooght down Ferris F. Fremount, as he
had been depicted in the fi~ Valis.
'!he period of Shiva the Restorer had begun. '!he restoratim, I thought, of all we have lost. Of two dead girls.
As in the film Valis, Linda Iampton could turn time back,
if necessary; and to restore everything to life.
I had begun to understand the fi~.
'!he Rhidipan Society, I realized, fish though it be, is
oot of its depth.
VALIS, pp.161-163.
Having thus invoked the prospect of a new era of hope and redemption,
Dick sudienly anbarks on a sanbre digression. His characters are
deserted

t7t their author midway

between Gino's Bar and the Ianptons'

h:xne, packed into the VW Rabbit. His style abruptly switches into
expositioo about l'x:lw the allegedly dualistic IOOrality of man and the
death 'within every religion' can readily oonvert a religion fran

am
reasoo am
light

~ to

thanatos, fran the worship of Apollo's divine

Sophia's 'holy wisdan' to the morbid indulgence of Pan and

Dionysos. His tale is utterly grave, without a trace of the flippancy
which does here and there threaten to reduce his story to pastiche;
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his subject, the awful force of religious conviction and its ability
to foster an obedience every bit as oppressive and deadly as any
Orwellian nightmare or event of the Inquisition. Evidently, Dick was
himself overwheLmed during the composition of VALIS by an appalling
topical proof of the carmonplace notion that 'truth is stranger than
fiction' :
But the divine and the terrible are so close to each other.
and Yurugu are partners; roth are neccesary. Osiris and
Seth, too. In the Book of Job, Yahweh and Satan form a partnership. For us to live, however, these partners must be
split. The behind-the-scenes partnership must end as soon as
time and space and all the creatures cane into being.
It is not God nor the gods which must prevail; it is wisdan, Holy Wisdom. I hoped that the fifth Savior would be that:
splitting the bipoLarities and emerging as a unitary thing.
rbt of three persons or two rut ~. Not Brahma the Creator,
Vishnu the Sustainer and Shiva the Destroyer, rut what
Zoroaster called the Wise Mind.
God can be good and terrible - not in succession - but at
the same time. This is why we seek a mediator between us and
him; we approach him through the mediating priest and
attenuate and enclose him through the sacraments. It is for
our own safety: to trap him with confines which render him
safe. Blt nON, as Fat had seen, God had escaped the confines
and was transubstantiating the world; God had becane free.
'ttle gentle sounds of the choir singing "Amen, amen" are
not to calm the congregation but to pacify the god.
When you know this you have penetrated to the innermost
core of religion. And the worst part is that the god can
thrust himself outward and into the congregation until he
becanes them. You worship a goo and then he pays you back by
taking you over. This is called "enthousiasmos" in Greek,
literally "to be possessed by the god." Of all the Greek gods
the cne roost likely to do this was Dionysos. And, unfortunately, Dionysos was insane •
~

... .. ......

i·

~it~· this li~erally with a heavy hand; I am so weary I
am dropping as I S1t here. What happened at Jonestown was the
mass running of panic, inspired by the mad god - panic
leading into death, the logical outcome of the mad goo's
thrust.
Fbr them no way out ~isted. You must be taken over by the
mad god to understand th1S, that once it happens there is no
way out, because the mad goo is everywhere.
It is not reasonable for nine hundred people to collude in
their own deaths ~ the deaths of little children, but the
mad god is not log1cal, not as we understand the term.
YALIS, pp.165-166.
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The materialistic explanation is slinpler by far than his theosophical
ideas: he sees the JonestCMn tragedy as the consequence of blind
fai th

in a

charismatic oppressor,

religious

' totali tarianisnl '

by

another name. If Dick strains to analyze this fell event within the
Glostic rhetoric and schell€ he has adopted, his despair at human
folly is plain and heartfelt; clearly an agnostic rather than an
atheist, he resentfully accuses: 'YOU worship a god and he pays you
back by taking you over.' As the rest of the novel seems to suggest,
the

precarious

equilibrium

of

agnostic

faith

suggested

by

the

Hennetic slogan '000 IS NON HERE / 000 IS l'O'lliERE' has tipped fran
millenial joy to agnostic despair.
Dick returns at once to the storyline he has been developing
with the party's arrival at the Iamptons' house, but the daninant
tone is increasingly sceptical, even hostile. The Lamptons reveal
that they and Mini are actually alien beings fran Albemuth who have

exchanged their titanic faculties - including their third eye - to
playa sophisticated reality game within the prevailing conditions on
Earth which they claim to have created. The artifact VALIS is an
automatic device designed to restore their native rationality despite
the derangement the pathol03ical atmosphere of Earth causes; yet
before they admit their insanity, the author has realized, 'So that's
why yoo' re dying. Your god has killed you and yet you're happy. I
thought, We have to get out of here. 'Ihese people court death. ' (p. 171 )
Yet the Rhidipon Society stay, partly because their confidence in
their strange hosts becanes stronger once again, and partly because
they are offered a proof which could either confirm their doubts or
reverse them: a meeting with the Head Appollo' s fifth avatar, St.
Sophia,

the daughter of Linda Lampton and VALIS -
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the incarnate

'hypostasis of Christ:'
What I had expected was tranquility, the peace of God
which passes all understanding. However, the child, upon
seeing us, rose to her feet and came towards us wi th
indignation blazing in her face; her eyes, huge, dilated with
anger, fixed intently on me - she lifted her right hand and
pointed at me.
"Your suicide attempt was a violent cruelty against
yourself," she said in a clear voice. And yet she was, as
Linda had said, no more than two years old: a baby, really,
and yet with the eyes of an infinitely old person.
"It was Horselover Fat," I said.
Sophia said, "Phil, Kevin and I:evid. Three of you. '!here
are no rrore."
TUrning to speak to Fat - I saw no one. I saw only Eric
Lampton and his wife, the dying man in the wheelchair [Mini),
Kevin and I:avid. Fat was gone. Nothing remained of him.
Ibrselover Fat was gone forever. As if he had never
existed.
"I don't understand," I said. "You destroyed him."
''Yes,'' the child said.
I said, ''Why?''
''To ma.ke you whole."
"'!hen he's in me? Alive in me?"
''Yes,'' Sophia said. By degrees, the anger left her face.
'!he great eyes ceased to sroolder.
"He was me all the time," I said.
'''Ihat is right," Sophia said.
VALIS, pp.176-177.
Debating the validity of all this bewildering revelation later, the
Rhidipon SOCiety (now numbering three) conclude that the Iamptons and
Brent Mini are mad, but Sophia represents absolute reason - wisdom
incamate.

Phil resists the latter finding until Kevin and I:evid

suggest to him that his cure is the ultimate proof of Sophia's
benevolent power -

'''You stopped believing you were two people. You

stopped believing in Horselover Fat as a separate person. And no
therapist and no therapy over the years, since Gloria's death, has
gver been able to accomplish that.'" (p. 182) '!hey decide to stay a
further day to speak once more with the oracular child. '!heir faith

is rewarded with

an uplifting humanist vision and they are charged

with a holy miSSion, for the millenium is not yet at hand and must be
defended during the last days of morbidity and oppression:
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"I gave you your motto," she said. "For your society; I
qave you its name. Now I give you your commission. You will
go out into the world and you will tell the kerygma which I
charge you with. Listen to me; I tell you in truth, in very
truth, that the days of the wicked will end and the son of
man will sit on the judgement seat. This will come as surely
as the sun itself rises. The gr~ king will strive and lose,
despite his cunning; he loses; he lost; he will always lose,
and those with him will go into the pit of darkness and there
they will linger forever.
''What you teach is the word of man. Man is holy, and the
true god, the living god, is man himself. You will have no
gods but yourselves; the days in which you believed in other
qods end nCNI, they end forever.
"The goal of your lives has been reached. I am here to tell
you this. CO not fear; I will protect you. You are to follow
one rule: you are to love one another as you love me and I
love you, for this love proceeds fran the true god, which is
yourselves.
"A time of trial and delusion and wailing lies ahead
tecause the grim king, the king of tears, will not surrender
his pcMer. &It you will take his power fran him; I grant you
the authority in my name, exactly as I granted it to you once
before, when that grim king ruled and destroyed and challenged the humble people of the world.
'''The battle which you fought before has not ended, although
the day of the healing sun has cane. EVil does not die of its
own self because it imagines that it speaks for god, but
there is only one god and that god is man himself.
VALIS, pp.183-184.
Its apostate character aside, this passage is easily the equal of
anything by Wells, Lewis, or Stapledon. Indeed its very unorthodoxy
proclaims its uniqueness and genius. DiCk's hermetic allegory should
therefore

be

seen

not

as

a

pale

imitation

of

their

towering

achieverrents, rut as a worthy successor in the humane tradition of the
science fiction of aspiration which includes so many other impressive
allegories of salvation or humane fulfillment. VALIS, as it turns
out, has a sort of suspended resolution which refocusses the reader's
attention on the human predicament of its protagonists as they await
the restoration of the world and their individual salvation. Sophia
has been killed by Mini; yet VALIS's subliminal messages continue to
cane through television advertisements aimed at children. Fat has
returned fran the limOO to which he was sent by Sophia, but leaves
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Phil to seek his Saviour across the world; alone again,
sense of the goodness of men these dayS •••• '

'I have a

Phil reflects;

'The

divine intrudes where you least expect it. '
My search kept me at hone; I sat before the TV set in my
living roan. I sat; I waited; I watched; I kept myself awake.
As we had been told, originally, long ago, to do; I kept my
camlission.

VALIS, p.213

As

Dick's work has always attested,

the prQ3ressive impulse

which has long been a pervasive theme of modern science fiction now
dernands

of

its

champioos

a

greater

measure

of

self-awareness,

fidelity, and maturity. 'lbese new protagonists embody the emergent
humanism of cootemporary science fiction, with its

sceptici&~

about

religious moral values which have interdicted progressive yearnings
since Ellen, and the essentially conservative nature of Religion as a
social institution. An additional function of transcendental science
fiction is to present topical criticism:

where the sixeenth and

seventeenth-century satirists thought to expose the truth as they saw
it in their bitter 'glas', these contemporary satirists assert that
cnly in a

puzzling eclipse can truths be glimpsed, rather in a

straightforwardly reflective mirror of the intellect;

'truths'

confront

orthodox

religion

with

its

often such

own

imputed

inadequacies.
In general,

contemporary science fiction's cerebral parables

assert that moral values are only apparently :i.nmutable, and being
relative, must not be obeyed unthinkingly. Ethical principles should
be defined in the purest interests of mankind, and not sought fran

sane

illusory supernatural source.

Their moral force should not

depend either on allegedly divine authority or proscription, but upon
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their sophistication, general acceptability, and humaneness. In this
the science fiction of aspiration pleasingly reflects the distinctive
idealism and scepticism of the genre as a whole.
A final question may now be answered. If the science fiction of
aspiration really is generically 'apostate,' why have writers tended
to pay so much attention to concepts like 'faith' and 'salvation '?
Bester's hubrist ~ excellence, the transformed Gully Foyle, grasps
their significance in the very instant of his soteriological transfiguration:
He jaunted up the geodesic lines of space-time to an
Elsewhere and an Elsewhen. He arrived in chaos. he hung in a
precarious para-Now for a moment and then tlli~led back into
chaos.
'It can be done,' he thought. 'It must be done. '
He jaunted again, a l::urning spear flung from unknown into
unknown, and again he tumbled back into a chaos of para-space
and para-time. He was lost in Nowhere.
'I believe,' he thought. 'I have faith. '
He jaunted again, and failed again.
'Faith in what?' he asked himself, adrift in limbJ.
'Fai th in faith,' he answered himself. 'It isn't necessary
to have sanething to believe in.
It's only necessary to believe that somewhere there's something worthy of belief. '
He jaunted for the last time and the power of his willingness to believe transformed the para-Now of his random destination into a real •••
r-nv: Rigel in Orion, OOrning blue-white, five hundred and
forty light years from earth, ten thousand times more
luminous than the sun, a cauldron of energy circled by
thirty-seven massive planets... Foyle hung, freezing and
suffocating in space, face to face with the incredible
destiny in which he relieved, but which was still
inconceivable. He hung in space for a blinding mcment, as
helpless, as amazed, and as inevitable as the first gilled
creature to cane out of the sea and hang gulping on a
primeval beach in the dawn-history of life on earth.
He space-jaunted, turning para-NcM into •••
Tiger! Tiger!, pp.246-247

Be it invested in God, Science, Self or Man - or in all four - faith

sustains the sensibility; without it, existence is empty of meaning
and aspiration is nugatory,

protagonist

Barney Mayerson,

and,

to quote Dick's terror-stricken

'''There
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is

no

salvation! "' -

only

entropy. The unique attraction of the science fiction of aspiration
is that it supports so much speculative discourse while celebrating a
progressive moral vision of Man. '
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Visioos. A Chinese carmisar is being evaluated for advancement.
At the same time, the underground movement try to win him over by
supplying him with a drug, which he irmocently takes. The dose
provokes a most terrifying hallucination, in which he sees a vile
cy1x>rg on his viewer I rather than the depressingly familiar
features of the Party Olairman. As the bad trip passes he asswnes
that he was given a hallucinogen, rut as his girl contact later
tells him, he was in fact given stelazine, an anti-hallucinogen.
'nle city's drinking water is treated with a drug which he, and
everyone else, has been taking unknowingly for years. The horrid
creature he saw was not a hallUCination, rut the opposite. still
sceptical, Olien accepts another dose to take with him to a
social gathering in the presence of the His Greatness the
Absolute Benefactor. The meeting turns out to be an apocalyptic
epiphany:
I know who you are, Tung Chien thought to himself.
You, the supreme head of the world-wide Party structure.
You, who destroy whatever living object you touch; I see
that Arabic poem, the searching for the flowers of life
to eat them - I see you astride the plain which to you
is Earth, plain without hills, without valleys. You go
anywhere, a~ any time, devour anything; you engineer
life and then guzzle it, and you enjoy that.
Ii: thought, you are God.
Ilmgerous ViSions Vol.2, p.62.

Cllien then tries to take his own life, rut is saved by

'God'.

After a bitter exchange with this malevolent entity in the course

of which it pranises him that it will tonnent him to death and
- shades of Nineteen EightY-Four - 'deprive you of everything you
IX>ssess or want'; and reveals a 'mystery' - 'The dead shall live,
the living die. I kill what lives; I save what has died. And I
will tell you this: there are things worse than I'; the encounter
ends when Olien strikes out at it. Though he rums for further
revenge, 'He thought, I will get you. I will see that you die too.
That you suffer, just like us, exactly in every way we do. I'll
nail you; I swear to god I'll nail you up sanewhere. And it will
hurt. As much as I hurt naN. " Chien realizes that 'God' - it,
the state, its protocols, its agents, devices and lackeys cannot be defeated. Returning hone, he finds a measure of temporary release in Tanya's canpliant and healing sexuality, rut his
estrangement is only a little diminished as he perceives that his
death is inminent.
In an afterword to this story, Dick speculated aoout the possible
use of hallucinogenic drugs to allow the scientific study of 'the
theological experience'. He continues, 'This appears to me to be
a true new frontier ••• part hallucination rut containing other,
real components. God, as a topic in science fiction, when it
appeared at all, used to be treated polemically, as in "Qlt of
the Silent Planet". B..lt I prefer to treat it as intellectually
exciting. What if, through psychedelic drugs, the religious
experiences hecanes (sic) ccmnonplace in the life of intellectuals? The old atheism, which seemed to many of us - including
me - valid in tenns of our experiences, or rather lack of
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experiences, would have to step momnetarily aside. Science
fiction, always probing what is ab:rut to be thought, becane,
must eventually tackle without preconceptions a future neomystical society in which theology constitutes as major a
force as in the medieval period. This is not necessarily a
mckward step, because now these beliefs can be tested - forced
to put up or shut up. I, myself, have no real beliefs arout God,
cnly my experience that He is present ••• subjectively, of course;
rut the inner realm is real too.'
17. ''!he Profession of Science Fiction XVII: The Lucky LOg Pet Store'
OJ Philip K.Dick, Foundation .!l (Sept.1979) pp.41-49.
18.

Brian ALDISS, Trillion Year Spree, p.329.

19.

Angus M.TAYLOR, 'Can God Fly? Can He Hold QJt His Anns and Fly?
'!he Fiction of Philip K.Dick'; Foundation! (July 1973); pp.39-40.

20.

DICK, Radio Free Albemuth(1985); p.67 (Grafton Books edition).

21.

TAYLOR, 9E.!.. cit., pp. 42-43.

22.

According to James Blish's argument in A Case of Conscience, the

belief that Satan possesses creativity

IS

heretical.

23.

Harold L.BERGER, Science Fiction and the New Dark Age; The Popular Press, Bowling Green, Ohio, 1976; pp.41-42.

24.

Sheila SOlWARTZ, 'Science Fiction as Humanistic Study'; English
Record 22:11 (1971) pp.49-55; p.54.

25.

Idem., pp.54-55.

26.

James BLISH (as William Atheling), 'Cathedrals in Space'; pp.49-70
of his collected reviews, The Issue at Hand; p.70.

27.

Idem., pp.63-64.

28.

Blish's' catalogue' of Sni th ' s 'carnpbellian' sUperpJWers:
He can control his metal:x>lism to the point where any
ootside observer would judge him dead; he can read minds;
he is a telekinetic; he can throw obj ects (or people)
permanently away into the fourth dimension by a pure
effort of will, so easily that he uses the stunt to
undress; he practices astral projection as easily as he
undressed, on one occasion leaving his body on the
tx:>ttan of a swirrming pool while he disposes of about
thirty-five cops and almost as many heavily annored
helicopters; he can heal his own wounds almost
instantly; he can mentally analyze inanimate matter,
well enough to know instantly that a corpse he has just
encountered died by poisoning years ago; levitation,
crepitation, intennittent claudication, you name it he's
qot it - and besides, he's awfully good in bed.
Lac.cit., pp.69-70
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29.

Stranger in ~ Strange land, passim, rut pp.267-268 especially.
(New English Library 1978 edition).

30.

03.vid N. SAMUELSON, 'stranger in the Sixties: M:xlel or Mirror?'
in Critical Encounters: Writers and Themes in Science Fiction,
edited by Dick Riley, pp.144-175; Frederick Ungar Publishing 00.,
New York, 1978; p.162.
Samuelson's essay also describes the phenomenal success of
Stranger in ~ Strange Land, and its adoption by cultists, a1lOng
them the notorious Charles Manson, 'self-appointed Messiah of
Southern California' •
It was not until the Sixties, however - when Heinlein
himself was in his fifties - that he taecame a really
popular writer for "adult" audiences, known to large
numbers of people outside the science fiction subculture.
Perhaps it would be more accurate to observe that a
qreater proportion of, society became initiated, if only
minimally, into the science fiction subculture. '!he
qrowth in Heinlein's sales and reputation was gradual,
centering on one book, which shared with Frank Herbert's
D.lI1e (1965) the dubious blessing of becaning an ''underground classic." Stranger in a Strange Land (1961) sold
over a million copies ••• Far fran being a rival of Isaac
Asimov and Arthur C. Clarke, Heinlein came to canpete
with Harold Robbins and Jacqueline Susann, although his
idiosyncracies made it unlikely he would ever surpass
them.
I£>c.cit., p.145.

31.

Ronald Lee CANSLER, 'Stranger in a Strange Land: Science Fiction
as Literature of Creative Imagination, Social Criticism, and
Ehtertainment'; Journal of Popular Ollture 5, pp. 952.

32.

Blish, op.cit.

33.

Heinlein evidently wished to clalin a new prestige for his work
by using the term, which he felt distinguished his later fiction

fran its antecedent juvenilia and 'hard' science fiction which
emphasized rigorous extrapolation of existing SCientific knowledge and technological hardware.

34.

Robert C. PARKINEON, 'D.me - An Unfinished Tetralogy'; fran
Extrapolation g (Dec. 1971); p.19.

35.

D:ivid M. MILLER, ''!t:Mard a structural M3taphysic: Religion in
the Novels of Frank Herbert I; '!he Transcendent Adventure 00.
Reilly; pp.146-147.

36.

Ti.m:>thy O'REILLY, 'Fran Concept to Fable: '!he Evolution of Frank
rerbert's DJne'; in Critical Encounters ed. Dick Riley; pp.49-50.

37.

O'Reilly, op.cit., p.50.
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38.

Brian Aldiss nearly concurs (he rates Dune Messiah more highly
than I): ''!he first two novels [of the Dune sequence] ••• are,
it must be said, the best of the series. canplexity of theme in
the later novels does not canpensa te for an absence of mythic
depth.' Trillion Year Spree, p.396.

39.

Trillion Year Spree, p.471.

40.

'Itm~,

41.

WOOdman, op.cit., p.128.

42.

Aldiss, op.cit., Panther edition, pp.63-64.

43.

'!he 'Golden Age' of American magazine science fiction of the
1950's saw a proliferation of stories with paranormal heroes.
Indeed Bester's novels reflect this interest in speculative
faculties such as telekinesis, synaesthesia, teleportation
(Tiger! Tiger! ), and telepathy {The Demolished ManL 1953) j
in later novels he depicts immortals in a gestalt interface
with a supercanputer (EXtro, 1975) and the telepathic
'polymorphic' incul::us of Golem-1 00 (1 980) •

44.

James GUNN, '!he Road to Science Fiction Vol. 3; p. 40 •

45.

'!he sexual explicitness of 'New Wave' writers like M;x)rcock,
Aldiss, et al. is arguably mre humane than the sort of coy
prurience-their 'Golden Age' predecessors often would work
into their stories, which, being generally chauvinistic or
voyeuristic, is no less offensive.

46.

Given the ~ssibility of sustaining a detailed discussion of
such a large group of texts, the approach adopted meant selecting
those which would represent all the main features of the group as
a whole. Many of these novels have been recognised as being among
the mst sophisticated science fiction stories of their day.

47.

Cllapter 10 of Childhood's End presents one of the most
credible, concise projections of the SOCiology of a future
'Golden Age' the genre includes. Alas this ultimate phase of
human civilization is foredoomed and poignantly short-lived.

'Science Fiction, Religion and Transcendence'; in
Science Fiction: A Critical Glide ed. Parrinder; pp.110-130.
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APPENDIX I
Wells's View of the Social Role of Religion
This passage, one of the most effective of the many expositions
of M:n Like Gods (1923), illustrates Wells's central thesis that orthodox religious moral values and their influence upon social development has been exaggerated and harmful. He suggests here that there
are Christian ideas which are humane, but also that these have been
considered

sacrosanct

and

hence

accorded

absolute

moral

force,

whereas in fact, since all ethics are relative qualities generated b¥
their cultural context, they become pernicious rather than wholesome
if their effect is maintained statically throughout a long period of
social change on the basis that they are 'revealed' and immutable.
Wells always held that social change was an inevitable phenomenon,

but that it could be a positive force if it was managed

scientifically (that is, frcm a position of knowledge of ends, means
and consequences) rather than on a laissez-faire basis. Religious
feelings, which he saw as a powerful inf luence upon popular human
atti tudes, could be harnessed to bend the will of the people to
constructive, egalitarian ends ('a doctrine of universal service').
This humanistic 'religion of Man' does not require divine sanction in
the same way conventional religions depend upon the backing of a god
for the force of their moral dicta; yet Wells perceived the benefit
as

well

as

the danger of

endowing

the

prophet with a

divine

sensibility and hence, more-than-human significance. The Utopians'
creed therefore has a

theistic element,

although it is strictly

atheistic in the conventional sense, because Wells has substituted
Man

for

Gcrl

by

asserting,

anthropologically,

that

sane

hurnan

qualities actually are divine qualities. In Utopia, it there is a Gcrl
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at all, Gc:::rl was made in the image of enlightened Man - 'A great many
people thought that his man was a God. But he had been accustomed to
call himself merely a son of God or a

son of Man.'

In Michael

Moorcock's Judea, by contrast, while Glogauer does create a God out
of his own personality, the drives which compell him to substantiate
the Christian scripture - selfishness, insecurity and sado-masochism
- ironically are perverted and quite ignoble.
What happened, Mr.Barnstaple gathered, was a deliberate
change in Utopian thought. A growing number of people were
caning to understand that amidst the powerfuland easily
released forces that science and organisation had brought
within reach of man, the old conception of social life in
the state, as a limited and legailzed struggle of men and
wanen to geet the better of one another, was becaning too
dangerous to endure, just as the increased dreadfulness of
roc:rlern weapons was making the separate sovereignty of
nations too dangerous to endure. There had to be new ideas
and conventions of human association if history was not to
end in disaster and collapse.
All societies were based on the limitation by laws and
taboos and treaties of the ancestral man-ape; that ancient
spirit of self-assertion had now to undergo new restrictions
carmensurate with the new p:Mers and dangers of the race.
'!he idea of canpetition to possess, as the ruling idea of
intercourse, was, like sane ill-controlled furnace, threatening to consume the machine it had fonnerly driven. The idea
of creative service had to replace it. 'Ib that idea the
human mind am will had to be turned if social life was to
be saved. Propositions that had seemed, in fonner ages, to
be inspired am exalted idealism t.egan now to be recognised
not simply as sober psychological truth rut as practical and
urgently necessary truth. In explaining this Urthred expressed himself in a manner that recalled to Mr. Barnstaple 's mind
certain very familiar phrases; he seemed to be saying that
whosoever walld save his life should lose it, and that
whosoever walld give his life should thereby gain the whole
world.
Father Amerton's thoughts, it seemed, were also responding
in the same marmer. For he suddenly interrupted with: 'B..lt
what you are saying is a quotation! '
Urthred admitted that he had a quotation in mind, a passage fran the teachings of a man of great poetic power who
had lived loog ago in the days of spoken words.
Ie would have proceeded, rut Father Amerton was too
excited to let him do so. 'B..lt who was this teacher?' he
asked. 'Where did he live? Fbw was he torn? HeM did he die?'
A picture was flashed upon Mr.Barnstaple's consciousness
of a solitary-looking, pale-faced figure, beaten and bleeding,
surrounded by annoured guards, in the midst of a thrusting,
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jostling, sun-bit crowd which filled a narrow, high-walled
street. Behind, sane huge, ugly implement was borne along
dipping and swaying with the swaying of the multitude ••••
'Did he die upon the Cross in this world also?' cried
Father Acnerton. 'Did he die upon the Cross?'
'!his prophet in Utopia they learned had died very painfully but not upon the Cross. He had been tortured in sane
way, rut neither the Utopians nor these particular Earthlings
had sufficient knowledge of the technicalities of torture to
get any idea over about that, and then apparently he had been
fastened upon a slowly turning wheel and exposed until he
died. It was the abcminable punishment of a cruel and
conquering race, and it had been inflicted upon him because
his doctrine of universal service had alarmed the rich and
daninant who did not serve. Mr.B:u:nstaple had a manentary
vision of a twisted figure upon that wheel of torture in the
balzing sun. And, marvellous triulnph over death! out of a
VIOrld that could do such a deed had cane this great peace and
universal beauty about hilll!
fut Father Amerton was pressing his questions. 'aIt did
you not realise who he was? Did not this world suspect?'
A great many people thought that this man was a God. aIt
he had been accustcrned to call himself merely a son of G:xi or
a son of Han.
Father Amerton stuck to his point. 'aIt you VIOrship him
rlON?'

'We folaw his teaching because it was wonderful and true,'
said Urthred.
'&.It VIOrship?'
'No. '

'&It does nobody VIOrship? '!here were those who worshipped
him?'
'!here were those who worshipped him. '!here were those who
quailed before the stern magnificence of his teaching and yet
who had a tormenting sense that he was right in sane profound
way. So they played a trick upon their own uneasy consciences
by treating him as a magical god rather than as a light to
their souls. '!hey interwove with his execution ancient traditions of sacrificial kings. Instead of receiving him frankly
and clearly, and making him a part of their understandings
and wills they pretended to eat him mystically and ma.ke him
a part of their bodies. They turned his wheel into a miraculous symbol, and they confused it with the equator and the
sun and the ecliptic and indeed with anything else that was
round. In cases of ill luck, ill health or bad weather it was
believed to be very helpful for the believer to describe a
circle in the air with the fore-finger.
And since this teacher's memory was very dear to the
ignorant IIUlltitude because of his gentleness and charity, it
was seized upon by cunning and aggressive types who constituted themselves champions and exponents of the wheel, who
gr~ rich and powerful in its name, lErl people into great
wars for its sake and used it as a cover and justification
for envy, hatred, tyranny and dark desires. Until at last men
said that had that ancient prophet cane again to Utopia, his
own triumphant wheel would have crushed and destroyed him
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afresh ••••
Father Amerton seemed inattentive to this cc:mnunication.
He was seeing it fran another angle. 'But surely,' he said,
'there is a remnant of believers still! Despised perhaps hlt a remnant?'
'Ihere was no remnant. 'The whole world followed that
Teacher of Teachers, hlt no one worshipped him. On sane old
treasured hlildings the wheel was still to 1::::e seen carved,
often with the lTIOst fantastic decorative elaborations. And in
museums and collections there were multitudes of pictures,
images, charms and the like.
'I don't understand t.l1.is,' said Father Amerton. 'It is too
terrible. I am at a loss. I do not understand.'
Men Like Gods, pp.58-61.
By presenting this sympathetic analogy of the Qrrist' s Passion

and Crucifixion, Wells sought to show how a Qrrist-like prophet could
exert a benign, temporal influence which would help shape a more
humane society, but which would gradually dirnish after the critical
times as that primary influence became less and less necessary for
maintaining the new ethical code.
Wells argues that it is the legacy of the prophet which
be valued, on the basis that it has intrinsic value;

should

Amerton, here

representing all Christian believers, venerates the prophet himself
as much as his ethiCS, whose merit proceeds fran their source Olristian values are 'revealed'. canpare this argument with Aldous
HUxley's rather caustic discussion of the legacy of Christ:
In cases where the adored man is no longer alive, adoration cannot corrupt its object. But even the best human
persons have their defects and limitations; and to these, if
they happen to be dead, must be added the defects and limitations of their biographers. Thus, according to his very
inadequate biographers, Jesus of Nazareth was never preoccupied with philosophy, art, music or science, and ignored
alrrost canpletely the problems of politics, econanics, and
sexual relations. It is also recorded of him that he blasted
a fig-tree for not bearing fruit out of season, that he
scourged the shopkeepers in the temple precincts and caused a
herd of swine to drown. Scrupulous devotion to and ini tia tion
of the person of Christ have resulted only too frequently in
a fatal tendency, on the part of earnest Christians; to despise artisitc creation and philosophic thought; to disparage
the enquiring intelligence, to evade all long-range, largescale problems of politics and econanics, and to believe
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themselves justified in displaying anger, or as they would
doubtless prefer to call it, 'righteous indignation.'
In many cases devotion is directed, not to a living human
person, nor to a human person who lived in the past, but to
an eternal, anniscient, all-powerful Gcx:1, who is regarded in
same way as a person.
Ends and Means(1937), pp.238-239.
Of course,

as he had already pointed out, Huxley was even more

sceptical about the effectiveness of the kind of cult of scientific
h1..L.-nanism which Wells advocated:
Tb what effect can rites and formulations, symbolic acts
and obj ects be made use of in lnodern times? The question has
been asked at frequent intervals ever since organized Olristiani ty began to lose its hold upon the West. Attempts have
been made to fabricate synthetic rituals without much success.

'Ille Frenach Revolutionary cult of Reason and the SUpreme
Being died with the Thermidorian reaction. Cbmte's religion
of Humanity - 'catholicism without Olristianity,' as T.H.
Huxley called it - never took root. Even the rituals and
ceremonies devised from time to time by successful Olristian
revivalists seldom outlive their authors or spread beyond the
buildings in which they were originally practised.
While acknowledging the success of 'the cults of nationalism and
SOCialism, I he continues:
Tb create a ritual, as Cbmte did, in the hope that it will
create a religious emotion, is to put the cart before the
horse.
Idem., pp.228 & 229.
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